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1. Abstract

Acute Liver Failure has poor prognosis; current treatment - liver transplant - cannot keep up with
demand. Due to its regenerative capabilities, a damaged liver could heal if its functions were
temporarily carried out by a separate device.
A bioartificial liver device (BAL) could provide functional support while the organ heals,
eliminating transplant and lifelong immunosuppression requirements. This device consists of a
2 litre biomass of alginate encapsulated HepG2 liver cells.
The aim of this PhD is to cryopreserve this biomass in a single cassette and recover viable cell
number within 72 h of thaw by researching the physical and biological implications of scaling-up
cryopreservation from 2ml to 2 litres.
Heat transfer, ice formation patterns, ice nucleation, and thawing profiles were examined and
used to optimise cryopreservation protocols.
Ice structure was substantially different after scale-up, with network solidification present in
2ml but progressive solidification in 2 litre volumes – this reduced post-thaw viable cell number
24 h post-thaw, but faster recovery eliminated differences by 48 h. There was a strong spatial
element after scale-up - biologic freezing later demonstrated reduced post-thaw function. This
was solved by inclusion of supernatant medium acting as a solute and heat sink.
The warming rate of the 2.3 litre mass was reduced to <1°C/min – the critical step during thawing
was the final melting step – this should be rapid.
The effect of cold on hepatocyte proliferation was studied and a new method, termed here
cryoanaptiksi, developed that uses chilling to induce rapid cell proliferation. Oxygenation and
fluidisation of the bioreactor was modelled to determine more effective cell culture methods.
Using optimised protocols, successful cryopreservation of the BAL has been demonstrated – a 4
times greater volume than any cryopreserved mammalian biomass recorded in the literature.
This work gives strong foundation towards successful clinical delivery of a BAL.
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2. Introduction
2.1. Overview of the Liver and its Failure
2.1.1.

The Liver

The liver is the human body’s largest internal organ - it weighs ~ 1.5kg and is located in the upper
right of the abdominal cavity [213, 225], coming after the spleen and intestine in the human
corporal system [397, 398]. The liver has a wide range of functions, over 500 have been
identified: it is involved in protein, fat, and carbohydrate metabolism; nutrient storage as well
as many forms of blood detoxification. The most common cell type in the liver is the hepatocyte,
which accounts for ~ 60% of the organ’s mass [213, 357]. These cells fulfil many of the liver’s
functions and are arranged into lobules in situ. Each lobule contains as many as 200,000
hepatocytes, which are formed in thin layers to allow for maximum contact area with the blood
being treated [213, 225, 357, 397, 398].
Although hepatocytes are the most common cell type in the liver, there are many others, such
as kupffer cells - a type of phagocyte - and stellate cells that provide a structured environment
for the hepatocytes to function. Most of the primary metabolic functions of the liver are carried
out by hepatocytes [213, 225, 357, 397, 398].

2.1.2.

Physiological Changes in Damaged Livers

The liver has a remarkable ability to heal itself after injury. Even with two thirds of its mass
removed, the remaining cells can proliferate readily, returning the liver back to its healthy size
within only a few days or weeks [101, 251, 300].
Sustained damage over a longer term however, can impair the organ’s ability to fully recover,
therefore hindering the liver’s function and efficiency. As a liver recovers from damage,
collagenous scar tissue forms in the extra-cellular space. If the liver repairs itself on many
occasions, this scar tissue can become so dense that it cuts off blood supply to hepatocytes. This
condition is known as fibrosis, which can further develop into a more severe form – cirrhosis.
These stop hepatocytes from interacting with the blood and so reduce the operation of the liver
[225, 357, 359].
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Acute Liver Failure (ALF) is a rare condition, with fewer than 1 case per 100,000 per year in the
developed world in which severe loss of liver function presents itself in a patient who normally
has not shown any signs of liver problems up to that point [30, 31, 239, 313]. If this severe failure
becomes encephalopathic - that is if it leads to confusion, loss of consciousness, and coma within one to four weeks of jaundice onset, the condition will usually be described as ALF [30,
31, 239, 444].

2.1.3.

Causes of Liver Damage and Failure

The causes of liver failure are varied though can often be attributed to viral infection or drug
overdose. ALF in the UK is most commonly caused by Acetaminophen (paracetamol) overdose,
accounting for 57% of cases between 1999-2008, and around half of cases in the United States
[30, 31, 239, 313]. Other causes include mushroom poisoning, hepatitis B, Acute Fatty Liver of
Pregnancy Syndrome that can affect women in later stages of pregnancy, and ingestion of many
noxious chemicals results in the onset of ALF. In around 15% of cases the cause remains
unknown [31, 239, 397].

2.2. Bio-Artificial Livers
2.2.1.

Current Treatments

Currently the only treatment for ALF short of spontaneous recovery is liver transplantation [313,
334, 397]. However, this is problematic; there are shortages of organ donors, resulting in many
deaths on the waiting list [313]. In addition, there are the general risks associated with major
surgery and specific issues of organ rejection. The survival outcome for patients with ALF
receiving liver transplantation is lower than that for patients receiving an elective liver transplant
[31, 126, 239].
Moreover, if a liver is transplanted successfully, the recipient of that organ will have to be on
immunosuppressants for the rest of his or her life, to prevent the body’s immunological
response to foreign tissue. This makes the patient more susceptible to disease and illness in the
future, reducing quality of life, although new techniques which allow for the removal of
immunosuppression are being developed [54, 117, 144, 225, 252].

2.2.2.
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The Liver Group Bio-Artificial Liver

Considering the mass of a healthy liver, the total number of cells is approximately between 10 11
and 2x1011 [373, 374, 445]. However as a human liver can support life and recover with when a
substantial portion of its mass is removed [251, 300], and the fact that a patient with ALF will
retain some liver function, it is envisaged that a BAL would only need to contain between 3050% of normal liver mass to operate satisfactorily (7x1010-1011 hepatocytes) [213, 389]. These
cells are grown in the Liver Group at the Royal Free Hospital Campus, UCL. This cell line (HepG2)
is grown from cells originally taken from a hepatoblastoma in a 15-year-old boy in 1979 [216,
375].
The cells are grown in a 3-dimensional environment by encapsulation in alginate spheres, each
spherical being approximately 0.5 mm in diameter. This culture system mimics the conditions
inside the liver for the cells, making them proliferate and function more effectively than levels
seen in monolayer culture [63, 137, 206].

Figure 1 - Schematic of the BAL device. The device will be attached extra-corporally to a patient, with the patient's
blood plasma fraction separated, and passed through the BAL chamber containing ELS. After several passages, this
treated plasma will be filtered for endotoxins and returned to the patient, mimicking the condition of blood that has
passed through a functioning liver. Image taken from LG stock images.

These spheres are then held in a chamber within the BAL, cultured in a fluidised bed bioreactor
(FBB) [101, 137, 240]. After sufficient biomass has been cultured, patient plasma will be passed
through the chamber and will come into contact with the ELS (ELS – Encapsulated Liver
Spheroids) [363]. This plasma makes contact with the hepatocytes that subsequently carry out
liver functions. Sophisticated filter methods must be in place to stop any material, such as DNA
from the BAL cells, returning to the patient intravenously.
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Improvement on Current Treatment

As a consequence of the poor prognosis for ALF sufferers, it is desirable to find a new form of
treatment. Survival rates are very low when no transplant is available [30, 50].
A potential solution to this problem is the use of a bioartificial liver (BAL), such as is being
developed by the Liver Group (LG), in the UCL Institute for Liver and Digestive Health [101, 363].
This is a device that sits outside the patient and incorporates living liver tissue and which mimics
functions of a human liver. As no completely artificial device that emulates the functions of the
liver currently exists, and there has been little success in developing one, a BAL device that
incorporates living liver tissue may be the most promising avenue [9, 50, 389].
A BAL would contain hepatocyte cells; with blood being diverted from the patient’s impaired
liver through the device, with the hepatocytes within the BAL acting as a replacement for those
within the liver. This would prolong the life of those with ALF, and allowing them more time to
wait for a suitable donor organ to become available [363, 389].
It would also give the patient’s liver the time and opportunity to recover on its own. As discussed
in section 2.1.2, the liver can heal itself rapidly. The BAL should allow the patient’s recovery
while it carries out the liver’s functions. This will lead to a full recovery for the patient without
the need for a transplant [9, 168, 213, 307]. Recovery without transplant is much preferable to
transplantation due to post-transplant treatments, and would represent a marked improvement
on current treatments.

2.2.1.

Advantages and Disadvantages of the Liver Group Bioartificial Liver

Advantages

The BAL being tested here has substantial improvements over other liver assist devices (LADs).
A major advantage is the fact that the HepG2 cell line is human-derived [216]. This ensured that
human proteins are produced, as opposed to other devices where animal cell lines have been
attempted producing some non-human proteins [9, 389]. While many of the proteins produced
are the same in human and non-human liver cells, the differences that do exist will reduce nonhuman based devices efficiencies.
Non-human cell lines also carry a greater risk of cross-species disease [437]. This can lead to the
introduction of non-human viruses into the cell line; resulting in a risk of that virus crossing the
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species barrier and infecting a patient. Of particular risk is porcine endogenous retro-viruses,
(amusingly abbreviated to PERVs)[333]. Pig cells and tissues are often used for pre-clinical trials
[9] as their physiology is similar to humans, resulting in an increased contamination risk. Several
other BAL attempts in the past have used porcine derived cells as their primary mode of function
[9, 168, 292, 333]. If there is the possibility of any contaminated cells in a BAL, it cannot be used
clinically.
The extra-corporeal nature and cell encapsulation used in the BAL studies here also gives it an
edge. As there is no direct contact between the patient’s plasma and the cell line, the risk of
foreign DNA entering a patient is reduced. The device sitting outside the body also substantially
reduces this risk, and allows for easier attachment and removal.
The HepG2 cell line’s rapid proliferation in culture allows for the production of a large biomass
in a relatively short period of time [63, 101]. Alternative sources of biomass, such as primary
cells, can take many times longer to achieve sufficient biomass size resulting in uneconomical
culture costs.
A major advantage of the BAL studied here is the delivery method. A single cassette will be used
for the culture, cryopreservation, and treatment of a patient. This reduces the risk of
contamination during biomass transfer. It also enables many BALs to be produced and stored on
demand and thawed for direct use. Cryopreservation in another format such as cryobags would
require additional trained technicians for the thawing and decanting process in an expensive
GMP facility. This is the reason this thesis focuses on the cryopreservation in the 2 litre cassette.
A recent animal trial using the BAL showed the ability of the ELS to improve clinically relevant
parameters, such as a reduction in bilirubin levels and intracranial pressure [363].

Disadvantages

With the many advantages of using the HepG2 cell line comes some disadvantages which must
be addressed before the BAL studied here can become a realistic clinical treatment. A cause of
concern is the functionality of the HepG2 cells [308]. A healthy human liver produces between
5-15g of albumin per day, for example [23, 32, 136]. Encapsulated HepG2 cells in a microgravity
culture produce 20μg albumin per million cells per day [63]. Approximately 50x10 10 HepG2 cells
would then be required to fully replace a liver function, an order of magnitude higher than the
total cell count within the BAL [101].
This is not as bad as it appears – the BAL would only be needed to replace around 25-30% liver
function as a fully functional human liver has substantial over capacity [32, 136]. The 20μg figure
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is also for cells grown in fetal calf serum medium [63]. In the BAL this has been replaced with
human plasma and function per cell may be higher. The rate of production of proteins carried
out in a healthy human liver is unknown for ELS cultured in 10% human plasma – they cannot
be detected above background levels. This fact alone suggests that they are well below levels
required for clinical relevance.
To overcome this challenge several options are available. Synthetic albumin and other proteins
could be given as additional treatment during BAL delivery, as is done in other systems [22].
Alternatively gene modification could be carried out on the cell line to restore functional
capacity that has been lost [96, 305]. A third option would be trying an additional cell line,
although this would result in the benefits that HepG2 cell lines bring removed. Finally a system
using several cell types at once could be attempted, as this will more accurately mimic a human
liver [83, 218, 253].
One major disadvantage of the BAL is the inability of HepG2 cells to carry out the urea cycle [43,
267]. The human body produces ammonium from the metabolism of amino acids. Ammonium
build up in the body is fatal as ammonium is highly toxic [42, 391]. One of the functions of the
human liver is to convert ammonium into less toxic urea (urea cycle) before it is expelled from
the body [229, 391]. HepG2 cells have lost this ability in culture.
While attempts to edit HepG2 cells to re-acquire the ability to detoxify ammonium have been
carried out [267], the effect is very short lived before the cells regress and the ability is lost. This
must be solved before the BAL can be a clinical treatment, options include adding synthetic
devices which separately remove ammonia.
Other challenges to overcome with the BAL include the use of 10% human blood plasma in the
culture medium [101]. The bioreactor used for the culture phase has a volume of 116 litres and
several medium changes happen during this phase. The volume of human blood required for
widespread use of a BAL device is therefore considerable and considering that blood is in high
demand with increasing use in ageing populations not counteracted by an increase in supply
[146] this may become prohibitive if the use of the BAL as a treatment for ALF becomes
widespread. This cost is amplified if a patient requires multiple treatments. Use of a suitable
replacement for human blood plasma in the process may therefore be required.
The efficacy of the BAL must also be established before clinical trials can proceed. There is no
significant data to suggest that use of the liver group BAL reduces mortality rate after two animal
trials, although this may be a consequence of above mentioned limitations in the system. No
control group that was not connected to a BAL or cell-free BAL was attempted so baseline
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survival is unknown [363]. Improving survival time is the fundamental aim of the BAL device,
although many other devices have also struggled with this parameter [168, 224, 304].
The UCL BAL, as is the case with almost all liver assist devices, only contains one cell type
(hepatocytes), and so functions or symbiotic relationships between the array of cell types and
structures in a liver are not fulfilled. In addition, the fluidised bed nature of the BAL results in
the whole biomass experiencing homogeneous conditions. In reality, a human liver experiences
heterogeneous metabolic zoning and has areas of higher and lower oxygen availability [139,
203]. This metabolic zoning affects a range of liver functions and is likely critical for optimal cell
operation, and oxygen or nutrient gradients in the human liver act as a regulator of this zonation
[8, 73, 139, 199, 443]. This zonation is fundamental for proper function of the human liver and
its absence in the UCL BAL may hinder its performance.
The focus of this PhD is on the cryopreservation and optimization of culture conditions of the
BAL device, not its clinical use.

2.2.2.

Alternative Developmental Treatments and Liver Support Devices

The human liver is one of the very few organs for which no, even temporary, medical device can
replace. As the liver is vital for numerous physiological applications, many groups are attempting
to fill this gap in the medical toolbox, not just for treatment of ALF, but liver failure more
generally.
These liver support devices (LADs) can very broadly be categorized into three groups: bioartificial
livers where liver function is replaced using cells or tissue; artificial livers where detoxification
and liver replacement occurs through mechanical means; and LADs that combine both a
biological material with fully artificial components [9, 50, 334]. For clarity, throughout this
section and thesis the abbreviation ‘BAL’ will refer solely to the bioartificial liver studied in this
project at UCL and not other similar devices.
One of the most widespread, and controversial, LADs is the MARS (Molecular Albumin
Recombinant System). This is an artificial system that uses charcoal and hollow fibre membranes
to re-cycle albumin in a patient suffering from liver failure [380]. The albumin molecule is
produced in a healthy human liver and enters the bloodstream. In the bloodstream it binds with
toxins which are then removed from the body. This makes it one of the most important proteins
produced in the liver with a major role in blood detoxification. MARS works extra-corporally by
capturing toxins from albumin, thereby allowing it to be re-cycled in a patient whose liver is no
longer producing a sufficient quantity of fresh albumin [22, 44, 50, 380].
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MARS has been the focus of several clinical studies, however the results are controversial.
Patients attached to the device exhibit increased clinical indicators such as a reduction in
creatinine and bilirubin levels While no significant improvement in survival has been seen in the
general case [22, 168, 224, 304, 380], it does appear to be of benefit in a small cohort of patients
with specific liver problems, ALF being a condition where MARS shows promising results [304].
A similar system to MARS is Prometheus [224]. This also uses membranes to remove toxins from
albumin, and some additional haemodialysis is carried out resulting in both water soluble and
albumin soluble toxins to be removed. The Prometheus system does improve some clinical
measurements such as bilirubin level reduction, however no improvement in patient survival
has been observed [168, 224, 304].
Many other artificial devices are in various stages of development. A notable one is also being
researched at UCL, the UCL Liver Dialysis Device (LDD) [238]. This device was developed on the
hypothesis that the poor performance in the MARS and Prometheus system was due to a failure
to reduce immune system response and due to the re-circulating albumin’s function not being
restored. This device combined albumin and water soluble toxin removal with infusion of human
serum albumin and reduced immune response. A recent animal trial has shown potential to
reduce mortality rates in ALF [238].
When it comes to bioartificial liver devices, several designs are common – hollow fibre
bioreactors where cells interact with blood/plasma through thin meshes or strands [50, 316], or
fluidised bed bioreactors, where plasma is passed through a biomass (as is the case with the UCL
BAL), amongst others [101, 137]. The choice of cell type is also important – human or animal;
primary or cell line?
One of the early bioartificial liver devices is the HepatAssist system (also known as HepaMate).
This is a hollow fibre bioreactor. It operates by separating out human blood plasma, which then
passes through activated charcoal and an oxygenator before passing through the a bioreactor
filled with previously cryopreserved porcine hepatocytes [50, 296]. This device has undergone
several large clinical trials, but overall while several clinical parameters are improved, no
significant improvement in survival has been reproducible [50, 81]. While this device uses
porcine cells, no transmission of PERVs was observed on follow-ups up to 5 years post-treatment
[333].
The ELAD (extracorporeal liver assist device), follows a roughly similar design to the HepatAssist
device [335]. Human plasma is exposed to a hollow cartridge bioreactor after passing through
an oxygenator and activated charcoal. The cell type used here is C3As [50, 335]. These are a
clone of the HepG2 cells used in the UCL BAL and so the results from ELAD studies will have
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added relevance to this project. There have been several larger clinical studies carried out with
this device, but improvement on survival is yet to be shown [95, 335].
Other approaches to the problem are also being attempted. Work being carried out at King’s
College Hospital involves encapsulating primary hepatocytes into alginate beads which can then
(after cryopreservation) be transplanted into a patient. The alginate prevents an immune
reaction and localizes the cells. With liver failure, these cells can be transplanted and remain in
place for several months assisting the liver. This is being developed in paediatric clinics and the
results will have many interesting lessons for the cryopreservation and use of the UCL BAL [83].
Many other variations on liver support devices exists, from growing cells on PTFE fabrics to
increase surface area [217], implanting this fabric into the body [378], to using multiple cell types
to more accurately mimic liver functions. The reader is pointed towards several good reviews in
this area [50, 213, 218, 304, 334, 335].

2.2.3.

Timescales with the Bio-Artificial Liver and Acute Liver Failure

Without treatment, death from ALF can occur rapidly following diagnosis. It takes around two
weeks of static culture and a further twelve days of bioreactor culture to grow sufficient biomass
for the BAL [101]. Currently there is no method to store the biomass for any longer than 2-3 days
before cell death becomes too great [361].
Clearly, this limits the effective clinical applications of a BAL and to make the procedure more
viable a method of long term storage of the biomass must be found. In fact, for all tissue-tissue
engineered constructs Just-In-Time manufacture is not feasible, neither on costs nor logistics, so
preservation methods developed here may have wide application outwith the BAL project [110,
111]. An extended preservation time-frame would allow many BALs to be made and then
retained in hospitals until needed.
Cryopreserving the biomass could achieve this. This procedure involves cooling the hepatocytes
(in the bioreactor culture chamber) down to liquid nitrogen (LN2) temperatures (-196°C), to stop
all metabolic activity. Once thawed, the cells would return to their normal state and the BAL
could be used within a short timeframe.
However, this freezing and thawing process can have many detrimental effects on the viability
of the cells, which need to be addressed.
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2.3. Cryopreservation
2.3.1.

Cryopreservation Injuries and Solutions

The Inverted U Graph

Mammalian cells can be easily damaged by the freezing process – they normally live at a
constant 37°C in the body and have a significant water component. Injury can be split into two
main groups – fast and slow freezing injuries [4, 132, 226, 269, 271].
A graph of cell survival post-thaw, shows high cell mortality rates at relatively high cooling rates
and again at relatively slow cooling rates. There is usually an area of maximum survival between
these two extremes [132, 460]. This results in a graph shape similar to an inverted U. The values
of this optimal rate for survival vary widely between cell types; for cell sparse spheroids of
HepG2 liver cells, the optimal rate is 2°C/min, for cell dense the rate is somewhere lower; for
red blood cells the optimal rate

is 200°C/min [269]; there is also a dependence on

cryoprotectant additive concentration [269]. Finding an optimal rate is necessary to improve the
survival rate of the frozen tissue.
Similar graphs can be drawn for warming rates and cryoprotectant concentration highlighting
the need for an optimal and controlled cryopreservation protocol [272, 301].

Slow Cooling Injury

Cells adjust to remain in osmotic equilibrium with their surroundings. As (solute-excluding) ice
forms in extra-cellular areas, the solutes become more concentrated, because more water gets
locked away as ice [221, 352]. Internal cell water is lost in order to remain in equilibrium with
the extra-cellular space [132, 271, 290, 407]. With a large volume of extra-cellular ice, the
increase in solute concentration may become so great as to be toxic to the cells, thereby
reducing survival rate [132, 254, 271, 273].
As ice forms in a solution, cells migrate to unfrozen areas. The more ice that forms the smaller
this unfrozen area becomes. This results in a high cell density in these liquid areas, and can result
in cells being crushed together, damaging the cell membrane and rendering them no longer
viable [270, 323].
When cells dehydrate, they shrink. On rehydration, the cell and its membrane expand. This
process in itself could cause stress and distortions to the cell, especially if a cell membrane is
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brittle at low temperatures, adversely affecting the shape and operation of cells. This potentially
leads to cell injury or death [268].

Fast Cooling Injury

If a cell is cooled relatively quickly, it does not have enough time to fully dehydrate. A large
volume of intra-cellular water increases the probability of intra-cellular ice formation (IIF). Ice
formation within a cell is usually fatal [132, 324, 410]. The precise mechanism by which IIF causes
cell death is not definitively known, and the occurrence of IIF in a cell or tissue varies depending
on cell type, however, it seems probable that ice crystals inside the cell can damage the cell
membrane and internal structures, and so on thawing, the cell lyses [324]. Cells are also sensitive
to cooling rates even above 0°C, and rapid cooling can result in cold-shock cell death [89, 288].

Thawing

The warming rate is as important as the cooling rate when it comes to cell survival. In general,
cells frozen rapidly are best warmed rapidly, while those cooled slowly have less dependence
on warming rate [132, 272] though there is considerable variability and many exceptions. When
cooling rapidly, the equilibrium phase diagram is not cooled – osmotic shock can cause death on
warming [290], death can also be caused by recrystallization intra-or extra cellularly [51]
For slow cooled cells, the picture is less clear. Most literature with hepatocytes use fast warming
[186, 385, 402]. Thawing rates have been largely neglected and poorly examined in the literature
with relation to classical, ice present, cryopreservation. With cryopreservation of large volume
constructs where rapid rates are difficult to achieve practically this is likely to change.

Post-Thaw Death

The death of cells that becomes apparent between several hours to several days after the freezethaw process is complete comes in two principal forms. Necrosis – the death of cells due to
external events (usually irreparable damage to the cell), or apoptosis – the programmed selfdestruction of the cell [26, 28, 262, 430, 453]. Cell death is not only undesired as it reduces the
effectiveness of a BAL; it also releases cell contents into the extracellular environment, which
should be removed to prevent transfer risk to the patient [262].
While necrosis is usually a direct consequence of accumulated freezing/thawing injury,
apoptosis is usually a result of chemical signals sent to the cells, caspase being a mechanism of
apoptosis that can be used to show the process is occurring. Using an additive to reduce these
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signalling pathways has been shown to reduce apoptosis [26, 27, 262, 430, 453]. Postcryopreservation, cells usually continue to lose viability for several hours post-thaw, a
phenomenon known as Delayed Onset Cell Death (DOCD) [26, 27], with ELS the nadir of cell
membrane viability occurs around 12-24 h after thaw, which coincides with the low of viable cell
number.

Vitrification

It is possible to avoid ice induced freezing injury altogether if the cell mass is vitrified as opposed
to frozen [109, 110, 340, 450, 451]. Vitrification is the process by which a liquid is cooled down
very rapidly, but ice is not nucleated and so the liquid takes on a glassy state. Here the molecular
structure of the solution has the same structure and bonding as the liquid state (it has not
crystallised), but the motion of the molecules has largely ceased. It can be more accurately
described as a super-viscous liquid [109, 112, 340, 400].
Achieving vitrification presents several challenges. The cells and extra-cellular solution must all
be cooled quickly, which is difficult to implement for larger cellular masses. The system can also
crystallise on thawing, with the same effects as if crystallising on freezing. For this, the solution
must be heated rapidly [110, 112, 429, 451]. Further, a large volume of toxic cryoprotective
additives (CPAs) must be used to lower the freezing point and inhibit ice formation sufficiently
to reduce the risk of spontaneous nucleation [112, 244].
This method has received much attention since it was first proposed in the 1980s, been
successfully used on human oocytes and embryos, as well as liver spheroids, and as such is worth
further consideration [175, 450].

Isochoric and Hyperbaric Cryopreservation

Other promising avenues for ice-free cryopreservation include hyperbaric or isochoric
preservation [352]. These methods engage high pressures to suppress ice formation on cooling.
As pressures affect everywhere in a sample instantly and reduce the level of CPA required at any
given temperature, so essentially acts as a highly efficient cryoprotectant.
Hyperbaric cryopreservation induces high pressures directly. Isochoric preservation takes place
in a constant volume, as standard hexagonal ice is less dense than water, when it forms in a
constant (air free) volume, the pressure will increase and ice formation suppressed. Isochoric
preservation equilibrates to the lowest required pressure at any given pressure, minimizing
pressure damage [338, 352, 393]
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Livers have been observed to survive pressures of over 30 MPa, making this a promising avenue
for ELS preservation [395]. It was not, however, within the remit of this project.

Encapsulation of Liver Cells

HepG2 cells are encapsulated in alginate spheres in order to boost their function and
proliferation [63]. Alginate is a hydrogel, composed primarily of water (99%). The alginate gives
a structure for the HepG2 cells to attach to, while also allowing the transport of nutrients,
oxygen, and water products between the cells and their environment. Cells contained within
encapsulated liver cell spheroids (ELS) have been seen to proliferate faster than those in
monolayer cultures. They also show signs of inter-cellular gap junctions and desmosomes
between the cells, as well as greater per cell performance than the same cells in monolayer [63,
206]. This suggests that the spheroids replicate conditions inside a human liver, which helps with
their functionality and growth.
Initially individual cells are encapsulated in alginate, which then grow into colonies of several
hundred cells. Each sphere of alginate will contain many colonies and measure about 0.5mm in
diameter [101].
Many different cell types have been encapsulate in alginate for the purpose of cryopreservation.
Several cell types such as embryonic kidney cells and neurons, are encapsulated in alginate prior
to cryopreservation as the alginate seems to offer some form of cryo-protection – and many
types of hepatocytes have been cryopreserved this way [38, 257, 311, 364, 383].
There is also an abundance of literature which considers the effect of alginate encapsulation on
the cryopreservation and freeze-drying of plant seeds and embryonic roots and shoots [177,
354, 438]. Part of the mechanism for protection may be due to the ability of alginate to vitrify
more readily than a CPA solution reducing ice crystal damage [177, 354].
This protection may be linked to the inhibition of extracellular ice around the alginate beads.
Indeed in a previous study in the LG the alginate did seem to act as a barrier to ice growth, which
may protect the cells from IIF or from mechanical ice damage. However when ice was present
in the inter-spheroid space, previous work in the liver group suggests that the alginate only
offers limited protection.
The impact of encapsulation is difficult to test explicitly however in the BAL system. Alginate not
only surrounds the cells and cell clusters – it also spaces them apart and immobilizes them. The
effects of alginate itself on cryopreservation cannot be readily separated from the effect of cell
separation. In a HepG2 cell suspension cells will naturally sink to the base of the vial and may
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clump together. On ice formation cells not encapsulated can be ‘pushed’ by the ice front and
therefore stay in a solute dense region ahead of the ice front for longer. It is an involved process
to try and separate the impact of alginate directly from the impact of cell separation and
immobilization. One potential solution would be to encapsulate cells in some other medium
such as agar. However since growth characteristics of HepG2 cells in agar will be different than
the growth characteristics in alginate, additional variables will still be present.
As the alginate encapsulation characteristics have already been optimized for cell culture, and
due to practice difficulties, the effect of alginate on cell cryopreservation is not explicitly studied
in this thesis.

2.3.2.

Cryoprotective Additives

The Use of Cryoprotective Additives

Cryoprotective additives (CPAs) can be broken down into two groups – penetrating and nonpenetrating [131, 273, 394]. Their purpose is to protect cells against freezing injury, thereby
increasing the cells’ survival rates. CPAs can achieve this by lowering the freezing point of a
liquid, thereby reducing the solvent concentration at a given temperature, and - by dehydrating
cells - reducing the probability of IIF. The choice of CPA is very important; many substances that
appear to show the desired characteristics for a CPA can turn out to be unacceptably toxic to
the cells [131, 234].

Penetrating CPAs

Penetrating CPAs are usually small molecules, such as glucose or dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO)
[394], that can enter the intra-cellular space. These CPAs are most commonly used to protect
against slow-freezing injury. They help do so by reducing the concentration of solutes at low
temperatures and so reducing the effects of solute toxicity. This is achieved by two means: firstly
by reducing the freezing point of water, less ice is present at a given temperature when
compared to water without CPAs, therefore lowering the temperature at which solutes become
toxic to the cell. Secondly the CPA also gives the solutes another substance to dissolve into,
reducing the amount acting upon the cells [131, 273].

Non-Penetrating CPAs

Non-penetrating CPAs are those that cannot enter the intra-cellular space. They are usually large
molecules with large osmotic coefficients. As a consequence of their osmotic properties, cells
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are dehydrated when such a CPA exists in the extra-cellular space. If these dehydrated cells are
subsequently fast-frozen, less intra-cellular liquid remains, and so the likelihood of damaging IIF
is reduced [131, 132].
In general, CPAs have many other areas of action, such as membrane stability or cold protection,
the full mechanism of protection is not definitively understood. Due to their significance,
chapter 4 explores CPA in detail.

2.3.3.

Nucleation

Thermal Issues with Crystallisation

As water freezes to form ice, heat is released. This is a result of the lower free energy of
crystallised water molecules than those in an unfrozen state. 1ml of water freezing releases 334J
of heat energy (the latent heat of melting) [458].
As water cools below 0°C, ice will only form if it is nucleated (in the absence of CPAs, which can
change this temperature) [85, 190, 263, 289]. Heterogeneous nucleation is the process by which
another material can act as a seed for ice formation, and the amount of undercooling (cooling
below the equilibrium melting point) is a function of the surface area and effectiveness of the
nucleant [170, 263]. If no nucleator is present, the water will continue to cool below its normal
freezing point until an ice crystal forms spontaneously (homogeneous nucleation) [85, 289]. This
ice crystal will then spread throughout the inter-cellular volume, releasing heat as it advances
[85, 210, 265]. The result is a significant increase the temperature of the cells, and so a disruption
of the cell cooling pattern [210]. This disruption can in turn reduce the viability of the cells as an
optimal cooling curve is not followed – ELS are particularly sensitive to nucleation temperature
[265, 289]. A lack of a nucleating event during cooling will result in vitrification below the glass
transition temperature.

Nucleating Agents

Almost all ice is nucleated by a surface in biological settings, as almost any structure can act as
a nucleant.
As a result of the potential damage of nucleation, it is often preferable to deliberately seed
nucleation of ice at a specific higher temperature than would happen spontaneously, or use very
effective ice nucleants [85, 190]. For ELS systems, reducing the amount of supercooling using
effective nucleators is key as post-thaw survival has a strong negative correlation with amount
of supercooling [263, 265]. This allows the cooling curve to be more easily controlled, as the
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temperature and point of nucleation will be more easily predictable. The cooling device could
then be adjusted accordingly.
Previous work in the laboratory had shown that cholesterol was an effective ice nucleator, and
improved post-thaw viability of ELS [263]. Cholesterol was found to nucleate ice at ∼-9°C,
although this value is specific to the concentration of DMSO used [263]. Cholesterol will need to
be removed fully after thawing, in order to prevent it entering a patient’s bloodstream. It would
be useful to have another non-organic ice nucleator instead, and so Asymptote Icestart is often
used in this thesis [210], which has been shown to be as effective as cholesterol.

2.3.4.

Cryoconcentration

As ice forms through a water-ice system, solutes tend to be re-distributed. This is a consequence
of solutes preferring the liquid state of water over the solid phase. This effect has been studied
in detail in metallurgy, food engineering, and waste water treatment, but has been relatively
neglected in the field of cryopreservation [221, 405, 423].
Cryoconcentration tends to be amplified for slower ice growth rates and in larger volumes [41,
221, 302]. As the BAL has a size of 2 litres, significant cryoconcentration may occur [211].
Optimal cryopreservation protocols are sensitive to CPA and the concentration of other solutes.
Cryoconcentration can upset this balance significantly, and so it has been studied in detail in this
thesis.

2.4. Modelling and Culture of the Bioartificial Liver Device
2.4.1.

Fluidisation

The biomass for the BAL is cultured in a fluidised bed bioreactor system [101]. This is a system
where innumerable small solid objects (in our case the encapsulated liver spheroids, ELS), sit
atop each other in a packed bed format [240]. Culture medium is then passed up through this
packed bed, and it becomes fluidised – that is the bed height expands as the upward flow of the
medium counteracts the weight of the ELS (or other particles) [240, 247, 455].
Using this method, with a specific value of bed expansion maintained and the 3-D culture ELS
provide, it has been previously found that liver cells proliferate more readily and their function
is up-regulated relative to a system consisting only of a static bed of a 2-D cell culture [63, 240].
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Levels and efficiency of fluidisation is highly dependent of the structure and physical properties
of the fluidised particles. By building a model, and comparing fluidisation of ELS in the BAL
system before and after cryopreservation, differences in ELS morphology and features can be
determined. This has been studied in detail in chapter 12.

2.4.2.

Oxygenation

During the culture phase of the biomass, especially as the cell density exceeds around 10 million
cells/ml, the culture medium does not contain sufficient oxygen for the hepatocytes to
metabolise. Left uncorrected, this could result in significant harm to the biomass.
To overcome this challenge, coils of silicone tubing are added to the BAL chamber, which are
pumped through with oxygen [101]. Oxygen diffuses out of the tubing and supplements the
oxygen in the medium, allowing standardized cell growth conditions. The aim is to keep oxygen
concentration at the levels found in air, 21%.
Being able to determine the rate of oxygen diffusion from the tubing to the medium, and the
oxygen content of the medium before and after the biomass would allow the oxygen
consumption of the BAL to be determined, and would provide another non-invasive method to
assess cell function and health.
Measuring this consumption before and after cryopreservation will provide another invaluable
tool to determine the feasibility of the BAL device. This has been studied in detail in chapter 13.

2.4.3.

Scale-up

A BAL would have to contain a large number of cells, around 7x1010 hepatocytes [101]. A large
volume would be needed to accommodate this. Scaling up from a few hundred cells to tens of
millions presents issues that must be overcome.
Controlling rates of cooling and heating within a larger space is more difficult – heat energy takes
time to travel a finite distance. This leads to difficulties in maintaining a consistent heat profile
throughout the BAL, and on creating rapid temperature changes, such as those required for
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rapid thawing [210, 211]. Freezing and thawing methods have been explored in detail in this
thesis.
Ice nucleation temperature is also more difficult to manage. Ice nucleates spontaneously, with
the cooler the liquid the more probable that it will happen over a shorter time. With a larger
volume, and so more water molecules, the chance of a spontaneous event increases, as does
the time between ice forming in one section of the BAL to ice being present throughout the BAL
[210, 211, 289].
Dehydration of cells takes longer with a larger volume. As individual cells in a bead may be
surrounded completely by other cells, water has further to travel and therefore takes longer to
permeate into the inter-bead space. The resultant reduced rate of water loss in ELS slows the
dehydration process, and so the cooling rate must be lowered accordingly, to what may be a
sub-optimal level.

2.4.4.

Previous Work and Other Aspects to Consider

Filtration

Ideally for a BAL, cells derived from the patient in question’s own liver would be preferable.
There would be little risk of foreign DNA or material entering the patient’s system.
Unfortunately, this is usually not possible. By the time a patient presents with ALF, it is too late
to utilize cells from them. This means that the most practical solution is using a cell line derived
from a separate source. In the case of the LG, the carcinoma cell line HepG2 is used, which was
originally derived in 1979 [216]. This leads to the possibility of foreign DNA entering a patient,
which must be avoided under EU and US regulations if the device is to be used in a clinical
setting.
An effective and reliable filtration device is required as a consequence [308]. Many methods
have previously been tried, ranging from charcoal through to narrow membranes (which also
help with detoxification) [50]. However, no sufficiently effective method has yet been achieved.
Future work will have to resolve this in order for a BAL to have clinical applications.

Cell line Contamination

HepG2 cell lines are susceptible to external contamination. This can often occur through
accidental crossing with other cell lines in the same lab [48, 185].
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To prevent this, very strict procedures and checks must be in place while handling cell lines. They
must be completely isolated and sterile, only worked from in a sterile hood with everything that
enters that hood, in the case of the LG, treated with ethanol in aqueous solution, a cleansing
agent.
Before a cell line is used in a clinical setting, it must be checked for all possible contaminants.
This is especially important for the cell lines used in the LG, as they have been in culture for
almost 40 years, and may have been in contact with contaminants before entering the LG, as
well as changing genetically over time [48, 185, 216]. This is a long and costly undertaking, and
failing contamination checks is clearly best avoided.
The HepG2 cells used in our study have undergone tests by DNA profiling, as well as GMP tests
for non-human contents of a broad range of viruses including mycoplasma and are not
contaminated in any way.

2.5. Detailed Aims, Motivations, and Strategy of the Thesis

To be a clinically relevant device, the BAL must be available on demand. Starting to culture one
from scratch when a patient presents with ALF is not possible due to the rapid clinical
deterioration in this condition.
One solution would be to cryopreserve a clinically ready system that could be thawed and used
on demand. This is a primary aim of this thesis. Cryopreservation will damage the biomass and
so recovery time will be required – the aim is to have full functional recovery within 72 h as this
would be clinically relevant, although the shorter the timeframe the better.
The bulk of this thesis will examine this task. Most previous work in cryobiology involved smaller
systems (a few ml at most), and so this will be used as a basis [210]. Early work here examined
the impact of cryopreservation of ELS in small volumes, and tried to determine optimal cooling
rates, supernatant volume, CPA concentration, and the impact of cell density.
As the BAL will have a final volume of 2 litres, the physical differences between cryopreserving
small and large volumes was studied – both from a physical and biological perspective. It was
found that there were indeed important differences and so the remainder of the work would be
carried out in larger volume conditions.
It was not economical to carry out a large number of repeats on a 2-litre system. To overcome
this a scale-down process was developed which allowed the physical and biological
characteristics of 2 litre cryopreservation to be carried out in 6ml vials. This allowed for a suitable
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range on conditions and repeats of to be carried out in a system relevant to large volume
cryopreservation. Work here was then expanded to cover large volume cryopreservation in
detail and devise strategies to improve outcome. For clinical delivery of the BAL practical
considerations such as transportation were examined.
Also relevant to the scale up process is was the size and make-up of the BAL chamber. The
chamber used for the culture phase of the BAL is glass, however this was susceptible to cracking
due to the thermal stresses during cooling and warming. For this purpose a new chamber
material had to be used. Several parameters had to be optimized to give the system sufficient
strength but sufficient heat transfer – the thermal conductivity of different materials, the wall
thickness, and diameter of many potential systems had to be tested. It was impractical to
manufacture and test a large range of potential devices, and so some mathematical modelling
was carried out to optimize chamber design in an economical manner. This model has the
additional advantage of allowing an in depth understanding of thermal profiles in the system
during cooling – something difficult to achieve using thermocouples alone.
Also significant during the cryopreservation of large volumes is the impact of cryoconcentration
– solute concentration increase during cooling. Very little previous work has examined this in
biological systems, even though solute increase during cryopreservation is often cited as the
primary cause of cell death at low cooling rates. This was studied to determine if it could be
reduced in the BAL system and so improve outcome. As it is difficult to sample the BAL during
cooling to determine solute concentration (a sampling device would disturb the liquid and so
mix more and less concentrated areas), a mathematical models based on literature in other
fields such as metallurgy and food preservation were examined. On testing of these models it
was found that gravity was a dominant factor during cryoconcentration that had not previously
been identified. Due to the way the BAL was cooled base-up cryoconcentration was found not
to be a major issue due to gravity. A new relationship was proposed that explicitly included the
effect of gravity on cryoconcentration which may have application in fields such as desalination,
water purification, metallurgy, and food transportation amongst others.
The work up to this point was then combined in order to cryopreserve a 2.3 litre volume of ELS
in a single cassette. This was successful with full functional recovery within 72 h.
During the PhD an interesting observation had been made – namely that cell growth after
cryopreservation increased. This has been studied in more detail later in the thesis and a
promising new technique using cold to increase cell growth was discovered. Interesting
oxygenation patterns were also observed throughout the PhD. This is explored and a novel
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method to determine the health of the BAL was proposed which may be used to improve
monitoring of the BAL system post-thaw.

2.5.1.

Hypotheses

1. The 2-litre bioartificial liver device can be successfully cryopreserved, and fully
recovered within 72 h of thaw.
2. Parameters of the biomass culture system can be optimised to increase culture
effectiveness.

2.5.2.

Chapter by Chapter Aims

To investigate these hypotheses, there are several distinct aims of this thesis. I shall:

Examine the ideal cooling and warming rates for the encapsulated liver cell spheroids
(ELS) and study and determine optimal CPAs to use in our system, for cell dense ELS –
this will allow the practicalities of the large volume freezing to be examined, as a large
volume cannot be rapidly cooled or warmed (chapter 4).
Explore effective transportation methods for ELS after cryopreservation. This is an
important practical consideration for effective delivery of the BAL (chapter 5).
Carry out simple mathematical modelling of the thermodynamic conditions – in a large
volume, there will be large thermal gradients. Quantifying them will allow useful study
into their effects on ELS. In order to calibrate and validate the mathematical modelling,
empirical cryopreservation will be carried out (chapter 6).
Determine a method by which to mimic large volume freezing – The BAL will have ~2
litres biomass volume. It is impractical to do many large freezing runs on this scale. Using
special inserts to create directional heat transfer on the EF600 CRF should mimic the
thermodynamics of a large volume, allowing many more experiments to be carried out
(chapter 7).
Model and experimentally calibrate the levels of cryoconcentration in the BAL system
and

determine methods

cryoconcentration (chapter 8).
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to

minimise

any

detriment

deriving from this

Determine if the spatial location within the BAL impacts on post-thaw outcome. The
cryopreservation conditions may not be equal, so determining areas of damage will
instruct optimization procedures (chapter 9).
Combine the knowledge gained in the above chapters to predict and experimentally
cryopreserve a whole-volume bioartificial liver device. This would be the largest volume
biomass ever cryopreserved, and successfully complete the aim set out at the inception
of this PhD (chapter 10).
Cryoanaptiksi, the cell-chilling phenomenon discovered during this project is examined
in chapter 11.
Examine the fluidisation of the BAL device during culture to expand knowledge of the
culture regime (chapter 12).
Model the oxygenation of the ELS during and after cryopreservation. This should give
another parameter to test cell function and post-thaw outcome (chapter 13).

2.5.3.

List of Novel Contributions

The novel contributions in this thesis include:
Development of a scale down process allowing physical conditions of large volume
freezing to be carried out quicker and more economically.
A study of the impact these changes in physical conditions has on post-thaw outcome,
finding that small volume and large volume cryopreservation are quite different
The impact of different temperatures relevant to BAL delivery, finding that the BAL
requires transportation at either liquid nitrogen temperatures or thawed – dry ice
temperatures is not acceptable.
That gravity is a significant contributor to cryoconcentration.
A method to successfully cryopreserve a 2.3 litre biomass in a single cassette and
recover function within 72 h.
A method to induce rapid cell proliferation using chilling.
A method to use oxygenation readings to monitor the health of the bioartificial liver.

2.5.4.
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Published Work from the Thesis

Kilbride et al. A scale down process for the development of large volume cryopreservation.
Cryobiology 2014 Dec;69(3):367-75. doi: 10.1016/j.cryobiol.2014.09.003 - [210]. This is added
to this document as appendix A.
In addition, a paper based on chapter 5 titled “Impact of Storage at -80°C on Encapsulated Liver
Spheroids after Liquid Nitrogen Storage” has been accepted for publication in the journal
Bioresearch OpenAccess.
Three other papers, based on chapters 9, 10, and 11 are going through the publication process
although, at time of writing, not yet through peer-review.
An additional paper was produced during my time as a PhD student. It is not included in the
thesis as it was not directly applicable to the BAL project: Kilbride et al. Modeling the effects
of cyclodextrin on intracellular membrane vesicles from Cos-7 cells prepared by sonication and
carbonate treatment. PeerJ. 2015 Oct 27;3:e1351. doi: 10.7717/peerj.1351 -[212]. This has been
added to this document as appendix B.
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3. Methods
3.1. Cell Culture Methods
3.1.1.

Growing Cells in Monolayer

Materials
HepG2 cells (human liver cell line) between passages 40 and 60.
Triple Layer Flasks - filter capped (total growth area 500cm2, Nunc, Rochester, NY, USA
#132913)
Culture Medium (see section 3.1.2)
50ml Stripette (Corning Costar, Amsterdam, Netherlands; Sigma #4501)
Pipette Boy – pipette controller (Integra Bioscience, Zizers, Switzerland)
P200 Gilson Pipette
200μl Tips
Incubator at 37°C and 5% CO2, with 95% humidity

Method

4 million cells in suspension were added to the Triple Layer flask, and culture medium added to
a total volume of 90ml. The flasks were placed in the humidified incubator at 5% CO 2 in air, at a
temperature of 37°C. The cells attached to the flask within 2 days. A complete medium change
took place every 2-3 days. The cells replicated in the flask, reaching about 90% confluence in 7
days, at which point they were split (see Section 3.1.3).

Justification, Benefits, and Limitations of Approach

HepG2 cells are an adhesive cell line and as such are grown on treated culture plates as a
standard procedure [266]. In this project, triple layer flasks were used as these gave a higher
final cell number than T175 or other flask types due to their large surface area (500cm3 vs
175cm3). Cell numbers required for encapsulation were typically around 2 million cells/ml and
on confluence each triple layer flask gives around 100 million cells, approximately 3x that
acquired from a T175 flask.
From internal group unpublished observations, the seeding density of 4 million cells per ml is
optimal for HepG2 cells – any fewer and cell clusters start to form. Cells in these clusters could
grow on top of each other which would reduce viability on passage. Seeding at a higher cell
density would result in an earlier passage, which can help in emergencies, but as the final
passage concentration is always the same this is inefficient. Cells must be passaged before 100%
confluence is reached as cells would start to grow on top of each other reducing viability.
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3.1.2.

Preparing Culture Medium

Materials
αMEM Alpha Medium (Gibco, Paisley, Scotland, UK, #32571-028)
Fungizone (Amphotericin B 250 μl/ml, Gibco, Paisley, Scotland, UK #15290-026)
Penicillin/Streptomycin (5000 Units/ml Pen. 5000 μg/ml Streptomycin, Gibco, Paisley,
Scotland, UK #15290-026)
Insulin (100 iu/ml) (Actrapid, Novo Nordisk, Gatwick, England, UK #041-7642)
Fetal Calf Serum (PAA, Cambridge, England, UK #A15-101) or human plasma (National
Blood Transfusion Service, UK)
Sodium Selenite (0.1 mg/ml) (Sigma, Dorset, England, UK #S5261)
Hydrocortisone (1 mg/ml) (Sigma, Dorset, England, UK #H0888)
BSA/Linoleic Acid (100mg/ml, Sigma, Dorset, England, UK #L9530)
TRH (2 mg/ml) (Sigma, Dorset, England, UK #P1319)
45% Aqueous Glucose (Sigma, Dorset, England, UK #G8769)
50ml Centrifuge Tubes
0.2 µm Hydrophilic Filter (Sartorius, Epsom, England, UK #16534)

Method

2.5ml of Fungizone, 5ml of Penicillin/streptomycin, 1.5ml insulin, 95 µL of 0.1mg/ml Sodium
Selenite aqueous solution, 204 µL of 1mg/ml aqueous solution hydrocortisone, 275 µL of
100mg/ml BSA/Linoleic Acid, and 102 µL of 2mg/ml aqueous TRH were added to a centrifuge
tube and filter sterilised into the αMEM medium bottle.
56ml of heat-inactivated fetal calf serum was added to the bottle.
If the medium was for growth of ELS, 4.4ml of glucose was added (high-glucose medium), for
monolayer cells in flasks no extra glucose was added. The medium was kept at 4°C until required
(up to a maximum of 2 weeks). In some cases, the calf serum was replaced with an equal volume
of human blood plasma. This is referred to as FFP medium in this thesis.

Justification, Benefits, and Limitations of Approach

The culture medium used in this project is relatively complicated, which adds to the cost and
time of cell culture. However it has been optimized for use with HepG2 cells and ELS and so the
extra effort is justified in terms of output (liver group unpublished results), and has been used
previously [248, 266]. Fetal calf serum medium (also known as fetal bovine serum) medium is
beneficial as it contains no human proteins, and so proteins produced by the HepG2 cells in ELS
can be detected [210].
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Human blood plasma medium results in higher cell growth and so is preferred (liver group
unpublished results). As it contains large concentrations of human proteins, their production by
HepG2 cells or spheroids cannot be detected in human plasma medium. To overcome this
limitation levels of alpha-fetoprotein are measured instead – this is a protein produced by
HepG2 cells but not present in healthy human plasma and is used as an indicator of protein
production [101].

3.1.3.

Passaging Cells

Materials
HepG2s attached to a flask at 90% confluence
Hank’s BSS, CA+ free (PAA, Cambridge, England, UK #H15-010)
TrypLE Select (Gibco, Paisley, Scotland, UK #12563)
50ml Centrifuge Tubes
0.2µm hydrophilic filter (Sartorius, Epsom, England, #16534)
Centrifuge
Culture Medium (as section 3.1.2)
Syringe (20ml)
Needle (21 Gauge)

Method

For each flask - the culture medium was removed. 60ml of HBSS was used to wash the inside of
the flask, removing protein, starting to loosen calcium bonds, and removing any un-attached
cells. This was repeated twice.
30ml of warmed (37°C) TrypLE Select was then added to the flask. The flask was laid on its side
to ensure all the cells were covered in TrypLE Select and placed in an incubator for 5 mins at
37°C and 5% CO2.
On removal from the incubator, the flask was tapped vigorously to remove the cells. 60ml
culture medium was then added to inactivate the TrypLE Select.
The cell/ TrypLE Select /medium mix was removed from the flask into 50ml centrifuge tubes,
and centrifuged for 4mins at 272rcf to pellet the cells. The supernatant was discarded and the
cells re-suspended in 10ml of culture medium (per triple flask).
The cells were then syringed 5 times through a 21-gauge needle to de-aggregate them and a cell
count was carried out using trypan blue as per section 3.3.1.

Justification, Benefits, and Limitations of Approach
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The procedure above is typical of standard adherent cell passaging, and has been published
previously by the Liver Group [248, 266]. The use of TrypLE Select as a disassociation reagent
has been chosen over more common reagents such as trypsin (which had been used previously
in the Liver Group [248, 266]) as it uses only one disassociation enzyme as opposed to several
making it less harmful to cells. Disassociation reagents work in general by dissolving cellular
attachment to culture flasks and so cells can be extracted, these can be harmful to cells as the
enzymes can act on other cellular components, the choice of the more expensive TrypLE Select
is justified through reduced cellular damage. It is also free from animal origin and GMP (good
manufacturing practice) compliant – a necessity for medical devices. Other methods of cell
disassociation, such as using a cell scraper, are impractical in triple layer flasks [94].
A feature of HepG2 cells is they are ‘clumpy’. That is, they tend to form clusters easily in
suspension. When seeding new culture flasks or cells into alginate, it is important to have the
cells suspended individually in solution. This makes cell counting more accurate and ensures
spheroids in the alginate are approximately the same size. For this reason, on passage cells are
passed through a needle 5 times. This treatment cause a large shear force on the cells that can
be damaging – it is important not to over stress the cells at this stage and this procedure could
be improved in a gentler dis-aggregation method could be developed.

3.1.4.

Encapsulation of Cells in Alginate

Materials
Jet Cutter Encapsulation System (GeniaLab, Braunschweig, Germany).
90% confluent HepG2 cells on flask.
2% Alginate Solution (Manugel GMB, FMC Biopolymer, Girvan, Scotland, UK)
Glass beads (10μm-50μm diameter, Kisker Biotech, Steinfurt, Germany, # PGB-05)
Polybuffer (0.204 molar aqueous calcium chloride solution, prepared from Sigma
#12022, Dorset, England, UK)
Pluronic Acid (Sigma, Dorset, England, UK #1300)
Magnetic Stirrer

Methods

Cells were passaged as per section 3.1.3.
2% dissolved alginate in 0.15M NaCl aqueous solution, buffered with hepes, pH 7.4 was added
1:1 to a mix of cells in culture medium, to give a final cell density of 1.75x10 6 cells/ml. Glass
beads were added to give the beads the correct density for fluidization, at 0.75% w/v.
This cell-alginate-medium mix was added to the jet cutter system. The jet cutter compressed
the mix into a steady stream of liquid that passed through a rotating disk, slicing the jet into
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sections that formed spherical droplets with a diameter of 500-550 µm before hitting the
polybuffer solution that was being slowly stirred. After encapsulating the mix, the spheres were
cross-linked for a further 10mins. These spheres were then washed with culture medium, and
placed into an appropriate flask with culture medium, then placed into an incubator at 37°C and
5% CO2.
Many encapsulations for ELS experiments in this thesis were carried out by James Bundy, Eloy
Erro, assisted by Sunil Modi. The author collected ELS surplus to requirement if available for
work on the PhD project.

Justification, Benefits, and Limitations of Approach

There are several methods to encapsulate cells, ranging from simply pipetting droplets of
alginate into CaCl2 solution (impractical at volume), to electrical systems such as the Inotech
device [266], to the large scale JetCutter system used here [101, 210]. The JetCutter system was
chosen as it is capable of processing the 2 litre volumes typically required.
This system does have some drawbacks however. The use of a rotating cutting disk results in a
loss of around 11% of the alginate/cell mix during the droplet forming stage.
The inclusion of glass beads required for buoyancy regulation can block the nozzles in the system
and halt the encapsulation process. To avoid this a filter is included earlier in the system and
glass beads are filtered prior to use, however some blockages can still occur.
It takes around 1 h for 2 litres of ELS to be produced. This results in a large variation time of ELS
remaining in the CaCl2 solution, which may introduce heterogeneity between ELS or be
damaging to cells.
The system is manual and very labour intensive, requiring at least 4 people working on it full
time to produce 2 litre of ELS – the result is often a large variation in initial cell density in the
ELS. While this is acceptable in an experimental set-up, an automated system will be required
for mass production.
The JetCutter system allows for a large volume of very accurately sized ELS with good shape and
density – the key parameters for the BAL which outweigh its drawbacks.
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3.1.5.

Culturing Encapsulated Liver Spheroids in Static Culture

Materials
T175 Flasks (Nunc, Sigma, Dorset, England, UK #CLS431328)
Culture Medium (see section 3.1.2)
50ml Stripette (Corning Costar, Sigma, Dorset, England, UK #4501)
Pipette Boy (Integra Bioscience, Zizers, Switzerland)
Incubator at 37°C and 5% CO2, with 95% humidity

Methods

Immediately after encapsulation, 6ml ELS were placed into a T175 flask, with culture medium,
warmed to 37°C, added at a ratio of 1:32. The flask was then placed into the humidified
incubator. Medium was changed every 2-3 days, with the ELS used days 10-14 postencapsulation [210].

Justification, Benefits, and Limitations of Approach
ELS in T175 flasks allows for small volumes to be cultured in a cost and labour effective manner.
ELS typically proliferate less in static culture than in a microgravity environment [63], however
they can be cultured for longer. They are also easier to monitor as the flasks can be noninvasively imaged directly under the microscope while still in the culture flask.

3.1.6.

Culturing Encapsulated Liver Spheroids in an Rotary Cell Culture

System Environment
Materials
Rotary Cell Culture System (Synthecon, Houston, TX, USA)
Culture Medium (Section 3.1.2)
Incubator at 37°C and 5% CO2, with 95% humidity

Methods

A desired volume of ELS was placed into a 500ml Rotating Cell Culture System (RCCS) chamber.
This was usually 15ml to maintain a 1:32 cell culture ratio but could be lowered at higher cell
densities. This chamber was then filled with 37°C culture medium. The chamber was placed onto
the rotating insert of the RCCS system in the incubator, and a rotation rate of 10 rotations/min
set.
To remove samples, the chamber was detached from the rotator and removed from the
incubator and placed in a sterile hood. It was replaced into the incubator and the rotating insert.
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Justification, Benefits, and Limitations of Approach

The RCCS system allows ELS to be cultured in a microgravity environment without the use of the
2 litre bioreactor [281]. It was particularly useful on thawing as ELS grown in microgravity die in
static culture, so these were used to test different cryopreservation conditions – only one FBB
chamber was available. Drawbacks include the fact that only 4 were available so experiments
took longer to increase repeats. Another drawback is ELS could not be seen inside the RCCS
chamber, they have to be removed to be studied under a microscope and could not easily be
added back into the RCCS post-imaging.

3.2. Freezing and Warming Methods
3.2.1.

Concentration Terminology

At all points in this thesis, % concentrations refer to a v/v percentage, unless otherwise stated.

3.2.2.

Preparing Freezing Solution Materials

Materials
Viaspan (also known as University of Wisconsin Solution, Bristol-Myers Squibb, New
York, NY, USA)
DMSO (Sigma, Dorest, England, UK #34869)

Method

A freezing mix was prepared of 24% DMSO in Viaspan. This solution was kept on ice until needed.
This was added to ELS at a 1:1 ratio. ELS sediment in this solution so excess supernatant was
removed after equilibrating.
Where other cryoprotectants are used, it is specified in the text.

Justification, Benefits, and Limitations of Approach

Viaspan is a solution containing various solutes such as starch and raffinose. It is used for
hypothermic preservation of livers prior to transplant through osmotic balance being preserved
with metabolically inert substances, with edema and free radical reducing compounds also
added [321]. It is used here as a carrier solution for the DMSO to prevent osmotic shock
primarily, and is preferred over culture medium due as it is tailored for low temperatures, so
may infer protection to the HepG2 cells at low, unfrozen, temperatures. Viapsan is somewhat
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expensive, at around £100 per litre. The small volumes used in cryovials of the scale down
process help to mitigate this [210].

3.2.3.

Freezing of Encapsulated Liver Spheroids (ELS)

Materials
Freezing Mix, kept at 0°C (as per section 3.2.2)
Encapsulated Liver Spheroids (ELS)
Cryovials (Fisher Scientific, Loughborough, England, UK)
EF600 Controlled rate freezer (CRF, Asymptote, Cambridge, England, UK)
Ice Nucleating Agent (INA)

Method

The required cooling run was entered into the controlled rate freezer before it cooled and
stabilised at its starting temperature.
ELS were collected in a centrifuge tube and stored on ice. The freezing mix was kept on ice.
The required INA was added to the cryovials, and an appropriate volume of ELS added to the
cryovials, typically 1ml. A 1:1 ratio of freezing mix was added to the spheres with 15 mins allowed
for equilibration after which supernatant removed if necessary. The cryovials were moved on
ice to the freezer, before the freezing run commenced.
At the end of the program, the cryovials were removed and placed at storage temperature,
typically -80°C or -196°C.
Other freezers and vials were also used, where done this is specified in the text.

Justification, Benefits, and Limitations of Approach

The EF600 controlled rate freezer was used as it gives very accurate control of the cooling profile,
is completely sterile, and can be run indefinitely as only electricity (no liquid coolant) is required
for use [65, 265, 287]. This allows complicated and long cooling profiles to be carried out. A
disadvantage was that this model. The EF600 was therefore used for cryovials and for the scaledown process [210].
An ice nucleant was used in order to reduce the amount of supercooling in the system, which is
damaging to ELS [265]. Ice nucleants also homogenise ice nucleation temperature between
samples, reducing inter-sample variability [266, 289]. Several ice nucleants were used in this
thesis depending on the desired effect, although the most commonly used on was IceStart from
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Asymptote, Cambridge, UK. This is a biologically inert powder making it ideal for use in a cell
culture system.

3.2.4.

Use of the Planer Kryo Freezer

Materials
Planer Kryo 10 Freezer (Planer plc, Sunbury-on-Thames, England, UK)
Liquid nitrogen tank and hose

Method

The 35 litre liquid nitrogen reservoir was removed from the hose (that in turn was attached to
the freezer) and filled.
The liquid nitrogen reservoir was re-attached to the freezer and the pressure allowed to build
up for a few minutes before the freezer was turned on. Once running, the program was then
started and the program set to run.
The freezer first went to the desired start temperature and automatically held there. In this time
the sample was usually prepared. The sample was placed in the freezer and the program run.
The temperature was monitored from a thermometer inside the freezing chamber.

Justification, Benefits, and Limitations of Approach

The main advantage of the Planer system is that it had the capacity to cryopreserve the 2 litre
bioartificial liver device. For this reason it was used in this project. The disadvantages are the
use of liquid nitrogen as a coolant, which is bulky, costly, and non-sterile [34, 65, 152, 287]. The
Planer machine could also not be topped-up during a run – this limited the length of cooling
profiles and volumes used. Only one cooling run could be carried out per day at the rates
typically used in this thesis (0.3°C/min) – it could not be left to run overnight unmonitored.

3.2.5.

Use of the Adapted Asymptote EF600 Freezer for use in a Scale Down

Process
Materials
Adapted Asymptote EF600 Freezer (Asymptote Ltd, Cambridge, England, UK)
Power Socket
Laptop with EF600 software installed (Grant Instruments, Cambridge, England, UK)
Aluminium or acetal modules, as required (Manufactured especially for project)
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Method

This freezer was cooled using electric Stirling engines, and so required no liquid coolant.
The freezer was attached to a laptop with the software installed, and the desired program
entered into the freezer software.
The freezer was set to the start temperature, during which time the samples were prepared and
samples were then placed into the freezer, and the cooling profile run freezer temperature was
displayed on the laptop, and this was recorded.
For uniform cooling, the aluminium holder (with adapted freezer) was placed on top of the
cooling plate, into which samples were placed. For cooling on only one side the acetal holder
was used. Schematics and details on the use of these holders can be found in Chapter 7 and in
[210].

Justification, Benefits, and Limitations of Approach

This configuration was crucial to the project as it allowed the physical characteristics during large
volume cryopreservation to be studied in a more economical manner. This method, and results
from it, are the primary focus of Chapter 7, and the reader is directed there for a full discussion.

3.2.6.

Thawing of Encapsulated Liver Spheroids in Cryovials

Materials
High glucose culture medium (section 3.1.2; chilled to 4°C)
High glucose culture medium (section 3.1.2; warmed to 37°C)
Ice Bucket (typically a polystyrene box)
Strippettes (Corning Costar, Sigma, Dorset, England, UK #4501)
Pipette Boy (Integra Bioscience, Zizers, Switzerland)
50ml Centrifuge Tubes

Method

The sample was removed from its storage temperature and warmed (the rate and method
dependent on the experiment, and was recorded with the experiments).
Immediately following the melting of the last ice crystal, the contents of the cryovials were
poured out into a centrifuge tube stored on ice, and a volume of chilled culture medium equal
to the volume of ELS was added.
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Thereafter, the volume in the centrifuge tube was doubled at minute intervals for 4 minutes, to
dilute out the freezing mix.
The ELS were allowed to settle and the medium removed. Warmed culture medium was added,
32ml per 1ml ELS. The ELS and medium mix was placed into an appropriate volume flask, and
incubated in a 37°C humidified incubator.

Justification, Benefits, and Limitations of Approach

The dilution out of cryoprotectant solution (CPA) occurs as soon as the last ice crystal has
melted. This is to reduce the toxicity of CPA after warming. The CPA solution was not diluted all
out in one step, rather there was a series of 1:1 dilutions at minute intervals to reduce osmotic
shock in the cells. ELS are robust in the face of osmotic shock (unpublished observation by
author), likely as the alginate dampens solute change before reaching the HepG2 cells, and so
the fairly rapid dilution employed here was acceptable.
Dilution happened at low temperatures, as the cells are less metabolically active at low
temperatures [57], before warmed medium was added for the culture phase. This method is
labour intensive and so only around 5 vials at a time can be carried out per person, and may lead
to subtle variations depending on who thawed the samples. The alterative would be using an
automated machine which would be prohibitively expensive. To reduce variation the method
was made to be as simple as possible, and all cryovial thawing done in this thesis was carried out
by the author.

3.2.7.

Temperature Measurements

Materials
K-type thermocouples (RS Instruments, Corby, England, UK)
TC-08 -Logger Unit (Pico-technology, St. Neots, England, UK)
Pico-Logger software (Pico-technology, St. Neots, England, UK)
Laptop

Method

The Pico-technology system was used for all temperature measurements unless otherwise
stated.
The thermocouples were placed at the desired location inside the sample, and these
thermocouples attached to a pico-logger which was in turn connected to a computer with the
pico-logger software installed. The thermocouples could be attached to a rig if necessary.
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At the end of the experiment, the data was exported to excel and plotted on a graph. The
thermocouples had been tested to ensure accurate measurements at low temperatures (Figure
2).

Justification, Benefits, and Limitations of Approach

Thermocouples are a robust, simple, and well established method of temperature
measurements. They use the Seebeck effect and their size allows them to be added to small vials
with direct line of sight not required [420]. They do have some drawbacks however. They are
less accurate at lower temperatures, as outlined in Figure 2. They are also difficult to manoeuvre
into an exact location. Further problems emerge in low temperature science where there is the
potential for heat to flow through the thermocouple wire, Seeback induced temperature
changes, and for it to act as an ice nucleant. There is then potential that thermocouples by their
presence change the system which they are measuring [420]. For this reason, thermocouple
measurements were only used as a rough guide in this thesis, and their results considered in
conjunction with other methods such as mathematical modelling and thermal imaging. Many
types of thermocouples are available that use different alloys. T-type thermocuples tend to be
more accurate at lower temperatures and methods could be improved by using them over ktype.

Standard deviation between thermocouples (°C)
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Figure 2 - Standard deviation between n=8 k-type Pico-technology thermocouples at different temperatures. As can
be seen, accuracy falls with decreasing temperature, but only by a few degrees and so acceptable for our requirements.
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3.3. Cell Functional Assays
3.3.1.

Viability using Trypan Blue

Materials
2% trypan blue in Phosphate Buffered Saline (Sigma, Dorset, England, UK, #T-6146 in
#D8662)
Haemocytometer
Hank’s Buffered Saline Solution (PAA, Paisley, Scotland, UK #H15-010)
Disaggregated cells in suspension.
P200 and P20 Gilson Pipettes (Gilson, Luton, England, UK)
Pipette Tips

Method

20μl cell mix was added to 160μl HBSS and 20μl trypan blue solution.
This was thoroughly but gently mixed, during which time the trypan blue stained non-viable
cells.
9μl of this mix was placed onto each side of a haemocytometer, and placed onto a microscope.
On each side of the haemocytometer, the number of alive and dead cells was counted on a 25square grid. This was then multiplied by 105 to give the cell count and viability of the cell mix, to
take account of the 0.1mm depth of the sample, its 1/10 dilution, and its 0.01cm2 area.

Justification, Benefits, and Limitations of Approach

This method was primarily used during cell passaging. Trypan blue is normally excluded by
HepG2 cells, so when visible within the cell membrane (the cell will turn a deep blue) this gives
an indication of cell membrane viability. It is a cheap, easy, and well-established method [390],
however does have shortcomings. As cell counts are done manually, errors can creep in, and
large inter-user variabilities may occur [365]. It also cannot be applied to cell spheroids as each
cell must be counted – in a spheroid cells can be behind other cells.
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3.3.2.

Viability of Encapsulated Liver Spheroids (ELS) using Fluorescent Dye

Staining
Materials
Propidium Iodide fluorescent dye (ex535/em617nm) (PI), 1mg/ml solution (Sigma, Dorset,
England, UK #70335)
Fluorescein diacetate fluorescent dye (ex495/em520nm) (FDA) in 1mg/ml in DMSO (Sigma
#F7378)
Microscope slides and cover slips
Nikon imaging software (NIS Elements Version 4.0)
4x zoom inverted, phase contrast, fluorescence microscope
100μm mesh filter (Corning, from Sigma, Dorset, England, UK #CLS431752)
Phosphate Buffered Saline, PBS (Sigma #D8662)
Hank’s Buffered Saline Solution, HBSS, (PAA, Paisley, Scotland, UK #H15-010)

Method

A volume of containing at least 100 ELS were harvested, and washed once with HBSS, and placed
on a mesh to remove all of the excess medium/HBSS.
These were removed from the mesh using a small spatula and placed into a 1.5ml centrifuge
tube. 1ml of PBS was used to further wash the ELS, before they were suspended in 500μl PBS.
20μl of PI and 10μl of FDA solution was added to the ELS. The centrifuge tube was shaken and
left to rest for 90 seconds.
PI stained the nuclei of cells with a non-viable cell membrane, while FDA stained cells with an
intact cell membrane and metabolic activity. PI when excited with 535nm light, while FDA at
475nm.
A phase image of the ELS was taken. This was followed by a fluorescent image (exposure time
1s) at 617nm (the emission wavelength) to detect PI, and a fluorescent image (exposure time
150ms) at 520nm to detect FDA emission. 5 images of different fields of view were collected for
each dye; the exposure times have been calibrated to give correct viabilities (FDA fluoresces
more than PI).
Using a macro, the amount of PI and FDA excitation was found, and these were compared to
each other to give viability [101, 210, 266].
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Figure 3 - An example of the typical images used to determine viability. On the left the FDA fluorescence indicates
metabolic activity in the cells, on the right PI fluorescence indicated a non-viable cell membrane. Images taken at 4x
zoom at 520nm and 617nm for FDA and PI respectively. The viability readout was determined by comparing
fluorescence between the two images using a calibrated macro.

Justification, Benefits, and Limitations of Approach

The primary benefit of using the FDA/PI membrane staining is that clusters of cells such as ELS
can be visualized. This is because the fluorescent readings are strong enough to pass through
other cells and be detected. An additional benefit comes from the double nature of the test. PI
will highlight permeated cell membranes while FDA highlights both cell membrane integrity and
metabolic activity (through hydrolysis by intracellular esterase to fluorescein). This method is
well established and used in many cell types [11, 197]. This technique can be used to image ELS
in alginate beads with greater contrast.
Limitations of the technique are the speed in which imaging must be carried out after staining.
After a few mins FDA will leak out of healthy cells which will interfere with the viability readout.
It is also possible that cells identified as dead in this study – through damaged membranes – may
recover and so not truly be dead.
This method is used as it gives a simple read out of cell viability, which is indicative of overall
health, and the speed in which it can be done makes it suitable for a large range of conditions
to be tested during optimization. After optimization, much more time consuming tests on
functionality can be carried out.
The word ‘viability’ in this thesis referrers to a PI/FDA viability test, unless otherwise stated.
Viability is stated as absolute viability, i.e. percentage of cells in a population viable in this thesis
unless otherwise stated.
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3.3.3.

Cell Counts using the Nucleocounter Device

Materials
NC-100 Nucleocounter (Chemometec, Sartorius, Epsom, England, UK)
Nucleocasettes (Chemometec, Sartorius, Epsom, England, UK)
20ml Syringe
1.5ml microfuge tubes
16mM EDTA (AppliChem, Darmstadt, Germany #A1105)
Scales
100 μm mesh filter (Corning, from Sigma, Dorset, England, UK #CLS431752)
Nucleocounter reagents A (#910-003) and B (#910-002, Chemometec, Sartorius, Epsom,
England, UK)

Method

A volume of medium and at least 0.5ml ELS was removed from a flask into a mesh.
A centrifuge tube was weighed, and then a volume of ELS removed from the mesh and placed
into the tube. This was weighed, and so the exact weight of ELS was known.
1ml of EDTA was added to the microfuge tube, and this was incubated at room temperature for
5mins to dissolve the alginate, leaving a cell suspension behind. The microfuge tube was then
centrifuged at 13000rcf for 5 minutes. The cells form a pellet at the bottom of the tube.
The supernatant was removed and the pellet was re-suspended in 1ml PBS. This was syringed 5
times to de-aggregate the cells, and 500μl of this solution removed and placed into another
microfuge tube.
To this was added 500μl of reagent A, the tube was mixed and then 500μl reagent B was added.
A nucleocasette was loaded with this solution, the cell nuclei were dyed and the nucleocounter
gave a reading for number of cells in that solution. This was then related to an original cell count
[210].

Justification, Benefits, and Limitations of Approach

The nucleocounter system works by lysing cells, staining the nuclei with propidium iodide (PI),
and then imaging a small volume of the cell solution. The number of nuclei in the image is then
counted by the nucleocounter automatically and a cell density given. HepG2 cells are
mononuclear. This is very advantageous over a trypan blue cell count as human error in the
counting is eliminated, and a visual record of the counts can be easily maintained for future
reference [365].
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3.3.4.

MTT (Tetrazolium Salt) Viability Assay

Materials
0.75% w/v MTT solution in aqueous solution (Thermofisher, Waltham Ma, USA,
#M6494)
Acidified isopropanol (4mM hydrochloric acid in isopropanol)
16mM EDTA (AppliChem, Darmstadt, Germany #A1105)
1.5ml centrifuge tubes
Humidified incubator
96 well plate
Plate reader

Methods

A known weight of ELS were liberated from alginate through a 16mM EDTA solution, and 0.5ml
0.75% w/v MTT solution (tetrazolium salt, Invitrogen, Carlesbad, CA, USA) was added to the ELS
in a centrifuge tube tube. After 3 h incubation in an incubator the MTT was inactivated and the
crystal product dissolved using acidified isopropanol (4mM HCl in propan-2-ol). After the crystals
had dissolved, a known volume was added to a 96-well plate, and total absorbance was
measured at 570 nm on an Anthos III microplate reader, and quantified using MANTA software.
This was then related to total MTT production per million cells or per ml ELS.

Justification, Benefits, and Limitations of Approach

Fully, MTT is 3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide [406, 421]. It was
used as a complimentary measurement to FDA/PI viability in this thesis. It was not used as a
primary viability assay as it tended to give larger error bars and gave post-thaw viability as a
function of control, not an absolute value. However is a well-established method [406, 421] and
gave support to results from other protocols. An absolute value is useful as it indicated health
of a population before cryopreservation.

3.3.5.

Secreted Protein Synthesis Measurement: Albumin ELISAs (Enzyme

Linked Immune Sorbent Assays)
Materials
Culture Medium Samples
Primary Antibody (Dako, Ely, England, UK # A0001, polyclonal rabbit)
Coating Buffer (0.159% w/v Na2CO3 and 0.293% w/v NaHCO3 in distilled water, pH
adjusted to 9.6)
96-well Nunc Immuno-coated plates (ThermoFisher, Waltham, MA, USA #DIS-971-030J)
Clingfilm
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Plate washer
Tween solution ( w/v - 0.8% NaCl, 0.02% KCl, 0.152% Na 2HPO4.2H2O, 0.02% KH2PO4. v/v
0.05% tween20, Sigma, Dorset, England, UK #P1379)
Blocking buffer - 1.25g powdered milk (Marvel) in 25ml tween solution.
Secondary Antibody (Abcam, Cambridge, England, UK #ab24458-200, mouse antihuman)
OPD solution (2*OPD (3.5mg 1.2 phenylenediamine dihydrochloride) tablets Dako cat #
s204530) in 12ml distilled water.
Sulphuric acid (2M in water)
Anthos ht-III plate reader with Manta software (Dazdaq ltd. Brighton, England, UK).

Method

Medium samples were taken at set points from cells of ELS in culture, these could be stored at 20°C until required. As the total amount of albumin was measured, cell counts were also carried
out (as per section 3.3.3), to give production per cell.
Coating buffer and tween solution are made as per recipe in materials.
The primary antibody was diluted 1 to 1000 in coating buffer. 100μl of this solution was put into
each well of the 96-well plate. The plate was then wrapped in cling film and left at 4°C overnight.
The following day, the 96-well plate was washed in the plate washer three times with the Tween
solution. The plate was then left to dry, before 100 μl of blocking buffer was added to each well
and the plate was placed in room temperature for 1 h.
100 μl of each sample was then added to the wells. The samples were usually done in triplicate.
A quality control and standard were also added to wells, before the plate was incubated for 1.5
h at 37°C.
The plate was washed with the plate reader three times with the tween solution and left to dry.
The secondary antibody was then diluted 1 to 1000 in coating buffer. 100μl of this solution was
then added to each well in use in the plate, before being kept at room temperature for 1 h.
100μl OPD solution was added to each well. This was then kept in the dark for approximately
5mins (until colour developed, dependent on room temperature) before sulphuric acid was
added to stop the reaction. It was important to ensure that the time each well was exposed to
the OPD solution before the sulphuric acid was added was identical.
The plate was transferred to the plate reader. The standard was used to quantify the albumin in
each well, which was related to production rate per cell per unit time [210, 248].
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Justification, Benefits, and Limitations of Approach

For the BAL to be a feasible treatment for acute liver failure, they must produce sufficient
proteins and it is important that after cryopreservation protein production levels recover – that
makes protein ELISAs crucial to the project. They are time consuming, and so are only done on
protocols previously optimized using a viability assay – if the cell membrane has no viability the
protein functionality will also be low. As albumin is one of the major liver proteins responsible
for blood detoxification it has been selected for study (the full range of liver proteins is extremely
large and not all can be tested).
Sandwich ELISAs work by measuring the amount of bound antigen between two antibodies. In
this case a first antibody is added to the plates. When the sample containing the antigen – in
this case albumin acts as antigen – is added, it binds to the first (capture antibody). The sample
is then washed off, with the antigen remaining attached to the first antibody. A second antibody
is then added which attaches to the antigen. The amount of attached secondary antibody is then
measured which on comparison to a standard curve determined protein concentration in each
tested sample (the standard curve is prepared using known concentrations of desired protein)
[67, 68].
Limitations of the ELISA protocols in general is they are labour intensive, reducing the number
of samples that can be tested. They are also very manual and environmentally sensitive and so
variations can occur between samples analysed on different days – for this reason a fresh
standard curve is carried out with every plate [67, 68]. ELISAs for most human proteins, including
albumin, are not sensitive enough to detect albumin produced by ELS over background levels in
culture medium using human blood plasma. They can only be done in samples using fetal calf
serum medium.

3.3.6.

Alpha-Fetoprotein ELISAs

A sandwich ELISA as above except using mouse monoclonal antibodies (Abcam , Cambridge,
England, UK # ab10071 and ab10072) as a capture, and as an HRP linked antibody respectively,
with Applichem (Darmstadt, Germany, # A6935) used for a standard curve.

Justification, Benefits, and Limitations of Approach
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Alpha-fetoprotein is not present in human blood under normal conditions, but is produced by
HepG2 cells (it is a cancer marker, and HepG2 cells are from a cancer cell line). This allows protein
production levels of ELS growing in human plasma to be approximated [101].

3.3.7.

Alpha-1-Antitrypsin ELISAs

A sandwich ELISA as above except using rabbit polycolonal antibodies from Dako (cat # A0012)
and Abcam (cat # ab7635-s) as a capture, and as an HRP linked antibody respectively, with BBI
solutions (Cardiff, Wales, UK) # BBI P165-5 used for a standard curve.

Justification, Benefits, and Limitations of Approach

Alpha-1-antrypsin is involved in regulating inflammation response in the body [360], with
experimental benefits and limitations similar to those for albumin.

3.3.8.

Fibrinogen ELISAs

A sandwich ELISA as above except using goat monoclonal antibodies from Abcam Cat # ab6666
and Cat # ab7539 as a capture, and as an HRP linked (secondary) antibody respectively, with
Sigma F3879 used for a standard curve.

Justification, Benefits, and Limitations of Approach

Fibrinogen is involved in blood clotting in the body [87], with experimental benefits and
limitations similar to those for albumin as above.

3.3.9.

Glucose Consumption and Lactate Production

Materials
Culture samples
Analox GM7 (Analox, London, England, UK)
Glucose reagent (Analox GMRD-002A)
Glucose standard, 8mmol/L (Analox GMRD-011)
Lactate reagent (Analox GMRD 092A)
Lactate oxidase (Analox GMRD 092B)
Lactate standard, 8mmol/L (Analox GMRD 092C)

Method – Glucose
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Culture medium samples were taken throughout the culture process and frozen at -20°C. To
measure glucose, samples were thawed and left to warm to room temperature with the
reagents. As the GM7 is only accurate up to around 24mmol/litre, samples were diluted in
filtered water if necessary. The GM7 was primed with reagent, calibrated with the standard, and
the 10μl of sample was measured, normally in triplicate or penticate. The GM7 was re-calibrated
every 10 measurements. The concentration in the sample was then compared to previous
measurements or initial concentration and used to determine glucose consumption of the ELS
[101].

Lactate Measurements

The Analox GM7 was also used for lactate measurements on medium samples using an L-Lactate
oxidase reaction. The reagent and oxidase were mixed before use (stable chilled for about 2
months), and samples thawed and left to warm to room temperature before experiments
began. The same process was followed as glucose to find lactate consumption, with 7μl used
instead of 10μl. The measured concentration was then related to total consumption per
condition [101].

Justification, Benefits, and Limitations of Approach

ELS consume glucose as part of regular cell metabolism. Measuring consumption rates give a
non-specific indicator of general cell function, which can be missed by other indicators. For
example, if cells are proliferating rapidly cellular resources will be committed to proliferation
and so protein production function will appear lower, if they are producing many proteins cell
proliferation functions may be reduced. Glucose consumption can give a wider picture view of
all of these functions which can smooth out inhomogeneity in specific functions.
Lactate is produced in cell metabolism, and so these measurements can re-inforce glucose
consumption or give an independent overview. Excessive lactate is also harmful to cells so
monitoring levels can give an indicator to when medium changes are required.
The GM7 device works by causing an enzyme oxidative reaction, the results of which (glycolic
acid or pyruvate) can be measured as a specific indicator of glucose or lactate concentration
respectively. The 8mM standard is used to calibrate the readings.
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3.3.10.

Statistics

To determine significance, an appropriate t-test was performed. Significance was determined at
P<0.01 unless otherwise stated. Samples for cell functional analysis and other data contained
five independent replicates per experiment unless indicated differently in the text. Each sample
taken for analysis contained at least 100 ELS. In binary systems where a t-test was not possible,
another system was used and this is stated with the results.
T-tests were applied to all experimental conditions possible over other tests in order to ensure
consistency throughout the thesis. This also avoids the ‘let’s try as many different statistical tests
as possible until one shows significance with our data’ fallacy.
In general with the ELS used in this thesis, large inter-experimental variations occurred, as is
common in biological systems. It is particularly pronounced in the BAL system in the LG as total
direct cell culture time before then end of an experiment can be more than a month incidentally a reason why cryopreservation is carried out near the end of the process, to reduce
potential patient wait time – for this reason cell experiments need to be carried out on at least
two separate occasions before results are stated even if one experiment has a low p-value. This
has been done in this thesis, though in the interests of clarity results are only stated in one place
(except for emphasis). Values of n stated in this thesis refer to different experimental samples,
although may have been examined at the same time.
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4. Cryoprotective Additives and Thermal Profile
Optimisation
4.1. Introduction

Traditionally, cryopreservation has been carried out in small volumes, typically no larger than
4ml and usually much smaller. This is sufficient volume for cryopreservation of spermatozoa,
oocytes, embryos, and small tissues.
In the BAL, cryopreserving in small volumes has many advantages, primarily allowing more
experiments to be carried out without major increases in cost and logistics and the ability to
probe the effects of rapid changes in cooling rates at specific temperatures – something which
may prove invaluable information before scale-up. As will be discussed in chapters 5 and 7,
larger volumes cannot always be approximated on the smaller scale [210], however in some
cases this is not a problem and is preferable on practical grounds when few ELS are available,
and so smaller volume experiments have been carried out for studies in this chapter. The BAL
being a homogenous mix of ELS allows this to be done.
Previous work in the cryopreservation of HepG2s in the LG were done in small volumes at low
cell densities (<2ml, < 5 million cells/ml), with good post-thaw outcome (typically over 80%
viability) [263, 264, 266]. Replicating this success in a larger volume and at higher cell densities
is the primary aim of this thesis. Previous attempts at cryopreserving in the large volume
chamber in the LG resulted in total cell death [266].
This chapter contains an in-depth look at the effects of CPAs during cryopreservation, tried to
find new optimised CPAs, and examined work used to determine optimal cooling/warming rates
and the effect of CPAs.

4.2. The Uses and Impacts of Cryoprotectants
4.2.1.

Forms of Cryo-injury

CPAs (Cryoprotective Agents) are chemicals added during cryopreservation to limit the damage
caused during the freeze-thaw cycle, making long term storage of cells and cell clusters possible
[131, 254, 273, 322, 336].
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As discussed in the general introduction, chapter 2, as tissue or cells are cooled for
cryopreservation and ice forms in the biological system, they can experience a number of ice
related cryo-injury – usually caused by cooling rates which are either too rapid or too slow [268,
271]. The first of these is IIF (Intracellular Ice Formation). As the name suggests, this is defined
as ice crystals forming within the cell membrane. Ice easily damages the delicate internal
structure of cells and usually results in cell death. IIF often forms when cells are cooled too
quickly [135, 269, 271, 408, 414].
As a biological system freezes, ice will form in the inter-cellular space. This ‘locks up’ water with
a low solute concentration, leaving the cells experiencing a high osmotic gradient [290]. The cells
dehydrate to equilibrate with this solution, reducing their internal water concentration and so
the chances of IIF [268, 407]. If a sample is cooled too quickly, the cell cannot dehydrate fast
enough so the water volume remains relatively high making IIF more likely, as ice nucleation is
(weakly) volume dependant [269, 289, 409].
A second major form of cell death is due to solute toxicity [268, 270, 324]. During
cryopreservation, the extra-cellular solution becomes hypertonic. This build-up of solutes can
reach a toxic level and result in cell injury or death [254, 270]. This is linked to a too low cooling
rate, as the exposure time in the high solute solution above the storage temperature is
increased, and the slow cooling rates allow for maximum cell dehydration and ice crystal volume
to be maximized [290, 291, 409].
Cryoprotective Agents (CPAs) are used to protect against these effects, and cooling rates are
optimised to further reduce harmful conditions [131]. Discussion of warming rates, which are
equally as important as cooling rates though often overlooked, will be studied in chapter 10.

4.2.2.

Cryoprotectants in Nature

Many biological systems in the natural world regularly survive sub-zero temperatures. Animals,
plants, and bacteria in the polar regions can survive for months or even years in temperatures
reaching as low as –70°C [58, 90, 388, 415]. Identifying and then using the active proteins
allowing this survival is of interest [74, 75, 90]. While insects that are freeze tolerant experience
extra-cellular and not intra-cellular ice in most cases, some cell types in some insects can even
survive intra-cellular freezing [367, 462], an event lethal in the overwhelming majority of
mammalian cells.
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Animals have two methods of surviving sub-zero body temperatures. They avoid freezing with
the use of anti-freeze proteins, or nucleate freezing at a higher temperature using protein ice
nucleators [74, 75, 90, 463]. Cryoprotectants - in particular sugars such as glucose and trehalose
- also accumulate inside the bodies of insects and other life forms [47, 56, 388, 415], either
preventing the freezing of body fluids or protecting freezing injury.
These anti-freeze proteins are not exclusive to land animals. In the Arctic seas the salt content
of the sea water can allow its temperature to fall below the normal freezing point of fishes’
internal fluids. Here fish species can lower the ice nucleation point of their fluids allowing them
to survive where otherwise they would freeze and die [74, 119].
While nature has discovered ways around cold-injury, many of these methods are not applicable
to BAL cryopreservation for three reasons – difficulty in determining and synthesizing the active
protein; the lower temperatures invoked in cryopreservation (liquid nitrogen temperatures are
never experienced in the natural world); and unknown reactions between foreign proteins and
the samples which would require extensive research before regulatory approval for use in a
human treatment is admissible.

4.2.3.

Effects and Uses of Cryoprotectants

Adjustment of Phase Transition Temperature

One of the simplest ways CPAs can protect against injury is by lowering, or depressing, the
freezing point of a cryopreservation solution [160, 162, 243]. As temperature is lowered, cells’
metabolism slows down, and as a result they become able to withstand toxic solutions for longer
[57]. Lowering the equilibrium phase transition temperature of a freezing mix reduces the
amount of water ‘locked-up’ as ice at any given temperature and so results in a lower solute
concentration at that temperature – provided that the agent used to reduce the equilibrium
melting point is not toxic itself. Consequently the solute toxicity at any given temperature will
be lowered and the cell death due to solute toxicity should be reduced [255].
Adding 12% DMSO to a solution of culture medium reduces its freezing point by around 4.5 °C
[263, 266]. This is a significant amount for many cell types, and this freezing point suppression
is true of most solutes due to the colligative effects of solutes – small molecules being most
effective [246].

Solute Dilution
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Adding CPAs to a solution gives the solutes another material in which to dissolve, reducing their
total concentration during cryopreservation. This buffering effect lowers the time cells are
exposed to toxic concentrations of salts at any given temperature, reducing post thaw necrosis
and apoptosis in a sample. Generally this has been proposed as one of the primary methods of
CPA protection [132, 255, 273].

CPA Toxicity

Although one of their primary functions is to reduce toxicity, many CPAs are themselves toxic
[108, 131, 196, 234]. Their toxicity is a function of their concentration, exposure time, and
temperature of sample [196]. This has been shown to be true for many different cell types and
species and different CPAs [108, 196, 234, 434]. This CPA toxicity becomes a more significant
problem when it comes to cryopreservation by means of vitrification. During vitrification a very
high concentration of CPA is required (relative to slow cooling), to prevent any ice formation
[10, 107, 109].
Utilizing more than one CPA while cryopreserving may reduce the relative toxicity of these
additives. It has also been suggested that using an additional agent to counteract the effects of
the CPAs’ toxicity can improve post-thaw survival [10].
Sugars on the other hand are generally less damaging to biological material. This is likely a
consequence of the organic bases of these chemicals, as well as the exposure many of these
cells experience to sugars in vivo. The toxicity of CPAs is their limiting factor, and needs to be
extensively considered when adding to a system.
At lower temperatures the toxicity effect of CPAs is less dramatic due to the reduction in cell
metabolism at low temperatures [57]. Thus DMSO is added to our cells at 4°C, a temperature at
which cell metabolism is low.

Protein Stabilisation

The effects of cryoprotectants on proteins have been reviewed in detail by Crowe and Arakawa
with their teams [13, 66]. They explored the preferential exclusion mechanism as an explanation
for the stabilising effect many CPAs have on proteins.
The mechanism discussed in their review is that when a protectant such as DMSO, trehalose, or
polyethylene glycol are present in solution they are preferentially excluded from the surface of
proteins. As these co-solvents are hydrophilic, they bind to water in the system in preference to
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proteins and so the free energy of the system dictates that they bind to the minimum surface
area of the protein possible. For this to happen atoms in the protein remain clustered as to
expose the smallest surface area to the cryoprotectant – this is proteins’ natural state and so
they remain intact [13, 66, 194].
At higher temperatures many CPAs are toxic [131]. This too can be explained in terms of protein
stabilisation. As Arakawa notes, DMSO, polyethylene glycol, and ethylene glycol, amongst
others, become hydrophobic at higher temperatures. This leads then to bind preferentially with
the protein, which will then de-tangle to present the largest possible surface area and in the
process denature. Crowe and Arakawa go into details to these effects in their reviews [13].
It has been shown that DMSO can exhibit this exclusion mechanism in certain membrane
phospholipids [439], presumably a further method of DMSO cryoprotection.

Non-Penetrating CPAs - Cell Dehydration

Small molecules, such as DMSO, can easily penetrate the cell membrane and enter intracellular
space [273, 394, 401]. Larger molecules, such as polymers and hydroxyethyl starch cannot
penetrate the cell membrane in normal circumstances. Non-penetrating CPAs are useful for
dehydrating cells. They cannot enter a cell and so the osmotic stress over the membrane is
greater. This increases the rate of cell dehydration, an effect true of most polymers [273, 387].
Osmosis will dehydrate the cell, reducing its total water fraction at any given temperature and
so reducing the incidence of IIF. As IIF is one of the primary causes of cell death the post-thaw
function in cryopreserved samples is improved. In mouse sperm cryopreservation, it has been
shown that using only non-penetrating raffinose/milk is superior to penetrating CPAs [394].
Along with penetrating CPAs, non-penetrating CPAs can act as a buffer to reduce solute
concentration [131].

Anti-oxidants

As cells enter a non-optimal environment they become stressed, which can lead to an increase
in oxidisation reactions. These reactions result in free-radicals (molecules that react readily with
others, also known as reactive oxygen species) which can harm biological systems [125].
Combined with the damage from the freeze-thaw process, free-radicals can produce a
significant reduction in post-thaw survival – causing damage to cell membranes and DNA [125,
318, 399].
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Free radicals (reactive oxygen species, ROS), such as hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) are usually
removed naturally in a cell by anti-oxidants. If their concentration becomes too high however,
they can readily react with molecules in the structure of the cell. Lipid peroxidation can occur at
a rapid rate leading to destruction of the cell membrane and other cellular components [125,
318].
Anti-oxidants reduce this occurrence. Agents with anti-oxidant effects can be added, so reducing
the amount of free radicals in the cellular environment. Addition of small amounts of
antioxidants, such as vitamin E, Vitamin C, l-glutamine, catalase, l-cysteine, and perhaps
rosemary have shown to improve functionality of several mammalian species sperm post-thaw
[317, 318, 399, 465].
The literature is sparse on non-reproductive cell types, further tests with antioxidants on other
cell types is a logical step to enhance their cryopreservation outcome.

Membrane Stress/Stability

The cell membrane encounters extreme stress during cryopreservation – more than it has
evolved to cope with. The cell membrane comes under physical pressure from extra-cellular ice,
its shape may be distorted when the cell significantly dehydrates [317]. This may result in cells
crushed against other cells in an ice-free channel, ROS can attack its structure, ice may form
between cells in a cluster - tearing cellular connections attached to the membrane, and so
damage can be done to the cell cytoskeleton. Ensuring the survival of the cell membrane is vital
to the survival of the cell.
Glycerol may bind to lipids and proteins, such as make up the cell membrane, when used as a
CPA during the cryopreservation of human sperm [317].It is also clear that the membrane acts
differently at lower temperatures – glycerol is readily up taken by cells at 37°C, but almost
completely excluded at 0°C [401]. Lipid bilayers in mammalian cells become less permeable to
water at lower temperatures – an effect that DMSO can help slow [4, 401].
This harm usually comes in several ways. When a cell dehydrates, its volume shrinks. The cell
membrane therefore becomes deformed, and if deformed enough this can lead to the
membrane folding in on itself and fuse. When the cell re-hydrates there is no longer enough
membrane for the internal volume and so the cell lyses.
As the volume of unfrozen liquid in a freezing mix is reduced, cells will increasingly be confined
to channels. Cells may find themselves squeezed between walls of ice. Additionally in a high cell
dense environment cells can be pressed against each other [53, 270, 303, 427]. Mazur proposed
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in his study with human erythrocytes that these cell membranes may become inter-locked, and
when this connection is broken the cells’ viability is affected. He proposed that at high
hematocrit (proportion of a blood solution that is volumetrically composed of erythrocytes,
normally determined by centrifuging), the primary cause of cell damage was not solute toxicity
as in a low hematocrit, but rather these ice-cell and cell-cell interactions [270]. It has been
observed in our work that the density of ELS may have a bearing on the post- thaw survival.
Higher density ELS typically cryopreserving less successfully. Hepatoctyes have been shown to
have a lower viability at high packing densities, and previous authors have suggested an optimal
density of 1.1x107 cells/ml on cryopreservation of suspensions [78, 176].
A complex cell matrix such as exists in tissues and organs can incur an additional form of viability
depletion. As extra-cellular ice expands through the tissues, it can tear through and damage the
connective tissues in this matrix [324]. This not only reduces the function of the tissue as a
whole, but as many cells will be strongly affixed to their neighbours, the cell membranes can be
destroyed when these links are broken or damaged violently.

4.2.4.

Application of, and Specific Cryoprotectants

CPAs are often added to a sample on cooling (usually in a solution freezing mix at a specific CPA
concentration) at a lower temperature prior to cryopreservation. Several methods, such as
stepwise addition [116] or pre-incubation with CPAs [404] can be used to maximise outcome.

Uses – pre-incubation

It has been shown in studies that pre-incubation the sample to be cryopreserved with the CPA
can improve the beneficial effect of the CPA [47, 148, 261, 404]. This can give CPAs more time
to fully equilibrate in the intra-cellular space, improving their effects when the sample is
cryopreserved. Pre-incubation of periosteal cells in DMSO for 30 mins at 37°C improves their
post thaw function, and is the ideal balance between too little DMSO penetration and too much
DMSO toxicity [261]. 24 h pre-incubation with trehalose can improve the post thaw viability of
endothelial cells then cryopreserved with trehalose [47].

DMSO

DMSO (Dimethyl Sulphur Oxide, Me2SO), is one of the most widely used cryoprotectants [47,
132]. Generally it is used as the primary and most effective cryoprotectant when cryopreserving
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hepatocytes [7, 176, 202, 210, 250]. As discussed above, DMSO protects cells in many different
ways, reducing overall damage effectively.

Sugars

Sugars protect against cryoinjury in many natural environments and are useful too in the lab
[202, 415]. Sugars are either monosaccharides, or composed of them – sugars consisting of two
monosaccharides are known as disaccharides, sugars consisting of three are trisaccharides etc.
[60]
Monosaccharides

Monosaccharides are the simplest sugars, with chemical formula C6H12O6, the most common
members in cryopreservation are glucose, fructose, and galactose. These can often act as
penetrating CPAs, due to their small size [60].
Disaccharides

As the name suggests, disaccharides are made of two monosaccharides, having chemical
formula C12H22O11. The base monosaccharides and bonding determine the chemistry. The
disaccharide trehalose has been shown to improve post-thaw function in several hepatocyte
functions, and so deserves further attention [194, 202]. Commonly sugars can offer protection
by creating an osmotic gradient between the inter and intra cellular space, increasing rates of
dehydration [60, 115, 194, 202].
Trehalose

Trehalose is found in the natural environment, in freeze or drying resistant species such as
tardigrades [415]. Trehalose seems to offer protection to dehydrating cells, and has the
additional protective property of being an anti-oxidant. A previous study by Katenz et al. have
shown the inclusion of trehalose can improve post thaw viability of primary hepatocytes from
46.9 ± 11% to 62.9 ± 13% [202].
Although the literature is fairly sparse when dealing with trehalose and liver cells, it has been
shown to be beneficial in the cryopreservation of other mammalian cells, with trehalose being
used primarily but not exclusively as a non-permeating CPA [47, 100, 194, 202].
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Trehalose may work best as a permeating cryoprotectant. As it is not normally permeable to the
cell membrane, additives such as di-rhamnolipids may be used to allow trehalose into the intracellular space [194].
Glycerol

One of the earliest used and most useful cryoprotectant is glycerol [336]; it too can act either as
a permeable or non-permeable CPA, and is used widely today [291]. It is less effective than
DMSO when cryopreserving hepatocytes (unpublished observations), so is not considered
within the scope of this study.

CPA Mixes

Although many cryoprotectants accomplish many tasks, it is likely that using a combination of
different cryoprotectants when freezing can lead to an optimised result. Saliem et al. have
shown that cryopreservation of primary hepatocytes may be improved by using a freezemedium containing both DMSO and anhydrous dextrose – a mixture of permeating and nonpermeating agents [355]. DMSO mixed Hydroxyethylstarch is preferable to solely DMSO in some
cases [387]. Higher recovery of several species’ hepatocytes can be achieved by using
polyvinylpyrrolidone with DMSO [148]. It is clear that having select additional cryoprotectants
during freeze/thaw can be a useful method to increase post-thaw function.
Some research groups have been adding anti-oxidants during hepatocyte cryopreservation to
improve their function. Culture medium often contains fetal calf serum (FCS). This helps the cells
grow in culture and also results in better cryopreservation outcomes [148, 237], perhaps due to
the anti-oxidant properties of FCS. Vitamin E has been used as an anti-oxidant in
cryopreservation to improve post-thaw function [399].
In many medical applications it may not be possible to use FCS – it is animal derived so carries
with it the risk of zoonoses.
University of Wisconsin (UW) solution, also known and referred to in this thesis as Viaspan, has
been shown to be an effective carrier solution for cryoprotectants [236, 237], and is used widely
against cold injury. UW solution itself contains 8 chemicals in water including many antioxidants.
These are allopurinol, glutathione, adenosine, magnesium sulphate, potassium phosphate,
raffinose, potassium lactobionate, and hydroxyethyl starch [314]. These are used to protect
against cold injury and maintain osmotic balance. Viaspan is used widely for transport of livers
for transplant at hypothermic temperatures [321].
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Although DMSO is the CPA of choice when it comes to cryopreservation of hepatocytes, there
are many more available [131, 201]. It is prudent to consider other CPAs, either on their own or
in conjunction with DMSO.

4.2.5.

Summary

The effects of cryoprotectants are widespread. They can help to dehydrate cells, reduce solute
toxicity, stabilise cell membranes and internal proteins, have an anti-oxidant effect and reduce
the freezing point of a solution. The full mechanisms are not fully understood and a general
theory of cryoprotectant action seems still some way off.
There are also many cryoprotectants to choose from, depending on cell type or desired postthaw function [201]. From this large quantity of potential CPAs, it is likely that the most optimal
combinations are still awaiting discovery. Currently the gold-standard cryoprotectant in the LG
is 12% DMSO in UW/Viaspan solution.

4.3. Materials and Methods

There are no methods unique to this chapter, and as such all methods are as described in Section
3. Unless otherwise stated, all samples in this section were cooled out in 2ml cryovials.

4.4. Results

Raffinose has been used in cryopreservation of ELS previously at UCL, with some success
(internal unpublished data). As sugars such as raffinose are common cryoprotectants and
raffinose is the only sugar in Viapsan – the liver cold storage solution and the carrier solution
used in this thesis - testing it was an obvious starting point. Testing DMSO on its own in different
concentrations, raffinose on its own, and a mixture of the two was carried out using a standard
straight cooling from 4°C to -80°C at -0.3°C/min. It should be noted that as viaspan was used in
the DMSO-only set, these samples would actually contain 0.68% raffinose – this was taken into
account when adding additional raffinose.
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Effects of Raffinose and DMSO - Post-thaw
Viable Cell Number
Viable Cells (millions/ml)
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4% raffinose, 10% DMSO
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Figure 4 - Looking at the effects of Raffinose, Raffinose and DMSO combined, and DMSO, on the success of
cryopreservation of ELS, and comparing it to the 12% DMSO present protocol. Solutions were added to the ELS which
were then cooled at 0.3°C/min and stored at liquid nitrogen temperatures. After a rapid thaw, viability tests and cell
counts were carried out at set timepoints. n=5±SD, DMSO viable cell number was significantly (p<0.01) higher over all
other sets at the same time point.

Figure 4 shows that raffinose does not enhance post-thaw survival in this system, in fact adding
it with DMSO harms the cells.
The choice of CPA is a complex task, there are many available and one may work very well at
only a narrow concentration or cooling rate. More work is needed to understanding the
chemistry of the ELS at low cell densities in order to deduce any possible improvement to DMSO,
or to help buffer against its toxic effects.

4.4.1.

Toxicity of DMSO

In the final BAL there will be a substantial time between the cell/freezing mix solution reaching
its freezing point, and the whole solution becoming frozen. This is a natural consequence of the
large mass of the BAL – ice will grow through the sample taking over 90 minutes from first
forming until it has fully solidified.
It was important to ensure that having cells in an unfrozen solution for extended periods was
not damaging to their post thaw viability.
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ELS were cooled to just above their freezing point (-4.5°C [263]) and held there for different
lengths of time, before being re-warmed and their viability monitored.

100
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5 min
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30min
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90min

Figure 5 - Cell viability after being held in cryopreservation solution containing 12% DMSO in viaspan (v/v) just above
its freezing point of -4.5°C for different lengths of time. Viability was measured through a PI/FDA staining procedure
at ELS 24 h post-exposure. n=5±SD

Figure 5 shows that at a 12% concentration of DMSO, there was no statistically significant
difference between ELS held for up to 90 minutes, at -4.5°C, and the un-chilled control.
Lower cell metabolic activity at lower temperatures may not be the only factor affecting CPA
toxicity. Studies have shown that at higher temperatures DMSO binds preferentially to proteins
– denaturing them. At lower temperatures the situation is reversed, DMSO being preferentially
excluded from the proteins thereby stabilising them [66].

4.4.2.

Adding Anti-Oxidants and Glucose to the Cryopreservation Medium

Cryopreserving ELS using some anti-oxidants or glucose may reduce damage and cell stress
during cryopreservation. The following reagents had been shown elsewhere in the LG to reduce
the fall in viability during 48 h shipping of ELS at room temperature [361], and these were tested
to determine if they had a use in cryopreservation.
A control was cooled containing 12% DMSO in Viaspan, while two other samples, one containing
2% glucose (v/v and another containing 2% glucose plus Hepes (2.5% v/v), valine (0.04% w/v),
N-acetylcysteine (0.05% w/v), trolox 0.021% w/v (in ethanol, total concentration during freezing
0.14% v/v), catalase (0.005% w/v) and sodium hydroxide at 0.02M/litre.
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Viable Cell Number as Fraction of
Control
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Day 1
With Anti-oxidants and Glucose

Day 2

Day 3

With Only Additional Glucose

Figure 6 - Effect of anti-oxidants and glucose when added to the freezing solution.° While at earlier time points the
results look promising, the cells do not proliferate readily and so by day 3 post-thaw both sets are worse than the
control group(without any additional CPA) n=3± SD.

Figure 6 shows that CPA with additional anti-oxidants does not help the freezing process longer
term post-thaw in our system. This may be due to the fact that most anti-oxidants are larger
molecules, and so will not readily enter the cell membrane, especially at the low metabolic rates
exhibited by the cells in the freezing mix. The anti-oxidants do appear to have an advantage over
only glycerol, and as such it may be beneficial to include anti-oxidants without added glucose,
or pre-incubate with anti-oxidants.

4.4.3.

Effect of pre-cryoconcentration conditions on cell growth

To first establish that certain common pre-treatments were not harmful, ELS were cultured in
medium under different conditions for 24 h, and the viable cell number compared to ELS in
standard culture medium without any additional components. The compounds tested were
vitamin E (0.1% v/v), trehalose (2% w/v), and trolox (0.1% w/v). Trolox is a vitamin E substitute,
and is much easier to dissolve in culture medium (and even easier to dissolve in ethanol –
unpublished observation). Also examined was the effect of holding the ELS at room temperature
(21°C) for 24 h. Holding at room temperature may acclimatise the ELS to lower temperatures,
thereby reducing the impact of cold injury to the cells.
The effect of the common anti-oxidant Vitamin C was also examined, however as this is acidic
(l-ascorbic acid) the 0.3% w/v concentration dissolved the ELS. Figure 7 plots the experimental
outcome.
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Figure 7 – Effects on viable cell number of pre incubating under different conditions for 24h. Vitamin E (0.1%), Trolox
(0.1%), and Trehalose (2%) were added to ELS for 24 h before being washed out and fresh culture medium added. The
effect on viable cell number examined immediately after wash-out. Also tested was holding at room temperature and
a control with no additional condition, before and after the 24 h, n=3± SD.

As can be seen from Figure 7, incubating with trolox, trehalose, or at room temperature appears
to have a detrimental effect of cell outcome. Unless these are exceptionally good at mitigating
cryo-damage they are unlikely to be of use in the freezing process at these concentrations.

4.4.4.

Pre incubation with Cryoprotectants

Many chemicals, such as vitamin C, vitamin E, and trehalose are too large to easily penetrate the
cell membrane of HepG2s. However, several studies suggest that they are only effective as a
cryopreservation medium intra-celluarly. To overcome this problem two methods are common
– either add an agent that opens up the cell membrane to a greater degree, or a long incubation
step prior to cryopreservation.
The former, while tending to be more effective, is not suitable for the BAL due to high cost of
materials and regulatory complications. A pre-incubation step is not problematic and was
carried out here, the concentrations were largely reduced from Section 4.4.3, to minimise the
damage caused. If these studies were successful, further experiments could be carried out to
optimise concentration and incubation time.
ELS were cultured for 11 days in a static culture. After these 11 days, the cells were split into 4
different flasks, into these was added either trehalose (2% w/v), Vitamin C (l-ascorbic acid, 0.03%
w/v), or Vitamin E (a-tocopherol, 0.01% v/v) into the culture medium. The cells remained in
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static culture in the 37°C incubator for a further 24 h. A control flask without any additional CPAs
was maintained.
Cell viability was carried out before the freezing process commenced.
The samples were then cooled and thawed as per sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.6.
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Figure 8 - The cell membrane viability of ELS before and after cryopreservation having experienced either one or no
pre-incubation with an anti-oxidant or trehalose for 24hrs pre-freezing. Potential additional cryoprotectants were
added to the samples, which were maintained in culture flasks at room temperature. They were then cryopreserved
in 12% DMSO at 0.3°C/min and stored in liquid nitrogen. Viable cell number was assessed at set timepoints after a
rapid thaw. No significant difference was noted between any conditions at any time point. n=3 ± SD.

As can be seen from Figure 8, pre-incubation with anti-oxidants does not help post-thaw
outcome in our BAL system. This is likely due to lack of transport through the cell membrane or
ineffective protection. This highlights the lack of any positive effect from pre-incubating the ELS
with either Vitamin C, Vitamin E, or trehalose, over a sample cryopreserved without any
additional cryoprotective (other than DMSO) of our HepG2 set-up.
24 h incubations with higher concentrations was also attempted (6% trehalose, 0.1% Vitamin E,
0.3% Vitamin C). The data is not shown here. This test was unsuccessful – after 24 h incubation
the cell viability had dropped significantly, indicating that culture with those concentrations is
excessively harmful to the cells.
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4.4.5.

The complete cryopreservation profile
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Figure 9 - The effects of removing any additional supernatant after the CPA has been added to the ELS which have
then been allowed to sink and settle. Supernatant consisted of the cryopreservation solution of 12% DMSO in viaspan..
After supernatant had been removed, cells were cooled at 0.3°C/min and stored in liquid nitrogen before a rapid thaw.
Impact on post-thaw viability determined (using PI and FDA staining as per chapter 3). n = 5± SD.

The primary engineering challenge in the cryopreservation of the BAL is its sheer volume.
Methods to reduce this volume have been explored.
Previously when cryopreserving ELS, CPA has been added to the spheroids and the whole system
subsequently frozen. The ratio of ELS to CPA has been approximately 1:1; therefore to
cryopreserve 2L of ELS the total volume of the ELS/CPA mix is 4L. Removing excess CPA would
be of great benefit as it would reduce the thermal mass of the system. It was tested
experimentally whether removing the excess liquid after allowing the CPA to infiltrate the ELS
for a few minutes could be carried out without affecting post-thaw viability. Comparisons were
made between:
1. Removing none of the excess liquid.
2. Removing a certain percentage of it.

3. And removing all of it.

The results shown in Figure 9 are very encouraging. Removing excess liquid does not harm postthaw viability and so the total mass to cryopreserve is less. This result can be used to make it
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easier to apply optimum cooling and warming rates to the BAL chamber. Later chapters will
explore if this effect remains when scaling up to larger volumes, with interesting results.

4.4.6.

Carrier Medium

The CPA is diluted in a carrier solution prior to addition to the cells in order to get the correct
concentration and to prevent exposing the cells to too high a concentration prior to mixing.
Viaspan (University of Wisconsin solution) is used as standard in this thesis, at it has previously
shown good results with ELS, and is currently used for low liquid temperature storage of livers

Viable Cells as a Fraction of Control

for transplantation, due to its protective effect at low temperatures.
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Figure 10 - Testing new carrier solutions.°C/min with 12% DMSO dissolved in either HTK or using only FREEZEstem.
Post-thaw viability and cell number was measured at set-timepoints after a rapid thaw, and presented as fraction of
samples cryopreserved using the gold-standard treatment of 12% DMSO in viaspan.. HKT is not significantly different
from the control at any time point. FREEZEstem is significantly better at 3 days post thaw p<0.05. n=3 ± SD

Further tests on different carrier solutions were carried out in order to optimise the
cryopreservation process. Two alternative solutions were tested, which was compared as a
fraction of control using Viaspan. These were Custodial HKT (Histidine-tryptophanketoglutarate) and FREEZEstem (Biolaminar). The HKT operates in the same was as Viaspan (for
dilution of DMSO). FREEZEstem is added and equilibrated with the ELS with no additional CPA
addition – this offers DMSO free cryopreservation.
From Figure 10, it can be seen that HKT does not give a significant difference from the viaspan
control (neither better nor worse) at any time point. While the FREEZEstem is significantly worse
at day 1, the cells recover much more rapidly and it is significantly better (p<0.05) by 3 days post
thaw. FREEZEstem is prohibitively expensive to use in large volumes, so has not been explored
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further in this thesis. Biolamina also stopped selling it suddenly without a given reason, and so
further exploration was not carried out.
As no CPA solutions with a better outcome than 12% DMSO could be determined, other aspects
of the cryopreservation protocol were examined.

4.5. The cooling profile
4.5.1.

Cooling rate

As discussed in Section 2.3, cells are highly sensitive to cooling rates during cryopreservation. It
was important to establish optimal cooling profiles for ELS, taking into account that this optimal
rate may vary depending on cell density.
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Figure 11 - Cell viability 24hrs post-thaw with cells of different cooling rates and cell densities - either 4.8x10 6 million
cells/ml (black) or 10.5x106 million cells/ml (grey). Samples were cooled at different rates and thawed rapidly. Higher
cell densities tend to prefer slower cooling rates, while lower cell densities have better post thaw outcome with quicker
cooling. n=3±SD

Figure 12 and Figure 11 show the optimal cooling rate varies depending on the density of cells
within the ELS. At ~106 cells/ml, faster cooling rates, between 1-2°C/min are optimal, however
when higher cell densities are reached (~107 cells/ml) the optimal cooling rate was much lower
(as determined from the viable cell number), at around 0.3°C/min. ELS were cryopreserved at
increasing time, and so increasing cell densities, from encapsulation and grown in static culture.
While from Figure 11 it appears that ELS with a higher cell density cryopreserve better, this is
often not the case when the total surviving cells are taken into account. Often many cells are
completely destroyed in the freezing process and so do not register in the viability studies. For
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this reason viable cell number is often more useful, as this related viability to a cell count that
can be compared to a cell count pre-freeze. In general, it is much more difficult to cryopreserve
higher cell densities, especially up to ~3x107 cells/ml (the optimal BAL concentration) despite
changing the cooling rates [266]. It should be noted that cell count and viability errors tended
to be around 10-15% using standard LG methods, this means for changes in cooling rates, where
warming rates had a small but reproducible impact, significance was difficult to reach without a
large number of replicates. As this data agrees with previous cooling rate studies [266], the

Viable Cell Number as Fraction of Control

0.3°C/min cooling rate was deemed acceptable for large volume preservation.
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Figure 12 - The effect on viable cell number of different cooling rates with different initial cell densities – either 4.8x106
million cells/ml (black) or 10.5x106 million cells/ml (grey). Samples were cooled at different rates and thawed rapidly.
Higher cell densities tend to prefer slower cooling rates, while lower cell densities have better post thaw outcome with
quicker cooling. Data shown is average of n=5, ± SD

4.5.2.

Between what temperatures is the cooling rate most important?

It is important that a controlled cooling rate is followed in cryopreservation; usually a protocol
will be followed, with different cooling rates and profiles giving different results. However it is
important to know at what temperature ranges the cooling profile is most significant. By ~-80°C,
most metabolic activity in the cells will have ceased, and the ice will be stable enough to allow
plunging into liquid nitrogen or its vapour (-196°C/-150°C), without damaging viability. This
liquid nitrogen plunge happens in many protocols and will likely occur with the BAL.
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Determining what temperature plunging into liquid nitrogen ceases to be damaging gives clues
into the chemistry of the system at low temperatures, as well as being an important practical
consideration. If no damage occurs from plunging into LN 2 below a certain temperature, more
emphasis can be placed on temperatures above that limit when trying to improve post-thaw
function.
Samples were cooled at -0.3°C/minute, and at certain temperatures a set of samples removed
and plunged directly into liquid nitrogen. Post-thaw functional assays were then carried out.
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Figure 13 - The effects on viability of plunging ELS into liquid nitrogen, after controlled cooling at 0.3°C/min to certain
different temperatures. Samples were added to cryovials and cooled at 0.3°C/min until a set temperature at which
point they were plunged into liquid nitrogen. All samples used 12% DMSO in viaspan as cryoprotectant. n=5±SD *p <
0.01 cf. samples plunged at a temperature higher than -40°C.

Figure 13 and Figure 14 indicate that below -40°C, having a rapid cooling rate imposed by a
plunge into LN2 was not detrimental to post-thaw function. Therefore it is most-important to
control cooling above this temperature, with more flexible rates being permissible thereafter.
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Figure 14 - Viable cell number 24 h after thaw of samples plunged into LN2 at different temperatures. Samples were
added to cryovials and cooled at 0.3°C/min until a set temperature at which point they were plunged into liquid
nitrogen and a viability and cell count analysis carried out 24 h after rapid thaw. Below around -40°C, no significant
difference is apparent between the sets while samples snap frozen or cooled rapidly from relatively high temperatures
present poor recovery. n=5±SD.

4.5.3.

Holding temperature at -80°C

Part of the advantage of having a slow cooling rate is that cells have a long time over which to
dehydrate, hence reducing IIF formation [273].
It was prudent to consider for how long dehydration can be prolonged. If cells are held at -80°C
for a period of time before being plunged into LN2, perhaps further crucial dehydration can occur
and IIF reduced.
To test this two sets of equal 2ml samples were cooled at -0.3°C/min to -80°C. One of these sets
was plunged straight into LN2 while another was held at -80°C for 72 h before being plunged, in
order to further dehydrate. Their post-thaw viability and viable cell number was observed.
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Figure 15 - Effects of a 72h dehydration stop on viable cell number at -80°C compared to no dehydration stop.°C/min
to -80°C. One set was then plunged directly into liquid nitrogen (black) while the other held at -80°C for 72 h (grey)
before being plunged into liquid nitrogen. Viability and cell counts were carried out at set timepoints after a rapid
thaw. No significant difference was noted between the pairs of samples at any time point. N=5±SD

As can be seen from Figure 15 there was no significant difference between the two pairs, and
their growth patterns remained similar. This suggests that the cells were as dehydrated as was
optimal by reaching -80°C, having been cooled slowly at -0.3°C.
As higher cell densities are reached, the time needed for dehydration will increase, as the cell
spheroids will be larger and so liquid has further to travel before exiting the spheroid. This will
be examined again in section 5, with a much higher cell density.

4.6. The warming profile
4.6.1.

Consistent Warming Rate

Generally, cryopreserved hepatocytes are warmed rapidly (around 40°C/min) in order to retain
a high post-thaw viability [186, 385, 402]. However in the large scale BAL which will have a
volume of up to 2 litres, this warming rate will be very difficult to achieve. Achieving such a large
cylindrical volume warmed consistently at this rate will be even more difficult.
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Figure 16 - Cell membrane and metabolic viability: the impact of different warming rates.°C/min, and stored in liquid
nitrogen. Various thawing rates were examined. Examining the effects of three different warming rates out to 72 h
post-thaw. No significant difference in viability was observed between warming rates of between 40-4°C/min. n=5±SD

Samples were warmed at a three different rates, all of which are relatively high for a 2 litre
volume, with post thaw viability monitored throughout the following 72 h.
What was distinctive from the above data is the lack of any significant change between samples
warmed at different warming rates; in fact slower warming rates seem almost preferable in later
time points. One point here was that even though the warming rates were different, the time it
took for the ice to melt was roughly the same, as the phase transition takes place over a very
narrow temperature range. One might hypothesise the most significant factor in the warming
phase related to post thaw viability is the phase transition time.
If confirmed, this would be very useful. It would show that damage in warming was not caused
by ice re-crystallisation (it has been suggested many times that damage occurs in warming due
to larger crystals forming during warming), but rather when the ice crystals melt and water reenters the system, though the reason for this is currently unknown.

4.7. Discussion
4.7.1.

Overview

The aim of this chapter was to explore the physical impacts of cryopreservation on a smaller
scale, to minimize waste when scaling up to a larger system. This chapter explored the impact
of CPAs and cooling/warming rates in a smaller system.
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4.7.2.

Use of Cryoprotectants and Carrier Medium

No individual CPA or mix of CPAs was found in this study that improved the post-thaw outcome
over the current standard 12% DMSO in UW solution. This is perhaps unsurprising – huge
research has gone into finding new CPAs historically, but the field is still dominated by reagents
discovered serendipitously in the mid- 20th century when cryobiology was still a developing field
[255, 336]. DMSO as a primary cryoprotectant is used in the cryopreservation of other cell types
and in particular liver cryopreservation [7, 176, 186]. And encapsulated hepatocytes [265, 403]
Many studies with additives such as sugars have been attempted, but none have received
widespread use, with the exception of small concentrations of glucose, as present in our culture
medium. Some groups have shown that having trehalose as an intracellular cryoprotectant may
be beneficial, but as trehalose is too large to penetrate the cell membrane a manipulation must
be carried out [100]. No notable success with encapsulated hepatocytes have been reported
after these changes.
It should also be noted that fetal calf serum has been used as a cryoprotectant [140]. It was not
possible to test its effects here as removing it from the medium caused cell death – so obscuring
the impact of cryopreservation, however the serum used in the medium may offer a
cryoprotective advantage.
It is likely that in future, if the huge advances in computing power are exploited and new highthroughput screening methods are developed or adapted, many more CPAs are waiting to be
discovered. Or someone might just get lucky – glycerol, the first identified CPA was discovered
by chance [150].

4.7.3.

Cooling and Warming Rates

It appears that the denser the ELS, the slower the cooling rate employed while cryopreserving
should result in better outcomes. This was not unexpected, and very helpful.
It seems likely that much cell death is caused by IIF [4, 408]. As the spheroids of cells get larger,
it takes longer for the water from dehydrating cells in the centre of this cluster to leave the
clusters of cells, slowing down the dehydration process – insufficient time for dehydration has
long been known as a factor for cell death through IIF. A slower cooling rate is therefore
desirable as cells have longer to dehydrate sufficiently.
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Work of cryopreservation of encapsulated primary cells by Terry et al. found that a rapid cool to
-8°C, followed by 1°C/min was optimal [403]. The rapid rate may have been necessary to
nucleate ice – something achieved by inclusion of an ice nucleating agent in this system. Terry
et al. al also found that cooling at a fairly rapid rate (10°C/min) below -60°C was optimal for
primary cells, this is similar to what was seen with the liquid nitrogen plunges at lower
temperatures in this chapter.
This chapter found that plunging into liquid nitrogen at lower temperatures (below -40°C) was
not damaging to cryopreservation outcome, but above was. This is in agreement with other
studies that found that cells are sensitive to conditions such as nucleation temperature which
occur at relatively high sub-zero temperatures, both in suspensions and spheroids [263, 265] .
Another complimentary explanation for this is the greater cell metabolism at these
temperatures [57]. Also below -40°C almost all liquid in the system will be locked up as ice [341],
so cellular dehydration will be almost complete at these temperatures, rendering fast cooling
injury improbable – indeed the intracellular material may also have entered a glassy state [58,
120].
The impact of cell density has not previously been reported by other groups. However extensive
literature is available of the cryopreservation of many types of hepatocytes (HepG2s, C3A cells,
primary human, pig etc.). These studies have found that relatively low rates of cooling
(<2°C/min) are optimal for hepatocytes in general, agreeing with the present data [7, 176, 186,
202, 266].
A slower cooling rate is also useful for our purpose. To cool a large mass at a consistent rate
throughout its structure is difficult at higher cooling rates. The experimental set-up for slow
cooling is also simpler to achieve. At faster cooling rates a larger amount of energy must be
removed from the sample at any given time, and larger temperature gradients will exist. A
Stirling engine has a maximum power removal. To cool faster would require a larger and more
expensive system. If liquid nitrogen was being used, a much larger volume would be required in
a shorter time, this is an issue that could be overcome more easily but considering the total
amount needed to cryopreserve the whole BAL, many technical restraints will be encountered
– in addition, it is incredibly difficult to get sterile, GMP liquid nitrogen, limiting its usefulness in
a medical setting [65, 287].
Perhaps starting a cryopreservation at a temperature lower than 4°C could help to improve postthaw function. This would help mitigate the effects of solute toxicity that may become a problem
at very slow cooling rates (and so for exposure to DMSO in the liquid state for >90mins).
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Another significant observation is that at higher cell densities (~107 cells/ml), the highest survival
rate is not substantially different than at lower cell densities (~5x106), as a proportion of original
function for cells grown in static culture. Literature for hepatocytes is sparse; higher cell
densities seem to be detrimental to fractional survival for some other cell types [270, 332, 402].
A reason for this in our case may be the structure that hepatocytes take on in our system. As
individual cells multiply in the alginate, spheres of cells form with each cell being connected to
its surrounding ones with an inter-cellular matrix. This is beneficial for the functionality of the
cells – it mimics conditions in the liver more accurately – and perhaps culturing in a static flask
encourages these spheroids to form closer to the edges of the alginate. Spheroids nearer the
edge of the alginate may cryopreserve more easily as they can dehydrate more readily.
Growing ELS in a fluidised bed bioreactor, as will be examined later in this thesis, will not only
increase the cell density to even greater heights (up to 5x107 cells/ml), it also allows for
spheroids to form throughout the alginate, as the nutrient exchange is large throughout the ELS.
This may be detrimental to cryopreserving outcome and needs to be explored further.
When ice forms, it may slice the connections between cells in spheroids and by doing so
damages the cell membrane, ultimately killing the cells. Having ice grow in a slower, more
controlled manner through the spheres of cells may put them under less biological stress as the
ice has time to grow through the areas of least resistance, being ‘gentler’ to the cell clusters and
the links between them.
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5. Transport and Storage of Encapsulated Liver
Spheroids
5.1. Introduction
5.1.1.

Chapter Overview

Cryopreservation of the BAL device raises the important question of transport of the biomass to
the end user- either transport thawed or still cryopreserved are options.
This chapter examined different thermal histories on warming and short holding periods at
different sub-zero temperatures on subsequent functional recoveries of ELS to mimic transport
at liquid nitrogen (-196°C) or dry ice (approximately -80°C) temperatures. It will be shown that
holding at -80°C after -196°C storage (mimicking dry ice transport) led to ELS expressing
significant (P<0.001) damage over those thawed directly from liquid nitrogen storage, with
viable cell number falling from 74.0 ± 8.4 million viable cells/ml without -80°C storage, to 1.9 ±
0.6 million viable cells/ml 3 days culture after 8 days storage at -80°C. Even 1 day storage at 80°C after -196°C storage resulted in lower cell viability (down 21% 24 h post-thaw), viable cell
number (down 29% 24 h post-thaw), glucose consumption (down 59% 48 h post-thaw), and
alpha-1-fetoprotein production (down 95% 48 h post-thaw), with storage at -80°C determined
to be harmful only the warming cycle.
I concluded that for a bioartificial liver device composed of alginate encapsulated liver spheroids
to be used after cryopreservation, it requires transport below dry ice temperatures or must be
thawed prior to transport.

5.1.2.

General Introduction

Successful and reliable transportation and distribution of bioengineered products from point of
manufacture to point of use is essential for medical application of bioengineered technology,
where it is often not possible to manufacture biomass at the end user site.
Most biological constructs, not just the 2-litre bioartificial liver device [101], require storage at
cryogenic temperatures (-196°C), for effective delivery and treatment of Acute Liver Failure
(ALF). At these temperatures samples can be stored indefinitely with little or no metabolic
activity [77, 132, 323] before thawing on demand. Most complicated bio-engineered products
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take many weeks or months to produce and so manufacture on demand is often not logistically
or economically feasible.
Methods of transportation have wide consequences for all cryopreserved constructs.
Transportation of biological agents - both bioengineered constructs and direct specimens such
as spermatozoa, tissue samples, and embryos - is an involved issue but largely can be categorised
into two groups. These are either transport at liquid or vapour phase nitrogen temperatures
using commercial dry shippers typically between -196°C and -150°C, or transport at dry ice
temperatures (-79°C) [147, 192, 298, 310, 349].
A dry shipper is a liquid nitrogen storage container, pre-charged with cryogen, into which
samples can be placed and transported. Being adsorbed there is little risk of liquid nitrogen
spillage. Liquid nitrogen is categorised as a dangerous product during shipping, however, and so
transport can be relatively expensive. Most dry shippers have a finite transportation window
before uncontrolled warming as they cannot easily be ‘topped up’ during transport. Storage and
transport with liquid nitrogen may also come with increased risk of biomass contamination as
the cryogen is routinely non-sterile, although this risk may be low for the transport stage [33,
34, 59, 152].
There are many studies where different tissue types have been transported successfully at liquid
nitrogen temperatures (LN2) [1, 147, 192, 310, 349]. Additionally liquid nitrogen temperatures
are essential for vitrified samples, where transport at -80°C (which is above the glass transition
temperature of samples cryopreserved in DMSO) would normally result in the samples
preserved, for example, with cryoprotectants such as DMSO warming and de-vitrifying extracellularly, inducing significant biological injury.
Transport at dry ice temperatures (-79°C) is also used widely and is cheaper to do and easier in
many practical senses [310]. The set-up for short transport is generally straightforward, and can
be as simple as a polystyrene box filled with dry ice. This allows for the transport of large and
irregularly shaped samples easily, and does not require the receiver to have liquid nitrogen
handling infrastructure. Also, -80°C freezers are widely available commercially and found
routinely in the majority of potential treatment centres, and so samples transported on dry ice
can be placed in a suitable freezer on arrival without temperature disruption for short or longer
term storage. This can provide flexibility for the end user if products cannot be used on the day
of delivery or operations need to be rescheduled. Transporting on dry ice is also a time
dependant procedure, as they cannot be readily ‘topped up’ during transit either. There are also
reports of CO2 leakage into samples on dry ice which can cause acidification related protein
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denaturisation [298], although as the BAL will be hermetically sealed which will prevent this
occurring.
Historically for cell therapies, most samples were transported at dry ice temperatures before
LN2 usage became more widespread, and as a consequence procedures and successful studies
using storage and transport on dry ice or at dry ice temperatures are often perceived to be
sufficient.
In addressing these topics, it has previously been demonstrated by our group that ELS can be
stored for at least 1 year at liquid nitrogen temperatures without significant loss of function,
whilst they can be stored at -80°C only for periods less than a month; this mirrors results with
many other cell types requiring liquid nitrogen temperatures for successful long term storage
[59, 264].
As per the premise for the project, the 2 litre biomass of alginate encapsulated HepG2 cells (ELS)
in the BAL takes up to 4 weeks to manufacture, however death from ALF can occur within days
of diagnosis. Consequently, for the device to be a feasible clinical treatment, long term storage
at -196°C will be required. Two options would then be available for patient delivery. The first
would be transport to the point of need at cryogenic temperatures. -80°C would be preferable
to eliminate the need for staff trained in liquid nitrogen handling at point of use.
The second transport option is to thaw at the location of cryogenic storage, and then transport
at in the liquid state to the point of need; mechanisms have already been developed for ambient
temperature transport [361], with post-vitrification transport also reported with mouse
embryos [396]. However, transporting thawed products can be problematic as recryopreserving the device if not used will prove difficult, and thus costly products may be
wasted.
This study examined, from a cryobiological viewpoint, which of these two methods is optimal
for the ELS comprising the bioartificial liver device.

5.2. Study Design
5.2.1.

Thawing Protocols

In this chapter, a consistent cooling rate of 0.3°C minute was applied to every sample down to 80°C, before plunging into liquid nitrogen. The primary conditions under test here were the
impact of storage temperatures after the samples reached -196°C.
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Positive Control

In this chapter, the positive control was not an unfrozen sample, rather it was samples
cryopreserved, stored in, and warmed directly from liquid nitrogen rapidly. These did not include
any -80°C hold step, the condition under review in this set of experiments.
These samples were removed from liquid nitrogen storage after 14 days, and thawed rapidly in
300s in a 37°C water bath, before the cryoprotectant was removed and samples returned to
culture. Cooling and materials as per section 3.2.

Samples Stored at -80°C after Liquid Nitrogen Storage

To investigate the effects of storage at -80°C after liquid nitrogen storage, mimicking warmer
transportation temperatures, samples were placed into an insulated box at liquid nitrogen
temperatures, this box was then sealed before leaving the LN2 and being placed into a -80°C
freezer, with the samples equilibrating to -80°C after approximately one hour.
Samples were then thawed rapidly in a 37°C water bath (taking 200 seconds) after storage of
either 1 day, 4 days, or 8 days at -80°C. Upon thawing the cryoprotectant was diluted out and
the samples returned to culture [210, 264].
All samples in this set were cryopreserved and stored in LN2 and at -80°C for a total of 14 days
cryopreservation (ie. the time at LN2 + time at -80°C = 14 days). Cooling and materials as per
section 3.2.

Samples Stored only at -80°C

To explore the impact of -80°C storage over the shorter term where the sample was never
exposed to liquid nitrogen temperatures even during the cooling step, samples were removed
from the EF600 after the cooling profile was reached -80°C and stored in a -80°C freezer.
Samples were then removed after 1 day, 4 days, and 8 days, thawed in 200s in a 37°C water
bath, and returned to culture. Cooling and materials as per section 3.2. This compared the
difference in biological outcome between storage at -80°C before or after LN2 storage.
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5.3. Results
5.3.1.

Thawing Profiles

The thawing profiles experienced during the early stage of the warming phase is depicted in
Figure 17. It was important to ensure that the temperature profiles between -196°C and -80°C
were consistent between all samples, to eliminate any artefact effect of warming rates in this
range. As can be seen from the figure, both sets had an equal warming profile in this regime.
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Figure 17 - Thawing cryovials temperature profiles - Temperature profiles between samples thawed directly from LN 2
(grey), and samples that experience a hold at -80°C. The profile to -80°C is equal in both sets. While the -80°C hold
samples experience a temperature overshoot of around 10°C when placed into a -80°C freezer, this corrects itself in <
1 h and has no detrimental impact on cell outcome as per Figure 19. Data is average of 5 measurements per condition
± SD.

Comparing samples with different -80°C hold times following cryopreservation storage at 196°C, it can be seen from Figure 18 that samples with storage at any length of time at -80°C
have significantly worse viability compared to a sample thawed directly from -196°C at 24 h. This
difference is negligible when measured at the 48 h and 72 h post-thaw culture time points in
samples held for either 1 or 4 days at -80°C, which can be explained through cell division and
recovery of the ELS. Samples held at -80°C for 8 days after liquid nitrogen storage did not recover
viability by 72 h post thaw, indicative of major and lasting damage.
Viable cell numbers, which take into account recovered cell densities, show that the controls
(thawed directly from -196°C) were significantly better than those held at any time points at
-80°C. While those held for 1 and 4 days at -80°C show recovery and proliferation by 48 h postthaw, those held for 8 days did not show any recovery even by 72 h post thaw.
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Figure 18 shows that for samples cryopreserved to and stored at only -80°C, there was no
significant difference between storage times of between 1-8 days. Samples that had been stored
at -80°C for 8 days after liquid nitrogen storage show significantly worse performance over
samples stored for 8 days at -80°C having never been stored in liquid nitrogen for the same 8
day period, at the 48 h post-thaw time point.

Figure 18 - Viability (top), and viable cell number (bottom) of samples cooled to -196°C, warmed to -80°C and held for
stated periods of time. The total time from freezing to thaw was 14 days. Viability and cell count measurements were
made at 24 h (left), 48 h (centre), and 72 h (right) post-thaw. Significance from a control that was thawed without
stopping at -80°C is denoted by # for p<0.05, * for p<0.01, and + for p<0.001 using an unpaired student’s t-test. n=5 ±
SD.

To establish if the interruption to the warming cycle at -80°C was a factor, a separate set of
samples stored at -196°C were warmed to -80°C and stopped for a period of either 1 or 4 h. No
significant difference was observed between these samples and a set that was thawed directly
from -196°C, as can be seen in Figure 19 at 48 h post-thaw.
It is notable that samples experiencing a one day cryopreservation at -80°C, having never
encountered LN2, have worse outcome than those cryopreserved in LN2. This is interesting and
was not expected, based on section 4.5.3. These cells had a much higher cell density than those
in the previous section, which is likely the cause of the discrepancy. This is further evidence of
higher cell dense ELS having different cryopreservation characteristics compared with lower cell
dense ELS. The mechanism behind this is not known fully beyond speculation, and further
investigation is required.
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Figure 19 – Left - comparing viable cell numbers of samples stored in liquid nitrogen before storage in -80°C (black),
and those stored only at -80°C (light grey). Measurements were taken at 24 h (left), 48 h (centre), and 72 h (right)
post-thaw. No significant difference was observed between any samples being stored at only -80°C, whilst samples
stored at -80°C for after -196°C storage had significantly (P<0.001)worse outcome than those stored for 8 days only
at -80°C. The right figure shows a separate set of samples that were stored for either 1 or 4 h at -80°C after -196°C,
compared with samples thawed without a stop. No difference was observed between any of these sets using an
unpaired student’s t-test. n=5 ± SD.

5.3.2.

Glucose Consumption

Figure 20 - Glucose consumption levels measured in culture medium 2 days post-thaw of samples experiencing
different lengths of storage at -80°C. The samples with no hold consumed significantly more glucose than those
experiencing holds of any duration. Comparing samples with holds, no significant difference was observed. P<0.001
level using an unpaired student’s t-test, n=5 ± SD.

In the 48 h post-thaw, glucose consumption between sets thawed directly from -196°C or stored
at either -80°C for 1, 4, or 8 days on thaw was 355 ± 12, 144 ± 53, 197 ± 6, 71 ± 37 μMoles per
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million cells per 24 h respectively. Any storage time at -80°C post-thaw resulted in significantly
lower glucose consumption, as is shown in Figure 20.
ELS consume glucose during the metabolic process, and this data indicates that a direct thaw
from -80°C is optimal for cell recovery.

5.3.3.

Protein synthesis by Alpha-fetoprotein ELISAs

As can be seen from Figure 21, two days post-thaw, cells that had been stored at -196°C and
were warmed directly to room temperature exhibited an alpha-1-fetoprotein (AFP) production
of 28.1 ± 2.7 μg of alpha-1-fetoprotein (AFP) per ml ELS per 24 h.
The samples held for 1 day at -80°C after LN2 storage exhibited a production of 3.1 ± 0.3 μg of
AFP per ml ELS per 24hrs, significantly (P<0.001) lower than those not experiencing a hold.
Sets experiencing a 4 day or 8 day hold at -80°C had negligible AFP production. As AFP is unstable
in-vitro, so very low production may decay and be undetectable [449].

Figure 21 - Alpha-1-fetoprotein (AFP) production per ml ELS per 24 h, of samples experiencing different lengths of hold
at -80°C after -196°C storage. These measurements were taken at 2 days post-thaw, with the samples not experiencing
any hold at -80°C having a significantly (P<0.001) better AFP production over all other sets. With the exception of
samples held for one day at -80°C, all samples that experienced a hold at -80°C on warming had negligible AFP
production, with ND indicating none detected. n=5 ± SD.
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5.4. Discussion

This study shows that for optimal delivery of the BAL device, the biomass will have to be thawed
directly from liquid nitrogen storage. Transport and storage at -80°C is not an option.
The viable cell number data, Figure 18, shows that samples thawed directly from liquid nitrogen
recover quickly from cryodamage, which can be explained through cell division and recovery of
damage cells. ELS consume glucose during the metabolic process, and this data indicates that a
direct thaw from -196°C is better for cell recovery. These glucose results go in line with the
observed decrease in viable cell number.
Non-optimal warming rates can sometimes blamed for poor cryopreservation outcome [241,
272, 280]. This is not the case in this study – samples held for 1 or 4 h at -80°C experienced the
same interruption in cooling rates at -80°C as those with longer holds, but showed no additional
damage, whereas those with prolonged storage at -80°C on thawing did.
Storing the cells isothermally at -80°C for 8 days is no more damaging than for one day at -80°C
following liquid nitrogen storage,Figure 19. Previous work has shown that one month storage at
-80°C (without the cells experiencing liquid nitrogen temperatures) was damaging to cells (drop
in viable cell number of around 30%), and two months resulted in a fall in viable cell number of
70% over samples stored below -170°C [264, 266]. The present data confirms that damage at 80°C increases non-linearly with time.
The result that short storage at -80°C after liquid nitrogen storage caused severely reduced
post-thaw function was somewhat surprising and an effect isolated to the warming phase. The
glass transition temperature for a 12% DMSO solution is ~-120°C [59, 264].Intra-cellular material
typically has a higher glass transition temperature than the extra-cellular material consequent
of internal proteins, having a higher vitrification temperature [58], although its exact value inside
DMSO-permeated mammalian cells is unknown.
The damage is possibly related to the fluidising of the freeze concentrated matrix between the
ice crystals on re-warming to -80°C. While ice crystals develop through our entire system, solutes
are preferentially excluded from this ice front and eventually vitrify in channels between the ice
[290, 303, 427] and fluidising of these channels may stress ELS via chemical or osmotic effects
resulting in poor post-thaw performance. It is possible that the physical changes that occur when
the extra cellular material passes through the glass transition point impact the cells resulting in
a higher sensitivity to damage at -80°C when the vitrified channels re-fluidise.
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Alternatively, thermal stresses may build in the system due to the large temperature range
between -196°C and -80°C. As samples stored for 8 days have much lower survival than those
stored for 4 days, and that a 4 h hold at -80°C is not problematic, it is clear that the effect is a
longer-term phenomenon, not an instantaneous or very rapid one. Poorer outcomes are not
observed with a hold of between 1-4 h on thawing, indicating that the damage is not caused by
having a stop in the thermal profile.
FTIR is commonly carried out to determine structure of materials through emission and
absorption spectra in the infrared range – this can be used to determine chemical composition
[358]. The FTIR data here (measured by J. Molina) show that there is no change in the structure
of the alginate component of the ELS that could explain cell death, rather it is a direct effect on
the ELS themselves that is in the origin of the damage. While storage at -196°C is preferable to 80°C storage, the data shows that damage is not caused by storage only at -80°C or transitions
between -80°C and -196°C on the cooling process, rather is an exclusive factor in the warming
profile.
Despite its importance to tissue transport, scant research has been published considering
challenges of transport and resultant variation of storage temperatures. Publications on samples
of arterial and heart valves from the European Homograft Bank state that these tissues cannot
be placed back into liquid nitrogen after transfer to -80°C from -196°C, but can be stored at 80°C for 1-3 months after -196°C storage, although damage here has been related primarily
thermal-stress cracking [147, 192].
One group has reported that in studying transportation methods with porcine aortic valves, a
dry shipper caused maximal damage, and that only dry ice transportation was possible.
However, this was reportedly due to tissue cracking related to variable warming rates [432]. ELS
monitored in this study do not seem susceptible to major cracking damage, as the liver spheroids
are no larger than about 100 μm, and morphology of the ELS is generally well preserved after
cryopreservation [263]. In addition with many grafts cell survival is not necessary – the scaffold
structure is essential and cells can be re-seeded later. Warming rates were shown in this study
not to be a factor in cell death after -80°C storage.
As more tissue engineered constructs become medically feasible, problems in addition to
thermal cracking, such as cell function will become crucial, and this study helps address those
problems in addition to its direct application to the BAL. This study shows that the BAL system
requires transport at either -196°C or thawed.
Mechanisms have already been developed for BAL short-term ambient temperature
storage[361], and post-vitrification storage while transporting has also been reported with
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mouse embryos [396]. However, transporting thawed products can be problematic as recryopreserving the device if not used will prove difficult, and thus costly products may be
wasted.
To summarise, ELS should not be transported and/or stored at -80°C after liquid nitrogen
storage. 8 day storage or transport -80°C after -196°C conditions irreversibly damages the
biomass in the bioartificial liver device. The BAL must be delivered thawed or thawed on site
(from -196°C) to be a viable treatment. The former may be preferable as it removes the need
for a dedicated GMP facility at each delivery site, and perhaps a system or solution could be
developed where a newly-thawed BAL recovers from cryopreservation during the transport
phase of the cold-chain delivery.
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6. Scale Up – Large Scale Biological Freezing
6.1. Introduction
6.1.1.

Overview

A BAL will require a large number of cells, around 7x1010-1011 hepatocytes, likely in a 2 litre
volume [101, 213]. Scaling up from a few hundred cells to tens of millions presents issues that
must be overcome.
Controlling rates of cooling and heating within a larger space is more difficult – heat energy takes
time to travel a finite distance. This leads to difficulties in maintaining a consistent heat profile
throughout the BAL, and for creating rapid temperature changes, such as those required for
rapid thawing. Literature with hepatocytes suggests that extremely rapid thaw is essential for
good post-thaw viability [36, 265, 274, 384, 403]. As the project requires that the BAL
cryopreservation chamber can also be used in the FBB and treatment phase of the device, adding
more internal components is not feasible due to the effects on the expanded bed culture setup.
Ice nucleation temperature is also more difficult to manage. Ice nucleates spontaneously, with
the cooler the liquid the more probable that it will happen over a shorter time [289]. With a
larger volume, and so more water molecules, the chance of a spontaneous event increases, as
does the time between ice forming in one section of the BAL to ice being present throughout
the BAL [326, 328, 457].
Dehydration of cells takes longer with a larger volume. As individual cells in an ELS may be
surrounded completely by other cells, water has further to travel and therefore takes longer to
permeate into the inter-ELS space. The resultant reduced rate of water loss in ELS slows the
dehydration process, and so the cooling rate must be lowered accordingly, to what may be an
otherwise sub-optimal level.
Methods of freezing and thawing individual cells or small groups of cells with high survival rates
are well established. Cryopreservation is used widely for the long term storing of embryos,
spermatozoa, and oocytes, with protocols being established for many other cell types [84, 106,
150, 175, 402]. The cryopreservation of larger groups of cells or organs is more difficult and
there has not been as rapid an improvement over the past few decades in post-thaw viability
rates compared to smaller groups of cells. The BAL system represents a ‘halfway house’ – cell
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spheroids represent organoids. Progress in this area may have implications for future organ
cryopreservation.
This chapter modelled thermal conditions to determine the best material and size for the BAL
from a cryopreservation standpoint, and experimentally studied the thermal profiles during
large volume cryopreservation.

6.1.2.

Advantages of Freezing Large Scale Biological Samples

Donor organs for transplant have only a short window, between 4-24 hours [111, 138, 155, 208,
259, 329], after which point they become non-viable for transplant. More time in which organs
remain viable would give hospitals longer to test and match organs to the best effect, reducing
the rate of rejection by the recipients. A longer viability time would allow an organ to be
transported further, from the places of donation to the places where that organ is most
required.
With growth in regenerative medicine, it is also desirable to find methods of preserving created
tissue. These can be quite large, and methods of preserving them would enable more common
usage in medical settings. Large scale freezing of the BAL will develop techniques useful in this
endeavour, as it will consist of a 2 litre volume.
As with single or small groups of cells, there are two different procedures commonly used to
achieve tissue survival – vitrification and slow cooling.

6.1.3.

Vitrification of Large Biological Samples

Vitrification involves cooling samples rapidly, not allowing the water contained within to freeze.
Instead the water enters a glass-like state, where it is very viscous and macroscopically takes the
structure of a solid [112, 231, 340, 400, 447].
Although used widely in the cooling of small biological samples, particularly mammalian oocytes
and embryos, vitrification becomes more difficult in anything greater than a few millilitres in
volume. This difficulty arises from the cooling rates necessary for vitrification to occur. Heat in
particular tends to transfer too slowly through an organ to allow for fast enough cooling at the
centre of the sample. This results in ice spontaneously nucleating and spreading throughout the
sample. As the cooling rate will have been too large to allow for cell dehydration IIF is probable,
reducing the viability of the tissue.
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Thawing vitrified tissues quickly, above a critical rate, is essential to avoid de-vitrification, in
essence the formation of ice crystals [104, 244, 447]. The same heat transfer problems
encountered in cooling with larger biological samples also become apparent with rapid
warming.
Despite these problems, there has been some limited success in vitrifying small mammalian
organs such as rabbit kidneys. Fahy et al. have had some limited success in with kidney
preservation [112] and have found solutions to several problems that are faced when trying to
vitrify organs.
One method to circumvent the need for rapid freezing and thawing of organs to vitrify is to use
a large concentration of CPAs [324]. However, CPAs are often toxic to tissue especially at higher
temperatures, and so a large concentration of CPAs can be problematic [447]. Adding more CPAs
as a solution cools exposes tissue to the higher concentration of CPAs only once the tissue has
reached a lower temperature where cell metabolism is lower. The technicalities of this can be
difficult. Liquidius tracking, that is cooling to a lower holding temperature just above the ice
nucleation temperature for that mixture, where more CPAs are added several times, and then
the rapid cooling is initiated is a method developed to try to overcome these technical difficulties
[116, 325, 447, 461], albeit with limited success.
The addition of anti-nucleating agents can also be beneficial to vitrification, and to avoid devitrification. Research in this area is limited, but Wowk et al. have examined this area [446-448].
Anti-nucleating agents, sometimes called ice-blockers, are chemicals commonly forms of
polyvinyl alcohols that in small concentrations can inhibit ice formation. This allows for the
vitrification of samples with lower cooling and warming rates, and with lower concentrations of
CPAs. There is data on how these ice-blockers interact with human hepatocytes, and this is
potentially an area for future research.

6.1.4.

Slow Cooling of Large Scale Biological Samples

The problems associated with slow cooling of biological samples are numerous. As discussed
previously, slow cooling is the method by which the organ is cooled at an optimal rate that allows
for the cells to dehydrate sufficiently so the cell contents enter a glassy state, thereby reducing
the likelihood of IIF, a formation that results in cell death [385].
Extra-cellular ice can damage the usually delicate structure of organs, with ice crystals expanding
through areas of least resistance through the tissue. Although this may not damage the
individual cells, the larger structure of the organ may be compromised. The viability of cells
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cryopreserved in a high cellular density environment, such as an organ, is lower than that of the
viability of cells cryopreserved in a low cellular density environment [78]. One reason for this
may be that as ice forms, cells are crushed together, damaging the cell membrane and leading
to necrosis or apoptosis [303, 427].
The freezing of water releases a large amount of energy (334KJ per Kg [458]). In trying to freeze
a large biological sample, energy released from the sample’s centre will take a long time to
conduct out of the material. This can disrupt cooling curves to a greater degree than smaller
groups of, or individual cells. The time taken for freezing to happen can expose the tissue to
toxic CPAs at a higher temperature for a longer period of time, thereby damaging viability.
Varying warming and cooling rates is not sufficient to compensate for this.
Increasing the pressure to which the organ is exposed while freezing can reduce the
concentration of CPAs needed as the nucleation temperature is reduced, and the effects of
higher pressure will affect every cell extremely quickly. Currently exposing organs to pressures
of above around 70MPa damages them beyond repair [351, 395]. A way to circumvent this
damage needs to be established before the exciting prospects of higher pressure
cryopreservation are possible.
Despite these issues, there has been some success recently in cryopreserving organs, such as
sheep ovaries [46] and claimed success using a directional solidification method with rat livers
and sheep ovaries with reasonable viability using slow freezing [14, 138]. Directional
solidification is a method where nucleation is triggered at a certain part of the sample. The
spread of this ice is controlled by a device that can remove excess heat from the organ
effectively, and respond dynamically to temperature readings.

6.1.5.

Inside the Large Volume

Having as full as possible an understanding of conditions within the BAL during cryopreservation
is essential for optimizing the process. Cooling rates will vary throughout the biomass – biologics
ae very sensitive to variations in this parameter [241, 271] and so the ranges experienced must
be known and tested for acceptability.
The dimensions and construction of the BAL chamber must also be optimized with cooling rates,
warming rates, and freezing time in mind. Glass chambers will conduct heat relatively well
however they can crack with rapid temperature changes. Plastics are sturdier but have much
poorer heat conduction, and metals contract substantially at low temperatures and are
expensive to produce. Wall thickness will have a major impact – the thinner the wall the better
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the heat conduction but the more fragile the device. The smaller the chamber diameter the
greater the surface to area ratio and so thermal variations will be minimized, however the taller
and more cumbersome the chamber will be – culture will be more difficult cumbersome and
CRF design would have to be adjusted.
The simplest and most accurate method to find the temperature at locations within a tissue is
by using thermocouples inside the tissue to give an exact value at certain points – however these
only give temperatures at specific points, can move during freezing, and require many hours per
experiment. The temperature is assumed to be constant throughout using thermocouples, or
the temperature at some specific areas is indicative of the temperature at others. Care must be
taken to ensure false readings resulting from heat transfer through the thermocouple wire are
not misinterpreted.
Thermal cameras could give a more holistic view of the cryopreservation process thermal
profiles, but can only see the surface or wall of a chamber.
Building and testing many different chambers with different materials, wall thicknesses, and
sizes – as required for using any experimental method such as thermocouples of thermal
cameras - is a costly and time-consuming exercise.
Mathematically modelling the cooling rates at any point within an organ would allow for more
detailed information and more accurate cooling profiles to be enacted. Simple modelling has
been attempted as a cost and time effective way of understanding the conditions experienced
during cooling of the BAL. Modelling can prove difficult due to the non-geometric shapes and
the variation in consistency of the material comprising the organ or large cell volume, as will be
present in the BAL.
Methods are available that approximate the shape of an organ into geometric constructs for
which the thermodynamic properties are easier to calculate and have been studied widely [189],
thereby giving estimates of internal heat gradients, based on the surface boundary conditions
[351]. Placing organs in cylinders, so giving the organs a geometric shape can more easily
approximate the temperature gradients in an organ.
Temperature profiles inside geometric shapes have also been applied historically to
cryobiological problems, most notably by Meryman [276]. These have not been developed by
various authors specific to their applications, but the basic foundations are the same. A recent
review by Xu et al. details various approached to thermal cooling and ice formation during the
cryopreservation process [452]. It is possible to build very advanced models to almost fully
characterize a large system on cryopreservation. In this present work the focus is only on the
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extremes of the conditions experienced during cryopreservation. If these extremes are
acceptable for the biological outcome, then the proposed set-up will allow for acceptable postthaw outcome in the whole sample. Once an optimized BAL chamber has been established, the
modelling can be corroborated with direct experimental measurements – saving laborious trial
and error exercises on structures that are completely unacceptable from a cryopreservation
standpoint.

6.2. Methods
Several physical large volume samples without biological reagents were cooled in this chapter,
the following methods were used:

6.2.1.

Cryopreserving the 13cm Prototype Chamber with a Planer

Controlled Rate Freezer.
Materials
2 litre solution of 10% glycerol in water
13cm polycarbonate chamber (3mm wall) with 15cm diameter.
K-type thermocouples
Splint
Picologger software and TC-08 picotechnology unit (Picotechnology, St. Neaots, England, UK).
Laptop
Liquid nitrogen reservoir
Planer controlled rate freezer.

Method

It had previously been established that 10% glycerol in water has the same thermal properties
as 12% DMSO with ELS (unpublished observations), and glycerol has the added advantage of
being readily available and translucent.
A small incision was made in the chamber, into which thermocouples were added at set
positions, using the splint for support. The freezing mix was then added, and the thermocouples
attached to the TC-08 control unit, which was in turn attached to a computer. The Planer
freezer’s LN2 reservoir was filled and pressurized, and the freezer set to go to its starting
temperature. When the system had reached the start temperature, the chamber with freezing
mix and glycerol was loaded into the freezer’s compartment and lid sealed. The cooling profile
was then run until completion.
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6.2.1.

Cryopreserving the 30cm Prototype Chamber with an Asymptote

Large Volume Viafreeze Controlled Rate Freezer.
Materials
2 litre solution of 10% glycerol in water
30cm polycarbonate chamber (3mm wall) with 15cm diameter.
K-type thermocouples
Splint
Picologger software and TC-08 picotechnology unit (PicoTechnology, St. Neaots, England, UK).
Laptop
Asymptote Large Volume Viafreeze CRF (Asymptote Ltd. Cambridge, England, UK)
Insulation

Method

The thermocouples were set-up as above and added to the chamber. The Viafreeze was lowered
to its starting temperature, before the chamber was added, with insulation added on top. The
cooling program was then run and temperatures monitored. The set-up can be seen in Figure
22.

Figure 22 - The set-up of the Asymptote Large Volume Viafreeze. On the left is the start of the cooling run, with the
cooling plate of the freezer highlighted in yellow, and direction of ice movement noted. The structure in the centre is
the thermocouples with their support. On the right is a broader view of the system. For both images, insulation has
been removed - normally it would cover the whole set-up. The sample here contained 2 litres of 10% aqueous glycerol
solution and the cooling plate was cooled at 0.3°C/min

6.3. Modelling for the Bioartificial Liver

Consider any warm solid construct (in the case of the BAL this is a cylinder) placed into a cool
water bath. The edges of this construct will cool rapidly and reach an equilibrium temperature
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with the water bath relatively quickly, while areas further from the edges of the construct will
maintain a warmer temperature for longer, as it is insulated by the mass of the construct
surrounding it. The most rapid temperature changes will occur around the edges of the
construct, while the lowest occur furthest from the edges.
Calculating the central temperature in a mass will give an indication of the extremes of cooling
rates in that construct. The central temperature is affected by the distance from the centre to
the edge of the object in every direction, as well as the composition and variation in composition
of the construct throughout its mass. For an irregular shape with variation in its composition
throughout, this proves to be very complex.
For the BAL, several aspects can be controlled or approximated, allowing for easier modelling of
the temperature. Firstly the mix to be frozen can be approximated as a homogeneous solution,
as the individual components are small and will be mixed thoroughly throughout a large volume.
This may lead to inaccuracies over short distances (on the length-scale of the ELS - 500μm and
smaller), as local thermal conditions between alginate, liquid, and cells will not be taken into
account. Over the whole volume of the BAL however, these differences will be smoothed out.
Thermocouples are only accurate to around 1cm in this system, so the homogeneous
approximation will not reduce accuracy below the next-best experimental method. The shape
of the BAL chamber is also largely under our control.
Take for example a sphere; by definition the centre of the sphere is the exact same distance
from every point on the surface in every direction. And if the BAL was made spherical, and based
on the assumption that the contents of the sphere are homogenous. Equation ( 1 ) can be used
to determine the centreline temperature in this case [189]. Equation ( 1 ) does not take account
of any phase changes in the system however, as would occur in the BAL. Equation one is based
on - for applied time, size, and temperature - values for the thermal conductance, thermal
diffusivity, its density and specific heat. All of these would be taken from experimental values.
∗

=

exp(−

)

(1)

Where

∗

is the temperature dependence, defined as

∗

=

, With T being the temperature

of the centre at time, t. Ts being the temperature of the surroundings, and Ti the initial
temperature of the object. F0 is the Fourier number defined as
the sphere, and

is the thermal diffusivity of the material, defined as

conductivity of the material,
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=

where Lc is the radius of
=

with k the thermal

the material’s density, and c its latent heat. C1 and

are

constants dependant on the Biot number (a calculable quantity describing heat flow through the
material) [189]. These two constants are available for different geometric shapes.
Equation ( 1 ) takes account of all the physical parameters that affect heat transfer. Using it, the
central temperature for many geometric shapes can be calculated (namely spheres, long
cylinders, and flat planes), so the range of temperature gradients can be approximated.
Sometimes it is beneficial to determine the temperature at any one point inside an object. Take
again a geometric object, in this case a long geometric cylinder (closer to the likely shape of the
BAL). An adaptation of equation ( 1 ) can be used, as seen below in equation ( 2 )
( 2 ), again not taking account of phase transitions [189]:

∗

=

exp(−

) (

∗

)

(2)

With J0 being a Bessel Function of the First Kind (a standard mathematical function), and r * the
relative position of the point chosen in relation to the rest of the object [189]. This becomes
more complex and so computer modelling may be easier. Similar adaptations of equation one
can be utilized for other shapes. Equation 2 requires no additional experimental information
over equation 1. Equation 2 applies to the case on an infinitely long cylinder where thermal
conduction only happens radially in the cylinder and not across its length – while the BAL is
cylindrical it is not infinite – this will lead to inaccuracies at the wall caps of the BAL chamber
which will cool faster than predicted. However as the end caps of the BAL will much thicker than
the side walls this inaccuracy can be minimized.
Other factors must also be taken into account, namely the surface conditions. If the organ/cell
mass is contained within a skin or container of some kind, the thermal properties of the
boundary material must also be considered to determine the heat transfer through the
boundary material, before calculating the heat transfer through the mass.
The BAL may also contain some form on internal heating and cooling, the effects of which must
be approximated.

6.4. Simulating the Large Scale Chamber

Some thermodynamic models of the inside of the BAL had to be created, so that the conditions
during cryopreservation were known. If properly calibrated this would allow many test runs to
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be carried out theoretically, with only the optimal conditions tested in the large and costly 2 litre
set-up. This should also give a picture of conditions everywhere inside the BAL, unlike
thermocouples that can only measure specific areas.

6.4.1.

Modelling

Manual Simulation of the Large Scale Chamber

Clearly, with a 15cm diameter chamber (the standard used for the culture phase of the BAL) the
centre will be at a different temperature than the edges when cooling, for example as the centre
of cooking chicken remains rawer than its edges on heating. Some simple manual modelling was
done and tested to quantify the magnitude of this effect.

Approximation of a Centrifuge Tube

For practicality, modelling was carried out using the model of a 50ml centrifuge tube containing
water in a -80°C freezer. This is a simpler system and easier to define system compared with the
BAL and is much quicker and easier to test experimentally.
As only the extremes are of interest (both extremes, and therefore all values must be within an
acceptable range [276]), the central temperature of the centrifuge was calculated. The other
extreme (the edge), will be close to that of the CRF set-point.
To model the centrifuge tube, the model of an infinite cylinder was used. To attempt this
practically, the centrifuge tube was filled with 45ml water and insulated at both ends to reduce
edge effects.
After placing the centrifuge tube in the freezer, its cooling takes on three distinct steps. Step one
was cooling from its initial temperature (20°C) to the freezing point of water (0°C). Step two was
the phase transition, and finally step three - cooling after the water had completely formed ice.
Step 1 – Cooling to 0°C

Assuming the water was at a constant temperature as natural convection is much greater than
the heat transfer through the sides of the 50ml polypropylene centrifuge tube. If physical
properties such as the volume, specific heat capacity, density, and convection characteristics are
known, it can be shown that the time taken to cool an infinite cylinder with constant thermal
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properties between two temperatures is described by equation ( 3 ) [189]. These physical
properties are well defined for water and simple water-solute systems:

=

ℎ

(3)

=

Where

= 1000

/

2

V = Volume of water = 45ml
C = Specific heat capacity of water = 4.18kJ/K
A is the surface area of the tube, calculated to be 0.00754m2 (sides only, insulated at both ends)
=

=

(The -80°C freezer was actually at -79°C)

h is the convection coefficient, made from hair, hwater, and conduction through 1mm sides
1
1
∆
1
=
+
+
ℎ ℎ
ℎ
hair=10W/m2 (still conduction)
∆ =1x10-3m
Kpp=0.12W/mK
hwater=500W/m2
Putting in the values to determine h:
=

+

^
.

+

, therefore = 0.11, and so h=9.06W/ m2K

On application of equation ( 3 )
the time taken for the water inside the centrifuge tube to cool from 20°C to 0°C was predicted
as 10 mins 22 seconds.
Step 2 – Freezing
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In this step, the water remained at 0°C, changing from a solid to a liquid. It was assumed that
liquid remained in contact with the sides of the centrifuge tube throughout this process, and
also assumed that in this larger volume there will not be any notable supercooling – the impact
of this is discussed below with the experimental data. This is a steady-state problem. To
calculate rate of energy loss from the centrifuge tube (

), equation ( 4 ), heat energy loss for a

known temperature gradient below is utilized [189]:

=−

∆

(4)

Where ∆ = 79°C, A = 0.00754cm2, and K = 9.06, giving a heat flux value of

= 5.4W.

The energy required to freeze 45ml was calculated using equation ( 5 ), the energy required to
freeze volume of known mass and known latent heat of freezing.

=

×

(5)

= 45x10-3x334x103=15030 J to freeze.
The time taken was therefore predicted as t=

.

= 46 minutes 25 seconds to change phase.

This was of course an approximation. In reality ice will usually form on the outside of the tube
and work its way inwards, a process that will lower heat transfer and so this approximation will
tend to underestimate the total phase change time, and will also not take into account ice falling
below 0°C at some points in the sample while liquid water remains at other points.
Step 3 – Cooling After Freezing

The temperature inside the centrifuge tube will then asymptotically approach the temperature
of the freezer. As theoretically it will never reach it, the time taken to fall below -50°C was
chosen.
The Biot Number was calculated to be 0.0065, however the Lumped Capacitance Model (a
mathematical simplification) was not used in this case as, although it would be valid for a
centrifuge tube, it would not be valid for a 2L mass, which is our final interest. The time taken
for the centre of the tube to fall to -50°C can be calculated from Equation ( 6 ) – the time taken
for the centreline temperature of an infinitely long tube to fall a certain amount, when there
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exists a temperature gradient larger than that amount. Equation ( 6 ) is formed through solving
equation ( 1 ) for time.
∗

=

−

(6)

C and

can be found in the literature for a specific biot number, in this case C=1.016 and

=

0.36 [189].
∗

=

=

=

=thermal diffusivity=

=

.
×

×

=1.25x10-6

Lc= radius of centrifuge tube = 0.0015m
Entering this into equation ( 6 ) yielded t= 23mins 24seconds to fall from 0°C to -50°C when
completely frozen.
To have a complete understanding in this time, a graph of temperature against time was derived
from equation (1) and shown in equation ( 7 ) [189] the temperature of the centre at any set
time:
=

−

× (−

+

)+

(7)

Where

= freezer temperature and

= initial temperature.

This experiment was run with a 50ml centrifuge tube filled with 45ml water and insulated at
both ends to compare the theoretical calculated values with experimental data. The graph of
equation ( 7 ) for our set-up is shown in Figure 23. As can be seen, a temperature jump was seen
in the experimental sample which was not observed in the predicted values, a consequence of
supercooling being assumed to be negligible in the model. The effect is short lived however,
before the cooling profile ‘catches-up’ – but means that the model is invalid during supercooling.
There is also a deviation particular at lower temperatures. This is a consequence of the
measured freezer temperature not being completely accurate – there will be a thermal gradient
in the freezer after opening the door to insert the sample which is not taken into account on
displayed freezer temperature. Variations in the internal freezer temperature are dampened by
the large quantity of ice surrounding the thermometer.
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Figure 23 - Comparing the theoretically predicted and actual temperatures inside a centrifuge tube with 45ml distilled
water, cooling after the phase transition in a -80°C freezer. The dashed line is the result from equation ( 7 ), while the
solid line is that found by placing a thermocouple in the centreline of the centrifuge tube containing the distilled water.
Solid line is average of n=5 experiments.

6.4.2.

Calculations for a Large Scale Chamber

The above mathematics was then applied to a larger scale system (up to 15cm diameter). Again,
approximations have to be made as the thermal properties of the system were not entirely
known or fixed. In time these should become available. Using approximate values, and knowing
that the start temperature should be around 4°C but could be reduced closer to the freezing
point at -4.5°C [263].
Using equation ( 5 ) the time taken to freeze should be ~4-5 hours, and the time taken for the
centre to fall below -50°C would then be ~2 hours, according to equation ( 6 ).
Of course a larger system will be more complex than this, particularly for the cooling after
freezing. As the ice takes such a long time to travel through the system, by the point at which
the centre of the chamber solidifies, the edges of that system will already have fallen
substantially. This can be overcome with more complex mathematics, which would require a
computer program to compute.

6.4.3.

Empirical testing of a large scale chamber

Several runs have been carried out with prototype BAL chambers to view the thermal gradients
inside. For cooling a smaller 13cm high chamber was used. As very little heat was transferred
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through the top and bottom of the chamber this was an acceptable substitute for a taller 30cm
chamber. Ultimately, a taller BAL chamber will be cryopreserved on its side. The facilities to do
this did not exist at time of writing, but an upright chamber should give broadly similar results,
as the materials, walls, and thickness are fairly consistent. Using this system will also allow for a
test of the accuracy and calibrate the modelling.

Temperature Profiles on Cooling

The cooling profile in a large volume was measured using a chamber with heat transfer possible
only through its walls. As modelling was very much simplified by only looking at a wall, this can
be more easily applied to a model. One factor that needs to be determined to calibrate the
model is the heat transfer of the walls. Although the wall thickness and composition is known,
there will also be silicone tubing running around the inside of the wall (to help oxygenate the
cells when fluidising). The silicone will reduce heat transfer so models will tend to overestimate
cooling and should be calibrated with experimental results.
Prior to the addition of silicone tubing, the theoretical value for the heat transfer coefficient of
the chamber is 67 W/m2K at 20°C. This is based on a polycarbonate chamber with a wall
thickness of 3mm. The conductivity of polycarbonate is dependent on the grade of the
polycarbonate, and the temperature- higher temperatures resulting in a higher thermal [102].
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Figure 24 - Temperature profiles inside 2L volume being cryopreserved in a chamber with diameter 15cm and height
13cm. The chamber was filled with 10% aqueous glycerol solution. The lower blue line is the CRF temperature; and the
green, dark blue, grey, orange, lighter blue, and yellow lines were the temperatures measured by k-type
thermocouples on the internal base of the chanber, 10mm, 20mm, 30mm, 40mm, 50mm, and 70mm from the chamber
wall respectively.
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The main point to notice from Figure 24 is the long period of time spent in a liquid state (above
-4.5°C) before the phase transition in the centre of the sample (furthest from the edges). This
results in a volume of ELS experiencing a higher DMSO concentration for a longer period of time.
The effects of this on post-thaw function are examined in future chapters. Also of note is the
long lag time between the CRF and liquid temperatures. While it is ideal to lower the sample
temperature below -80°C, the CRF runs out of liquid nitrogen before this can be achieved – a
problem which can be overcome with a Stirling Engine CRF [65, 287].
A thicker wall was also considered. Using the next available thickness of 5mm resulted in a heat
transfer coefficient of only 40 W/m2K at 20°C. This was therefore excluded as a possibility as
cooling would take far too long; a thinner wall would be too fragile.

The EF600 Stirling engine based controlled rate freezer

The EF600 is a CRF (controlled rate freezer) developed by Asymptote in Cambridge [65, 265,
287]. It is a revolutionary design as it is powered solely by electricity. No liquid coolant, such as
liquid nitrogen is used. This has several advantages; the sample never comes into contact with
liquid nitrogen, a substance that is usually non-sterile, with a prohibitively expensive sterile
price. Controlled rate freezers also have a finite operating time; they can only run for as long as
there is enough liquid nitrogen in the tank to maintain temperature – often these cannot be
topped up during the run. Running on electricity, the EF600 can run indefinitely, and so
extremely slow and sensitive cooling profiles can be tested. The EF600 is constrained by the
maximum power of the Stirling Engines – it cannot cool a very large sample very quickly. This is
merely a physical problem – theoretically larger or more engines can be used to increase
capacity [65, 287].

6.5. Physical Parameters of the Asymptote Large Volume Liquid
Nitrogen Free Large Volume Freezer
6.5.1.

Cooling and Equilibrium with 10% Glycerol

It had been established in the lab that 10% glycerol in water (v/v) was a suitable thermal
substitute to ELS in 12% DMSO in Viapsan (v/v), and had the advantage of being inexpensive and
translucent.
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The thermal profiles were monitored in the full sized 30cm chamber containing 2 litres of 10%
glycerol (v/v) when it became available. The chamber was cooled on its side, with a curved
cooling plate as can be seen in Figure 22. Although the chamber capacity is a little over 7 litres,
5 litres of this would normally contain culture medium for the culture period as would be
removed for cryopreservation, leaving 2 litres biomass and 5 litres air. The chamber was
essentially a polycarbonate tube with 3mm wall thickness, sealed at both ends.
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Figure 25 - Thermal profiles in the LVCRF system during cooling and at the equilibrium level. As can be seen, the glycerol
substitute has low variation in its final temperature, though the upper section of the chamber only containing air
maintains a significantly higher temperature. K-type thermocouples were placed on the metal plate of the CRF (grey),
the bottom internal wall of the cryopreservation chamber (yellow), 10mm from the chamber wall (dark blue), 10mm
from the glycerol surface – 60mm from the chamber wall (green), 10mm above the glycerol in the air component of
the chamber (orange), and 10mm from the upper wall of the chamber in the air component (light blue). The chamber
was cooled at approximately 0.3°C/min, slowing to 0.1°C/min between -60°C and -80°C while latent heat of freezing
was released. Chart shows data recorded over 20 h.

Thermocouples were attached to the upper section of air in the chamber (air up), the lower part
of the air section (air down). The metal cooling plate of the LVCRF (large volume controlled rate
freezer), the inner base of the chamber (bottom), 1 cm above the base of the chamber (glycerol
down), and the top of the glycerol in the chamber (glycerol up). The LVCRF was cooled at
0.3°C/min, and the system then allowed to thermally equilibrate. The entire run shown in Figure
25 took 20 h.
As can be seen from Figure 25 a large thermal gradients exist during the cooling process, as does
a large lag time between the LVCRF plate cooling and the glycerol solution’s temperature. After
the run had been completed, no large thermal gradients persist in the glycerol (ELS substitute).
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While the air temperature in the chamber is much higher, this does not seem to affect the
glycerol significantly. This shows that the LVCRF is sufficiently powerful to cool the chamber to
below -80°C, and that the chamber is sufficiently insulated to prevent the equilibrium
environmental chamber warming the biomass component adversely.

6.5.2.

Thawing the Chamber with 10% Glycerol Solution

The chamber from Section 6.5.1 was thawed by turning off power to the LVCRF. As can be seen
from Figure 26, thawing without using external assistance takes well over an hour – an
unacceptable long period of time for a good post thaw outcome based on previous literature
where thawing is done in minutes with small volumes. It is clear that new thawing strategies
must be developed.
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Figure 26 - Thawing of the 30m chamber. As can be seen, thawing is much delayed in the biomass and thawing takes
in excess of one hour. This is a continuation of Figure 27, with thermocouples placed in the same locations. The
chamber started here cryopreserved, and was left to thaw in air at 20°C. Total thawing time was approximately 90
minutes.

6.6. Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter, a simple model was developed to monitor the cooling rate of the 2 litre BAL
during cooling. This gave considerable time and resource saving over a purely experimental
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approach. The final chosen design for the BAL chamber was a 3mm thick polycarbonate design.
While most bioreactors in the literature are made of steel or glass [101, 363], these were
excluded as options due to the cost of manufacture for a disposable device, and due to the
propensity for glass to shatter while undergoing rapid temperature changes. Polycarbonate is
also used widely in the manufacture of biological equipment and so unidentified interactions
between the polycarbonate and ELS are unlikely [281].
Experimental data has shown that the cooling and warming are likely to take on the order of 4
and 1.5 hours respectively, with deep local variations in cooling and warming rates. This is in
agreement with published work [276]. The model (while simpler than some other similar
systems [189, 452]) also showed that cooling time on the order of 4 hours was likely with the
BAL, and so the model and experimental results are in agreement.
Meryman conducted a large study on large volume freezing, with similar results to that seen
here – ie. a rapid initial cool, a slow phase transition, followed by a relatively rapid cool after the
phase transition [276]. The later areas to freeze the faster their subsequent cooling [276]. Rapid
cooling rates are typically seen after nucleation on both the large and small scale, and so many
cooling profiles hold the temperature of the freezer during this phase transition [150, 289]. This
reduces the temperature difference between the biologic and the freezer post-phase transition
and so reduces the subsequent cooling rate to ensure it remains at the optimal level.
While cooling profiles with a hold were attempted using a large volume, they were found to be
less effective at reducing post-phase transition cooling, particularly far from the wall in the
sample, due to the high thermal distances involved in this study. Determining the biological
effects and adapting the system to address these spatial variations is considered in later
chapters.
The time taken to cool the system is also important for the choice of controlled rate freezer.
Liquid nitrogen controlled rate freezers are most commonly used in cryobiology but have many
limitations as discussed previously [65, 287]. A key limitation is the amount of coolant required
for cooling of a large mass – a larger thermal mass takes more energy to cool directly, but also
as a large mass takes longer to cool more liquid nitrogen coolant is required to maintain the
system at a lower temperature. As the operating time of the planer controlled rate freezer used
in this project is only 3-4 h when loaded with a 2 litre biomass, this chapter also established that
a Stirling engine cooler (with indefinite operating time) such as an Asymptote Viafreeze would
be more appropriate for this project.
One limitation of the viafreeze system is it has a maximum energy removal rate of a few hundred
watts. The theoretical maximum heat transfer rate from the 3mm polycarbonate chamber is 67
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W/m2K. Using the 30cm length and 15cm diameter dimensions, combined with the desired slow
cooling rates of 0.3°C/min this chapter established that a ViaFreeze system can draw enough
heat energy out of the system to be a viable controlled rate freezer for large volume
cryopreservation.
In conclusion, this chapter modelled the extremes of cooling rates and times likely to be
experienced in a BAL used for cryopreservation. When this was found to be acceptable,
experimental measurements corroborated these results. The impact of removing excess
medium during the freezing process to leave a large air fraction within the BAL during cooling
was established experimentally. The heat extraction rates required were also determined, and
this was found within the capabilities on a ViaFreeze controlled rate freezer system. This chapter
established that moving away from a glass to polycarbonate BAL chamber was optimal for the
cryopreservation of the 2 litre biomass.
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7. A Novel Method to Simulate Large Scale Freezing
7.1. Introduction
7.1.1.

Chapter Overview

Approximate cooling profiles that will be experienced during the cryopreservation of the BAL
device were established in chapter 6. This chapter focuses on the biological outcome of these
physical characteristics. To reduce time and cost of each experiment, a method to mimic the
physical and biological conditions experienced on a 2 litre scale was developed, but using only a
6ml volume [210]. The method, its results, and its justification are the focus of this chapter.
The process of ice formation and propagation during cryopreservation impacts on the post-thaw
outcome for a sample. Two processes, here termed network solidification and progressive
solidification, can dominate the water-ice phase transition with network solidification typically
present in small sample cryo-straws or cryo-vials [210]. Progressive solidification is more often
observed in larger volumes or environmental freezing [179]. These different ice phase
progressions could have a significant impact on cryopreservation in scale-up and larger volume
cryo-banking protocols necessitating their study when considering cell therapy applications
[111, 244].
This chapter determines the impact of these different processes on the BAL system during
cryopreservation, which should highlight the difference between small-scale and large-scale
experiments. This chapter further develops a method to replicate these differences in an
economical manner.
It was found that progressive solidification resulted in fewer, but proportionally more viable cells
24 h post-thaw compared with network solidification. The differences between cells
cryopreserved using different methods diminished at later time points post-thaw as cells
recovered the ability to undertake cell division, with no statistically significant differences seen
by either 48 h or 72 h in recovery cultures.
Thus progressive solidification itself should not prove a significant hurdle in the search for
successful cryopreservation in large volumes such as the BAL. However, some small but
significant differences were noted in total viable cell recoveries and functional assessments
between samples cooled with either progressive or network solidification, and these require
further investigation.
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7.1.2.

Recap of the Need for Large Volume Cryopreservation

While the technology for growing an immortalised hepatocyte cell line (HepG2), encapsulation
in alginate beads, and proliferating & conditioning of the cell spheriods within the beads has
been demonstrated at the large scale with the BAL, storing the BAL long term is not currently
possible [63, 101, 361]. This is the general theme of the thesis, which may have been spotted by
now, but I’ll give a brief recap here with a particular focus on the differences between large and
small volume cryopreservation, the theme of this chapter.
Widespread uptake of the BAL technology can only realistically be achieved with
cryopreservation as a component of the manufacturing strategy [111, 244]. On demand
manufacture of the BAL is not feasible, neither on the basis of cost nor logistics. A single
disposable cassette encompassing all processing steps (perfusion, cryopreservation, cell
conditioning), would greatly simplify safety and regulatory requirements, provide robust
delivery to end users, and facilitate safe delivery in the clinical environment. However, for
clinical delivery of a BAL, cryopreservation of up to 2 liters of alginate encapsulated cell
spheroids (ELS) are required in a single treatment and these would be ideally contained within
a cylindrical cell cassette. This results in a packed product depth of up to 70 mm in a cylindrical
chamber of length 30cm held horizontally. Whilst there are reports of the cryopreservation in
bags of large volumes (>100 ml) of adult stem cells [379], mammalian tissue culture cells [171,
172, 214] and ELS [265], the geometry of these samples have been those of a thin slab (2d
sample) less than 20 mm in thickness. These experience lesser thermal gradients than in our
system. The bulk cryopreservation of mammalian cells at a scale and format required for a BAL,
or indeed other cell therapies, has not been extensively studied previously.

7.1.3.

Smaller Volume Cryopreservation

The physical determinants of the freezing process in either large or small volumes are
fundamentally different. In low volume samples (e.g. in straws, or cryovials with volumes <2ml)
at the typical cooling rates used in cryopreservation only small temperature gradients tend to
occur throughout the sample [210]. The whole volume generally undercools in a uniform way,
i.e. cooled below the equilibrium melting point (the highest temperature at which ice and water
can co-exist in steady-state) before ice nucleation commences [179, 277, 286, 289, 326].
Following the initial ice nucleation, which can be induced by a nucleating agent (though remains
a random process) [167, 170, 263, 289], growth of a continuous ice network throughout the
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whole sample occurs rapidly, resulting in a coexisting, continuous phase of freeze concentrated
material in which the excluded solutes and cells are distributed [221, 289-291]. As a result of the
migration of water from the freeze concentrated matrix, this ice network grows as a coherent
entity during subsequent cooling. The structure of the ice network and of the corresponding
freeze concentrated matrix is determined by the nucleation temperature [18, 289] and not the
rate of cooling [362] – unless material spends considerable time at high subzero temperatures.
In materials science this solidification process is called cellular growth [381]; however in order
to avoid confusion when considering cell cryopreservation in a biological context, in which cell
growth refers to cell proliferation, this mode of ice solidification is referred to here as network
(or dendritic) solidification (NS).

7.1.4.

Bulk Samples

In bulk samples, such as the BAL pictured in Figure 27, significant temperature gradients may
exist between the cooling interface (often the outer surface of the sample) and the bulk volume
unless infinitesimally slow cooling rates are applied [276, 452]. Localized undercooling can easily
occur at the container wall whilst there remains a gradient in the bulk sample leading to
temperatures remaining above the equilibrium melting point for a significant time [276, 452].
Nucleation of ice will occur at the cold wall and ice will develop into the solution which was
initially at a temperature above the equilibrium melting point as seen in chapter 6. As cooling
progresses across the sample and the ice nucleation temperature is achieved, an ice front
perpendicular to the heat transfer vector front moves through the sample [356]. The structure
of the ice front is determined by a number of factors including the nucleation temperature, the
rate of heat extraction, and localized inhomogeneities in temperature across the ice front,
further complicated by release of latent heat of the ice crystallization process [276, 277, 289,
362]. Depending on the solute composition and the rate of growth of the ice front, solute
rejection (including rejection of structures such as cells) can occur ahead of the advancing ice
interface [164, 221]. In this configuration, only the small proportion of the sample in contact
with the cold wall was initially undercooled to any significant degree. In metallurgy this mode
of solidification is referred to as progressive or parallel solidification [381] and here referred to
as PS when considering ice formation.
In order to develop protocols rapidly and efficiently for the cryopreservation of large volumes it
is necessary to develop and validate a scale down method to emulate the process of ice
formation that occurs within a large volume in comparison to that within a standard cryovial.
This approach allows multiple samples to be tested within the same run, and also the effects of
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thawing to be de-coupled from the freezing step which produces either PS or NS (progressive or
network solidification). A technique was also designed to reliably produce PS in small volumes,
removing the compounding factor of sample volume on the ice solidification process. In this
thesis, I examined the viability and cell function of ELS [101, 210, 265] following either PS or NS.
In addition it was determined, by CryoSEM, the structure of the ice crystal networks and the
residual freeze concentrated matrix following water to ice phase transition by these two
methods.

Figure 27 - Schematic and image of the large volume cylindrical chamber. Excess medium is drained out of the
prototype chamber prior to cryopreservation and the resulting ELS thermal mimic (10% glycerol) fills the BAL chamber
halfway, (the remaining upper volume containing air). The BAL chamber was then placed on a Stirling engine cooled
metal plate (dark blue). The arrows indicate heat transfer during cryopreservation, whilst the dashed outline of a vial
is overlain, indicating the approximate area modelled with the heat transfer modules in Figure 28. The set-up is also
depicted in Figure 22 on page 110.

7.2. Materials and Methods
7.2.1.

Establishment of cooling profiles in a representative large scale

volume containing an ELS thermal mimic.
Materials

Polycarbonate cylindrical chamber.
Silicone oil ( 85409 Sigma, Dorset, UK)
Large volume VIAfreeze (Asymptote, Cambridge, England, UK)
k-type Thermocouples and recording laptop (Picotechnology, St. Neaots, England, UK)
Glycerol (Sigma, Dorset, UK)

Methods
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For typical PS (progressive solidification) in a true large volume experiment, a prototype of the
cylindrical BAL cassette constructed out of polycarbonate and containing 2000 ml of a 10%
glycerol in water (v/v) solution as an ELS thermal mimic was cooled on its side on a modified
VIAFreeze controlled rate freezer (Asymptote, Cambridge, UK). Good thermal contact was
achieved via a curved plate attached to the cassette (Figure 27). To further enhance thermal
contact between the cassette and the sample plate a film of low temperature silicone oil (Sigma,
85409) was applied to the sample plate. Thermocouples were placed throughout the chamber
to measure thermal profiles in the ELS thermal mimic, using 10% glycerol which was established
previously has equivalent thermal properties to our alginate encapsulated biomass (data not
shown).

7.2.2.

Modification of the Controlled Rate Freezer to Achieve NS or PS in

small volumes during cryopreservation
Materials

Modified EF600 (Asymptote ltd.)
6m vials (Scintillation vials in this case, chosen for their dimensions, Sigma Z376825, Dorset,
England, UK)
Thermocouples and recording laptop

Method

Progressive solidification can be readily carried out in a scintillation vial using a controlled rate
freezer with an acetal insert. The EF600 cools a metal plate. If a scintillation vial is placed on this
plate, heat will be transferred through the vial’s base. If this vial is in acetal, a thermal insulator,
it will only conduct heat through the base. If the base is taken to be the wall on the BAL, and the
top of the vial the centre of the BAL, the scintillation vial can accurately represent a column
inside the BAL. Changing the cooling rates can vary the speed of the ice front growth.
A controlled rate freezer (EF600-103, Asymptote, Cambridge, UK) was modified to achieve either
NS or PS during cryopreservation by the addition of two modules designed to take polypropylene
scintillation vials (Sigma, Z376825, 16 mm x 57 mm). One module was made of aluminium, the
other of acetal (Figure 27); these materials are good and poor conductors of heat respectively.
These modules were fixed to the flat cooling plate of the EF600-103. Thermocouples (K type)
were used to measure the temperature at the base, middle, and upper sample volume inside
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the vial, (0 mm, 20 mm, and 40 mm from base respectively) the thermocouples were connected
to a Pico Logger (Pico-technology).

Figure 28 - The two different heat transfer modules designed for the EF600-103 CRF. On the left an aluminum module
allowed for maximum heat transfer between the vial and the insert, on the right the acetal insert only allowed for heat
transfer between the bottom of the vial and the EF600-103 cooling plate. Both modules operated concurrently during
cryopreservation, allowing the study of up to seven replicates in each condition, at identical cooling rates.

7.2.3.

Cryopreservation Protocol

Materials

Freezing solution (DMSO in Viaspan)
Icestart nucleators (Asymptote Ltd. Cambridge, England, UK)
ELS
EF600 CRF
Culture medium
37°C Water bath

Method

For small volume PS or NS studies, 5ml aliquots of ELS were harvested and mixed 1:1 with a
freezing solution (24% DMSO, 76% Viaspan v/v) precooled to 4°C, and once equilibrated (15
mins), 80% of the excess CPA supernatant was removed, giving a final volume of 6ml of 12%
Me2SO, 38% Viaspan, and 50% ELS in culture medium, by volume. Icestart beads (1% w/v)
(Asymptote) – sterile insoluble granules - which induce ice nucleation close to the equilibrium
melting temperature of the mixture, were added and these sank by gravity to the base of the
vial. These vials and the CRF were cooled to 4°C before 5 vials (containing 6ml each) were placed
in the aluminum module, while 5 were placed into the acetal module (see Figure 27). The EF600103 was programmed to cool at 1°C/min from 4°C to -80°C. The samples were held in the EF600129

103 at -80°C for 1 hr after the cooling cycle was complete, before being transferred to a -80°C
freezer for 7 days.
The samples were warmed rapidly during 330 seconds in a 37°C waterbath until all the ice had
melted (yielding an approximate warming rate of 15°C/min). The Me 2SO was diluted out of
solution during a 10 minute stepwise process with prepared chilled culture medium, with
residual ice start granules remaining at the bottom of the tube and easily avoided during
decanting. The samples were re-cultured in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator at 37°C.

7.2.4.

Cryo Scanning Electron Microscopy (CryoSEM) of samples cooled by

PS or NS
Materials

Cryo scanning electron microscope
Cryopreserved samples
Water bath
Metal bracket dimensionally appropriate for samples

Method

To observe physical changes in the structure of the samples, CryoSEM (Cryo electron scanning
microscopy) was carried out [64]. Samples recovered from storage at -80°C were warmed
slightly (25 seconds in a 37°C waterbath) to loosen the ice matrix from the container wall,
allowing the bulk frozen samples to be removed rapidly and transferred onto dry ice (-79°C)
without re-warming. These were wrapped in foil and stored on dry ice before being transferred
to a -80°C freezer.
Under liquid nitrogen, each sample was held in a metal bracket and split horizontally using a
blade, giving a circular cross-section. This was transferred into a cryo scanning electron
microscope (FEI XL30 FEGSEM with a Quorum pp2000 cryo-stage) and etched at -80°C, before
being coated in a thin layer (~20nm) of gold. The samples in the microscope and images were
captured at 5kv using an Everhardt Thornley secondary electron detector. Substantial assistance
with cryoSEM was given by Jeremy Skepper of Cambridge University, in whose lab the cryoSEM
imaging was undertaken.
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7.3. Results
7.3.1.

Measurement of the Thermal Histories of the Different Cooling

Processes in both the Large Volume Prototype Chamber and the ScaleDown Modules

Measured temperatures within the large volume sample (Figure 29) containing 10% glycerol in
aqueous solution (v/v) show large temperature gradients between the wall of the cassette (in
contact with the cooling plate) and the deeper (more central) layers of the sample. Whilst the
sample layer adjacent to the cylinder wall reduced in temperature approximately linearly, the
central sample layers experienced delayed cooling, non-linearity of temperature change, and
eventual solidification, with a temperature plateau existing in the core of the sample for some
considerable time (in the region of 150-180 minutes) at the equilibrium melting temperature
before solidification occurred.

Figure 29 - Measured temperature profiles inside the BAL chamber during cooling of a thermal mimic. Approximately
2000ml of 10% aqueous glycerol solution (having the same thermal properties of ELS) was cooled in the large volume
freezer, with pico-logger k-type thermocouples placed at progressively deeper intervals between the wall and the
centre of the chamber, at 15mm intervals. Measurements taken at 10 second intervals. The freezer was programmed
to cool from 4°C to -80°C at approximately -0.5°C a min. This differs from work in chapter 6 due to a linear CRF profile
being used and detailed study of the internal profiles in the Stirling Engine large volume CRF. These data were repeated
3 times, with a typical run presented above. Data here is for the full sized BAL as opposed to those of different sizes in
chapter 6.

In the vials processed in the acetal or aluminium modules for the EF600-103, producing either
PS or NS (progressive solidification or network solidification) respectively, the monitored
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temperature profiles differed between the two processing conditions (Figure 30). With vials in
the acetal module, nucleation occurred at the bottom of the cryovial (again, next to the cooling
plate of the cryo-cooler) where a small amount of undercooling is evident, whilst the remainder
of the sample remained above the melting point of the solution.

Ice growth occurred

progressively (and in this case – vertically) within the remainder of this sample and no further
significant undercooling was evident (see Figure 30) emulating the temperature profile,
characteristic of progressive solidification seen in a large volume sample (Figure 29). The whole
of the sample volume within a vial in the aluminium module cooled uniformly below the
equilibrium melting temperature of the solution before ice nucleation occurred and
solidification then progressed instantaneously and in a relatively uniform manner throughout
the cryovial, with no large temperature gradients being observed (Figure 30).

Figure 30 - Temperature profiles in the heat transfer modules measured on the EF600-103 controlled rate freezer. Ktype thermocouples were inserted at the base of the sample (which was placed on top of the cooling plate of the
freezer) and at progressively deeper intervals. The temperature profiles were recorded in both the acetal module (left)
and in the aluminium module (right). The EF600-103 was cooled from 4°C to -80°C at 1°C/min, with samples containing
6ml ELS in 12% DMSO.

The exact timescales and profiles of each of these cooling profiles could be adjusted through the
program on the EF600 CRF.

7.3.2.

Characterization of the Ice Morphologies in the Different Freezing

Processes in the Scale-Down Modules

The structure of the ice and the freeze concentrated matrix was very different in samples
processed from vials within the two different modules where either NS or PS was developed
(Figure 31). A planer ice structure was present under conditions of PS in samples processed in
the acetal module (Figure 31), with vertical ice crystals forming in the sample, entrapping ELS
between ice crystals. Following NS (cooling in the aluminium module) a multiple dendritic
(network) ice structure was apparent, with ice entrapping freeze concentrated matrix including
ELS (Figure 31).
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Figure 31 - Cryo-Scanning Electron Microscopy (Cryo-SEM) presenting differences in ice structure between progressive
solidification (top) and a network solidification (bottom). The scale bar indicates 1mm on the left hand images, while
50μm on the right hand images in both cases. Progressive solidification exhibits a large and homogeneous ice crystal,
indicative of slow growth during formation, while network solidification results in a profoundly separate, disordered
dendritic ice structure.
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7.3.3.

Viability and Viable Cell Number

The cell viabilities, the viable cell numbers were quantified following either NS or PS at 6, 24,
48, and 72 h post-thaw (Figure 32). The samples processed in the aluminium module (NS),
displayed a trend towards higher average viability at all time points compared with samples
processed in the acetal module; significance was noted for 24 hr (p<0.05, n=5). The viabilities in
both sample sets then further recovered and increased significantly (p<0.05) with length of time
in culture post-thaw out from 6hr to 72hr, from 53.2 ± 11.5% to 75.8% ± 7.1% and from 41.4 ±
13.1% to 72.8% ± 5.1% for the samples experiencing either NS or PS respectively. A similar
pattern was true for total viable cell numbers (Figure 32) increasing significantly from 8.1 ± 1.6
to 13.0 ± 1.7 million cells/ml following NS. For samples from PS, cell density recovered
significantly from a nadir at 24hr - 5.9 ± 1.1 million cells/ml to a maximum of 12.3 ± 1.3 million
cells/ml at 72hr post-thaw; thus PS was significantly worse at 24hr (p<0.05, n=5) but not
different by 72 hr.

Figure 32 - The cell membrane viability (left) and viable cell number (right) of samples experiencing either progressive
solidification or network solidification during cryopreservation. Although network solidification (light grey) produces
a better post-thaw outcome at 24hr (p<0.05 N=5 ± SD, marked by * and ᵻ for viability and viable cell number
respectively, determined through unpaired student’s t-test), these differences disappeared by 48hr and 72hr in postthaw cultures. Both PS and NS samples’ viability and viable cell number increased significantly from 6hrs to 72hrs
(p<0.05).

7.3.4.

Metabolic Activity

Metabolic activity of the samples post-thaw was analysed using MTT. This was related to either
the production per unit ELS (Figure 33), or to a viable cell number and so function per cell - at 6,
24, 48, and 72 h post-thaw could be calculated. This is an important comparator to identify
differences between cell populations from different culture batches. MTT metabolism per unit
ELS (Figure 33), showed no significant difference between either NS or PS samples. When the
MTT metabolism was expressed per million viable cells (Figure 33), the mean production per cell
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number appeared higher in PS compared with NS at all time points, although not reaching
significance (p>0.05, n=5, in each case).

Figure 33 - Metabolic activity in ELS: MTT absorbance units per ml ELS and per million cells, between samples
experiencing either progressive solidification (darker) or network solidification (lighter) during cryopreservation. No
statistically significant differences between the samples were observed at any time-point. No significant differences
in MTT absorbance were observed intra-sample set between 6 and 72 h, using an unpaired student’s t-test. N=5 ± SD

7.3.5.

Protein Synthesis

Sandwich ELISAs determined protein production per million cells per 24 h in samples collected
1-3 days post thaw. As can be observed in Figure 34, of the three quantified proteins, Alphafetoprotein (AFP) did not exhibit a significant difference at any time point.
In contrast, albumin production in the PS samples was significantly higher (p<0.05, n=5) 24 h
post-thaw being measured at 46.7 ± 11.5 μg per million viable cells per 24 h, compared to 30.9
± 4.4 μg per million viable cells per 24 hr following NS.
Alpha-antitrypsin was also significantly improved (p<0.05, n=5) 24hr post thaw, at 18.8 ± 4.8 μg
per million viable cells per 24 hr, compared to 12.2 ± 2.0 μg per million viable cells per 24 h
following NS.
All protein production capabilities in either NS or PS samples improved significantly from 24 h
to 72 h post-thaw, mirroring the recoveries in viable cell numbers during progressive post-thaw
culture.
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Figure 34 - The production of liver specific proteins by ELS, day 1 to day 3 post-thaw between samples experiencing
either progressive solidification (darker) or network solidification (lighter) during cryopreservation - alpha-fetoprotein
(top), albumin (middle), and alpha-antitrypsin (bottom). Progressive solidification samples are shown dark in grey with
network solidification samples lighter grey. Production was analysed per million viable cells post-thaw per 24hr (right),
and normalized per million viable cells pre-thaw that takes account of cells destroyed during the cryopreservation
(left). Measurements on the left therefore present the overall outcome per sample cryopreserved - there are no
statistically significant differences. Measurements on the right display production per million cells, but take into
account that there is now a different cell number between the two sets. Here the progressive solidification samples
have significantly improved production of albumin and alpha-antitrypsin in the first 24hr post thaw (at p<0.05). There
are no significant differences at other time points or with alpha-fetoprotein N=5 ± SD. Intra either NS or PS sample
sets, the measured protein production increased significantly from day 1 to day 3 for all measurements (p<0.05)
Between different time points intra-sample-set, a paired student’s t-test was used, inter samples, an unpaired
student’s t-test was carried out where statistics are carried out [210].

7.4. Discussion

Ice solidification occurs in small and large volumes by two distinct processes. At small volumes
network solidification (NS) manifests whilst at large volumes progressive solidification (PS) is the
predominant process [210]. These differences in bio-physical events presented as different ice
crystal formats in this study. Similar differences in ice matrix ultrastructure have been presented
for sperm processed either in straws or bags [348].
With ELS, the observed recovery following these two processes was very similar although the
structure of ice and the freeze concentrated residual compartments within the two types of
samples are very different. Post-thaw, samples experiencing NS had a higher post-thaw viability
and viable cell numbers, significant after 24 h of recovery. When examining the functional
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outcomes, samples cryopreserved experiencing PS have an improved outcome per unit of viable
cells, although overall differences were small. The results suggest that NS allows more cells to
survive cryopreservation, but those surviving cells have greater average damage than those
experiencing PS. PS by contract showed a trend to fewer, healthier cells post thaw, especially at
the 24 h time point following thawing.
During large scale cryopreservation the potential long exposure to cryoprotectants in the liquid
state prior to phase transition, experienced for the central portion of the sample under condition
of PS, may be a potential extra stress over and above those which result from cryopreservation
in NS conditions. This is in addition to the non-optimal cooling rates experienced in this part of
the sample [135, 269, 271, 276]. I had considered the possibility that PS would therefore result
in greatly reduced post-thaw recoveries. This was in fact not the case, which is encouraging
when planning further work on scaled-up cryopreservation in volumes > 1 litre. It could be
hypothesised that under conditions of PS, the extra cryoprotectant stress experienced by part
of the sample could act to remove an unhealthy, or poorly performing sub population of cells
present before cryopreservation. NS, by reducing the time to which the ELS from the whole
sample was exposed to the osmotic and chemical toxicities, where the central mixture was in
the liquid state just at the point of nucleation, may avoid injuring this already partially stressed
population leading to significantly higher viable cell numbers (although metabolically less
productive) by 24 h post-thaw. It is also possible that the temperature discontinuity present
when an undercooled sample nucleates damages cells in subtle ways, so they survive
cryopreservation though are no longer function effectively. Further studies will need to
investigate these mechanisms.
It is important to differentiate the processes described above (NS and PS) from another way to
control ice crystal progression – this being the so-called directional solidification (DS) where the
sample is moved across a constantly low temperature gradient, sufficiently cold to induce ice
nucleation in the portion of the sample in contact with the cold plate [14, 138, 182]. DS allows
the morphology of the ice interface to be varied under conditions where the local chemical
conditions of the residual solution can be kept constant, which is different to what happens in
PS where progressive exclusion of both solutes and cells occurs ahead of the ice front. The
technique allowed investigation of whether different ice crystal morphologies (for example, with
increasingly complex ice dendrite formation) impacted on cell survival, but this was not generally
found to be the case [182]. Differential entrapment or exclusion of cells within the advancing
ice front was also noted with DS [183], but the behaviour of larger cell complexes (such as the
ELS) has not been investigated as far as I am aware. PS would perhaps be expected to deliver ice
fronts moving between and through the alginate capsules containing the ELS, which were used
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in relatively high packing density in the current study, but further work will be needed to
investigate this aspect [78, 303, 427]. DS also allows better homogeneity of the cooling profile
throughout the entire sample [14, 138], whereas, as seen here, PS results in differential thermal
profiles towards the sample centre as the excluded solutes, generating areas of local
undercooling, result in variable release of latent heat of ice crystal formation. This heat has to
be dissipated from the sample core before linear cooling can proceed [276]. This results in a
controllable progression of solidification through the specimen dependant on the rate at which
the temperature gradient is passed through the sample [15, 182, 183]. DS allows the
morphology of the ice interface to be varied under conditions where the local chemical
conditions of the residual solution can be kept constant, which is different to what happens in
PS where progressive exclusion of both solutes and, in some situations, cells occurs ahead of the
ice front [183]. DS also allows better homogeneity of the cooling profile throughout the entire
sample, whereas, as seen here, PS results in differential thermal profiles towards the sample
centre as the excluded solutes, generating areas of local undercooling, result in variable release
of latent heat of ice crystal formation which have to be dissipated from the sample core before
controlled cooling can proceed. However, for large cell masses contained within an irregular
geometry as investigated here, engineering a DS approach to cryo-cooling would prove to be
challenging. In the current work, solidification proceeded only through static surface cooling
conditions, with ice growth primarily determined by the thermal properties and 3-dimensional
structure of the sample.
Another factor worthy of comment is that the experimental systems used here had little excess
cryoprotectant additive and there would be little settling effect of ELS on the ice crystal
progression – all the samples were in effect ‘settled’ by removing the extra CPA volume. The
process of ice propagation in this system may differ compared with conventional cell and protein
suspensions, where sedimentation of cells may occur before initiation of freezing and, secondly,
cells and proteins may be pushed ahead of ice fronts during progressive solidification.
While success has been reported with large volumes in flat bag cryopreservation, these have
generally been deliberately compressed into a thin wafer or ‘slab’ format with little internal
temperature gradients and so often experience NS. It is possible to observe PS in bags however,
if the bag temperature is not thermally equilibrated prior to the onset of solidification [171, 265,
379].
Such flat-bag approaches would be very difficult to adapt for BAL cryopreservation due to the
geometries involved, where the end-product would ideally reside in a cylindrical fluidised bed
format.
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The varying temperature profiles throughout the sample when cooling a large cylinder have
been recognised for some time [189, 276]. Previous studies have shown that the level of freezeconcentration of solutes is dependent on the cooling rate and this has been studied in detail in
cylindrical vessels [220]. In cylindrical configurations, the solutes increased in concentration
radially from the edge of the cylinder to the centre, and this was accompanied by aggregation
of some proteins within the core layers. Due to the alginate sphere composition of the test BAL,
cell aggregation will not occur here as the cells are already immobilised. This increase in solutes
centrally (as would be seen in a cylindrical BAL cassette) is a likely cause of lower cell number
post thaw when progressive solidification is present in our current scale-down module, and so
will be studied in more detail in chapter 8.
Using inserts in the Asymptote EF600-103 to emulate large volume cooling profiles within small
samples gave similar thermal histories as were seen in a large volume. This allowed for the study
of these thermal profiles as well as longer and variable cryoprotectant exposure and cryoconcentration of solutes in the system, in addition to accurately mimicking the variations in ice
structure between the two set-ups. Combining these three effects in a smaller volume format
accurately provides more accessible and more economical methods of study of these sample
configurations, without the additional variable of differing volume or thawing rate. This
equipment modification may have application in studying other large volume freezing problems,
such as those encountered with proteins.
Significantly this study informed that PS may be applied to the BAL without major detrimental
effects on the bulk ELS product, although there was a low level of early functional attrition seen
after PS which requires further study.

7.5. Conclusion

Previously the LG reported good outcome when ELS (cryopreserved in typical small volume
format in cryo-vials) experienced network solidification during cryopreservation [263-266].
Good outcomes can now be achieved in a more realistic large scale geometry that necessarily
produces progressive solidification, and this can be modelled in an economical way using an
adapted head plate for the EF600-103 freezer.
It has been demonstrated that both PS and NS exhibit very different biophysical conditions
during ice crystal growth; this is reflected in the ultrastructural observations of the differing icematrices during solidification. However these different outcomes of cryo-solidification in reality
made only small, mostly non-significant differences to viable cell recovery or function. ELS
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cryopreserved under both conditions each showed very good propensity to return to normal cell
replication as post-thaw culture extended beyond the first 24 hours.

As progressive

solidification is almost unavoidable in samples any larger than a few ml, an understanding of the
differences between these two conditions may well be necessary for successful larger volume
cryopreservation across a wide range of cell therapies.
This chapter has established the biological differences between large and small volumes during
traditional, ice-present, cryopreservation – which has not previously been explored in
cryobiology. It also allowed for a new technique for cost-effective study of these differences –
no widespread have previously been reported. This chapter formed the basis of the paper by
Kilbride et al. in Cryobiology 2014 [210].
Chapter 8 considers cryoconcentration (also known as freeze-concentration), due to the role it
may play in the BAL system during cryopreservation. The spatial location is likely to have an
impact during PS due to the non-homogeneous cooling conditions, and so this is studied in detail
in chapter 9.
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8. Cryoconcentration
8.1. Overview

This chapter determined the dominant factors involved in cryoconcentration, so that the effect
on the BAL could be determined.
The liquid to solid phase transition of an aqueous system, comprising of one or more solutes
dissolved in water, does not proceed homogenously. That is to say while usually liquid water
with dissolved solutes naturally proceeds toward an equilibrium state – one in which the
concentration of solutes is the same everywhere – this cannot be said for the solid phase.
As ice ‘grows’ through a system, water will be preferentially included in the solid phase, while
solutes will be preferentially excluded. This tends to result in a heterogeneous solid phase with
solute concentration increasing in the direction of the ice growth [221, 223, 279].
During freezing, three distinct areas exist within the sample – a solid region; a mushy or
boundary region where the solidification takes place; and a liquid region ahead of the freezing
front [118, 392]. Solutes rarely diffuse in the solid phase, and those that do so diffuse at a rate
many orders of magnitude lower than would be observed in the liquid state. This is observed in
water systems as well as during the solidification of alloys, both of which have been studied in
detail [118].
There has been extensive study of this effect, termed cryoconcentration or freezeconcentration, in the food industry as a method to concentrate goods such as milk and fruit
juices, so that they can be transported more cheaply before being re-hydrated prior to sale [3].
This method is generally accepted to give a higher re-hydrated quality product over traditional
methods such as evaporation-concentration, though it does come with increased economic cost
[3, 29, 157, 284].
Freeze-concentration is also used extensively in waste water systems to separate cleaner water
from its contaminants. This can be applied to seawater desalination, and other industrial
functions [128, 159, 163, 428].
Lesser attention has been paid to this concentration effect in biological systems. As
cryopreservation of larger volume tissues and organs becomes widespread, an understanding
of cryoconcentration will become essential. Larger volume samples tend to take significantly
longer to freeze than their smaller equivalents so will experience extensive cryoconcentration
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of salts and cryoprotectants. Biological systems are sensitive to concentrations of these solutes,
particularly in the liquid state, and so cryoconcentration could have a significant negative impact
on post-thaw outcomes [132, 322].
During cryopreservation of the bioartificial liver, the liquid to solid phase transition takes around
3-4 hours. This may result in significant cryoconcentration in the centre (last section to solidify)
of the device, a study of which is essential to mitigate possible damage.
Methods exist to measure the amount of cryoconcentration in a biological system, however
these techniques are very advanced and were not available for use in this project [61]. As a
consequence, mathematical models were selected from the literature and adapted for the BAL
system. These would be able to determine the level of cryoconcentration during the cooling and
warming process. Experimental data would then be used to confirm if the models were accurate.

8.1.1.

Chapter Specific Nomenclature and Abbreviations

A – Avogadro’s number (6.022x1023)
BC – Boundary condition
C; ; C0 ; Ca ; CS; CL – Solute concentration; original prior to solidification; at the ice-liquid interface;
in the solid; and in the liquid – respectively (kg m-3)
CL* ; – Relative solute concentrations in the liquid between C0 and C0/K (dimensionless)
D – Diffusion coefficient (m2 s-1)
– Gradient of Concentration against Density
φ - Mean free path (m)
F – Melting Rate
g – Gravitational field strength
G – Temperature gradient (K m-1)
h – Height of liquid in vial
J – Mass flux (kg m-2 s-1)
Kb – Boltzmann Constant ( 1.38x10-3 m2 kg s-2 K-1)
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K ; K0 ; Ke ; K* - Partition Coefficient; Intrinsic Partition Coefficient; Effective Partition Coefficient;
Dimensionless Partition Coefficient – respectively
λc - Distance between solute channels (m)
Λ – Interatomic distance (m)
m – Meters
mt – mass transfer coefficient (m s-1)
ml – millilitres = cm3
M – Molecular mass (kg)
μ – Viscosity (kg m-1 s-1)
n – Number of molecules
r – Radius (m)
R – Ice front growth speed (m s-1)
s – Seconds

T – Temperature (K)
Tg – Glass Transition Temperature (K)
V ; Vl ; V0 ; Vs – Volume; liquid volume; initial volume; solid volume – respectively (m3)
vdi – solution diffusive speed (m)
w – Association parameter
x – Distance from start of sample (in direction of ice growth) (m)
x’ - Distance from ice front (in direction of ice growth) (m)
Z – Gravitational effect in cryoconcentration.

8.1.2.

Metallurgy and Inverse Segregation

Perhaps the most studied area of solidification falls in metallurgy [39, 40, 118, 169, 285, 315,
392]. Any variation in concentration of metal components during the casting of alloys has
significant impacts on the strength of the final ingot. Therefore redistribution of solutes during
casting was one of the earliest areas where freeze concentration was studied. In general when
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alloys solidify they display similar properties to water solutions freezing, although with some
notable differences:
1. Almost all metal alloys have relatively high melting points, as these are allowed to cool
to much lower temperatures extreme heat variations on the order of 100s °C are
observed. This has much more significance on solidification rate of the alloy than in
freezing of water at its equilibrium melting point, where temperature gradients are
minimal.
2. Diffusion coefficients in metals tend to be in the order of a few cm per day [169, 315,
405], as opposed to around 1 m a day for solutes in water, this helps minimise solute
redistribution during metallic solidification.

3. Perhaps most significantly, metals contract as they solidify and then further as they cool.
This contraction of alloys, both on solidification and during further cooling, results in a
fluid flow carrying solutes towards the phase boundary [425, 426]. Water is unusual
chemically as it expands on solidification, which will lead to a flow of both solutes and
solvent away from the phase boundary (interestingly a phenomenon that has been little
studied).

Point 3 can lead to the phenomenon described as inverse segregation, where solute
concentration in the solid fraction is greater than that in the liquid fraction [118, 371, 426].
Whereas for metals, solutes can directly be added into the ice structure, for water/solute
systems solutes are not included directly into hexagonal ice (in place of water molecules). Rather
they are trapped in thin channels between dendrites as the ice front passes.

8.2. Factors Impacting on Magnitude of Cryoconcentration
8.2.1.

Effect of Ice Front Speed

The rate at which the ice front expands through a sample significantly affects the scale of
cryoconcentration. Increased cryoconcentration tends to result from decreased ice front speed
[41, 52, 223, 284, 285, 302, 347, 433].
In the absence of constitutional supercooling [221] breakdown resulting in rapid solidification,
the effect of freezing rate can be simply described. If the ice front is moving faster than solutes
rejected from the ice can be transported away through diffusion, then the solutes will be
‘captured’ by the ice front and the level of cryoconcentration reduced. If solutes are diffused
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away more quickly than the ice front is moving, cryoconcentration will be maximised [52, 302].
It is important to note that different solutes will not necessarily diffuse as similar rates, which
has a knock on effect for cryoconcentration, larger solutes tend to diffuse more slowly [41, 179,
204, 279, 433].

Constitutional Supercooling

At higher solidification rates, a ‘wall’ of excluded solutes builds up ahead of the ice front. As
solutes generally lower the freezing point, the ice front growth rate will slow on this ‘wall’ until
the system has cooled enough to allow its continued solidification. This effect is known as
constitutional supercooling [130, 145, 174, 221, 381, 405].
If an ice crystal can penetrate this wall, the solution beyond the wall with the higher freezing
point can solidify rapidly, encasing the solutes in the solid fraction [159, 366].

8.2.2.

Effect of pre-freeze Concentration

The concentration of solutes in the liquid state contributes significantly to the efficiency of
freeze concentration [52]. At low concentrations, solutes are excluded from the ice front very
effectively. However as the concentration is increased, the osmotic pressure exerted by the
solutes increases. This perturbs the ice front and so liquid cavities can more easily become
trapped in crevasses in the ice. These combine to increase the proportion of solute included in
the ice fraction, and so lowers the relative level of cryoconcentration [128, 154, 157, 159, 179,
204, 284].

8.2.3.

Interactions between Solutes

In a solution of only one solute, a different freeze-concentration profile will be observed than
with the same solute in solution with additional solutes [86, 154, 159]. This results from the
change in the solutes’ diffusion coefficient when mixed solutes are present as a result of the
changed properties (viscosity, osmotic pressure etc.) of the system, or direct interactions
between separate solutes in solution [86]. If, for example, one solute repels another in solution
that has a higher affinity for the solid state, that solute will then exert a higher pressure on the
solid phase, and so be more readily absorbed [24].
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A solution of multiple different solutes will tend to reduce the difference between each solutes’
concentration profile over what would normally be seen when each was considered
independently [154, 221]. At low concentrations, solutes can be approximately modelled by
considering each solute separately [370].

8.2.4.

Effect of Solute Size on Diffusion Rate

The diffusion rate of a particle, in conjunction with the ice front speed, is the primary
determinant of cryoconcentration magnitude.
In solutions, molecular weight and diffusion coefficient of a solute follow a linear profile, with
increased molecular weight resulting in decreased diffusion rate. This is described by a modified
Stokes-Einstein equation [17, 418]. This leads to the prediction that the smaller the solute, the
more cryoconcentration should be apparent, as solutes are more likely to ‘outrun’ the ice-front
and concentrate in the liquid phase. This has been observed in equal molecular concentration
solutions [179, 204]. The diffusion coefficient of a particle is affected by temperature and
viscosity through the Stokes-Einstein equation - equation ( 8 ) - so cannot be considered a
constant [221].

=

6

(8)

This is the Stokes-Einstein equation, where D denotes the diffusivity coefficient of a spherical
particle at low Reynolds number, kb denotes the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature of the
system, its viscosity, and r the radius of the particle. This is generally modified for use at the
atomic scale, but is valid on a cellular level [17, 124, 418].

8.2.5.

Effect of Temperature

Temperature, diffusion rates, and viscosity are all inter-dependant as defined by the StokesEinstein equation. Temperature changes have the added effect of increasing or decreasing the
solubility of solutes in solution, which affects nucleation (formation) of new ice crystals, and by
affecting the rate of ice growth [124, 130, 181, 330, 419].
With lowering temperature, the viscosity of most liquids increases [291]. This in turn reduces
the rates of diffusion of solutes in that liquid and so solutes can be more easily trapped in the
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solid phase. A larger temperature gradient in a sample also allows heat to be extracted more
quickly, increasing the rate of ice growth and solute capture.
When NaCl is dissolved in water, the temperature of the solution decreases, defining the
endothermic energy of solution. This results in a salt-water solution having greater free energy
at a given temperature over separate water and salt at the same temperature. Salt therefore
becomes less soluble in water with a fall in temperature, as the system naturally tries to
minimise free energy [184].
This contrasts with oxygen, which exhibits an exothermic energy of solution, and so becomes
more soluble with decreased temperature [143]. DMSO – a commonly used cryoprotectant and
the principle agent used with hepatocytes – also exhibits exothermic energy of solution [37,
123]. Little research has been carried out of the freeze concentration of DMSO, but this unusual
property will modify its cryoconcentration profile, in particular to other cryoprotectants and
salts found in biological systems.

8.2.6.

Biological Solutes

Often many biological structures, such as proteins, enzymes, and cells do not truly dissolve in
aqueous solution; while they are surrounded by water molecules they remain distinct from it,
typically referred to as a ‘suspension’. This is in contrast to true solutes such as NaCl which
chemically reacts and breaks down into its respective Na+ and Cl- ions. Many proteins do not
concentrate significantly during ice formation [41, 52], which may be a consequence of the fact
that they generally have very large molecular weights and so low diffusion rates.
Most proteins and biological material have been observed to cryoconcentrate however [41, 233,
279, 347, 433]. Proteins have a wide range of shapes and sizes, and different freezing strategies
are used between different proteins. Significant volumes of proteins are manufactured by the
pharmaceutical industry and freezing effects such as cryoconcentration can be useful in reducing
their transport bulk size, but in some cases can also denature proteins [433].
During the progressive phase transition of a large biological mass, cells in different parts of a
sample will experience different solute histories. It is important to understand this, in
conjunction with different freezing rates and times, to fully optimise cryopreservation of large
samples such as the bio-artificial liver [86].
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8.2.7.

Dissolved Gas

Most environmental liquid includes dissolved gas. As discussed previously, some gases tend to
be more soluble in lower temperature water than in higher temperatures, in contrast to most
‘solid’ solutes. This is due to the exothermic nature of the dissolution reaction, resulting in a
lower free energy in the dissolved state. This can be more easily understood through a reaction
equation:
Oxygen + Water = Heat + Dissolved Oxygen
If heat is added to the system at equilibrium, the system becomes un-equilibrated. In order to
re-establish equilibrium, heat and dissolved oxygen must convert to oxygen and water.
During slow cooling, gas bubbles which form usually re-dissolve in the solvent, so then do not
present in the ice structure. Only during rapid freezing where bubbles do not have time to
dissipate before being trapped in the ice does dissolved gas become obvious in the ice structure
[159, 221, 433].

8.2.8.

Location of Solutes in Ice Matrix

While other structures exist, water-ice most often takes the form of a tightly bound hexagonal
matrix at standard pressures. During freezing of an aqueous solution, solute particles tend not
to be included in this matrix, rather they reside in channels between the ice crystals and enter a
separate vitrified or frozen state [86, 124, 154, 302, 330, 366].
Sometimes there can be limited inclusion in the water-ice matrix, this is preferentially observed
with smaller molecules that share similar properties to water molecules. Some larger molecules
share an affinity with water and are therefore found in the ice matrix, though this is uncommon
[41, 330].
Water can never be totally removed from solutes by freeze concentration. There exists a fraction
of bound water that remains in contact with many solutes, particularly those with larger more
complex structures. As this water is almost always associated with these particles, it is not
generally considered as one with free (un-bound) water [124].
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8.2.9.

Effect on Glass Transition Temperature

Solutes existing in channels enclosed by the ice matrix become vitrified as an amorphous solid
once the glass transition temperature Tg is reached. This transition temperature is not constant;
rather it is significantly affected by the composition of the channel, and the interaction between
solutes therein [191, 368].
It is possible to measure the glass transition temperature of these channels, and doing so may
indicate their composition throughout different channels in the ice matrix.

8.2.10.

Ice Front Structure

Ice fronts are not naturally smooth and planer – they form a sharp dendritic framework [118,
154, 330], this dendritic framework changing with the freezing rate [285]. When the ice front is
moving sufficiently slowly, the protruding leading edge of ice enters the increased solute wall
present in front of the expanding ice front, as this higher solute liquid has a lower eutectic point,
the edge will melt and perturbations from the ice front will tend to be diminished. This leaves
fewer solutes to be trapped between the dendrites. Through solute trapping between dendrites,
the morphology of the ice-front affects cryoconcentration [330].
Conversely, during sufficiently rapid ice formation and constitutional supercooling, the leading
edge of the ice can pass through the solute wall and then grow rapidly beyond, increasing
perturbations and solute inclusion to the solid phase.
It is therefore quite obvious through looking at only solidified ice structure the relative speed of
ice formation during freezing [124, 210].

8.2.11.

Ice Crystal Spacing

As mentioned above, structurally in water ice, as very few solute atoms enter the ice crystal
itself the primary crystal will be composed almost exclusively of water molecules, with rare
imperfections and solutes trapped within the lattice. The only exception under standard
pressures will be molecules who are chemically similar to water, and so can join the water ice
matrix with minimal free energy.
The ice crystal will expand into the liquid component dendritically or cellularly, dependant on
the growth rate, the shape of the tips identifying a cell or dendrite[187, 256, 419, 424]. Solutes
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and impurities will reside in channels between these crystals [86, 221, 290, 302, 419], either
being forced out as the channels become consumed by the expanding edge of the ice, naturally
diffusing out, or become trapped as the channel is blocked by further crystal growth.
Understanding the morphology of these crystals will determine the effect they have on
biological material. Presently it is possible to determine the effects of many parameters on
freeze-concentration, however no completely theoretical method exists to determine the level
of solute capture as the natural affinity a solute has for the solid phase must be determined
experimentally. It seems reasonable to assume that this affinity is related to ice morphology, a
study of which would therefore seem prudent.
The primary factor affecting solute trapping would be related to the frequency of these solute
channels within the ice matrix, a frequency known to be regular [419]. Samples containing many
channels would be expected to contain much more solutes than those where channels are
sparse.
Work to determine ice crystal spacing has a long history, both in water based systems and in
metallurgy, though no general equation has been accepted [230, 256, 295, 431]. The most
commonly proposed relations have channel spacing (or crystal size), as a function of the inverse
of the ice growth rate and temperature gradient [187, 256, 278] – which are both generally
determined by cooling rate [118], largely independent of initial conditions [205]. This has
relevance out with biology and is applied when crystals of a particular size are desirable [209].
It is well established that faster cooling leads to smaller ice crystals, and that a large temperature
gradient leads to faster solidification. Faster solidification also leads to increased solute capture
in the solid fraction, which would be expected from the channel capture theory.
Historically the following relationships have been proposed for λ , the distance between the
centre of solute channels, where an ice front growth rate (R) and temperature gradient (G) are
imposed [230, 419]:
.

∝
∝

.
.

.

∝
(9)

While more recently van der Sman et. al. [419] have proposed that:
λ scales as 50
( 10 )
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Which agrees with experimental data well. Crystal spacing can be measured in several ways
[209, 424], perhaps the most simple is physically looking at a freeze-dried sample under
magnification and measuring the gaps [424]. Understanding λ more completely will determine
the solute structure in the solid and should allow a more theoretical description of the freezeconcentrate process.

8.2.12.

Rapid Solidification

A wholly different area of research covers rapid solidification – where the ice front can move at
speeds of up to 250m/s [19]. In such systems clearly solute diffusion rates are negligible, and
the process is dominated by solute trapping between expanding dendrites [371].
This will be observed in small biological samples, where phase transfer rates in the order of cm/s
are typical during snap-freezing or uncontrolled undercooling & nucleation. These rates too are
much more rapid than the solutes can diffuse and so enters a different modelling domain.

8.2.13.

Methods to Increase and Reduce Cryoconcentration

As most applications of freeze-concentration require the separation of solute and solvent, many
techniques have been developed to maximise its efficiency. For a cryopreserved biological
system the effect should ideally be dispersed, so the reciprocal of the following methods should
be used [433].
A widely used design with freeze-concentration is inclusion of a stirrer, rotating vessel, or
vibrating plate to agitate the liquid component during phase transition. This disperses the buildup of solutes on the ice wall as well as generally increasing the motion, so apparent diffusion
coefficient, of solutes preventing their capture by the solid phase. Stirring tends to
disproportionately mix larger, courser particles over smaller ones [159]. In turn when intending
to prevent freeze-concentration samples should be cryopreserved in as calm an environment as
possible, well away from possible movements [29, 39, 118, 157, 233, 283].
Partial melting, also known as freeze-thaw processes, improve the yield from cryoconcentration.
As the ice fraction expands within a sample, the equilibrium melting point becomes lower, as
the solute concentration becomes progressively higher. The final ice crystals will melt first on a
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temperature increase, and this melt can be re-frozen to increase the solute and solvent
separation further [163, 233, 282, 302].
It is important not to inadvertently allow re-freezing in a biological sample of this nature, as
doing so may take parts of the tissue further from their optimal cryopreservation conditions.

8.3. Mathematical Modelling
8.3.1.

Determining Diffusivity

An obvious place to start when considering a cryoconcentration model is the diffusivity of
different molecules, proteins, and cells in solution. As this encompasses one of the two
established major factors affecting the process (along with ice growth rate that can be measured
experimentally easily), a rough estimate will be enough to say whether effects of
cryoconcentration need to be considered in any given system.
There are two major ways to determine the diffusivity of solutes in a liquid solvent. For large
molecules [93] (solute molecules 5x larger than the solvent molecules), it is common to use the
Stokes-Einstein Equation (equation ( 8 )) [70]:

=

Where D is the diffusion coefficient,

6

is the Boltzmann constant,

is the viscosity of the

solvent and r is the radius of the solute molecule – experimental parameters can be measured
experimentally, but are generally well known in the literature for common systems. The StokesEinstein equation predicts the diffusion with an accuracy of around 20%, as good as current
understanding allows. It assumes that molecules are rigid and moving in an infinitely dilute
solution (i.e. only one molecule of solute). Clearly in cryoconcentration (and most real-world
applications), the solution will not be infinitely dilute, and interactions between solute
molecules will reduce accuracy [70, 93].
Young et al. improved the results by modifying the Stokes-Einstein equation for the case of
globular proteins (that are always larger than their solvent) [459]:
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= 8.43 × 10
( 11 )

Where M is the molecular mass of the protein. Of the 143 proteins studied, 75% had a diffusivity
within 20% of the value predicted by equation ( 11 ) [459]. Equation 11 was formulated through
assuming that proteins are spherical, and assuming a partial specific volume of 0.73cm3/g.
Inaccuracies may form here when proteins deviate from being spherical and so increase their
surface area – this is particularly true for denatured proteins or liver-specific proteins such as
albumin that accumulate other compounds as part of their de-toxification role. Partial specific
volumes of proteins show a Gaussian distribution of between 0.69cm3/g and 0.78m3/g, and so
this is only accurate ‘normal’ proteins. Proteins with a known partial specific mass different from
0.73 cm3/g could use equation 11 with the 8.43x10-8 factor varied. The full derivation of equation
11 from the Stokes-Einstein equation has been presented by Young et al [459]. The inaccuracies
stated in the model underline that for very accurate determination of diffusion, experimental
methods such as ultra-centrifuging must be employed.
While numerous variation of the Stokes-Einstein equation are proposed in the literature with
slight edits that the authors’ claim make their relationship more accurate than any that have
come before, the only one with widespread application for smaller molecules is the Wilke-Chang
equation [442]:

= 7.4 × 10

(

)
.

( 12 )

Here w is an association parameter = 2.6 for water, M is the molecular weight of the solvent in
daltons, viscosity is measured in centipoises, and V is the volume of the molecule (assuming it’s
spherical, in cm3/mol). When tested, Equation ( 12 ) gave an accuracy of around 10%, and has
widespread use today, primarily for smaller molecules [70, 442]. The Wilke-Chang model was
developed through direct experimental studies of a wide range of solutes and solvents, with the
.

factor taken directly from experimental results, not derived. The association factor was

added as it was found solvents interacted with themselves in different ways which could impact
diffusion, and it’s value for water was determined experimentally. A major assumption and so
limitation in the Wilke-Chan model is that it is based on dilute solutions – i.e. interactions
between molecules of solute are disregarded. Inaccuracies will then take place at higher
concentrations of solutes, or with those with particular attraction or repelling characteristics.
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8.3.2.

Diffusivity of Common Cryoprotectants

All biological systems have water as a base solvent. H2O has a molecular weight of 18, which will
be the primary determinant when considering what diffusion regime solutes and particles
reside.

Diffusivity of DMSO

The primary cryoprotectant used with hepatocytes is DMSO, with a molecular weight of 78.
Using the Wilke-Chang equation, a diffusion coefficient of 1.3x10-9m2/s is determined at 25°C.
The full calculation is detailed in Appendix 2 at the end of this chapter. This is higher than
literature values of 1.03x10-9m2/s [55], although this is not surprising based on the number of
approximations used during the calculation. Experimental data needs to be obtained to achieve
higher accuracy here.
One notable aspect for DMSO’s diffusion coefficient is its strong dependence on temperature,
most likely an indirect consequence due to changes in water’s viscosity rather than a direct
affect, and also that it has a strong relation on concentration, something that is not accounted
for at all in equations ( 8 ), ( 11 ), or ( 12 ) [55]. There is not an extensive literature on these
properties of DMSO despite its widespread use in cryopreservation and also medical settings,
and this will be an area of future study.

Diffusivity of NaCl

Sodium chloride, regular salt, is essential for cellular life but also very toxic at high
concentrations. Limiting its cryoconcentration will lead to higher cryopreservation success. As
its molecular weight is 58.44, the Wilke-Chang equation is used as above. This gives a diffusivity
coefficient of 2.3x10-5cm2s-1. Literature values here are much lower, in order 1.6x10-5cm2s-1
[165]. This underlines the need to correlate these values to experimental and literature ones in
order to fully describe the system.
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Diffusivity of Glucose

Glucose is commonly used as a cryoprotectant in biological systems, though successful use with
hepatocytes has so far been elusive. Nevertheless it is an active area of research and will have
different physical effects from DMSO and NaCl. At 180 molecular mass, and assuming it is
spherical, the diffusivity can be determined through the Stokes Einstein Equation ( 8 ). As can be
seen from Appendix 2, the diffusion coefficient is determined to be 7.47x10 -6cm2s-1. This is only
11% higher than the literature value of 6.73x10-6cm2s-1, and so quite a good estimate.

Diffusivity of Hepatocytes and ELS

In the BAL system, cells are immobilised individually due to their growth in clusters of a few
hundred cells, and due to their encapsulation in alginate beads. Only the diffusion of ELS
(encapsulated liver spheroids) has to be considered.
ELS are not observed to undergo noticeable freeze-concentration during solidification. Using the
Stokes Einstein Equation ( 8 ), the estimated diffusion of ELS is 4.9x10-22 m2s-1. During the few
hours of freezing, the diffusion of ELS would be vanishingly small.

8.3.3.

Solute Concentration in Solid and Liquid Phases

The diffusion coefficient on its own does not describe the system, rather it must be related to
solute flux. Fick’s 1st law – Equation ( 13 ) - is used as a basis for this:

=− ∇
( 13 )

Where J is the mass flux, and

the concentration, ∇ is the del operator which simplifies when

considering ice growth in only the x dimension:
=−
( 14 )

In the BAL device, ice growth will only be in one direction locally, ie from the edges to the centre.
This direction is ‘x’ in this model. The y dimension (along the length of the BAL) will be
homogeneous – ice growth will be perpendicular to this dimension whereas solutes are excluded
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in the direction of ice growth. This assumption will not take into account ice growing from the
chamber ends inwards, however as these are relatively insulated very little ice growth here will
occur, a fact supported by experimental observations of ice growth such as in figure Figure 22 The set-up of the Asymptote Large Volume Viafreeze. On the left is the start of the cooling run,
with the cooling plate of the freezer highlighted in yellow, and direction of ice movement noted.
The structure in the centre is the thermocouples with their support. On the right is a broader
view of the system. For both images, insulation has been removed - normally it would cover the
whole set-up. The sample here contained 2 litres of 10% aqueous glycerol solution and the
cooling plate was cooled at 0.3°C/min.
Fick’s 2nd law – Equation ( 15 ) - introduces time-dependence:
=
( 15 )

The simplest version of this equation valid for non-reversible diffusion is [371]:
+

=

∇

( 16 )

Where vdi is the maximum speed of solute perturbations in the system. This assumes that solutes
diffuse in one direction resulting in an entropy increase. Interactions between particles are
excluded. With Equation ( 16 ) simplifying to Equation ( 17 ) in the one-dimensional case.
The most complete picture of the solute movement in a cryoconcentrated sample, both in the
liquid phase during freezing and the solid phase post freezing was first published by Tiller et al.
in 1953 when studying metals [405], and improved upon by Smith et al. (1955) [370], and these
will be used as a basis for the current work.
The following assumptions are made:

1. There is an absence of mixing or convection in the system. This would seem the
most appropriate model to adopt as the whole sample will be very close to the
equilibrium melting point during slow freezing. In systems where convection
occurs or mixing is present this model is not valid.
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2. A second assumption is that while there is diffusion in the liquid phase, there is
none in the solid phase. As diffusion of solutes in water ice is much slower than
the liquid state, this would also be reasonable.

3. Finally it is assumed that a local solute equilibrium exists at the solid-liquid
interface governed by the partition coefficient K. This is valid for slow freezing,
where R ≤ D, although for rapid solidification this would not hold.

Taking equation ( 15 ), with a local equilibrium on the freezing front, and adding in the moving
interface boundary of the ice front, the governing relation in a freeze-concentrating system is
equation ( 17 ) [39, 370], Fick’s law for a moving boundary:

+

=0

( 17 )

Where R is the ice growth rate. Solving this (appendix 1) gives [86]:

=

+

( 18 )

Assuming that

Where

=

at x = ∞

is the concentration at the ice-solute boundary, and

is the initial solute

concentration in the liquid. Solving equation for the boundary conditions that as x tends to
infinity the concentration tends to the initial concentration, and that there is a discontinuity at
the ice wall where the concentration in the liquid is a factor of K larger than in the ice matrix
gives:

C∗ = 1 +
( 19 )
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1−

Where x’ is the distance from the ice front and CL is the liquid concentration between C0 and
C0/K. Plotting equation ( 19 ), it is seen that the concentration rises rapidly, before asymptotically
reaching an equilibrium point. This is where the number of solutes being absorbed into the ice
phase is equal to the number of solutes entering the boundary layer ahead of the ice front.

Figure 35 - Solute concentration profile in the liquid phase, for a long sample. This diagram was produced using
MATLAB software on equation ( 19 ) – the solute concentration in the liquid component at increasing distance from
the advancing ice-liquid interface (at x=0). Adapted for Fick’s law on a moving boundary. The concentration at the ice
wall depends on the partition factor (k), and the initial concentration (C0), and declines back to C0 as distance from the
ice wall increases.

The concentration in the solid, up to this equilibrium point, is given by:

=

(1 − ) 1 −

+

( 20 )

The final area to consider is the end of the sample, where solutes cannot physically diffuse away
because the liquid zone ends. Applying the boundary conditions again that the concentration in
the ice matric channels is K lower than in the solute at the boundary condition, and that as the
distance to the edge of the chamber falls to zero, the concentration rises to infinity – i.e. as the
distance halves the average concentration doubles. In reality at the end of the sample the
concentration will increase until a secondary phase transition occurs – either the sample will
vitrify or the solution will become super-saturated and solute will precipitate out of the solution.
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Figure 36 - Solute concentration profile in the solid phase, for a long sample. This diagram was produced using MATLAB
software on equation ( 20 ) – the solute concentration in the solid component at increasing distance from the
advancing ice-liquid interface (interface at RHS of figure). Adapted for Fick’s law on a moving boundary. The
concentration at the ice starts lower than the initial concentration due to solutes being excluded, but increases to the
initial liquid concentration as a solute wall builds in the liquid phase. This is for an infinitely long sample.

The simple approximation given in equation ( 20 ) was improved upon by Smith et al. [370], into
equation ( 21 ):
( )

= 1/2 1 +

2

(2 − 1)
2

+ (2 − 1)

( 21 )

Where erf and erfc are the error function and complementary error function respectively. Smith
et al. showed that equation ( 20 ) matches equation ( 21 ) relatively accurately, with no more
than 20% deviation [370]. Due to the increased complexity of equation ( 21 ) over equation ( 20
), for little improved accuracy, equation ( 20 ) is most often used.
Clearly by the end of a sample solutes will start to ‘back-up’ as there is no further sample for
them to diffuse into, and so the solid phase solute concentration will increase to remain in
equilibrium.
This problem was studied in detail by Smith et al. [370], with the solid concentration (relative to
the initial liquid concentration), in the final segment given by equation ( 22 )

( )

= 1+3

1−
1+

+(2 − 1)
( 22 )
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+5

(1 − )(2 − )
(1 + )(2 + )

(1 − )(2 − ) … ( − )
(1 + )(2 + ) … ( + )

(

+⋯
)

+⋯

There then are three distinct regions present in the solid section for a simple single solute
solution:

1. – An entry region where the solute increases asymptotically to the equilibrium
point.

2. – A central region where the solute concentration remains constant. This should
have the same concentration as the initial liquid concentration, though may not
exist in relatively short samples [195].

3. – An end region where the solute concentration increases exponentially.

This assumes that K remains constant throughout the process. This is not strictly speaking true
– K depends on concentration, tending to rise as concentration rises.
Cryoconcentration effectiveness is then not solely dependent on diffusion and ice growth rate,
but also sample size – a smaller sample may have no central region at all, while in a large one it
may dominate. If a large central region exists then little cryoconcentration will occur. Industrially
large samples are cryoconcentrated through mixing of the liquid, which carries solutes away
from the phase boundary faster than diffusion.
Samples in our present study are cylindrical, with 1cm diameter and 6cm height, with variations
of these dimensions stated when used.

8.3.4.

Partition Coefficient

The principle unknown number that describes a cryoconcentrated system is the partition
coefficient, K, defined as the ratio between solute concentration in the solid phase (Cs) and the
liquid phase (CL) [39, 169, 392].

K

Cs
Cl

( 23 )

If the partition coefficient is assumed to remain constant throughout the freeze-concentration
process, the following relation can be proven to describe the phase transfer [154, 337]:
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(1 − ) ln

= ln

( 24 )

Where VL and V0 are the current liquid volume and the initial volume respectively, and C0 and CL
are the initial concentration and current concentration of the liquid respectively. This generally
can only be used over smaller ranges in a system as solute concentration, which by definition
varies during cryoconcentration, changes K [39].
Near the boundary, mass balance yields:
−

+

=

( 25 )

An effective partition coefficient – one which is valid over a shorter range and can be related to
the intrinsic partition coefficient, K - can then be found, valid in the boundary layer and that
takes account of variation in K due to the change in solute concentration [39, 337]:
=
(

+ (1 −

)

( 26 )

Where mt is the mass transfer coefficient. At higher solidification rates, the effects of solute
drag may have to be taken into account in particular along the grain boundary (channel between
ice crystals) [20, 92]. It has been observed that at low solidification rates solutes with a lower
diffusivity tend to dominate, while at higher rates faster disusing solutes dominate [45, 174].
There are no reliable methods to determine the partition coefficient for a system purely on
theoretical grounds, and so they are determined experimentally in the literature.

8.3.5.

Rapid Solidification

In rapid solidification, where the ice front expands in orders of 10s cm/s to 100s m/s, a more
complex picture emerges.
This area has been studied in detail in metallurgy, where very rapid phase transfer is possible
and in many cases preferable – extremely rapid solidification can lead to no segregation at all
[371, 413].
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In previous sections, it has been assumed that a local equilibrium exists at the solid interface, at
more rapid solidification this will not be the case [174]. The dominating term is the solution
diffusive speed, vdi, the speed at which perturbations propagate in the system [19]. This is
defined as the rate of solute diffusivity at the interface to the atomic jump distance:
=
( 27 )

Where Λ is the interatomic distance. This can typically assume values between 10s of cm and
10s of meters per second [133]. At values of R proportional to

, an effective distribution

coefficient can be introduced [371, 372]:
∗

=

1−

( 28 )

Equation ( 17 ) can then be re-written [371, 372]:
1−

+

=0

( 29 )

And Equation ( 18 ) [372]:

=

+

( 30 )

At R<<

, it’s clear that these reduce back to their original equations for local equilibrium. The

effective partition coefficient where R is of order
1−
∗

becomes [133, 371, 372]:

+

=

<
1−

;

∗

=1

>

+

( 31 )

Equation 31 can be used to determine the boundary condition at the ice wall at very rapid ice
front growth rates (i.e. the relative concentration in the liquid is K* the value in the ice matrix at
the wall). While at relatively slow ice growth rates (where diffusion is quicker than the ice front
growth rate) this value is K, at much more rapid rates (in the order to the maximum solute
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movement), an equilibrium cannot be reached and so K becomes K*. This was derived from
Fick’s laws by Sobolev and is outlined in detail in his paper [371]. For large volume samples with
water as the primary solvent, very rapid solidification is rare. Water has a relatively high latent
heat of solidification, which works towards bringing the sample back up to the equilibrium
melting point and so reducing solidification rate.
These effects may be more noticeable in small volume cryovials or straws that can experience a
large degree of undercooling and where ice can nucleate spontaneously.

Determining

in Water

To first determine a ‘ball-park’ figure for

in biological systems, first consider pure water. As

the density of water is 106 gm-3, and its molecular mass is 18, the number of molecules in 1 litre
is found through Avogadro's number (6.022x1023):
′

=

× 10
18

= 3.35 × 10

The radius of a water molecule is about 1Å so its cross-sectional area is:
=

= 3.14 × 10

The mean free path of a particle is given by:
φ=

1

=

3.35 × 10

1
× 3.14 × 10

= 9.5 × 10

= 9.5Å

Previously in section 8.3.2 I calculated the diffusivity of DMSO to be around 10 Å /s. Using
equation ( 27 ),

for dilute DMSO in solution is around 1m/s. Rapidly frozen small volume

biological samples can achieve solidification rates of 10 cm/s, so this factor will become relevant
with rapid cooling. When considering more complicated systems with higher fractions of
different solutes, these numbers will have to be calculated individually to take account of
changes in molar volume and mass density.

8.4. Summary of Mathematics

While not regularly considered in detail during cryopreservation, the effects of
cryoconcentration are well understood in the fields of food processing and metallurgy.
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Biological samples will not solidify homogenously, they will experience re-distribution of solutes
and CPA, and this is likely to be a factor affecting successful cryopreservation of large, delicate,
and important samples.
Factors such as temperature, ice growth rate, solute size & concentration, and ice morphology
must be considered in detail to fully understand the stresses biological samples will experience
when cryopreservation processing occurs.
Cryoconcentration profiles and models have been developed for a wide range of simple and
complex systems in metallurgy and food processing, as have the properties of the governing
partition coefficient. Adapting these models for biological use is both necessary and possible.
Most rely on some experimental data – such as solute diffusion rate and fraction of solutes
remaining in ice channels between the ice crystals.
Values in particular for K are not well known for common cryoprotectants such as DMSO, and
so experiments were designed below to determine this to apply the model for non-rapid
solidification studied above. Ice growth rate could be measured, diffusion was known
approximately from the appendices 8.8.3, and the initial concentration of DMSO could be
controlled.

8.5. Experimental Measurements
8.5.1.

Materials and Methods

Solidification
Of Small Volume Vials using the EF600 Freezer
Materials

EF600-003 Controlled Rate Freezer (Asymptote Ltd, Cambridge, England, UK)
Aluminium and Acetal Modules (designed to take 6ml vials [210])
Polystyrene modules (designed to take 5ml vials)
6ml vials (Beckman mini poly-Q-vial, Indianapolis, IN, USA)
5ml vials (Greiner, 124263, Kremsmünster, Austria).
Cholesterol (Sigma-Aldrich C8667, Dorset, England, UK)
Picologger thermocouples and reader (TC-08 k-type Picotechnology, St. Neaots, England, UK)
NaCl – Sigma Aldrich (S9888 Dorset, England, UK)
DMSO – Sigma Aldrich (276855 Dorset, England, UK)
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Distilled Water

Methods

In the literature, several different methods are used for the study and industrial application of
cryoconcentration. Commonly this includes slowly lowering a vial into a cold liquid-bath, thereby
inducing a temperature gradient and phase transition at the rate the vial is lowered into the
solution [283, 337]. Inducing ice formation on the inner wall of a pipe or cylinder is also
practiced, and allows for the easy removal of the liquid component [330], or separately by
solidifying a falling film of liquid over a cold surface [342].
The primary experimental set-up consisted of a cold-plate EF600 controlled rate freezer with an
attached thermally insulating module. 6ml vials were cooled from their base, and ice developed
upward. This allowed a simple, measurable, and reproducible simulation of the
cryoconcentration experienced by the bio-artificial liver.
A taller polystyrene module was attached to the EF600 cooling plate for additional
measurements in taller & thinner 5ml cryovials.
Unless otherwise stated, all samples contained a small amount to cholesterol to act as an ice
nucleator [263].
Samples were prepared and added to the modules on the EF600 freezer. The freezer was cooled
to its start temperature, before the pre-defined cooling profile was followed.
To determine ice growth rates, thermocouples (k-type, picotechnology) were placed at four
equidistant locations in the sample during a cooling run in duplicate. The time taken for the
thermocouples to fall below the freezing point was used to measure ice front speed.
The ice front speed can be controlled and measured quite accurately by modifying the
temperature profile of the cold plate.
Very rapid freezing can be induced with the use of a thermally conducting aluminium module,
with ice nucleating agents utilized to control the level of supercooling and direction of ice
growth.
Samples were stored at -80°C until required.

Of Small Volume Vials Cooled Horizontally or Vertically
Materials
As above
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Method

It was necessary in some cases to cool vials horizontally or vertically. Vials were placed into their
insert used on the EF600 module. After the cholesterol ice nucleator was added, the top of the
module was sealed and heavily insulated. The module containing the vials was then placed
either on its side or upside-down in either a -80°C or -20°C freezer depending on the
experimental aims.
Samples were stored at -80°C until required.

Figure 37 - Cryoconcentration vial experimental setup. The left vial represents a vial solidified base upwards, with
nucleation indicated by the white explosion. The centre vial represents the approximate dissections of the vials, carried
out after solidification. The right and bottom vial show ice formation and growth top down and horizontally
respectively.

Of 1 Litre Samples.
Materials

1 litre flask (Corning 490cm2 roller bottle, sigma, Dorset, England, UK)
Pasteur Pipettes (Sigma Aldrich, Brand, Z331759, Dorset, England, UK)
As above
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Methods

1 litre of the desired solution was added to a 1 litre volume flask. The flask was then placed
directly into a -80°C freezer. After a set time, the liquid state (usually located centrally) was
mixed, and a sample taken with a pasture pipette.

Figure 38 - The EF600 freezer (right), with example vial (left). Heat will escape through the base of the vial and ice
grow upwards dependant on rate of heat extraction, a method developed in chapter 7 to mimic the large volume BAL
during cryopreservation and so these experiments should be directly applicable to the BAL cryopreservation project.

Thawing Samples.
Of 6ml Vials
Materials
20°C water
Scissors
Scalpel (Swann Morton, No. 3 blade, Sheffield, England, UK)

Method

6ml vials were removed from cold temperature storage and plunged into 20°C water for 25
seconds. The lid was removed, and a small incision made in the base of the vial. The sample was
then forced out of the vial with an implement inserted through this incision.
Samples were then dissected with a scalpel into eight equal disks, and each of these disks
allowed to thaw in air separately.
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Of 5ml Samples

The taller samples were treated as above, with the following modifications:
Samples were removed from storage and placed into liquid nitrogen. The top of the vials (above
the sample) were removed, before the samples were removed from the vials.
This ensured no melting with these smaller samples, and allowed the sample to leave the vial
without being hindered by the internal threading used to attach the vial cap.

Measuring Concentration Increase
With a Refractometer
Materials

Refrectometer - (Spec Scientific 300034, Berlin, Germany)
5ml stripettes
Pipette boy

Method

Refractive index was measured with a refractometer. As the refractive index of water increases
with an increase in DMSO (or other solute such as NaCl) concentration can be accurately
determined by using a refractometer.
0.25ml thawed samples were placed onto the refrectometer reader using a 5ml stripette
attached to a pipette boy, and the values produced were related to a standard curve. It was
established that cholesterol, the common ice nucleator, did not affect the refractive index.
The refractometer contained a small translucent window, on which the sample to be tested was
placed. When the sample was added a cover was placed over the sample – this cover was
attached to the refractometer. The refractometer then used light to determine the refractive
index which was displayed on a screen.
A standard curve was formed through measuring the refractive index of several known
concentrations of DMSO in water.
It should be noted that this will give average concentration of both the pure ice and solute
channels together – it will not determine them both individually. Care must also be taken to
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measure samples at the same temperature as refractive index is temperature dependent. All
samples were warmed to 20C before measurements were taken.

Determining Diffusion Coefficients

As seen in section 8.3.1, models give only an approximate value for the diffusion coefficient for
a system that need to be related to an experimental value.
Due to a lack of specialised equipment for this task in the lab, measurements for diffusion
coefficients and also for viscosity were taken from published data where stated.

8.5.2.

Results

In the first instance, experiments were carried out in 6ml vials with a 1cm diameter in specially
designed modules for the EF600 controlled rate freezer. The liquid height in these vials was 4cm,
and the freezing times ranged from 5 minutes to several hours.
In order to amplify the effects and measure new parameters, taller and thinner cryovials were
also used to measure cryoconcentration. These had a total volume of 5ml, with a liquid height
of 6cm.
Unless otherwise stated, vials were placed vertically in the EF600 – its only operable position.
This gave rise to the possibility of gravitational effects affecting the results. To measure this,
some vials were frozen top-down or horizontally as stated in section (8.5.1)
While it has previously been established that large volumes can be mimicked in smaller sizes,
and it is preferable in terms of economics and time, testing cryoconcentration in larger volumes
was also carried out for corroboration.

DMSO

The optimal concentration of DMSO for the cryopreservation of ELS is 12%. In view of this, the
cryoconcentration of 12% DMSO in distilled was measured in this section.

Ice Growth Rates

The temperature profiles in the EF600 were measured for four different cooling rates in the
acetal insert – 5°C/min, 1°C/min, 0.3°C/min, and 0.1°C/min. Further measurements were also
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taken for the aluminium insert taken at 5°C/min. The measurements were taken in duplicate
equidistant from each other at the top, upper region, lower region, and base of the vials. The
rates were used in Figure 39:
Ice growth rates can be found from the timepoint where the thermocouple fell below the
equilibrium freezing point, usually accompanied by an increase in the cooling rates,

Measured Cryoconcentration

The measured concentrations of DMSO in equal volume segments between the base (1) and top
(8) of the 6ml samples, for different flow rates was determined by refractive index:
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Figure 39 - The levels of DMSO measured in the ice after cryopreservation, in different inserts and at different cooling
rates programmed into the EF600. Location one is the bottom 1/8th of the sample and location 8 is the top 8th of the
sample which was dissected into 8 equal segments. Ice formed in location 1 and developed through all segments to
location 8. In general, the lower the cooling rates the higher the degree of inverse-cryoconcentration (as the lower
the ice growth rates were). Here all samples were cooled in the acetal (Ace) module, except the green line that was in
aluminium (Al). n=5.

As can be observed Figure 39, a general decline in DMSO concentration occurred higher in the
sample. This became more pronounced for slower cooling rates. The decline between the top
and base of the vials is significant (P<0.01) for samples in the acetal insert at the 5, 0.3, and
0.1°C/min cooling rates, and significant at a P<0.05 level for the aluminium insert using a paired
student’s t-test.
This was unexpected – the DMSO seems to be preferentially included into the ice front, resulting
in a decline in DMSO concentration deeper into the sample. Slower cooling rates would be
expected to produce a greater degree of (inverse) cryoconcentration, and that seems to be the
case here.
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To further 1 dimensionalise the problem, the experiments were repeated in a taller and thinner
vial with the y and z dimensions much smaller than the x dimension. Based on the data gathered
in section 8.2, the slower and longer cooling should result in a greater degree of inverse
cryoconcentration. The temperature profiles and cryoconcentration are displayed in Figure 40 Measured DMSO concentrations in the taller 5ml vials, each segment representing 5mm in
height throughout the height of the 60mm vial. After freezing (ice formation bottom up),
samples were extracted from the vials and dissected into 11 equal circular segments. These were
separately melted and the refractive index measured which was correlated with a standard.
Data is average of n=5 ± SD. No statistically significant differences were noted between any
location..

DMSO Cryoconcentration in Taller Thinner 5ml
Vials
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Figure 40 - Measured DMSO concentrations in the taller 5ml vials, each segment representing 5mm in height
throughout the height of the 60mm vial. After freezing (ice formation bottom up), samples were extracted from the
vials and dissected into 11 equal circular segments. These were separately melted and the refractive index measured
which was correlated with a standard. Data is average of n=5 ± SD. No statistically significant differences were noted
between any location..

Although the beginnings of a trend may be emerging. There is no significance at any location.
This is perplexing as a slower cooling rate to resulting in a larger degree of cryoconcentration
might be expected. To further investigate the apparent paradox between Figure 39 and Figure
40, a large volume was cooled.
At set timepoints, the samples were removed and the liquid regions’ DMSO concentration
measured. At later timepoints, the DMSO in the liquid phase became more concentrated (data
not shown here).
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To further explore the phenomenon, several large translucent 1 litre samples were placed
directly into a -80°C freezer, and when partially solidified and then thawed. It was found that
higher in the sample had a lower concentration than the base of the sample, indicating that
density effects were in play.
A 1 litre sample was also cooled from its base on the cold place of the EF600 freezer. As ice
expanded slowly from the base of this volume, plumes were observed to rise from the ice front
towards the top of the liquid. The composition of these plumes is not currently known.
It was also noted that on thaw the density components did not mix. A 1 litre volume was frozen
and then left to thaw, with the concentration at the top and base of the 11cm vessel measured.
48 h after the thawing was complete, repeat measurements indicated that the top of the
chamber had a DMSO concentration of 6%, while the base was at 16%. This was the same as
measured on day of thaw. This suggests that diffusion does not play a significant role – density
dominates.
Another large volume was also left to thaw. Once all the ice had melted it was shaken vigorously
to mix the fractions. After 48 hrs the mixture remained homogeneous at 12% - no spontaneous
redistribution of DMSO had taken place.
The experiments with the 5ml vials were repeated, but this time the samples were
cryopreserved horizontally. This should have removed the effects of density differences in the
sample. Figure 41 shows the measurements.

DMSO Concentration in Vials Cryopreserved
Horizontally
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1 = base of vial where cooling commenced. 11 = last area to freeze

Figure 41 - DMSO concentration in the solid phase after being cooled in a -20°C freezer horizontally.. After freezing
samples were extracted from the vials and dissected into 11 equal circular segments. These were separately melted
and the refractive index measured which was correlated with a standard. Data is average of n=5 ± SD. No statistically
significant differences were noted between any locations. No gravitational density effects should exist through the
sample in this case.
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Figure 41 shows that there was cryoconcentration towards the end of the sample, after a nadir
was reached mid-point.
Up to this point, supercooling has not been taken into account. It has been assumed that the
supercooled area in the samples is minimal. As part of the sample will solidify quickly prior to
the commencement of slow solidification (segments 1 onwards), it could be hypothesised that
these were different regimes and the DMSO interacted with ice differently (In a way not
predicted by section 8.2.12). Samples were then deliberately supercooled further to examine
this regime.

Effects of Supercooling

While trying to minimise supercooling, it can never be completely eliminated [263, 289, 328]. It
had a larger effect in samples cooled more rapidly, as the temperature fall is more distinct, and
in particular in the aluminium modules as heat is removed much more effectively.
As discussed in 8.3.5 a sample solidifying rapidly – as is the case in the supercooled region – will
experience a different dynamic than a slowly cooled PS (progressive solidification) regime.
Modelling would suggest that this would reduce cryoconcentration, as it reduces the magnitude
of the diffusive term.
The data, particularly in Figure 39, may suggest that during supercooling, DMSO is preferentially
included in the ice front, while it is preferentially excluded during subsequent slow cooling. The
mechanisms for this are not fully understood and the fact that DMSO becomes more soluble at
lower temperatures should be kept in mind.
A sample was cooled from -5°C to -100°C in the aluminium module. As this is closer to the
equilibrium melting point than the carried data from 4°C to -100°C, this new data would be
expected to show more supercooling. The data is displayed in Figure 42. As can be observed,
both data sets follow the same pattern, with no significant difference between the sets, though
both sets do display statistically significant (p<0.05) reduction in DMSO concentration from
section 1 (first area to solidify) to 8 (last area to solidify).
This could be because supercooling does not have a major effect, or that both samples nucleated
at similar temperatures (as both used the same volume of cholesterol as a nucleating agent).
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Measuring supercooling Effects
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Figure 42 - Data comparing samples cooled to -100°C at 5°C/min in the aluminium module of the EF600 controlled
rate freezer to investigate the effect of supercooling. After freezing samples were extracted from the vials and
dissected into 8 equal circular segments. These were separately melted and the refractive index measured which was
correlated with a standard. One set of samples were cooled from 4°C (black), the other from -5°C (grey) where more
supercooling may would be expected. n=5 ± SD.

Gravitational Effects

In consequence of the density gradients observed in 1 litre containers, and the apparent
contradiction of data observed between 6ml and 5ml vials, an experiment was carried out to
examine the role gravity plays in cryoconcentration. Most biological models do not take account
of gravitational effects.
Tall 5ml samples were cooled in a -20°C freezer, but this time upside down, with ice nucleating
at the top of the vial and descending. These results are displayed in Figure 43.
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Cryoconcentration in 5ml Tall Vertically Frozen Samples
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Figure 43 - Cryoconcentration observed in a sample where ice develops downwards in a sample.After freezing samples
were extracted from the vials and dissected into 11 equal circular segments. These were separately melted and the
refractive index measured which was correlated with a standard. Here gravitational effects are reversed. Ice nucleated
near segment 1, and developed downwards to segment 11. Significant (p<0.01) increase in DMSO concentration was
observed between segments 1 and 11 using a paired student’s t-test n=5 ± SD.

Significant (p<0.01) cryoconcentration is observed. The best explanation that agrees with
experimental data is that the dominating factor is gravity. In segments solidified upwards, the
wall of solutes (which has a high density), cannot diffuse easily upwards in the sample, retarding
cryoconcentration.
In samples solidified top-down, excluded solutes fall to the base of the sample and so
cryoconcentration is increased.
It is clear that the orientation of samples must play a significant role in DMSO cryoconcentration
damage.
To build an accurate model, gravitational effects must be taken into account, and these would
be expected to dominate.

NaCl

In general, biological systems such as the ELS have NaCl in their environment at 0.15M. To
maintain consistency with that, and to not damage ELS unnecessarily, 0.15M NaCl in distilled
water was used in this section.
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Ice Growth Rates

Ice growth rates were established as for the solutions with the use of thermocouples and known
melting points as in Figure 44 . Ice growth rates of between 1 and 6 cm/h were obtained in the
acetal insert, and of 10cm/min in the aluminium insert of the EF600 freezer.

Figure 44 - Typical cooling profiles obtained with thermocouples attached to the pico-logger system. This example is
of 0.15M NaCl with a cooling rate of 0.1°C /min, giving an ice front growth speed of approximately 1cm/h, measured
by the time taken between thermocouples falling below the freezing point of the solution. The black line related to
approximately the black point in the example vial etc. Thermocouples were placed 20mm apart from each other.

Measured Cryoconcentration

A standard curve was prepared for NaCl in solution as per section 8.5.1 and is displayed in Figure
45, which showed a linear correlation between refractive index and concentration of NaCl.
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y = 0.0017x + 1.3331
R² = 0.9967
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Figure 45 - Standard curve relating the refractive index of NaCl solution to a % weight. A good linear correlation is
observed with R2=0.9967. For reference, 0.15M NaCl is 0.87% NaCl w/v. Samples were prepared with different
concentrations of NaCl and then their refractive index measured at 20°C using a refrectometer. Data average of n=5
separate solutions made for each NaCl concentration.

The solute redistribution was first measured vertically in the shorter 6ml vials. The
cryoconcentration of NaCl in the samples cooled at 1°C/min showed a significant decline
(p<0.05) in NaCl concentration throughout the sample. There was no significance in the other
sets.
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Figure 46 - Cryoconcentration measured in NaCl samples cooled at different ice growth in the acetal module, and at
the aluminium module (yellow) . After freezing samples were extracted from the vials and dissected into 8 equal
circular segments. These were separately melted and the refractive index measured at 20°C which was correlated with
a standard.A general trend towards inverse segregation seems to be present. n=5 ± SD.
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This result was again unexpected, as it has been reported, and is widely accepted that water-ice
rejects NaCl. It is also observed in the literature that vertical vials experience solute exclusion,
though these literature samples are stirred.
This would seem to add weight to the hypothesis that gravitational effects are dominant during
solute redistribution.
At the very top of the sample, there was usually a small ‘white’ region. On testing, this region
was found to contain 21% NaCl – the eutectic point. This implied that this white area was last to
freeze and so experienced extreme concentration. Due to the fraction’s small size, it could have
been missed when sampling the top section.
A second run was carried out using the taller, thinner 5ml samples. For the 0.1°C /min case,
(Figure 47), there was no significant variation in the concentration at any timepoint.

Cryoconcentration of NaCl in Taller 5ml Vials
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Figure 47 - Cryoconcentration measured in taller 5ml vials, both for samples frozen vertically (bottom up (n=8)), and
horizontally or upside down (ice starts at the top and develops downwards) (n=5). . After freezing samples were
extracted from the vials and dissected into 11 equal circular segments. These were separately melted and the
refractive index measured at 20°C which was correlated with a standard. While horizontally has a lower concentration
for most of the sample, notice the large variations at the first and last segments to solidify. Eutectics were noticed in
at both edges for all samples, which may have disrupted readings and explains apparent differences in average
concentrations in vials.

Cryoconcentration of the tall 5ml vials cooled vertically and horizontally was compared, also in
Figure 47. No major differences in the trends were noticed between the two sample sets, though
the horizontal sample did show a tendency (not significant) towards increased NaCl
concentration at the boundaries (segment 1 and 11), of the sample.
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The error bars were high for the NaCl samples, due to difficulties in segmenting samples and
lower sensitivities of the refractometer. An in-depth study addressing these problems would be
useful before conclusions on the NaCl system can be made.

8.6. Adding Gravity to the Model

From section 8.5, it is clear that gravitational effects are the dominant factor when it comes to
cryoconcentration in our system, and this out-weights the effects of diffusion in our system. If
diffusion was the dominant factor, cryoconcentration would be independent of vial orientation
(ice growth direction) in this 1-D model. By varying the direction from up-down to down-up and
horizontal, the only factor changing is gravity. Gravity therefore has a major impact on the
outcome.
Several samples were cooled at different rates, and then allowed to thaw at room temperature.
This was done in 5ml vials and 1 litre flasks, with cooling rates varying from 0.1 to 5°C/min. These
samples all had a substantial concentration gradient in the system on thaw. It was also observed
in all samples that the concentration gradient did not mix when left undisturbed for several days,
suggesting that diffusion is almost negligible. Gravity therefore is the dominant factor.
Gravity was not included as a parameter in the models above, and so they cannot be correct in
a cryobiological system, indicating that this was a novel contribution to the field. No studies in
the literature could be found where the impact of gravity on cryoconcentration was discussed
or measured.
Clearly the effect that gravity has will depends on how the density of the solution varies with
concentration. This was measured for DMSO and shown in Figure 48. In the base case of 12.5%
(v/v) DMSO in aqueous solution the absolute mass density is 1.013 g/ml at 20°C.
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Figure 48 - Figure of relative measured mass density of DMSO at varying concentrations and with a linear line of best
fit added. Samples were prepared with different concentrations of DMSO and then their refractive index measured at
20°C using a refrectometer. Data average of n=5 separate solutions made for each DMSO concentration, which was
then normalized (12.5% = 1). Here 12.5% was assumed to be the ‘normal case = 1’. A value of 1.01 indicated that the
density of this solution was fractionally 1.01 higher than 12.5% DMSO.

In Figure 39, the concentration of DMSO falls higher in the vial. This is not completely explained
by either gravity or standard cryoconcentration – if a solute is being solely excluded from the ice
front, areas should not exist in the liquid state prior to freezing below the original concentration.
This is clearly happening in our system.
Plumes of liquid have been observed rising from the freezing interface in a DMSO water system
being cooled base-up. It is postulated that this happens due to melting on the ice wall. While ice
crystals grow globularly, they may melt and shrink locally. If there are more areas of growth than
melt the crystal will expand in the globular sense. Small areas of melting crystals (perhaps caused
when a dendrite grows into an area of higher solute concentration), could explain how areas of
low solute concentration exist. The amount of this melt is important to determine the
cryoconcentration picture.
The partition coefficient will determine the difference between the concentration in this melt
and the surrounding liquid.
Also, the size and depth of the sample have a significance. The larger the radius of the vial the
larger the surface area available for re-melting, and the height of the vial dictated how far this
liquid can be carried away from the ice front.
The gravitational term, Z, will be added to equation ( 17 ) in the following way:
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( + )

+

=0

( 32 )

Through experimental observations, the form of Z is proposed to be proportional to:
×

×F×

( 33 )

Where g is the gravitational acceleration due to gravity. F is the average number of times each
molecule of water solidifies as the ice front passes over (more freeze-thaw of dendrites on the
ice wall will increase this value).

is the local partition function,

is the change in

density of the solution with increasing solute concentration, and V is the volume solidified.
Inserting this into equations ( 19 ) and ( 20 ), gives an updated model.

C∗ = 1 +

1−

( 34 )

=

(1 − ) 1 −

+

( 35 )

While these two equations ( 34 )( 35 ) are not perfect, in so far as they do not correctly describe
the situation for a very large vial or predict the boundary layer of the ice front as accurately,
they are more accurate and useful to measure cryoconcentration in biological settings.

8.7. Conclusions

Cryoconcentration can cause significant deviation from the optimal concentration of CPAs and
other solutes during cryopreservation. The primary factor would appear to be a gravitational
term, which has significant impact for large volumes cryopreservation in future. In particular a
sample cooled from all sides, as an organ likely would be, will eject a large volume of solutes
from its upper edge inwards, resulting in the lower central portion of the biomass experiencing
damaging levels of solutes and impacting on cryopreservation success.
No mention of a gravity dependency has been found in the scientific literature after an extensive
search, although it is used to make bubble-free ice cubes in the hospitality industry and some
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commercial fridge-freezers. This is somewhat surprising due to the dominance of the effect
here. Part of the reason for this may be the fact that most models are based on work in
metallurgy, where temperature (and so density) changes in metals will be extreme and so the
solidification process will be affected by these changes to a greater degree, as well as metal
casting carried out quickly to avoid cryoconcentration – solutes will then not have enough time
to fall under gravity.
Detailed measurements of viscosity are required for the use of this model in the BAL system to
make specific predictions, and equipment for this was not available at time of writing. Future
work could explore this to add appropriate scale factors to the BAL system. A simple reading of
the model, however, indicates that to minimize cryoconcentration the BAL device must be
frozen from the bottom upwards. This is the method already used in the BAL indicating that
cryoconcentration is already minimized as much as can be through using gravity.
As one of the primary causes of damage during cryopreservation is related to solute increases,
this observation could be applied to many systems to reduce or eliminate solute increase
toxicity.

8.8. Appendices

8.8.1.

Appendix 1 –To Equation ( 19 )

See refs [39, 370, 405].
Equation ( 17 ) is a simple second order differential equation with general solution:
=

+

where

and

are solutions to the auxiliary equation

+

=0

In our case the specific auxiliary equation is Dm2 + Rm = 0, which has solutions m1 = -(R/D) and
m2 = 0. Therefore we have, for the concentration in the liquid y = CL :
=

+

Here x’ is distance from the water-ice interface. For BCs, we know that as x’ → ∞,

→

(ie.

Far away from the ice front the liquid concentration does not change from its original value.)
Therefore B =
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.

Considering the case at x’ = 0 – on the liquid-ice interface - ,

=

, from the definition of the

partition coefficient - the ratio of solute preference for the solid phase for the liquid phase.
Therefore

=

−

. Putting this all together gives equation ( 19 ):
= 1+

8.8.2.

1−

Appendix 2 – To Equation ( 20 )

Detailed in [405]

Moving from the start of the sample inwards, the concentration of the solid phase will increase
from an initial concentration

=

at x=0, towards

. The rate at which

approaches

will be proportional to the difference between them:
(

−

)

=− (

−

)

Where a is a constant of proportionality. This has solution:
(
−

Where A and B are constants. As (

−

)=

+

) → 0 as x → ∞, B=0. As

=

at x=0,

=

(1 −

).
Therefore we have

=

−

(1 − )

[(1 − )(1 −

=

)+ ]

( 36 )

To find a, we use conservation of mass – the amount of solutes above the
must equal the defecit of solutes in

(below

).

Integrating equation ( 19 ) w.r.t. x between 0 and ∞, yields:
Solute excess =
( 37 )

Integrating equation ( 36 ) between 0 and ∞, yields:
Solute deficit =
( 38 )
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(1 − )

level in the liquid

As equations ( 37 ) and ( 38 ) are equal,

=

Hence equation ( 20 ):
(1 − ) 1 −

=

8.8.3.

+

Appendix 3 – Diffusion Coefficients

Using the Wilke-Chang equation

DMSO

Using the Wilke-Chang equation as the solute (DMSO, molecular mass = 78) < 5x the size of the
solvent (water molecule, molecular mass = 18):

= 7.4 × 10

(

)
.

Here w = 2.6 (constant for water)
M = 18 (of solvent, water)
T = 298k
= 0.8937 cP (centripose)
V = 70.91 molg-1cm3 (calculated from a density of 1.1gcm-3)

So diffusivity, D, = 1.31x10-5cm2s-1

NaCl
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Here w = 2.6 (constant for water)
M = 18
T = 298k
= 0.8937 cP (centripoise)
V = 27 cm3mol-1 (calculated from a density of 2.17gcm-3)

So diffusivity, D, = 2.3x10-5cm2s-1

Using the Stokes-Einstein Relationship

ELS

The Stokes-Einstein Equation is:

=

Where

6

= 1.38x10-23 (Boltzmann Constant)

T = 298K
= 0.8937x10-3 P (Poise – Pa.s). Note this is of water, the final water-DMSO mix will have a
higher viscosity, lowering the diffusion coefficient.
r = 0.5x10-3m

This gives a value of 4.9x10-22ms-1. This is well below the limits of detection.

Glucose
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Using the Stokes-Einstein Equation,

Where

= 1.38x10-23 (Boltzmann Constant)

T = 298K
= 0.8937x10-3 P (Poise – Pa.s). Again note this is of water, the final water-glucose mix will have
a higher viscosity, lowering the diffusion coefficient.
r = 3.28x10-10m [93].

This gives a value of 7.47x10-10m2s-1 = 7.47x10-6cm2s-1.
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9. Spatial Considerations during Cryopreservation of
Large Volume Samples.
9.1. Introduction
9.1.1.

Overview of Chapter

Compared with cryopreservation of smaller volumes, typically up to 2ml, there have been
relatively few studies on the implications of the physical conditions experienced by cells during
large volume (liters) cryopreservation as has been discussed previously. Chapter 7 validated a
scale down model to emulate the physical events which occur during large volume
cryopreservation, especially relating to the processes of ice crystal nucleation and propagation.
In this chapter the spatial effects of ice growth by progressive solidification (PS), generally seen
during larger scale cryopreservation, on encapsulated liver hepatocyte spheroids (ELS) have
been explored. A method was developed to reliably sample different regions across the frozen
cores of samples experiencing PS [210].
This chapter examines the spatial variation in post-thaw outcome of a cryopreserved biomass
that experienced PS on cooling, both on the large volume and scale-down system, and considers
physical and spatial challenges on thawing a large volume.
Under conditions of progressive solidification (PS), the spatial location of ELS had a strong impact
on post-thaw recovery, with cells in areas first and last to solidify demonstrated significantly
impaired post-thaw function, whereas areas solidifying through the majority of the process
exhibited higher post-thaw outcome. This is likely due to extended exposure to increased
concentrations of cryoprotectants redistributed to the remaining small liquid volume towards
the end of ice nucleation, and potentially non-optimal cooling rates after the ice front passed.
Spatial significance of warming was also explored, in conditions of non-homogeneous thawing.
During warming of a 2-litre volume, it was found that samples where the ice thawed more
rapidly had greater post-thaw viability 24 h post-thaw (75.7 ± 3.9% and 62.0 ± 7.2% respectively).
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9.1.2.

General Introduction and Large Volume Re-cap

The primary focus of most studies on cryopreservation to date have been of relatively small
volumes - these tend to experience minimal spatial variation in their thermal and temporal
cryopreservation histories. As covered in earlier chapters, during cooling a cryovial or straw
often (depending on the cooling rates and volumes involved) cool below their equilibrium
freezing point prior to ice nucleating and passing through the sample rapidly resulting in a
dendrite ice structure through the sample [210]. This is a consequence of the morphology of the
sample container and its relationship to the source of heat transfer. At low rates of cooling all
of the sample is within a few mm of the sample wall, so large inhomogeneous thermal profiles
tend to be minimized and disperse relatively quickly. Even in larger cryobags the sample is
flattened, with only a few millimetres maximum thickness [171, 265, 379]. The cryopreservation
of larger and more complex specimens does not lend itself to such strict morphologies.
With the increased interest in producing bio-artificial and re-celluralized tissue scaffolds in
medical settings, the cryopreservation of complex morphologies becomes more significant,
hence the PhD. Large replacement and temporary support organs or biomasses can take many
months to produce, but are often required urgently. Just in Time Manufacture is not possible –
neither logistically nor economically. I need to cryopreserve the BAL so that it can be thawed on
demand [173, 186, 377]. This necessitates the further, spatial, study of the physical implications
of larger volume cryopreservation and the impact of its physical parameters.
The studies in this chapter have direct applications to the cryopreservation of the 2-litre biomass
of alginate encapsulated liver spheroids (ELS) for the BAL, and should help identify where
damage occurs spatially in the system, both during cooling and warming, and so used to develop
an optimised protocol. Biomass near the chamber wall (within 2-3mm) will undercool before
nucleation. As no doubt you will remember from chapter 7, the remainder of the sample will
not undercool, rather it will cool asymptotically to the equilibrium freezing point, before
solidifying when the ice front ‘grows’ through its location (the biomass itself being fixed through
gravity and alginate encapsulation). After the latent heat of solidification has been liberated, the
biomass in that area will cool rapidly towards the external environment temperature [210,
276][4, 5]. Ice structure here tends to be planer and structured [210]. This type of ice formation
is termed progressive solidification (PS).
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In addition, the last area to solidify during PS will remain exposed to potentially toxic CPA for a
greater length of time above the equilibrium freezing temperature [210, 276]. Moreover
cryoconcentration may play a role, with solutes excluded from the ice front becoming
increasingly concentrated resulting in sub-optimal conditions on solidification and adding to the
cryoburden [221, 297], although perhaps less than expected as the BAL is largely cooled baseup and as was shown in chapter 8, due to gravity cryoconcentration is maximised when ice
develops top-down.
This chapter examined the effect of location within a PS sample on cell membrane viability and
functional outcome. PS was produced in 6ml vials, giving significant cost and time savings [210],
with this method being compared to a 2-litre cooling volume to corroborate results
independently of sample size.
At larger volumes, with a low surface area to volume ratio, the thawing rates will always be slow.
Surface cooling of a cylinder is impractical. Additionally an experimental warming device was
constructed which allowed thawing large volumes rapidly and which enabled examination of
spatial effects in large volume samples.
This chapter demonstrated that functional outcome of a biomass may vary intra-sample on the
large scale, an important consideration for all large volume cryopreservation not just the BAL
project. In addition, thawing profiles can be as important as warming profiles, and must be
controlled effectively for rapid recovery of large scale cryopreserved biomasses.

9.2. Materials and Methods
9.2.1.

Modification of the Controlled Rate Freezer to Achieve PS in Small

Volumes during Cryopreservation

As previously described in section 7.2.2, a controlled rate freezer (EF600-103, Asymptote,
Cambridge, UK) was modified to achieve PS (progressive solidification) during cryopreservation
by the addition of a module designed to take 6ml polypropylene vials (Sigma, Z376825, 16 mm
x 57 mm, Dorset, England, UK).
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9.2.2.

Modification and Application of 2 Litre Cryopreservation Chamber

by Adding Warming Device
Materials

5 litre volume with special thawing chamber (Asymptote Ltd.)
Water bath
Warming fluid
Heat exchanger

Methods

The standard large volume cryopreservation chamber consisted of a 5 litre cylindrical
polycarbonate chamber with simple polycarbonate end caps, into which 2 litres of alginate
beads (alginate without liver spheroids) were added.
For thawing studies, this was modified by adding two larger end caps, with a cavity included in
each end that was not in contact with the biomass. Between these end caps ran 25 aluminium
tubes with diameter 7mm, through the space occupied by the 2 litre alginate beads.
Between these end caps, tubing was passed that ran through a pump and heat exchanger
located in a water bath. A schematic of this chamber is provided on page 191.
To thaw, the chamber was removed from liquid nitrogen and allowed to warm in air for 20
minutes. Ethanol warmed to 30°C was then passed through the chamber tubing at a rate of 4
litres/min. The ethanol did not come into direct contact with the biomass.
When liquid was observed, the whole set-up was shaken on a plate shaker at a rate of 20
rotations/min. When the biomass was observed completely thawed, the ethanol was stopped
and the chamber removed to a sterile hood where spatially constrained pouches were sampled.
As the device was completely thawed before sampling, and the ELS contain glass beads to help
buoyancy, it was only possible to sample spatially across the device (from one end cap to the
other), and not radially (from chamber wall to chamber centre).
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Figure 49 - Top – Schematic of the BAL chamber with representative pouch which contained cells. These pouches were
nylon mesh, permeable to culture medium and ice but impermeable to ELS. This chamber was cooled from the edges,
and ice developed radially to the central semi-circle, with the semicircles representing areas that solidified at the same
time. The biomass fill is represented by the dotted black line. This pouch was extracted and dissected into 5 as shown
on the upper right of the figure. These sections were thawed consistently to determine spatial differences in damage
on cooling. This approximately replicated conditions in a vial shown in Figure 50.
Bottom – the large chamber used for thawing experiments. This was cooled from the edges as the BAL chamber shown
at the top of the figure. 25 warming tubes were passed through the biomass (indicated in red), with ethanol equally
distributed through each tube using larger endcaps (purple). The opening at the top was used for addition and removal
of vials, and was sealed prior to cryopreservation. Pouches were placed within 5cm of either the inlet or outlet tubes
(white), with pouches of cells nearer the warming inlet thawing more rapidly. Pouches were removed for viability
studies on thaw. Both BAL set-ups had a diameter of 15cm and length of 30cm.

9.2.3.

Cryopreservation Protocol for 6ml PS Samples

As section 7.2.2, in the acetal insert.
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9.2.4.

Cryopreservation Protocol for 2 litre PS Samples without Warming

Device.

As culturing 2 litres of biomass was uneconomical, instead 2L of alginate beads free from cells
were produced, and equilibrated to a final concentration of 12% DMSO in UW (University of
Wisconsin Solution) solution. These were cooled to 4°C and placed into a cylindrical freezing
chamber, with a total volume of 5 litres (including 3L air fraction).
Into this biomass, pouches porous to liquid and ice but not alginate beads were placed, into
which alginate beads cultures containing cells (ELS) to a volume of 10ml were added. These
pouches were made of a nylon mesh and sealed using a heat sealer. These pouches were 8 cm
high with a diameter of 1.25cm and a volume of 10ml. The pouch was adjusted to transcend
the entire range of cooling histories in the freezing chamber, and are show in the schematic at
the top of Figure 49.
The freezing chamber was then placed onto a specially adapted Asymptote large volume
controlled rate freezer, with a cooling plate shaped to the chamber walls [210], and cooled at
0.3°C/min from 4°C to -100°C, the cooling freezer can be seen in Figure 22.

9.2.5.

Thawing and Dissection of 6ml Volume PS Samples

Each sample was removed from liquid nitrogen storage to a sterile hood. There the vial was
submerged in 37°C water for 15s. The sample vial lid was opened and an incision made in the
vial’s base. The frozen sample was pushed out of the vial through its top while still solid. A scalpel
was used to dissect the sample into 5 equal circular segments, in a similar manner to section
8.5.1.
Each of these segments were thawed by addition of culture medium in approximately 300s and
re-cultured in a T175 flask.
Figure 50 illustrates the morphology of the dissected samples, and how these relate to location
in the vial during the cryopreservation cycle.
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Figure 50 – Right - A schematic of a 6ml vial designed to produce PS. Heat extraction is shown by the arrow, and the
sample progressively solidified upwards. Left – A schematic of the samples while still frozen after dissection. Pouches
of ELS inside a 2 litre volume of alginate beads (alginate without liver cell spheroids) had a similar appearance, and
were extracted while still frozen or after thawing depending on the experimental conditions and are shown in Figure
49.

9.2.1.

Thawing of 2 Litre PS Sample without Warming Device

Materials

37°C water bath
Cryopreserved chamber with cell pouches
Scalpel
Timer
Chisel
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Method

The freezing chamber was removed from LN 2, and its edges warmed in warm water for 60s. The
end caps of the chamber were then removed, and the frozen mass extracted. The pouches
containing ELS were removed with a chisel. These were then dissected into 5 components with
a scalpel, thawed in 330s, and re-cultured. Post-thaw assays were carried out on thaw as the
extraction process could not be carried out under sterile conditions.

Figure 51 - Viability (left) and viable cell number (right) of samples experiencing PS in 6ml vials, day 1, 2, and 3 postthaw (top, middle, and bottom respectively). All sets recover from a nadir at 1 day post thaw, By 3 days post-thaw,
viability is significantly worse in the top (5th) quintile compared to viability in any of 1st (bottom) to 3rd quintiles. No
significant difference in viability is observed between quintiles 1-4, 3 days post thaw. Viable cell number 3 days post
thaw is significantly worse in the 5th quintile compared to all other locations. All n=5 ± SD. Significance defined as
P<0.01 using an unpaired student’s t-test.
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9.3. Results
9.3.1.

Progressive Solidification (PS) in 6ml Samples

Viability and Viable Cell Number

Figure 51

shows viability and viable cell number for samples experiencing PS on

cryopreservation from days 1 to 3 post-thaw. There is a trend for highest viability and viable cell
number in quintiles 1-3, which falls to a minimum in quintile 5 (top of sample).
Day 1 post-thaw, quintile 3 had a viability and viable cell number of 42.8 ± 3.9% and 3.0 ± 0.4
million cells/ml respectively compared to 15.9 ± 2.0% and 0.9 ± 0.1 million cells/ml for quintile
5. This improves to 77.1 ± 11.3% and 7.1 ± 1.0 million cells/ml for quintile 3 and 48.8 ± 7.5% and
2.9 ± 0.3 million cells/ml for 5 day 3 post-thaw. Viable cell number was significantly (P<0.01)
lower in the 5th quintile compared to all other quintiles at all time points. Viability was
significantly (P<0.01) lower in the 5th quintile compared with all other quintiles days 2 and 3
post-thaw, and significantly lower than quintiles 1,2, and 3 on day 3 post-thaw.

Protein Production

Figure 52 shows the production of alpha-antitrypsin and alpha-fetoprotein 2 days post-thaw.
These are proteins normally produced by ELS and it is essential that the ELS protein producing
functions recover post-thaw in order to make the BAL a viable treatment. Functional data is
presented as per ml ELS not per million cells as for the BAL to be a feasible treatment, the total
amount of proteins produced must be acceptably high. A fixed volume will be cryopreserved
which cannot be changed on thaw. Viable cell count outcomes are presented in Figure 51.
The best results for the tested proteins was observed around quintile 3, with the extremes of
the sample (quintile 1 and quintile 5) showing worse outcome. Alpha-antitrypsin production was
21.5 ± 0.6, 33.6 ± 5.3, and 11.4 ± 0.4 μg alpha-antitrypsin per ml ELS per 24 h for the 1 st, 3rd and
5th quintiles respectively. AFP production was 3.6 ± 0.7, 4.9 ± 0.9, and 1.9 ± 0.2 μg per ml ELS per
24 h for the 1st, 3rd and 5th quintiles respectively. Alpha-antitrypsin production was significantly
higher in the 3rd quintile than in both the 5th and 1st quintile (P<0.01). AFP production was
significantly higher in the 3rd quintile compared with the 5th quintile (P<0.05).
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Figure 52 - Functional outcome on ELS experiencing PS on cooling in 6ml vials, 2 days post-thaw (cell counts in Figure
51). Clockwise from top left: Alpha-antitrypsin production per ml ELS per 24 h; Alpha-fetoprotein production per ml
ELS per 24 h; Lactate production per ml ELS per 24 h, and glucose consumption per ml ELS per 24 h. In all sets the 3rd
quintile has significantly increased function over the 5th quintile (P<0.05 AFP, P<0.01 else). Protein production average
of n=3 ± SD, repeated twice. Lactate and glucose average of n=5 ± SD.

Glucose Consumption and Lactate Production

Figure 52 shows glucose consumption and lactate production in 6ml cryopreserved PS samples
2 days post-thaw. Glucose consumption was 246 ± 60, 288 ± 53, and 115 ± 25 μMoles of glucose
per ml ELS per 24 h for the 1st, 3rd and 5th quintiles respectively. Lactate production was 44 ± 7,
88 ± 10, and 67 ± 6 μMoles of lactate per ml ELS per 24 h for the 1st, 3rd and 5th quintiles
respectively.
The 1st and 5th quintiles have significantly lower (P<0.01) lactate production than the 3rd quintile.
Glucose consumption in the 5th quintile is significantly lower than in the 3rd quintile (P<0.01)

9.3.2.

Progressive Solidification in a Pouch in a 2 Litre Volume

Viability and Viable Cell Number

Viability in samples cooled as part of a 2 litre mass of alginate beads immediately post-thaw is
in the 80-90% range for quintiles 1-4 of the sample. The viability drops significantly (P<0.01) to
39.8 ± 18.1% at the biomass top (5th quintile) of the sample as can be seen in Figure 53.
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Figure 53 shows that the highest viable cell density is found in the 3rd quintile, at 11.93 ± 1.61
million cells/ml ELS. This declines significantly (P<0.01) towards the extremes of the sample, with
5.91 ±0.54 and 4.6 ±0.95 million cells/ml recorded in the 1st and 5th quintiles respectively.

Figure 53 – Viability (left) and viable cell number (right) of samples cryopreserved in porous pouches in a 2 litre mass
of alginate beads. Assessments made immediately post-thaw. Viability in the top (5th) quintile was significantly lower
than in any of quintiles 1-4. No significant difference in viability between any of quintiles 1-4. Viable cell number is
significantly lower in the 1st and 5th quintile compared with the 3rd quintile. n=5 ± SD, significance defined as p<0.01
using an unpaired student’s t-test.

MTT

The pattern for MTT activity showed no significant difference in cell function between the 2nd,
3rd, and 4th quintiles, with function between 0.6 and 0.85 MTT absorbance unites per ml ELS of
the unfrozen control. Function fell at the edges, with 0.30 ± 0.02 and 0.20 ± 0.002 fractions of
the unfrozen control measured (significantly worse than quintiles 2-4, P<0.01); these were both
significantly worse than the 2nd-4th quintiles, with the 1st quintile being significantly better than
the 5th (P<0.01), Figure 54.
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Figure 54 - MTT viability of samples cryopreserved in porous pouches in a 2 litre mass of alginate beads as a fraction
of an unfrozen control. Assessments made immediately post-thaw. Quintiles 2-4 has significantly improved MTT
viability compared with the top and bottom quintiles. n=5 ± SD, significance defined as p<0.01 using an unpaired
student’s t-test.

9.3.3.

Thawing of a 2 Litre Volume

Thermal Profiles

Figure 55 shows thermal profiles in the inlet and outlet tubes of the warming ethanol fluid. The
pre-warmed ethanol fluid started to be pumped through the warming device after 900s. The
initial temperature difference between the medium going into and coming out of the chamber
was 33°C, though rapidly equilibrates to a 10°C difference. After 1700s of ethanol flowing
through the device mainly areas near the flow output were observed frozen, the flow direction
was reversed for 300s to allow the final frozen biomass to thaw.
The entire thawing process took 50 minutes, 35 of which used ethanol warming.
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Figure 55 – Temperatures measured in the warming fluid (ethanol) entering (black) and leaving (grey) the thawing
tubes of the chamber with warming device. Ethanol is equilibrated to 30°C as the chamber warms in air, after 900s
the ethanol is pumped through the thawing tubes at 4 litres/minute. The temperature difference between the grey
inlet and black outlet tubes stabilizes at around -10°C (between 1000 and 2500 seconds). This can be used to determine
total ethanol energy input into the BAL. The temperature of both the inlet and outlet rises as the biomass warms.
Most of the alginate bead and ELS has thawed by 2600s, where the flow was briefly reversed to dislodge remaining
ice. The chamber was removed from the warming circuit after 3000s.

9.3.4.

Warming Rates Impact on Viability and Viable Cell Number

On thaw, samples were taken from pouches near the inlet of the flow and near the flow outlets
and re-cultured, and shown in Figure 56. At 24 h post thaw, ELS thawed near the inlet had
viability significantly (P<0.01) higher than the outlet, at 75.7 ± 3.9% and 62.0 ± 7.2% respectively.
The viable cell numbers at the entrance were also significantly (P<0.01) higher, at 4.7 ± 0.4
million cells/ml and 3.2 ± 0.4 million cells/ml for samples near the inlet and outlet respectively.
The combination of three sets of data for the spatial significance during warming are shown in
Figure 57. This data was collected together with Stephen Lamb (Asymptote Ltd.), and Aurelie Le
Lay (UCL), with the graph itself put together by Stephen Lamb. While the number of repeats per
experiment were too low to carry out a robust statistical analysis, the trend towards lower
viability on thaw with longer thaw time is apparent.
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Figure 56 - Viability (left) and viable cell number (right) of samples near the inlet (black), or outlet (grey) days 1-3 post
thaw. Both viability and viable cell number are significantly better in samples nearer the warmer inlet 1 day post-thaw.
No significant difference is observed in any set at any other time point. n=5 ± SD, significance defined as p<0.01.

Figure 57 – Relationship between total thawing time of a BAL, and the cell viability on thaw. A clear trend is developing
towards lower viability with longer thaw times. Technical difficulties prevented data collection at thaw for run two.
n=3 at each data point. Thanks to Stephen Lamb for putting the graph together, and Aurelie Le Lay for data analysis.

9.4. Discussion

These data highlight that spatial dimensions become very important when considering
successful cryopreservation with PS present. In the present study, cells have been immobilized
through their encapsulation in alginate, so localized effects can be studied accurately without
mixing of biological material. The same is true for complete organs, where cells rigidly adhere to
the intercellular matrix.
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9.4.1.

6ml Samples Experiencing Progressive Solidification (PS)

Our results show that the heterogeneous spatial conditions experienced during the
cryopreservation of large volume samples exhibits itself by way of heterogeneous function postthaw. In terms of viability and viable cell number, there is a general decline in outcome days 13 post-thaw from the 1st to 5th quintile. Functional assessments confirm this, with the exception
of the first area to solidify (1st quintile) which displays larger damage than those areas solidifying
later (2nd to 4th quintiles) in the process. The 5th quintile, the final area to solidify on cooling
expressed lowest function of all across the board. This is consistent between samples either
cooled in a 6ml or 2 litre volume, each experiencing PS, and between several different post-thaw
functional assays, indicating it is a direct consequence of ice formation and not simply volume.
The lower functional outcome in the 1st quintile of the samples was expected as biomass in this
location experiences undercooling, with subsequent rapid formation of ice (localized to the edge
region in a larger volume) on nucleation, and a distinct temperature discontinuity, which tends
to be harmful to many cell types [173, 265, 289], and results in a small region of network
solidification (NS) in the sample. The discontinuity between simple viability and cell function has
been observed before in this system undergoing cryopreservation, and highlights that simple
cell counts or viabilities are not sufficient to mark cryopreservation success. The data indicates
that cells in the 1st area to solidify tend to survive cryopreservation relatively well, but have
greater per-cell damage resulting in lower functional outcome. This contrasts with the 3rd
quintile, which tends to have equally good post-thaw cell viability, but much greater per-cell
performance indicative of lower levels of damage.

9.4.2.

Comparison of 6ml Samples to 2 Litre Volumes

Data for the large scale freezing tends to agree with that seen in smaller 6ml PS samples for the
central regions (quintiles 2-5). Lower viable cell number is observed – this is likely an artefact of
poor warming as the sample edges were warmed slightly to extract the biomass. The overall
viability is higher on average, though as these data points were taken on thaw, delayed onset
cell death, which plays a large role in this system, will not yet have impacted on viability [26, 27,
263, 377].
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9.4.3.

Spatial Effects of Warming a Large Volume

The impact of small differences in warming rates is distinctly visible, with samples nearer the
outlet of the warming tubes having only 2/3 of the viable cell number 1 day post-thaw of those
near the inlet. This is surprising as the thawing time was not dissimilar (only 5 minutes in 50
minutes difference), and emphasizes the importance of consistent and rapid thawing for
successful post-thaw outcome of large volume cryopreservation. The flow time of the warming
fluid through the system was 1.5 seconds, and having faster thaw was difficult to achieve
practically. For optimal cryopreservation, this data suggests that novel faster and more
consistent thawing methods need to be developed to realize optimal large volume
cryopreservation.
The average of the three experiments shown in Figure 57 highlights the need for rapid thawing.
It should be noted however, that this chapter has not yet definitively proven the specific
significance of the warming profile, only that it is important. It has not been established if the
warming rate is important for the whole warming process, or only specific segments. Further
work in chapter 10 will help answer this point.

9.4.4.

Progressive Solidification

The central regions (2nd to 4th quintile) experienced favourable conditions on cryopreservation,
likely due to the combination of optimal cooling rates and ice formation, but without the
detrimental effects of undercooling. Studies agree that reducing undercooling is beneficial to
post-thaw outcome, hence the inclusion of ice nucleators or manual nucleation in many freezing
protocols [156, 210, 263, 289]. As the biomass away from the edge will not experience
undercooling, rather a slowly expanding ice front at the equilibrium freezing point, good viability
in this central region agrees well with expectations.
Future configurations of large scale cryopreservation could perhaps separate the biomass from
the edge of the cooling edge, focusing the sample in this optimal region.
The last region (5th quintile) to solidify in the biomass has a much worse post-thaw outcome. It
is well reported that the last region to solidify in cylindrical or spherical containers – the most
common and efficient approximate shape for large biological samples – experiences a rapid
reduction in temperature on freezing [210, 276]. This deviates from the optimum cooling
conditions on cryopreservation.
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Furthermore, as the cryoprotectant DMSO is toxic at long exposure times and high
concentrations in the liquid state [171, 173, 451], the last area to freeze will endure the largest
CPA toxicity linked injury. This is before taking into account the effects of solute-redistribution
on solidification, which will cause the freezing solution to depart from its optimal freezing
concentrations. This solute-redistribution will cause increasing damage with increased distance
from the ice nucleation point, and is greater with the slow rate of ice growth seen in our system
(Chapter 8) [221, 283]. As the system was being solidified ‘bottom up’, and solute dense water
is heavier than solute sparse, the ELS would remain exposed to damaging CPA as it could not
sink below the biomass level due to the freezing set-up and buoyancy of the ELS, forming a solute
‘wall’ ahead of the ice front. Damage in this section could be mitigated by adding more excess
supernatant above the biomass. This will reduce the rapid temperature fall after solidification,
and also provide space for freeze concentrated material to dilute into. A balance must be struck
between excess volume and acceptable cryopreservation conditions – a larger total volume will
reduce practical cooling and warming rates.
For cryopreservation and storage of large volumes with strict anatomy where the phase
transition proceeds in the order of mm per minute, the physical impact of freezing varies
significantly with cellular location in the biomass. Many large constructs, such as organs or cell
scaffolds, cannot be compressed to thin slab or bag geometries without unacceptable damage
to the sample.
Under-studied warming may prove to be just as important as cooling rates in developing
successful cryopreservation procedures. Rapid warming is generally favoured in protocols,
though this can only be readily achieved in small volumes, such as cryo-straws and a water bath,
or with compressed cryobags [171, 186]. With the advent and necessity for large volume
cryopreservation, this problem is starting to be addressed. Most work focusses on tissue grafts
cooled in traditional ice forming cryopreservation where cracking or tearing can occur with nonoptimal thawing protocols, and in warming large vitrified samples where cracking must also be
avoided but rapid thawing is essential to avoid ice nucleation [103, 104, 192, 353, 432, 451].
Methods such as nanoparticle and dielectric warming may be required for optimal
cryopreservation strategies of the bioartificial liver device [103-105, 353, 451].
These physical differences must be fully understood and optimized, perhaps by placing a sample
only in certain areas inside a cryopreservation container where possible, with the remainder
perhaps containing only freezing solution where ice may start to nucleate or where solutes can
concentrate into without additional damage to the biomass.
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9.5. Conclusion

This chapter has shown there exists a region in samples experiencing PS on freezing that
optimized post-thaw function of ELS.
The last quintile in the sample to solidify displays a significantly worse outcome. While this is not
ideal, the cylindrical nature of the bioartificial liver means that the last fifth to solidify (measured
by radius) contains less than 4% of the total biomass and so its impact on total outcome is
minimal.
For large volume thawing, perfusing warm fluid through a system may not be sufficient, and new
methods will have to be utilized to optimize cryopreservation strategies.
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10. Scaled up – Cryopreservation and Re-Culture of
a 2.3 Litre Biomass for Use in a Bioartificial Liver
Device
10.1. Introduction
10.1.1.

General Chapter Overview

This chapter optimised parameters such as excess medium concentration and warming rates,
combined with earlier data in the thesis, and used the findings to enable the successful
cryopreservation of a 2.3 litre biomass consisting of alginate encapsulated liver cell spheroids.
This volume of biomass is required for successful treatment of Acute Liver Failure, as have been
previously discussed in detail.
Adding 25% extra medium, as well as slow (<1°C/min) warming rates was found to give the best
results, so long as the ice melting step was rapid.
After 72 h of re-culture, it was found that viable cell number, glucose consumption, lactate
production, and alpha-fetoprotein production had recovered to pre-freeze values in the 2.3 litre
biomass (1.00 ± 0.05, 1.19 ± 0.10, 1.23 ± 0.18, 2.03 ± 0.04 per ml biomass of the control
respectively).
It was also shown that further improvements in warming rates of the biomass could result in
more rapid recovery of around 48 h.
This is the first example of a biomass of this volume being successfully cryopreserved in a single
cassette and re-cultured, demonstrating that a bioartificial liver device can be cryopreserved,
and with wider applications to scale-up large volume cryopreservation, and putting a big tick
next to the PhD aims.

10.1.2.

General Introduction and Re-Cap

The Problem Re-Visited

Acute Liver Failure (ALF) is a rare but extremely serious condition, where patient death can occur
within weeks of diagnosis [31, 239, 306]. The only established treatment for ALF is organ
transplant, which comes with the associated problems relating to organ rejection and
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immunosuppressant-related illnesses, on top of organ donor shortages [213]. The survival
outcome for patients with ALF receiving transplant is lower than for patients receiving an
elective liver transplant, and patients presenting with ALF are often not candidates for
transplantation [31, 239, 306]. A bioartificial liver device (BAL) may fill this unmet clinical need,
by providing extra-corporal liver support allowing a patient’s own liver to recover from injury
and removes the need for transplant [101, 266].
It takes up to 26 days of cell culture for sufficient biomass required for a BAL to be grown, and
this biomass cannot be currently stored viably for more than a few days. ALF can prove fatal
within weeks of symptoms first appearing, and so a cryopreservation protocol is essential to
ensure on-demand access to BAL treatment [7, 36, 111, 210, 265, 306, 403]. The total biomass
of our BAL is just over two litres.
A 2 litre biomass has not previously been cryopreserved successfully in a single cassette and
there has been relatively little study involving cryopreservation in anything more than a few ml
biological material. Notable exceptions are the cryopreservation of blood, typically in volumes
450-500ml [379], and ELS and other cell types in cryobags. There have also been reports of
successful cryopreservation of sheep ovaries, and a noted case of kidney vitrification [46, 110,
329]. I have found no record of biomasses larger than 500ml blood bags (cell suspension), or
volumes larger than a few hundred ml for biomasses more complex than a cell suspension being
cryopreserved in the frozen state, and these tend to be flattened for cryopreservation in
morphologies that would be impractical for larger volumes or rigid constructs [46, 245, 265,
379].
This is despite the growing unmet demand for the preservation of tissue engineered constructs
that cannot be produced using Just-In-Time manufacture, neither economically nor logistically
[110, 111, 244]. The study of large volume cryopreservation is also essential to improve
transplant outcomes. Currently large volume complex tissues such as organs can only be
preserved in a chilled state (typically between 0-4°C) for a maximum of between around 4-24 h,
depending on the organ [155, 170, 259]. This greatly inhibits successful transplant numbers and
outcomes, for example, almost half of donor hearts are discarded, with only 1 in 3 being used
for transplant [207], increasing the transportation window through organ banking should
increase transplantation rate. Work towards large volume cryopreservation in cell spheroids is
an important step towards large scale organ banking, which combined with tissue engineering
could ultimately prevent 30-35% of deaths annually in the United States alone [111].

Different Ice Structures
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Chapter 7 explored the differences in ice formation between large and small volumes in detail.
Small volumes during cooling (up to a few ml), tend to undercool below their equilibrium melting
point [210, 263, 289]. Ice then nucleates and spreads rapidly throughout the sample, leading to
a dendritic ice structure termed network solidification (NS).
Alternatively, in a larger volume ice tends to nucleate at a higher temperature. As ice starts to
form, the latent heat of solidification is released, the sample temperature will rise to the
equilibrium melting point, and ice will then form more slowly, demonstrating a larger more
structured ice form, in a process known as progressive solidification (PS) [210].
PS can be introduced in smaller volumes such as a cryovial by using slow rates of cooling (not
direct plunge into LN2 for example) and adding a large volume of ice nucleant, that acts as a
catalyst for ice formation, and so reduced the relative amount of supercooling [170, 263, 289].

Experimental Design

Initially, two studies were carried out exploring the effects of excess medium and warming rates
on ELS cryopreservation.
Three further cryopreservation sets were then carried out. The primary experiment considered
the cryopreservation and post-thaw culture of a 2.3 litre biomass consisting of ELS.
Two studies examining the post-thaw outcome of samples cryopreserved in cryovials
experiencing network solidification on cooling, and the post-thaw outcome for small samples
mimicking the conditions faced during the cooling phase of cryopreservation in a scale down
process were carried out in order to localise cooling and warming effects during
cryopreservation.
This chapter uses the abbreviations LV (large volume, 2.3 litre biomass), CV (2ml cryovial
cryopreservation), and SDP (scale down process cryopreservation) to refer to each of these
conditions.

10.2. Methods
10.2.1.

Large Volume Cell Culture

Materials
Applicon Bioreactor (Delft, the Netherlands)
Culture Medium
ELS
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Methods

The 2.3 litres of ELS biomass with an initial cell density of ∼2x106 million cells/ml were cultured
in a fluidised bed bioreactor (FFB) for 12 days, with partial medium changed every 2-3 days.
Culturing this biomass has been published elsewhere in detail, and was carried out by colleagues
in the LG [101]. Chapter 12 explored the culture method in detail.
ELS were cultured in alpha-MEM medium, supplemented with 50 U/ml penicillin, 50 µg/ml
streptomycin (Invitrogen plc. Carlesbad, CA, USA), and 10% FFP (NBTS).

10.2.2.

Optimised Large Volume Cryopreservation Protocol

Materials
DMSO (Sigma, Dorset, England, UK)
UW Solution (Bridge to Life, Columbia, SC, USA)
Icestart (Asymptote, Cambridge, England, UK)
Planer controlled rate freezer (Planer, Sunbury-on-Thames, England, UK)
20cm polycarbonate chamber with end caps (manufactured for project)

Methods

A cryopreservation solution consisting of 24% DMSO (Sigma) in 76% UW (University of Wisconsin
solution, Bridge to Life) (v/v) was prepared and chilled to 4°C. 0.5g Icestart (Asymptote) was
added as ice nucleant.
The 2.3 biomass was removed from the bioreactor, and added to this cryopreservation solution
at a 1:1 ratio, mixed, and allowed to equilibrate for 15 minutes. After equilibration, the ELS had
settled in the solution, and most of the supernatant removed, leaving 2.3 litres of biomass
(equilibrated to 12% DMSO and 38% UW solution) and 0.6 litres excess supernatant, giving a
total volume of 2.9 litres.
This 2.9 litres was added to a 20 cm long, 15 cm diameter polycarbonate cylinder, which was
sealed with end caps. The cylinder was added to a Planer controlled rate freezer, and cooled at
0.3°C/min from 4 to -100°C. On reaching -100°C the chamber was removed from the freezer and
stored for 5 weeks in the vapour phase on a liquid nitrogen reservoir, at approximately -170°C.
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10.2.3.

Scale Down Process Protocol

The method outlined in section 7.2.2 was again used in this chapter.

10.2.4.

Large Volume Thawing and Re-culture Protocol

Materials
-80°C Freezer
-32°C Freezer
Planer controlled rate freezer (Planer, Sunbury-on-Thames, England, UK).
HBSS (Gibco, Paisley, Scotland, UK).

Methods

The large volume cryopreservation cylinder was removed from the liquid nitrogen reservoir and
placed into a -80°C freezer for 2 hours. It was then transferred to a -30°C freezer for 1 hour, and
subsequently moved to the Planer controlled rate freezer, that was set to a constant
temperature of -10°C for 1 hour.
The cryopreservation cylinder was then transferred to a large basin sterile hood, where the end
caps were removed and 20°C HBSS was added to the system. A total of 10 litres was added over
30 minutes, with the system stirred throughout to dilute out the DMSO and encourage melting.
After all the ice had melted, the supernatant was removed and ELS added to the FFB.
Approximately 2.1 litres were added to the bioreactor, with 200ml having been lost during the
cryopreservation cycle.

10.2.5.

Thawing and Re-Culture Protocol of Scale Down Process and

Cryovial Samples.
As discussed in general methods, with dissections as per section 9.2.5.

10.2.6.

Temperature Profiles

Materials
K-type thermocouples (Picotechnology, St. Neaots, England, UK)
Picologger TC-08 unit (Picotechnology, St. Neaots, England, UK)
Laptop with picotechnology software installed (Picotechnology, St. Neaots, England, UK)
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Methods

To determine temperature profiles during warming of the large volume cylinder, a thermal
mimic was set-up using 10% (v/v) glycerol in water, which was previously established has the
same thermal properties as ELS in the freezing mix.
As incision was made in the top of the chamber, into which k-type thermocouples (Picotechnology) were added at set depths in the solution. The cylinder was then cooled in a large
liquid nitrogen reservoir, before undergoing the warming protocol detailed above for the 2.3
litre biomass. The thermocouples were attached to a picologger unit, and recorded with using
picotechnology software.

10.3. Results
10.3.1.

Warming Rates Significance

Figure 58 indicates that for rapid cell recovery post-thaw, the warming rate need only be
controlled in the final phase of the thaw. Samples that were warmed slowly from liquid nitrogen
to -80°C, and then rapidly until thawed exhibited no significance difference in viable cell number
24 h post thaw compared with those warmed slowly from LN2 to -10°C, and then thawed rapidly.
Another set of samples were warmed slowly from LN2 and through the phase transition. These
samples had significantly lower viable cell number 24 h post-thaw. This indicated that during the
warming phase it is the rate of ice melting (how quickly liquid starts forming in the system to the
last ice crystal melting) that is significant to post thaw recovery.
This was an encouraging finding as it allowed the chamber to be warmed slowly without damage
to the cells, before rapid ice melting. Thawing the 2.9 litre mass rapidly (<30 mins) from LN 2 to
the liquid state would have been difficult to achieve practically.
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Figure 58 - Viability (left) and viable cell number (right) of samples being warmed at 1°C a minute from -196°C, to the
temperatures indicated, before being warmed rapidly to thaw in a water bath. Data 24 h post-thaw. The leftmost
sample (4 °C), was warmed slowly until thaw. No significant difference was seen in viabilities, all samples warmed
rapidly through the phase transition had significantly increased viable cell number over the sample warmed slowly
(4°C sample). n=5 ± SD, significance defined as *=P<0.001, unpaired student’s t-test.

10.3.2.

Excess Medium Significance

It has previously been reported that with large volume cryopreservation, the last areas to solidify
have much reduced cell function post-thaw [210]. It was hypothesised that this was due to
cryoconcentration in this areas, as well as rapid cooling after solidification. To test this
hypothesis, samples were cryopreserved with 20% of the total volume supernatant (ELS volume
+ 25%) using the scale-down process.
Figure 59 demonstrates that there was no discernible spatial significance 24 h post-thaw in
samples cryopreserved with 20% of the total volume supernatant. While this extra volume
would increase the total melting time of large volume samples, this was more than mitigated by
improvements intra-sample.

Figure 59 – Viability (left) and viable cell number (right) of samples cryopreserved in cryovials with 20% of the volume
excess medium. Samples were thawed rapidly before a viability sample was taken 24 h post-thaw. No significant
difference was observed in either viability or viable cell number between any sampling location. . n=5 ± SD
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10.3.3.

Large Volume Warming Profile

The warming data in Figure 60 shows that the 2.9 litre sample volume experienced very little
variation intra-sample during the warming phase, indicating that the main barrier to heat
transfer was the 3mm polycarbonate wall of the chamber, not the conduction through the
solidified mass. The average temperature in storage was -173.6 ± 9.2°C, which rose to -37.3 ±
2.1°C after the 4 hour warming profile, this approximately halved the energy required to thaw
the device.

Figure 60 - Warming profiles experienced during warming of the large volume cryopreservation cylindrical chamber.
Thermocouples were placed at the bottom of the biomass (black) and the top of the biomass (lightest grey), as well
as three others equidistant apart between the bottom and top following a straight line through the deepest part of
the sample (dark to lighter grey). Section A demarks thawing in the -80°C freezer, section B thawing in the -30°C
freezer, and section C -10°C in the Planer controlled rate freezer. Very little intra-sample temperature variation was
observed.

While the -80°C and -30°C freezers contained only static air, the Planer freezer at -10°C has a fan
to circulate air, hence the relatively rapid warming in this phase.

10.3.4.

Viability and Viable Cell Number

Prior to cryopreservation, all samples had a viability of 99.6 ± 0.1% and a viable cell number of
30.9 ± 1.7 million cells/ml.
Considering Figure 61 , the LV samples recovered to their pre-thaw viable cell number 72 h postthaw with 31.0 ± 1.6 million cells/ml. Viability by 72 h post thaw was 91.1 ± 2.5%, recovering to
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99.8 ± 0.1 120 h post-thaw. Viability recovered more slowly due to dead cells being immobilized
within the alginate and so being removed from the system slowly. Success post-thaw was
defined as a viability >90%. The low nadir of recovery comes 6-24 h post-thaw, an expression of
delayed onset cell death.
Samples cryopreserved using either the CV or SDP methods recovered more rapidly, CV samples
displayed a viability and viable cell number of 96.3 ± 2.7% and 39.5 ± 7.6 million cells/ml 72 h
post-thaw respectively. SDP samples recovered most-rapidly and exhibited 96.2 ± 1.5% and 50.6
± 4.8 million cells/ml viability and viable cell number respectively, comfortable exceeding the
pre-cryopreservation values.
It was noted that while 2.1 litres of ELS was added to the bioreactor, 2.3 litres was recovered at
the end of the experiment, indicative of the diameter of the ELS swelling by 4-5% during the
culture period.

Figure 61 – Top; viability (left) and viable cell number (right) post-thaw of the large volume cryopreservation and;
Base: viability (left) and viable cell number (right) of cryopreserved cryovials (CV), scale-down process vials (SDP), and
the large volume (LV) (light grey, dark grey, and black respectively). The viability was significantly higher in the scaledown process vials compared to the large volume cryopreservation at all measured timepoints, and was significantly
higher in the cryovials over the large volume at 24 h post-thaw. Both the cryovial and scale down process vials samples
had significantly higher viable cell number over the biomass at 24 and 48 h post-thaw, the scale-down process vials
significantly better also at 72 h post-thaw. n=5 ± SD, significance over large volume cryopreservation defined as
*=P<0.001, +=P<0.005, using an unpaired student’s t-test.
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10.3.5.

Glucose Consumption

Figure 62 shows that 72 h post thaw, samples cryopreserved in all conditions were consuming
at least as much glucose per ml ELS as before cryopreservation. No significant difference was
observed between the experimental conditions. In the LV condition, the glucose consumption
was significantly (95%, P<0.001) higher 120 h post-thaw than pre-cryopreservation per ml ELS.
A general decrease in glucose in the culture medium was also observed throughout the reculture period, falling to a minimum of 13.4mM from 23.6mM from 6 to 120 h post-thaw.

Figure 62 - Glucose consumption (left) and lactate production (right) following cryopreservation. Top – Glucose
consumption and lactate production per ml ELS as a fraction of unfrozen control 72 h post-thaw, comparing the
cryovial cryopreservation (light grey), scale-down process cryopreservation (dark grey), and large volume
cryopreservation (black). No significant difference was observed in glucose consumption. Lactate production was
significantly higher in both the cryovial and scale-down process samples over the large volume cryopreservation.
Centre – Production at various time points in the large volume cryopreservation per ml ELS over an unfrozen control.
Base – Total glucose and lactate measured in the bioreactor at set time points post large volume thaw. n=5 ± SD,
significance over large volume cryopreservation (top) or unfrozen control (centre) defined as *=P<0.001, using an
unpaired student’s t-test.
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10.3.6.

Lactate Production

Figure 62 shows that 72 h post-thaw, samples cryopreserved in all conditions were producing at
least as much lactate per ml ELS as before cryopreservation, with significantly higher quantities
being produced per ml ELS in samples cryopreserved in the CV and SCP experiments, over either
LV samples or pre-cryopreservation values. In the LV condition, the lactate production was
significantly lower at all time points per ml ELS compared with the pre-cryopreservation values,
except at the 72 h time point where no significant difference was observed, and at 120 h postthaw where lactate production was significantly higher. Lactate concentration in the large
volume bioreactor was observed to increase throughout the culture period, from 6.1mM to
33.1mM from 12 to 120 h of re-culture, analogous to the decrease in glucose concentration.

10.3.7.

Alpha-fetoprotein Production

Alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) production, shown in Figure 63, which is used here as an allegory for
wider protein production (that cannot be detected in this system due to the inclusion of human
blood fraction in the culture medium), had recovered to pre-cryopreservation levels in the LV
set-up 48 h post-thaw when considering either production per ml ELS or per million viable cells.
Per ml ELS, samples in the LV set-up produced significantly (P<0.001) more protein per ml ELS
than CV or SDP samples 72 h post-thaw. LV protein production was also significantly increased
per million viable cells over CV samples (P<0.005) 72 h post thaw.
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Figure 63 – AFP production of large volume cryopreserved samples, and comparisons with cryovials and scale down
process samples. Top: production at time points post-thaw as a fraction of unfrozen control, either per ml ELS (left),
or per million viable cells (right). Base: comparison between cryovials (light grey), scale down process samples (dark
grey), and large volume samples (black) at 72 h post-thaw. Per ml ELS both conditions produce significantly less AFP
than the large volume sample, and per million cells the cryovial production is significantly lower compared with the
large volume cryopreservation samples. n=5 ± SD, significance compared to large volume cryopreservation (top)
defined as *=P<0.001, +=P<0.005, using an unpaired student’s t-test.

10.4. Discussion
10.4.1.

Warming Rates Significance

This chapter examined three separate conditions, those of samples cryopreserved in cryovials
that experience network ice solidification on cooling and were thawed rapidly (CV). Samples
cooled using a scale down process that experienced progressive ice solidification on cooling and
were thawed rapidly (SDP). Finally a 2.3 litre biomass was cryopreserved that experienced
progressive ice solidification on cooling and was thawed relatively slowly (LV).
Previous studies and protocols using hepatocytes indicate that rapid warming is necessary for
successful post-thaw outcome [7, 36, 265, 384, 403]. Most of these studies have only focused
on small volumes that will experience network solidification on cooling and so damaging recrystallization on warming. As this is not a problem during progressive solidification where
samples already have large ice crystals, very slow warming is acceptable. The study indicated
that rapid warming is only necessary during the melting phase of ice. Ice does not melt uniformly
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on the microscale, rather it will melt in some places and form in others depending on localised
heat and mass transfer, and macroscopic thawing occurs where more areas of ice are receding
than growing.
I hypothesis that the microscale re-freezing may be damaging during thawing, and therefore this
is the critical area to control during the thawing of large scale structures.
This is useful as it allows for slow warming for the majority of the warming cycle (it is difficult to
warm large volumes unaided rapidly), and makes the melting phase quicker as the sample
interior is warmer at the start of the melting procedure.
While the equilibrium melting point of our solution is -4.5°C [263, 266], in reality the freezeconcentrated channels will start to thaw prior to that point, and most of the sample will leave
the solid phase before this temperature is reached, although this may not be visually apparent
on the macroscale [2, 221]. The thaw temperature was therefore chosen as below -30°C, to
mitigate any damage that may occur cellularly to the sample of extended (hours) time in this
state.
There has been very little focus on the impact of warming rates of samples cryopreserved using
slow rates of freezing (<1°C/min), with ice seeding to induce progressive solidification which is
relevant here [5, 241, 265, 272, 273]. They have found mixed results, albeit in different cell types.
Faster warming rates were found to be optimal for ELS and blood stem cells, but following slow
cooling rates, L-cells were found to have peaks of survival at both high and low warming rates.
In general samples cooled rapidly must be thawed rapidly, while those cooled slowly can be
thawed either slowly or rapidly for optimal outcome [272].
It is important to note that, with the exception of some of the blood cell study, the above
literature (and much of the cryobiology literature in general exploring warming rates) only looks
at average warming rates over the whole process, for example fast warming is induced by
placing samples into a 37°C water bath, and slow warming rates by placing the samples in chilled
air. Warming rates will not be linear in these situations, rather samples will warm rapidly to start
with, with the temperature asymptotically reaching the environment temperatures (with a
discontinuity through the phase-transition).
If warming was taken to be a temperature-dominated feature, i.e. the warming rate was defined
as the average of the warming rates between each 1°C increment of warming, the average would
be found to be much higher than the stated values, as warming through most temperatures (say
-200 to -50°C would be much more rapid than -50°C to 0°C where slower warming occurs). If the
process were taken to be time-dependant, the average warming rate would be much lower than
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stated as the majority of the time taken during the warming profile is nearer then environmental
temperature, where the warming rate is relatively slow.
The closer to linear the warming rate is, the smaller the difference in these values becomes.
Stating an average warming rate for an asymptotic warming profile assumes that time and
temperature are equally important during the warming phase, although there is little published
data to support this.

10.4.2.

Excess Medium Significance

As ice develops through a volume, solutes will be excluded from the ice front and the last areas
to solidify will experience this solute rise after being exposed to CPA for an extended period in
the liquid state during the cooling process. As cells are sensitive to cryoprotectant concentration
in a system, this leads to a deviation from optimal concentrations and is harmful to biomass
solidifying later within a large sample. In addition, the later cells solidify in a larger volume, the
greater their rate of cooling post-solidification. This is a consequence of heat transferring
through the solid state much more easily than the liquid state, and later solidification requires
more ‘catching up’ to the external controlled rate freezer temperature [210, 276, 289]. Cells are
sensitive to cooling rates and so this will also be detrimental to a greater degree in a large sample
[5, 226].
To overcome this, 20% total volume of the sample was ‘excess’ liquid. The ELS are weighted with
glass beads so this medium is found above the biomass [101, 210], further from the chamber
walls on average, resulting in it solidifying last. While this increased the total energy required to
thaw the system, it was more than mitigated by reducing cryoprotectant toxicity and nonoptimal cooling rates on cooling. This 20% total volume was found to remove damage observed
when only 9% total volume (ELS+ 10%) is medium.

10.4.3.

Recovery Timeframe

The 2.3 litre biomass has recovered lactate production, glucose consumption, viable cell
number, and AFP production to pre-cryopreservation values within 72 h of thaw. Lowest viable
cell number was observed between 6-24 h post thaw, an indication that delayed onset cell death
was occurring [26, 27, 430].
Comparing with CV and SDP samples, it can be seen that the conditions most successful during
the cryopreservation cycle are those that experience progressive ice solidification on cooling,
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but are thawed rapidly. These are likely better than those cooled in cryovials which will
experience a much greater degree of network solidification and so experience supercooling and
sharp temperature discontinuities on ice nucleation [210, 289].
In agreement with previously reported particular sensitivity to ELS in the ice melting phase of
the cryopreservation cycle, this study established quite clearly the need for more rapid thawing
techniques. Slow warming for most of the process helps to reduce this time, but significant
energy must be provided for the final thaw step, and the slow warm must stop prior to the
equilibrium melting point due to the reduction in ice fraction prior to this point. The melting
time was reduced to 30 minutes in this study for the large volume, and further reductions in this
time would improve biomass recovery.
If the melting time could be reduce to around 5 minutes, the SDP samples showed that postthaw viability, viable cell number, lactate production, and AFP per million cells could be
significantly improved. Methods such as using radiofrequency warming or dielectric warming
are the most promising avenues to explore to further improve post-thaw recovery [104, 105,
353, 451]. The thawing chamber used in Chapter 9 was not available for later studies in this PhD,
though such a device would increase ice melting times and so the recovery timeframe.
The field of cryopreservation has largely focused on smaller volumes, which typically undergo
different cryostresses relative to larger volumes. Indeed many published studies tend to use the
term ‘large volume’ with samples larger than around 5ml. Large volumes cryopreservation, on
the order of litres, requires a step change in cryobiology thinking (from cooling patterns only to
a combination of cooling and warming profiles) and is required for preservation of organs and
tissue engineered constructs, for which Just-In-Time manufacture is not possible [110, 111, 265].

10.5. Conclusions and Future Work

To summarise, I have demonstrated that adding extra culture medium and having a slow
warming phase followed by a rapid thaw allows the cryopreservation and recovery within 72 h
of a 2.3 litre bioartificial liver biomass. This is the largest volume cryopreserved and thawed in a
single cassette reported in the literature to date, and is a requirement for the bioartificial liver
device to be available on demand.
Several aspects could be improved upon in this chapter that could direct future work. Firstly, the
system used in this chapter is not compatible with a GMP environment as will be required for a
clinical device. Using the same BAL chamber for the culture and cryopreservation phase may
assist here. It is also clear that if the melting rate was increased then the system could be fully
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re-covered within only 48 h. Using other warming methods such as that employed in chapter 9
could help this (this device was not available at later points in this work), as could other methods
such as dielectric warming techniques.
If a molecular method to arrest cell proliferation could be established, this would help clinical
delivery of the cryopreserved biomass. The biomass was observed to continue to proliferate
even after the viable cell number had recovered – if this could be arrested somehow at the
correct cell number the biomass could expend all cellular resources on protein production and
other liver specific functions improving clinical outcome.
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11. Engaging Cold to Increase Cell Proliferation in
Alginate Encapsulated Liver Spheroids
11.1. Introduction
11.1.1.

Chapter Overview

This chapter combines two key areas of this thesis – cryopreservation and low temperature
biology, with optimising cell culture in the BAL device, with results that were both unexpected
and positive.
After around 12 days of culture, ELS stop proliferating, i.e. they have reached their maximum
culturable cell density with our current set-up. This is why cryopreservation (for ultimate patient
treatment) with the ELS happens at this point. However, while researching cryopreservation an
interesting observation can was made. 24 h after thaw ELS had a typical viable cell number
around 50% of the pre-thaw value. This recovers rapidly though, usually to 100% by 72 h postthaw. The experiments usually stopped at that point. It was observed however that cell density
did not flatten out at the maximum value achievable pre-thaw, but could continue to a higher
value. Perhaps the best example in this thesis is of cryopreserved control ELS in Figure 18 on
page 98.
It was hypothesised that perhaps cryopreservation had an effect, either on the cells, the
alginate, or a combination of the two, which boosted cell growth. That was the basis for work in
this chapter, where it was ultimately discovered that low temperatures above freezing play an
important and hitherto unrecognized role.
For many years the negative impact of hyper- and hypo-thermia on mammalian cells has been
known, hepatocytes do not deviate from this paradigm. With the exception of short low
temperature storage which has uses in areas such as transplantation, positive impacts from low
temperature treatment of hepatocytes has not been previously reported.
It has been observed in this chapter that alginate encapsulated hepatocytes which experience a
cold reduction in temperature (to 10°C or lower) for periods between 1 and 90 minutes or that
are cryopreserved experience greatly enhanced cell proliferation over those cultured at
normothermia of 37°C during culture from 7-16 days post-treatment compared with untreated
samples. I have termed this effect cryoanaptiksi (cryo – cold; anaptiksi – growth).
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8-12 days after treatment ELS experienced a cell density of 1.71 ± 0.35 times that of control
samples. The effect has been observed to occur in samples with varying cold-treatment time,
with cooling rates between 0.3°C/min and 240°C/min, and regardless of cryoprotective agents
dimethyl sulphoxide and Viapsan.
For systems requiring extended culture, such as bioartificial liver devices, cryoanaptiksi offers a
simple method to rapidly increase cell proliferation rates, allowing manufacture of required
biomass more quickly, and increasing cell density thereby reducing final required biomass
volume. This will enable bioartificial liver devices to be prepared with greatly reduced cost,
making them a more cost effective treatment.

11.1.2.

Overview of Literature

Alginate encapsulation of cell lines is practised widely for a number of purposes and for various
cell types [206, 219, 311, 411, 438]. Encapsulation allows them to proliferate using the alginate
polymerized with calcium [76, 101, 219] as a 3 dimensional scaffold, increasing per-cell function
over that recorded with a cell monolayer [206, 364].
The culture of a fluidised bed bioreactor, as is the case with all culture methods, is time, cost,
and labour intensive, which adds significantly to the cost of the device, hence methods that
reduce the culture time required for sufficient biomass to develop is highly desirable.
Separately, many groups have studied cryopreservation of encapsulated or suspensions of cell
lines, either to preserve them once a sufficient cell density has been achieved, or to explore if
alginate encapsulation may offer some form of cryoprotection [21, 76, 364].
While many studies exist examining the effects of low temperatures or cryopreservation on
mammalian cells, the overwhelming majority of studies report negative consequences of low
temperature exposure, the extent of negativity ranges from slower cell proliferation through to
apoptosis and necrosis [89, 129, 151, 242, 275, 327, 343, 376]. Specific stages of the cell cycle
can be disproportionately affected [153], the G1 phase of the cell cycle seems particularly
sensitive to the impact of low temperatures, with cells being observed to accumulate in that
phase [6, 129, 376]. The only field low temperatures are regularly used on mammalian tissues
without freezing are in organ preservation prior to transplant and surgery [72, 129, 343, 417].
To my knowledge, no studies have reported the effects of sub optimal culture temperatures to
induce rapid cell proliferation, indeed the consensus is that low temperatures are to be
strenuously avoided. In those cases where low temperatures are required, such as for temporary
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preservation, protective agents such as found in Viaspan are normally required [25, 236, 258,
275, 382, 417].
In this study, the potential for low temperatures to induce rapid cell proliferation on return to
optimal culture conditions have been observed, an observation with wide application to not only
HepG2 cell lines but potentially to many systems utilizing cell encapsulation that has been
missed in previous studies.

11.2. Materials and Methods
11.2.1.

Cooling/Warming Methods

Cold Shock Induction
Materials
Ice bucket with ice
Cryovials with ELS and experiment-dependant reagent
Warmed culture medium
Asymptote EF600 CRF
Cooled (0°C culture medium)

Method – General Cooling and Cold Shock

Unless otherwise stated, cold induced cryoanaptiksi was realized by plunging replicate 1ml ELS
with 1ml excess medium in 2ml cryovials centrally into an ice bucket, ensuring that the whole
sample was covered in ice. Upon completion of the test time, samples were removed from ice,
and 37°C culture medium added prior to re-culture.
For cooling rate studies, samples were cooled as above, or in an EF600 freezer at 0.3°C/min from
20°C to 0°C to study low cooling rates. Alternatively, for extremely rapid cooling 1ml ELS samples
were pipetted directly to 9ml pre-cooled (0°C) culture medium, which would induce a classical
cold-shock.

Method - Studies of Reagents

In experimental conditions where the impact of reagents on cooling were explored, required
reagent mix was prepared to 1ml at 2x concentration in culture medium, before addition 1:1 to
1ml sample resulting in a 2ml final volume. Samples then immediately underwent test
conditions.
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11.2.2.

Cryopreservation Protocol – DMSO with Viaspan

As per sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.6.

11.2.3.

Cell Culture

All data in this chapter was carried out on ELS cultures in static culture flasks, outlined in section
3.1.5. This is with the exception of data in Figure 64 and Figure 70, which used RCCS culture as
outlined in section 3.1.6, where RCCS were used, this is also stated in the figure legends. No
direct comparisons were made between RCCS and static cultures.

11.3. Results
11.3.1.

Comparing ELS Cryopreserved on Encapsulation with those Cultured

in a FBB Directly.

Figure 64 presents a comparison between cells cryopreserved on encapsulation, and those
cultured directly without any chilling. Day 1 of culture, the viable cell number in the
cryopreserved samples has declined significantly (P<0.01) their values on encapsulation, likely
due to cryopreservation stresses that have been well documented in this thesis. At all
comparable time points days 5 and onwards, cell density in the cryopreserved set was
significantly (P<0.01) higher than the standard, untreated set.
The maximum cell density achieved with the cryopreserved samples is 95 million cells/ml, more
than double that achieved without treatment. Considering that the cryopreserved sets lost
approximately half of their cells during the cryopreservation process, the later increase in cell
proliferation is striking.
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Figure 64 – Comparison between ELS encapsulated and cultured directly in an FBB environment (grey), with ELS
cryopreserved and thawed before RCCS culture (black). RCCS culture mimics FBB conditions on the smaller scale and
so is not responsible for differences. Data in black in this figure measured by the author, which was compared with
data in grey, an experiment carried out by and data points measured by James Bundy and Eloy Erro, who also carried
out the cell encapsulation (same encapsulation for both sets) N=5 ± SD, comparisons in text used an unpaired student’s
t-test.

11.3.2.

Spheroid breakout from Alginate

At cell densities of around 50 million cells/ml, spheroids were observed to break-out of the
alginate which affects further culture. Spheroids which have broken free from alginate will not
be useful for treatment (they will not be fluidised or receive nutrients properly) [312]. They also
have the risk of attaching to the culture vessel and flow distributor at the base of the vessel,
which may block flow. Additionally, these spheroids that start to die will release unwanted
chemicals into the medium, potentially damaging ELS and increasing the bioburden that must
be removed prior to patient re-entry.
Cell-breakout also makes cell counts less accurate, as can be observed from the later time points
in Figure 64. Figure 65 shows microscope images of cell break-out, from the same experiment
as Figure 64. With increasing cell density new methods to reduce cell breakout must be devised,
or cell culture deemed complete around 50 million cells/ml (higher than currently achievable
without treatment).
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Figure 65 – Images of cell breakout at high cell densities, from the cryopreserved cells counted for Figure 64. Top left
shows ELS after one day of culture; top right after 9 days; bottom left after 13 days; and bottom right after 15 days.
Images acquired at 4x magnification using a phase contrast black-and-white image. Scale bar of 0.5mm.

11.3.3.

Cold Treatment in Culture Medium

Figure 66 shows a summary of 6 different experiments. For ELS experiencing cryoanaptiksi
induced on the day of encapsulation, viable cell density after 8 days (set C), or 12 days (sets
A,B,D,E,F) of culture is on average 171% ± 35% of those controls (not experiencing lower
temperatures), entering 37°C culture directly. Inter-experimental variation in cell density occurs
due to natural variation in the system, hence variations in control values, as has been noted
previously [101].
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Figure 66 - Comparison in viable cell number between samples experiencing cryoanaptiksi induced by either simple
chilling or cryopreservation (black), and untreated control samples (grey). Data is presented as average of 5 samples
± one SD, except set C where the control is average of n=10. Set A, B, and F experienced cryopreservation induced
cryoanaptiksi, sets C, D, and E cryoanaptiksi was induced through chilling samples to 0°C. All data is 12 days after
treatment, except for set C which is 8 days. All sets experience a significant improvement in performance, * indicated
P<0.001, + denotes P<0.005, using an unpaired student’s t-test. Combination of all sets A-F is significant at P<0.001,
using a paired student’s t-test.

11.3.4.

Time and Temperature Dependence of Low Temperature

Figure 67 demonstrated that varying the time of the low temperature to induce chill induced
cryoanaptiksi from 30 to 90 minutes does not significantly change the outcome between sets.
All sets were significantly improved over control (P<0.001). Data for 8 days of culture show a cell
number of 19.1 ± 1.6, 30.7 ± 4.0, 34.6 ± 3.2, and 38.3 ± 3.5 million cells/ml for ELS samples
experiencing no low temperatures, a 30 minute hold at 0°C, a 45 minute at 0°C, and a 90 minute
at 0°C respectively.
Viability was recorded at 96.5 ± 0.7%, 96.1 ± 0.5%, 95.9 ± 1.1%, and 94.3 ± 1.4% for ELS samples
experiencing no low temperatures, 30 minute hold at 0°C, 45 minutes at 0°C, and 90 minutes at
0°C respectively, resulting in a viable cell density of 18.5 ± 1.6, 29.5 ± 3.8, 33.2 ± 3.2, and 36.1 ±
3.5 million cells/ml respectively.
While the encapsulation process takes place at room temperature, Figure 67 demonstrates that
cooling samples to only 10°C for 45 minutes is sufficient to induce rapid cell growth, with a day
8 viable cell number 2.13 ± 0.22 times that of the control (P<0.001), with cell density 19.1 ± 1.6
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and 41.6 ± 4.3 million cells/ml for the control and samples cooled to 10°C for 45 minutes
respectively.

Figure 67 - Viable cell number of samples experiencing various chilling times and chilling temperatures to induce
cryoanaptiksi. All conditions (*) showed significant improvement over the control at P<0.001, though no significance
between sets was observed at that threshold. Data is displayed as average of 5 ± one SD, significance determined
using an unpaired student’s t-test.

11.3.5.

Cooling Rate Dependency of Low Temperature Treatment

To determine whether the rate of initial cooling was significant for the cryoanaptiksi effect, five
conditions were tested:
Plunging 2ml samples in cryovials into an ice bucket, and holding them there for either 30 or 60
minutes prior to re-warming. Pipetting 1ml ELS into pre-cooled 0°C culture medium to induce
immediate cooling, and re-warming after either 1 minute or 30 minutes, or cooling samples
linearly from 20°C to 0°C at 0.3°C/min in cryovials in an EF600 controlled rate freezer. The results
are shown in Figure 68.
Viabilities of 98.5 ± 0.4%, 98.8 ± 0.2%, 98.0 ± 1.5%, 98.9 ± 0.2%, and 98.4 ± 1.0% resulted in a
viable cell number of 27.3 ± 1.8, 24.6 ± 1.8, 31.9 ± 2.4, 29.0 ± 0.9, and 30.9 ± 2.2 million cells/ml
for 2ml samples (1ml ELS, 1ml excess medium) in cryovials plunged into an ice bucket, and held
for either 30 or 60 minutes prior to re-warming, 1ml cooled immediately, and re-warming after
either 1 minute or 30 minutes, or samples cooled linearly from 20°C to 0°C at 0.3°C/min in
cryovials in an EF600 controlled rate freezer respectively. The viable cell number data is
displayed in Figure 68.
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Figure 68 - Viable cell number after 12 days of culture following cryoanaptiksi induced through various cooling
conditions. Samples marked 30 and 60 minutes 0°C chill were 2ml samples containing 1ml ELS in cryovials that were
plunged directly into an ice bucket. All 5 tested conditions show significant improvement over control at P<0.001,
except 30 and 60 minutes 0°C chilled samples which were significant at P<0.002. Samples cooled and warmed instantly
showed significant improvement over samples held at 0°C for 60 minutes, at P<0.001 significance level. All data is
average of n=5 ± one SD.

Cryoanaptiksi has been observed in samples treated on day 0 of encapsulation at cell densities
between 1.50 and 2.13 million cells/ml (day 0 cell counts not shown).
Figure 69 shows the impact of cryoanaptiksi on samples where chilling was induced at day 12
post-encapsulation, at a cell density, viability, and viable cell density of 20.5 ± 1.1 million
cells/ml, 98.6 ± 0.5%, and 20.2 ± 1.1 million cells/ml respectively. Figure 5 also shows the effect
of cell-break out, commented on earlier and which makes isolating the effect at higher cell
densities more difficult.
In samples experiencing chilling on day 12, no significance in cell density is observed at any time
point.
Another pair of sets were cryopreserved with different levels of cryostress, as can be observed
in Figure 70. Here one set underwent optimized cryopreservation, while another underwent
cryopreservation using sub-optimal CPAs to increase damage. While the set with more extreme
damage has significantly (P<0.01) lower viable cell number at all time points, the average daily
proliferation rate between days 7 and 11 post-thaw is not significantly different between the
sets, at 46% and 47% growth per day for optimized and non-optimized samples respectively. As
cells will have recovered from cryodamage 7 days post-thaw, the data demonstrated that the
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rapid cell proliferation was not cell density dependent below 50 million cells/ml where breakout
starts to occur.
As ELS are encapsulated as single cells, which proliferate into cell spheroids, this data also
indicated that the number of individual spheroids did not seem to be a factor.

11.3.6.

Effect of Cell Density

Figure 69 - Top shows effect of 0°C chill at a high cell density, after 12 days prior culture. No significant difference is
observed at any time point between chilled samples (black) and the control (grey). Average of n=5 ± one SD. The
bottom left shows a single typical cell-dense ELS bead without cell breakout. The bottom right shows break-out
occurring – an increasingly common occurrence above around 50 million cells/ml. Cell spheroids eventually detach
completely from the beads. Scale bar indicates 100um.
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Figure 70 – Comparison of viable cell number between ELS sets experiencing different levels of cryodamage, ELS
cultured in RCCS. Optimized cryopreservation was carried out on one set (black), resulting in a viable cell number of
1.27 ± 0.12x106 million cells/ml day 1 post thaw. A non-optimal profile was used in another set (grey), resulting in a
viable cell number of 0.38 ± 0.08 x106 million cells/ml 24 h post-thaw. % growth rates are not significantly different
between the sets days 7-11 post thaw. Average of 5 ± SD.

To determine if cryoanaptiksi induced by different methods – simple chilling at 0°C for 45
minutes on manufacture or cryopreservation and storage at -196°C on manufacture before rapid
thaw – has an effect on the magnitude of cryoanaptiksi, results were compared. Figure 71 shows
the effect on 12 days after re-culture, for two separate experiments with 5 sets per each of three
experimental condition per experiment.
Set A showed chilled and cryopreserved samples with a viable cell number of 35.1 ± 1.3 and 32.9
± 1.6 million cells/ml respectively compared with 25.6 ± 5.4 million cells/ml for non-chilled or
cryopreserved cells.
Set B showed chilled and cryopreserved samples with a viable cell number of 25.5 ± 2.3 and 29.3
± 0.5 million cells/ml respectively compared with 13.7 ± 1.1 million cells/ml for non-chilled or
cryopreserved cells.
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11.3.7.

Effect of Cryopreservation over Simple Chilling.

Figure 71 - Comparison between viable cell number 12 days after cryoanaptiksi induced by either simple chilling
(centre, black), or cryopreservation (light grey, right) of two separate tests. All tested conditions show significant
improvement over control (* = P<0.001, + = P<0.02) using an unpaired student’s t-test. No significant difference was
seen between samples experiencing either chill induced or cryopreservation induced cryoanaptiksi at P<0.01 level. All
data is average of n=5 ± one SD except set A where the control is average of n=10.

11.3.8.

Effect of Cryopreservation Reagents.

Cryopreservation induced cryoanaptiksi brings the additional challenge related to
cryoprotectants added during the cryopreservation process, in the case of ELS Viaspan and
DMSO. Figure 72 shows the effect of chilling with and without these reagents, both individually
and together. In addition, the addition of Viaspan with no chilling, instead a 45 minute culture
at 37°C is demonstrated.
At 12 days post-treatment, viable cell density was 25.6 ± 5.4, 30.2 ± 2.9, 35.9 ± 2.7, 35.1 ± 1.3,
27.8 ± 0.9, 36.7 ± 3.4, 32.9 ± 1.6 for the control, samples chilled in 12% DMSO, samples chilled
in 12% DMSO and 38% Viaspan, samples chilled in only culture medium, incubated in 38%
Viaspan at 37°C or chilled in Viaspan, and samples thawed after cryopreservation respectively.
Samples incubated in Viaspan at 37°C showed no significant improvement in cell density over
the control. All chilled and cryopreserved samples were significantly better than the control
(P<0.001), except for samples chilled in only DMSO. Between samples treated only with Viaspan,
chilled samples were significantly better than incubated samples (P<0.001).
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Figure 72 - Viable cell number of samples experiencing different reagents when undergoing cryoanaptiksi. All samples
are significantly improved at P<0.001 levels (cryopreserved P<0.02) over control levels except those experiencing only
DMSO or Viaspan at 37°C. Samples experiencing only Viaspan and chilled are significantly improved over those
experiencing Viapsn at 37°C. All data is average of n=5 ± one SD except the control which is average of n=10.

11.3.9.

Time-course of Cryoanaptiksi Cell Proliferation.

Figure 73 shows the impact on cell number of cryopreservation induced cryoanaptiksi on cell
growth, from Day 1 to Day 12. Cells were encapsulated at a density of 1.92 ± 0.2 million cells/ml.
Unlike the data in Figure 64 at the start of this chapter, culture conditions and measurement
time points were identical between sets, allowing for more detailed direct analysis.
For the first 7 days of culture, cryoanaptiksi experiencing samples have a lower viable cell
number than control samples, but have overtaken by day 8. Viable cell numbers were 9.0 ± 1.6
million cells/ml for the control versus 6.9 ± 1.0 for cryoanaptiksi samples at day 5. Viable cell
numbers were 11.5 ± 1.0 million cells/ml for the control versus 12.8 ± 1.0 for cryoanaptiksi
samples at day 8, and 17.9 ± 2.5 million cells/ml for the control versus 37.3 ± 1.5 million cells/ml
for cryoanaptiksi samples at day 12.
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Figure 73 - Comparing temporal cell growth between samples undergoing cryoanaptiksi (black) and an untreated
control (grey). Cryopreservation induced cryoanaptiksi samples show a lower viable cell number for the first 7 days of
culture, a consequence of damage induced during the cryopreservation cycle, however by the end of the 12 day culture
the cell count is significantly higher (P<0.001) in the cryopreserved samples. N=5 ± one SD, P<0.001, using an unpaired
student’s t-test.

11.3.10. Impact on Cell Function and Extended Culture

MTT viability data (image A) in Figure 74 shows samples experiencing cryoanaptiksi maintain
their MTT viability, and that it is significantly improved over control samples days 5, 7, and 11
post-treatment.
Glucose consumption per ml biomass per 24 h, indicative of cell metabolism, shows no
significant difference between the ELS at any measured time point (days 7, 8, and 12, image B),
glucose consumption increased through this period as cells numbers in both sets become
greater.
AFP production per ml biomass per 24 h was significantly better in fresh samples over
cryopreserved samples.
The right of Figure 74 shows cell performance of separate samples examined days 13-15 posttreatment, with viable cell numbers displayed in image D. Cryoanaptiksi samples had
significantly higher viable cell numbers at all measured time points (P<0.001). Glucose
consumption per ml ELS per 24 h (Image E) was significantly better (P<0.001) at all time points
day 13 to day 15 for samples experiencing cryoanaptiksi over the control.
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Day 13 AFP production (Image F) per ml ELS per 24 h was significantly worse in samples
experiencing cryoanaptiksi over the control (P<0.002). Cryoanaptiksi experiencing samples
exhibited significantly improved performance per ml ELS per 24 at days 14 and 15 (P<0.001).

Figure 74 – Functional assays of ELS having undergone cryoanaptiksi. Cell number for images A-C is shown in Figure
7. Image A shows MTT viability of ELS having undergone cryoanaptiksi as a fraction of control samples as chosen time
points post treatment. Image B shows relative glucose consumption per ml ELS per 24 h, while image C shows alpha1-fetoprotein production per ml ELS per 24 h as a fraction of control. Images D-F show functionality for ELS days 1315 post treatment (potential BAL usage time). Image D shows viable cell number of cryoanaptoksi samples (black)
compared to an untreated control (grey). Image E shows relative glucose consumption and F relative alpha-1fetoprotein production. Significance from control is indicated as * for P<0.001, and + for P<0.002 where unpaired
student t-tests are used. All data points are average of n=5 ± one combined SD.

11.4. Discussion

While heat shock has been widely studied in biological systems, the effects of cold shock and
low temperatures have been relatively neglected. Almost all studies report on damaging effects
of sub optimal temperature and report reduced cell proliferation, although many activated cold235

shock proteins and responses are known [6, 72, 129, 151, 275, 309, 331]. Mechanisms of damage
related to cold shock can be grouped into several categories – membrane phase changes;
interruption of the cell cycle; and sensitivity to intracellular Ca2+ ion concentration; lipid
peroxidation; cell swelling; blebbing; and cold induced ischemia. This list is not exhaustive and
significance of each mechanism is an open question [25, 89, 129, 153, 242, 258, 275, 327, 331,
343, 376, 382, 417].
Two types of low temperature damage to cells have been classified, chilling injury which is time
dependent and cold shock which occurs immediately following rapid cooling [153]. Chilling injury
is time-dependant, and many studies focus on longer term (greater than several hours) sub
optimal culture [129, 153, 258, 309, 343, 417], and only observe cells up to a maximum of a few
days post-treatment, and often much shorter [25, 129, 151, 242, 258, 327, 343, 417]. This
perhaps explains why this effect has not been recognized before – our data confirms lower cell
number and proliferation for several days post-treatment.
Proliferation is observed to be reduced 24 h post-treatment, likely as a consequence of factors
widely reported on. The encapsulation may mitigate cell damage somewhat as the alginate is
rich in Ca2+ ions that will maintain the calcium gradient, but not migrate into cells due to its
binding with the alginate.
Indeed, inducing cryoanaptiksi reduces their proliferation relative to the control for several days,
agreeing with previous literature. It can take up to 7 days for the cell spheroids to recover from
cold induced damage and overtake the control values. While in many systems cell cultures will
be disposed before this time, systems such as bioartificial livers generally culture for periods of
up to two weeks making cryoanaptiksi a useful tool.
Membrane phase transitions occur to a greater degree at increasingly lower temperatures [129,
153]. The observed data with a 10°C hold indicates that the significant changes for cryoanaptiksi
our HepG2 cells occur between 10°C and room temperature at 20°C. While studies have
observed changes at high sub optimal culture (above 20°C), and some recombinant protein
functions have been observed to increase at these high sub-optimal temperatures [6], these are
not dominant in our system as samples prepared at 20°C are not increased compared with
chilled or cryopreserved sets. Previous work on pig and boar sperm indicate membrane phase
changes occur between 30°C and 5°C, with peak variation at 18°C [89], and it may be that a side
effect of these changes induces delayed rapid proliferation. Extended culture of HepG2 cells at
17°C results in only non-fatal damage so cryoanaptiksi induction around this temperature may
be optimal, although confirmation requires further study [309].
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The effect has little time dependence, with samples cooled and warmed over the space of a
minute displaying increased cell proliferation indicating that the mechanism for cryoanaptiksi is
triggered very rapidly. While many cell types cannot survive rapid temperature fluctuations [89,
153], our HepG2 cells seem largely immune to above zero temperature fluctuations. This
combined with good cryoanaptiksi for cold storage times between 1-90 minutes will allow this
method to be used robustly in large volumes, where consistent cooling and warming times and
rates are difficult to obtain.
Observing that cryopreserved samples display this effect to the same degree as chilled-only
samples is encouraging. Manufacturing a large quantity of ELS and immediately cryopreserving
allows for rapid delivery on demand, and cryopreservation is necessary for most BAL or tissue
engineered constructs to be viable [236, 275]. Viaspan contains potassium lactobionate and as
lactobionate is a strong chelator of calcium [180] it will remove calcium from ELS and thereby
weaken their structure and may allow more rapid proliferation, however, this was not observed
to be a dominant factor. Indeed this weakening is to be prevented as it may result in spheroid
breakout from ELS occurring at a lower cell density. Extra calcium ions have been added to
culture medium to reduce this effect.
Cryopreservation will induce a large stress on the hepatocytes, as will cryoprotectant toxicity.
Processes will not be uniform due to variations in undercooling of samples [289]. Despite this
the low temperatures experienced during the process more than make up this damage at later
time points, indicating the robustness of cryoanaptiksi.
Previous work carried out by a colleague in the LG using Fourier-Transform Infrared
Spectroscopy on ELS pre- and post- cryopreservation detected no difference in alginate
structure. A study was also carried out on cell suspensions experiencing cryoanaptiksi before
being seeded as a monolayer. No difference in proliferation between the sets was observed
(data not shown). This effect therefore only seems to impact on alginate encapsulated cells, and
not monolayers. However, as monolayer cells need passaged every 5-7 days (a process that
disrupts the growth cycle), and are usually confluent by this stage, any effect may be masked
and so the behaviour on monolayer cultures is not completely closed by this study. Seeding cells
at very low cell density in monolayers results in cell clumping and so cannot be used to
effectively study the effect.
Alpha-1-fetoprotein (AFP) production tended to be reduced post treatment. In these data, the
overall performance was slightly reduced in the cryo-treated samples. As cell density was higher
in the cryoanaptiksi experiencing sample, this indicates a large reduction of around 50% in percell performance during the 12 day growth period. However, protein production tends to be
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inversely proportional to cell proliferation, as during the growth cycle cellular resources are
directed to proliferation and not protein production. A previous study examining the effects of
low temperatures on hepatocytes found that after 30 minutes at 4°C, albumin production was
reduced until around 7 days post-thaw, agreeing with our AFP observations, and could be
mitigated with addition of polyethylene glycol [382]. Due to the presence of human plasma in
our culture medium, albumin quantification cannot be done and AFP is instead used as an
indicative protein.
MTT and glucose consumption was maintained after cryoanaptiksi indicating that the cell
spheroids were healthy. Viability tended to be slightly lower in cryoanaptiksi experiencing
samples, this is due to the higher cell density making nutrient transfer more difficult. In most
cases the effect was <3%, and was taken into account in viable cell numbers. Viability remained
suitably high throughout, above 90% in all test conditions.
The BAL is intended for use after this 12 day initial FBB growth period, between approximately
12-15 days post-encapsulation. Cell function here shows increased protein production as cell
growth rate slows. For effective delivery of these treatments, it would be beneficial to develop
a method to arrest cell proliferation once a desired cell number is achieved to increase protein
production. This would also eliminate the risk of spheroid break-out observed above around 50
million cells/ml. Methods such as adding a small extra layer to the outside of alginate beads has
been shown to stop cell proliferation when the alginate bead is full and prevent cell break-out
[219].
A major consideration when developing bioartificial organs is the prolonged cell culture time
required to achieve sufficient cell number. By employing low temperature treatment to ELS, I’ve
have shown that cell proliferation can be greatly increased, allowing a more economical cellgrowth regime.
This observation has never been published in mammalian cells before, and could result in a
greater cell density for encapsulated cell lines, reducing biomass volume required for treatment,
and substantially reducing costs, making these devices cheaper to culture, quicker to prepare,
and more practical.
This upregulation is particularly impressive when considering that the cryostress experienced
during cryoanaptiksi inducement delays cell growth for several days at the start of the culture
period.
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This can rapidly improve FBB cultures of encapsulated cell lines on several fronts sufficient cell
numbers can be achieved in a smaller total biomass volume, due to the increased cell density,
with proportional reductions in labour, consumables, and equipment costs.
This could also allow for the possibility of very large volumes of ELS being prepared at the same
encapsulation, with thaw on demand and treatment commencing within 8-9 days as opposed to
26 days with our current set-up – exact volumes dependant on patient needs could also be
determined prior to thaw, removing the one-size-fits-all of many BAL systems, and instead
tailoring to specific patient needs without the requirement of an additional thaw.
For LG ELS, optimal growth is generally observed when the ELS have a cell density of 2 million
cells/ml at the start of the FBB culture period. For cell types that experience a reduced viable
cell number post-thaw, it would be feasible to have a pre-freeze cell density proportionally
above the optimal level, which reduces to the optimum on thaw, resulting in ideal cell growth
conditions.
While the biological mechanism for this effect has not yet been established, there are several
possibilities. Hibernating animals are known to go through phases of cooling and warming of
core body temperature prior to entering, and after emerging from hibernation [188, 222]. After
hibernation cell growth increases [454] in these animals to make up for damage caused during
hibernation – the cold temperatures (or temperature fluctuations) may trigger an old gene to
activate causing the hepatocytes to increase proliferation – hibernation is shown to impact huge
numbers of genes which regular cell growth and metabolism, including in the liver [97, 260, 454].
A second possibility is that lowering temperatures causes damage to cells and so recovery
processes are initiated which stay active for longer than is required to repaid any damage
caused. Future work can establish what mechanism causes cryoanaptiksi, what are the optimal
temperatures and storage times to induce it (perhaps more than one chilling step is optimal), if
warming is of benefit, and what other systems display this characteristic.
I enthusiastically await results using this method in different cell lines and types, and believe it
to be an exciting and promising avenue for bioartificial liver development, and to offer potential
for other devices.
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12. Fluidisation
12.1. Introduction

This chapter determined the significant parameters to be considered and best models to use
when considering fluidization of the bio=artificial liver device.
Fluidisation has found numerous industrial applications over the past century as a result of its
ability to ensure highly efficient mixing and fluid-particle contact in a controllable manner. It is
founded on the principle that as a fluid passes up through a layer (particle bed) of many discreet
solid particles, the particle bed will expand with increased fluid flow, due to the upward pressure
on the particles from the fluid. Within the bed, individual particles vibrate and rotate relative to
one another, this movement increasing as the height of the bed increases.

Figure 75 - Example of a solid-liquid fixed bed of particles (left), an expanded (fluidised) bed (centre) and an over
fluidised bed (left). Fluid flow direction and speed are denoted with blue arrows. As fluid linear flow rate is increased,
the system will develop from a packed bed with no flow (left), to an expanded bed with some flow (centre) to a fluidised
bed with increased flow (right). The fluidised bed bioreactor in this project uses a set-up similar to the middle image.

More recently the biological benefits of fluidised beds have been realised – the increased
contact between a culture medium and cells can give better cell performance over a standard
culture flask, resulting in higher cell performance [240]. A fluidised bed bio-reactor is the primary
culture method for the bioartificial liver device, and so a fuller understanding of fluidisation will
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be explored here, before determining critical fluidisation parameters in the BAL system and
characterizing scale down processes for the BAL culture regime.

12.2. Types of Fluidisation
12.2.1.

Gas-Solid

The most common form of fluidised beds is that of a gas-solid system in which gas is passed
through a bed of solids. This was the earliest fluidisation performed on an industrial scale, and
is widespread today. Fluidisation of this type can often appear like a water boiling in a kettle,
with bubbles of gas passing through a turbulent regime of numerous small particles moving
together as a liquid. This turbulent and unstable fluidisation is known as aggravated fluidisation
[62, 345].
Gas-Solid fluidisation is perhaps most commonly seen in hot-air popcorn makers. Hot air is
passed through the kernels, fluidising and so mixing them, effectively homogenising their
temperatures. When a kernel pops, its increased surface area causes it to be removed by the
hot air as a finished product, preventing burning [339].

12.2.2.

Liquid-Solid

A little later than gas-solid fluidisation became widespread, the benefits of solid-liquid
fluidisation were recognised in many other systems - to fluidised bed nuclear reactors, to particle
washing, and to bio-reactors amongst many other uses [98, 455]. Liquid-solid fluidisation of
bioreactors is of particular interest here as it is the method used in the bio-artificial liver device.
When a liquid-solid system fluidises, the particles tend to move further apart from each other
with an increase in velocity, in a consistent and non-turbulent regime. Bubbles (large upward
moving chasms of liquid in this case) rarely form except at very high flow rates. This is distinctly
different than aggravated fluidisation and is named particulate fluidisation [62, 134, 345]. This
particulate fluidisation tends to be cheaper, simpler, and more effective than mechanical
shaking in industrial applications [464].
Importantly, while bed depth affects the fluid flow rates required for solid-gas fluidisation, bed
expansion is independent of bed depth for solid-liquid systems [193, 232, 247, 455].
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Liquid-solid systems are now used for many biological purposes including wastewater treatment
and the production of penicillin. These bioreactors are very efficient both on the smaller scale
and when scaled up [88, 235, 240].

12.2.3.

Gas-Liquid-Solid

Applications of a mixture of the above, gas-liquid-solid fluidised beds, additionally have
widespread uses. Historically this included the liquefaction of coal. Coal and oil mixes can be
fluidised at high pressures with hydrogen, resulting in a liquid product that has been used as
fuel. Fluidisation in this system will tend to result in aggregated dynamics, with bubbles of gas
passing through a solid-liquid mix [113].

12.2.4.

Circulating Fluidised Bed Reactors

Most fluidisers consist of a large column where the fluidised particles are isolated. Other systems
do exist such as circulating fluidised bed reactors, these work by completely fluidising a system
and allowing particles to reach the top of the fluidisation chamber. When the particles reach the
top, a condenser collects them and re-introduces them at the fluidiser’s base; hence a
continuous circulation of fluidised particles is achieved [69, 142, 422].
These circulating fluidised bed bioreactors achieve greater flow rates and liquid-solid contact
over traditional liquid-solid fluidised beds along with very effective mixing [142, 466]. These
beds tend to be more unstable than a standard fluidiser, with very rapid re-circulation through
the condenser required especially at high flow rates [228, 466].

12.2.5.

Inverse Fluidisation

It is not uncommon, particularly in liquid-solid fluidised beds, to have solid particles less dense
than the liquid component. The particles then float in the fluidiser, with liquid passed
downwards for fluidisation. This is termed an inverse fluidised bed [200, 232, 344], and operates
in the same way as a standard fluidised bed, but with the gravity and flow direction properties
reversed [235]. This form of fluidisation is particularly useful for biological wastewater treatment
[6]. Interestingly they will have different critical values of Reynolds Number, which dictate flow
characteristics, as a result of lower inertia for less dense particles [200].
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12.2.6.

Semi-Fluidised Beds

Another variation on the theme is a semi-fluidised bed – a bed where the base is fluidised but
the top is fixed (usually by means of an upper restraint on the particles). These beds have the
advantages of both fixed and fluidised beds, but suffer from drawbacks such as larger
mechanical stress of the individual particles [193].

12.3. Applications of Fluidisation
12.3.1.

Mixing

Fluidisation is particularly effective at heat and mass transfer. In a fluidised system particles
follow a random and rapid (with respect to natural diffusion) path throughout the whole
fluidised bed. Extensive mixing therefore takes place and so all products in the bed experience
the same conditions, without the same level of sheer that can be experienced if using a
mechanical stirrer.
Mixing is not usually possible in liquid-solid fluidised beds with non-homogenous particles. If a
binary mixture of particles is fluidised liquid-solid, the phenomenon of inversion is often
observed, that is the larger particles will form a distinct layer at the base of the bed and smaller
particles will form a separate layer of particles on top [16].

12.3.2.

Particle Separation

Perhaps one of the simplest and most common uses for fluidisation is to separate particles of
different sizes, shapes, or composition [98, 134, 294]. First consider particles equal except in
size; as fluid passes through the system larger grains will sink in the bed while smaller ones tend
to rise, this being a consequence of volume, and therefore mass, increasing cubically while the
surface area only increases as the square of the radius, reducing the surface area to volume
ratio.
Fluidisation can even be imposed where the smaller particles achieve full fluidisation and leave
the top of the system to be collected, and larger ones sink and are collected at the base of the
fluidiser, where they’re collected. Systems can be constructed where mixed-size particles are
continually inserted and separated-sized particles are concurrently removed.
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Fluidised beds are used extensively in industry for particle separation, such as in necessary for
the beneficiation (separation of useful minerals from surrounding gangue) of ores [412].

12.3.3.

Particle coating

A more advanced use of particle separation can be applied to particle coating. Un-treated
particles can be added to the fluidised system, in which there they are coated with the desired
material. As the size and density of the particles will change, the system can be designed so that
when sufficient coating has been added the finished products are removed from the fluidiser
[456].

12.3.4.

Biomass Combustion

The burning of biomass for energy requires the use of a gas-solid fluidised bed reactor. The
dynamics of the fluidiser allows the fuel to be burnt faster, more completely, and at a higher
temperature than is possible in a conventional furnace, where typically there is only burning at
the surface. This usually requires high fluidisation rates and few models are available to describe
the process due to the varied and irregular fuel material topography [69, 320].
Often when burning biomass, and in other industrial applications, adding small particles such as
sand or glass improves the fluidisation, though the mechanism is not fully understood [69, 320].
Generally, by adding smaller finer particles, the minimum fluidisation velocity of the larger ones
will be reduced [16].

12.3.5.

Application to the Bioartificial Liver

Prior to and post cryopreservation, the ELS (alginate encapsulated liver spheroids) will be
maintained in a culture chamber; a cylindrical vessel in which the ELS sit with a flow through of
culture medium. To ensure maximum health and proliferation of the hepatocytes (liver cells),
this culture chamber will be fluidised.
The fluidising chamber itself will be a glass cylinder, approximately 30cm high and with a 15cm
inner diameter, with approximately 2 litres of ELS, each with a diameter of around 0.5mm.
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During the growth phase, culture medium supplemented with plasma will be used as fluidisation
liquid. For the treatment phase (where the bioartificial liver will be used in a patient) blood
plasma – which has a higher viscosity – will be used. The circulation in the chamber leads to
maximum contact between the beads and the growth medium, resulting in hepatocytes that
proliferate more readily and have higher function per cell. Determining the correct flow rates
and physics of fluidisation is therefore necessary for the bio-artificial liver project [101, 240,
363].

Figure 76 - A false colour representation of possible fluid flow through the bioartificial liver device at any particular
moment. The red spheres represent encapsulated liver spheroids, while the arrows represent fluid flow. The length of
the arrow denoted speed of flow and thickness denotes volume.

It was out with the remit of this thesis to determine whether improved cell function in a fluidised
bed system was due to the fluidised bed per-se, or was a consequence of culture medium
movement relative to ELS.

12.4. Mechanical Considerations during Fluidisation (solid-liquid)

As the bioartificial liver device uses a solid-liquid fluidised bed, this will be examined
preferentially over gas-solid fluidisation in this chapter.

12.4.1.
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Lineralising Flow

It is important to have a linear homogenous flow for good quality fluidisation. The first tool to
ensure this is a distributor found at the base of the fluidiser, this is usually a solid component
with many holes in it which breaks up liquid flow homogenously throughout the fluidiser [62,
247]. It is used to prevent channelling – the preferential movement of fluid in a few arteries.
A plenum chamber (an area filled with spherical weights below the fluidiser) or homogenising
section is often incorporated in a fluidiser to start homogenising flow before it reaches the
distributor [62, 412].
Occasionally, particularly with very fine particles in a liquid-solid system, channelling can still
occur damaging the quality of the fluidisation. This can be overcome with the use of a mixer or
vibrator located near the base of the device. The mixer will force particles into the channels,
effectively destroying them. Once good fluidisation is achieved, the mixer can be removed
without the recurrence of channelling [345].
As with all liquid passing through an enclosed cylinder, wall effects will start to disrupt the
linearalised fluid flow. This is a major determinant of particulate movement inside a fluidiser,
with particles more likely to rise centrally and fall near the walls. Fluidisers therefore should not
be excessively tall relative to their inner diameter.

12.4.2.

Effect of Particle Size and Shape

On the microscopic level, the primary interaction in a FB (fluidised bed) is the drag exerted by
the fluid on individual particles. This is highly dependent on the form of particles – for spherical
particles experiencing laminar flow the dominating factor is the particles relative size and
density, outlined by Stokes. For particles of irregular shapes such as stems of plants the picture
becomes more complicated and fluidisation characteristics can only be determined
experimentally.
In general larger particles require a greater fluid flow rate to experience fluidisation than similar
smaller ones [99, 193, 232, 344].

12.4.3.

Collisions between Particles

Particles in a fluidised bed will continually interact and collide with each other. This significantly
impacts on the particle path for individual particles, and is highly complicated to model. Not all
collisions are created equally, with inelastic ones increasing mixing in the system, however
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elastic collisions remove kinetic energy an can interrupt fluidisation on the microscopic and
macroscopic scale. These collisions thereby affect the parameters for fluidisation [79, 193].
Collisions can also be detrimental in systems undergoing fluidisation for extended periods,
complex particles may be damaged or destroyed as a result of many collisions over long periods
of time.
Relatively little data has been published on the effects and frequency of particle-particle
collisions in fluidised beds. It is also difficult to measure experimentally, though several
computer models can be used in lieu [79]. One method used by Del Pozo and Briens [80] uses
tethered electrodes which discharge as a result of collisions. It was reported that this method
was more accurate in detecting collisions than a fixed electrode, but suffered from some
drawbacks such as the tether becoming tangled and electrode being localised to its anchorage
point.
It was found that the collision rate was at a maximum when the system was just fluidised, and
then decreased with increasing bed expansion [80]. This might be expected as particles are
closer together with minimum fluidisation. It is possible that at higher bed expansions the
collisions involve more energy, even if they are less frequent.

12.5. Modelling System Parameters

This chapter focuses on determining approximate models of fluidization in the system and then
replicating them on the smaller scale experimentally. There are two main advantages of doing
so. The first is consistency between different experiments where the BAL is used. Prior to this
chapter, bed expansion is established through a trial and error exercise. This necessarily results
in variation between liver group BALs cultured at different times. If a simple model was created
where known inputs are added and the output gave the flow rate throughout the system
required for a certain bed expansion, these inter-BAL differences would be reduced. This is a
necessary step for clinical delivery where consistency is required.
A second large advantage would be to fully understand how changes in the makeup and culture
of ELS will impact fluidization. ELS experience a flow throughout the culture and usage phase
using a fluidized bed bioreactor. This causes some problems not seen in other bioreactors such
as a hollow fibre bioreactor such as disintegration of the alginate. This disintegration is caused
by the flow of liquid past the ELS for several weeks. Ideally, ELS would be cultured with a density
very similar to that of the culture medium to reduce this stress however too low a density will
result in insufficient nutrient exchange. The treatment phase also used blood plasms which has
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a density and viscosity much greater than culture medium. If the density of the ELS is too low
these will flow out of the BAL chamber during the treatment phase. It is therefore desirable to
fully understand how each parameter impacts ELS-plasma/medium interactions, so that the
optimal size, density, and nutrient exchange rate can be found.
While the Navier-Stokes equations should theoretically be able to describe all parameters in a
fluid-solid system, the sheer complexity of a fluidised bed and number of particles makes solving
this system undoable practically [12].
An extensive number of models exist to try and predict and describe the behaviour of all or some
aspects of every imaginable design of fluidised beds [12, 62, 80, 91, 114, 142, 161, 178, 200, 215,
228, 235, 350, 412, 464, 466]. Many of these models are useful only for the system that they
were designed to model, and reviewing them all in detail would be impractical and of little use.
Several of the main parameters and methods common to many models are discussed below, by
doing so the key factors in fluidisation of the BAL should be identified.
Often systems incorporate non-spherical particles. Generally this involves finding what size of
spherical particle best describes the non-spherical particle in terms of a sphericity factor

[166].

In the bioartificial liver system, the particles are approximately spherical so this sphericity factor
is ignored.

12.5.1.

Nomenculare

Ar – Archimedes Number (dimensionless)
– Drag Coefficient (dimensionless)
d – diameter of particles (m)
D – diameter of fluidiser (m)
– voidage (dimensionless)
– Drag Force (kg m s-2)
g – gravitational force (m s-2)
l – characteristic length (dimensionless)
n – Exponent of the Richardson-Zaki equation (dimensionless)
– Density (kg m-3)
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Re – Reynolds Number (dimensionless)

Umf - Minimum Fluidisation Velocity (m s-1)
– Viscosity (Pa s = kg m-1 s-1)
v – velocity (m s-1)
w – weight (kg)

Subscripts
p – particle
l – liquid
t – terminal (velocity)
‘ – relative
* - dimensionless

12.5.2.

Reynolds Number

In almost all physical fluid systems, fluid behaviour is highly dependent on the Reynolds Number
(Re) [91] the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces. This essentially dictates the flow regime
around an object. In systems with a low Reynolds number, flow can be described as laminar,
essentially moving slowly and smoothly around obstacles for spheres this laminar flow is seen
for Reynolds numbers approximately < 10, although the change from laminar to more
complicated flow regimes is a continual process so no special significance should be attributed
to a Reynolds value of 10. At higher Reynolds numbers, flow transitions into a more turbulent
and complex regime. This transition takes place up to a Reynolds number of approximately 1000
for a sphere in a fluid, after which the fluid flow is normally described as turbulent [24]. The
Reynolds number for a sphere moving relative to a fluid is [440]:

Re

vl

( 39 )

Where

is the density of the particle, v is the relative velocity, l is the characteristic length (in

this case the diameter of the sphere), and
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is the liquid viscosity.

At sufficiently low Reynolds numbers where smooth laminar flow dominates Stokes’ law can be
used to characterise the system. With increasing Reynolds number turbulence becomes
significant around the particle, and so an additional drag terms are required when fluid-solid
interactions are studied.
In the bio-artificial liver, the alginate spheroids are 0.5mm in diameter, with a density of around
1020kg/m3, in medium with a viscosity of approximately 3Cp. The linear flow rate is <1mm/s,
giving a Reynolds number <<1. Laminar flow will dominate in the bioartificial liver system.
Several modifications of the Reynolds number have been proposed for packed and fluidised
beds. The Reynolds number is crucially important when considering fluidisation problems, as
different models are designed only for finite ranges of Reynolds number [91].

12.5.3.

Archimedes Number

Commonly, finding the free-fall velocity of a particle and its general flow characteristics relies
on the Archimedes number [200, 232, 294, 344, 455]. This number summarized how important
density differences between ELS in the system are compared with the viscosity of the medium
– at higher viscosities ELS free-fall viscosity will decreased, while the velocity will increase with
a greater density difference between the ELS and the culture medium. The Archimedes’ number
is interesting to determine for the BAL system as it will indicate how much the flow
characteristics of the system change when culture medium is replaced with denser, more
viscous, human blood plasma for the treatment phase. This is a dimensionless constant
dependant on the physical parameters of the system and is defined as:
=

−

=

3
4

( 40 )

Where

is the drag coefficient (Section 12.5.4). This is based on Archimedes’ principle - the

downward force of a spherical particle in a liquid is equal to the weight of that particle minus its
buoyancy. In general the higher the Archimedes number of a particle increases at Re at Umf
increases [235]. While the above equation is the most common form of the relation between Re
and Archimedes number, other correlations are proposed [24, 25]. For Re<0.2, a linear
relationship holds:
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= 18

[455].

12.5.4.

Drag Coefficient

The drag coefficient is a dimensionless quantity used to determine total drag force

in a

system, which changes dependent on the system’s topography, relative speed, and density of
fluid – essentialy it is caused by the force required for fluid to flow past a particle. Perfect
fluidisation will occur when the drag caused by culture medium flowing upwards through the
system is balanced by the relative weight of the ELS. The inertial form of the drag equation is
[54]:
=

2

( 41 )

There are bountiful different methods used to relate this drag coefficient to the Reynolds
number (and so the terminal velocity) in the literature [69, 158, 166, 227, 416]. It is possible to
directly determine terminal velocity from the drag coefficient using equation ( 42 ) [158, 200]:

=

4(

)

−
3

( 42 )

Where

is the drag coefficient, with ln(

) ∝ ln(Re).

For regions of Re<0.2, equation ( 43 ) has been proposed to link Re, Ar, and

with voidage

(empty space in the system) [455]:
3
4

.

=

( 43 )

Haider and Levenspeil highlighted a commonly used relationship for drag coefficient has been
determined directly through experimental measurements, and has the advantage of being valid
at both high and low Reynolds number for spherical particles [158]:
=

24

(1 + 0.1806

.

)+

0.4251
6880.95
1+

( 44 )

This could be related to the terminal velocity through [158]:
∗

( 45 )
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18 (2.3348 − 1.7439
=[ +
]
.
∗

∗

Where

is the dimensionless terminal velocity =

∗

dimensionless particle diameter [

(

)

]

.

[

(

]

)

.

and

∗

is the

. The drag coefficient equation was found to

be more accurate than the equation previously proposed by Turton and Levenspeil, though for
the final calculation of terminal velocity, Turton and Clark’s equation ( 44 ) was slightly more
accurate [158, 416]:
.
∗

=

(

∗

) .

(

∗

) .

( 46 )

Almost all of the above equations have been developed through some experimental
measurements, and so are very accurate in those specific systems but less useful in a general
case. Many have excessive terms as they attempt to operate at both high and low Reynolds
number. Perhaps the simplest method is based on Stokes’ work. Stokes proved that the total
drag on a sphere during laminar flow is [386]:

=6
( 47 )

Which agrees with experimental data as high as Re = 1 [441]. As this is well within the flow
regime of the BAL ELS and has been established to be accurate in these regimes since it was first
proposed in the 19th century. Equation 47 combines all the fundamental aspects of drag –
velocity, particle size and shape, and viscosity of the medium. Combining equations ( 41 ) and
( 47 ) , and that the maximum cross sectional area of a sphere is
=

12

=

=

:

12

( 48 )

So relating the total drag coefficient to drag force [82, 441]:
24

( 49 )

It is clear that many methods can be used to determine the drag of a particle, all that apparently
agree well with experimental data. Many of these give very similar results, though experimental
determination will have to be carried out too as no generalised formula has been proven. This
experimental value can them be related back to theoretical values and the most appropriate
model chosen.
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12.5.5.

Minimum Fluidisation Velocity and Pressure Drop

During fluidisation, as a liquid passes through the matrix of channels created between particles,
the pressure drop through that matrix is proportional to the resistance presented by the matrix.
A packed bed of particles normally results in a large pressure drop. As liquid flow rate is
increased in a fixed system, the pressure drop increases lineally. This continues until the
pressure drop over the system equals the total weight of particles in the system.
At this point the particles are fully supported by the liquid and the bed starts to expand. The
linear flow rate at this point is termed the minimum fluidisation velocity, Umf . Increasing the
fluid flow rate past this point results in the bed becoming increasingly expanded, but with the
pressure drop remaining constant. Umf is one of the most important values, the lower boundary
condition, for any fluidised bed.

Umf can be measured experimentally through the pressure drop; normally a plot of pressure
drop over the bed against linear flow rate is determined for a given system. The point where the
pressure stops increasing can then be used to determine Umf . In an ideal system the pressure
will stop increasing abruptly, however in reality this will occur over a range of linear flow rates
as a consequence of small perturbations in the system that may be caused by channelling,
circulation in the system, non-equal particle size, an imperfect distributor etc. all of which
prevent ‘perfect’ fluidisation experimentally [121, 345].
To overcome this a second dataset is usually added to the plot, this time during defluidisation.
The flow rate in an initially fluidised system is slowly reduced, until the bed becomes fixed. This
plot usually differs slightly from the fluidisation plot, as the particles vibrate more during
defluidisation so the bed does not readily enter its most compact state. Umf can be determined
by the intersection of the projected linear component of these plots [62, 163].

12.5.6.

Mathematically

Modelling

Pressure

Drops

and

Minimum

Fluidisation Velocity

While it is straightforward to measure Umf empirically, it is preferable to have a quicker and
easier method of determining it theoretically.
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A seemingly endless list of equations for calculating Umf is proposed in the literature, each one
claiming to be more accurate for specific systems than any other, but no generalised or widely
agreed formula exists [62, 69, 121]. This is due to the same reasons that there are many different
formulae for drag coefficient/Reynolds number relationships.
Most proposals are based on one of two separate foundations – the Ergun equation [99, 149,
200, 235, 240, 249] or the Carman-Kozeny equation [49, 121]. The Ergun equation has been
studied extensively but its validity starts to be questioned at low Reynolds numbers and so is
not reviewed here [35]. In contrast the Carman-Kozeny Equation tends only to be valid during
laminar flow and so cannot be used at high Reynolds numbers [99]. As the bioartificial liver
system is fluidised at low Reynolds number, the Carman-Kozeny Equation will be used as a basis
for our model. The Carman-Kozeny equation was developed through experimental
measurements of flow through small particle beds such as sand at low rates of velocity, where
the porosity of systems was high. Porosity was found to have a major impact experimentally by
Carman. This is a similar regime to the BAL fluidised bed system, another reason for choosing it
to examine here, as well as it being studied with success since the 1930s [49].
For the case of flow around spherical particles with low Reynolds numbers, a formula can be
obtained from the Carman-Kozeny equations to determine Umf [163]:
= 0.0055

(

−

)

1−

( 50 )

Where

is the voidage of the system, d is the diameter of the spherical particles, g is

acceleration due to gravity,

is the viscosity of the liquid,

is the density of the particles, and

is the density of the liquid. Many other equations have been proposed [416], based on a wide
range of starting points.

12.5.7.

Maximum Fluidisation Velocity

As discussed in section 12.5.5 , when a liquid starts to pass through a packed bed of particles, it
follows an erratic path through gaps in the bed and exerts an upward pressure on the bed
particles. At U m , the upward pressure exerted by the liquid equals the particles apparent
weight, here the bed will start to expand and particles re-orientate themselves to present the
smallest surface area to the liquid [346]. A further increase in flow rate results in a further linear
increase in bed height, until the particles become fully fluidised and spatially unrestricted in the
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fluidiser at flow rates greater than the maximum fluidisation rate (equal to the free fall speed of
the particles).
Using Equation ( 47 ), force exerted by a falling sphere (

=6

) [5, 51] where

is the

drag on the sphere, and r is the particle’s radius, that apparent weight of a particle in a fluid can
be related to

W

using 1st principles of buoyancy and weight:

mg

4 3
r 'g
3

( 51 )

Where

' is the relative density of the particle (particle density - fluid density).

As the particle falls it will accelerate under gravity until the drag force equals the apparent
weight, at the terminal or settling velocity. Equations ( 47 ) and ( 51 ) can be easily solved to
show:

vt

2 2
r 'g
9

( 52 )

This method only considers a sphere falling in an infinite medium, and neglects interactions
between other particles and the wall of the chamber, so will not be completely accurate. In the
bioartificial liver, the relative density is around 40kg/m3 (bead density falls with temperature,
but is still to be determined experimentally), giving a settling velocity of 0.5cm/sec.
Foscolo has used a slightly different method still based on stokes flow and found for laminar
flow that voidage and drag can be related through [122]:
=3

4(1 − )
(
+ 1)

( 53 )

Equation 53 takes account of the fact that the drag may be higher at low voidages as fluid will
continually change direction and pass over particles as it passes through a system – fluid flow
will not be in a straight line. As can be seen as the voidage tends to 1 the term will simplify to
the Stokes relation. When the linear flow rate reaches this level, the bed will become fully
fluidised, and any further increase in fluid flow will cause particles to be removed from the
system.
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12.5.8.

Bed Expansion and Voidage

Between the minimum and maximum fluidisation levels, the bed will expand based on the
extensively studied Richardson-Zaki equation or an adaptation of it [114, 122, 142, 161, 163,
178, 200, 247, 344, 350, 455], which relates the fluid velocity, the terminal velocity of the
particle, and the voidage (empty space) of the bed:

=
( 54 )

Where

is the liquid velocity. While other models exist [134], Richardson and Zaki’s is by far

the most common in solid-liquid fluidisation.
The voidage of a layer of packed particles is a measure of how much empty space exists between
the solid components. This depends on the topography of the particles through the shape or
sphericity factor, which also takes into account the variation of sizes in the bed and the pattern
of particle packing - a bed of equally sized cubes stacked one on top of another will have a
voidage of zero while if the cubes are imperfectly stacked, such as some having been stacked
diagonally, the voidage will change completely. Clearly spherical particles will always have some
space between them.
A variation in size of the particles will also have an effect on voidage – small particles tend to fill
in spaces between large particles where large size variations exist.
As fluidisation takes hold and the particles move apart from each other, the voidage must
decrease. This change is easily measureable by the increase in bed height and is used for an
insight to the new fluid-flow regime in the system. The bed height has been observed to increase
linearly with increased velocity beyond Umf [235].
Determining the exponent n in the Richardson-Zaki equation, and combining it with the
minimum fluidisation velocity, the terminal velocity, and the initial voidage should give a
complete description of the FB system.
Richardson and Zaki determined experimentally that n was independent of Re for Re<0.2,
instead being a function solely of d/D, that is the individual particle diameter to the diameter of
the fluidiser:
= 4.65 + 19.5 ×
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( 55 )

And dependant only on Reynolds number for 0.2<Re<500, assuming that d/D <<1:
= 4.35

.

= 4.45

.

0.2 <

<1

1<

< 500

( 56 )

At Re>500 n is independent of both Re and d/D, found through experimental designs.
In fluidisers which are narrow compared to the width of the particles, the terminal velocity of
the particles will be lower than if the particles were in an infinite fluid. Richardson and Zaki
proposed a correction where
be related to

, the terminal velocity of a particle in an infinite medium, could

, the free fall velocity in the fluidiser, when d/D ≮≮ 1 [163].
log

=

( 57 )

Updated values for n have been widely suggested [200, 247, 344, 455], through many do not
differ hugely from those initially proposed. Rowe [350] formulated a model for all values of
Reynolds numbers, when d/D<<1, which matches experimental observations:
=

2(2.35 + 0.175
(1 + 0.175

.
.

)

)

( 58 )

Equation 55 is most useful for the BAL due to its simplicity and its validity in the low Reynolds
number regime of the system.

12.5.9.

Particle distribution

Individual particles in a fluidised bed will move in a largely random path [161, 247]. Many
methods have been used to try and follow particle paths in a fluidiser; either by tagging
individual particles or by constructing stochastic models.
One experimental model involves introducing radioactive particles into the system that have the
same size, weight, and shape as the fluidised particles. These radionuclides should therefore
have the same flow characteristics as the fluidised elements. Detectors can be placed around
the fluidiser and detect these particles, giving an overview of flow characteristics [247]. While
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reliable and accurate, this method requires expensive and sophisticated equipment, and a very
careful choice of radioactive particle must be made.
Particle distribution is dependent on the porosity of the system. At low porosities, such as with
a fluid velocity very close to Umf , particles are restricted in their movement by their neighbours.
As porosity increases (>~0.55), so too does the movement of individual particles. Particles can
clump together and voids become apparent in the system [141, 215]. Particles with larger size
variations show larger fluctuations spatially with solid concentration [227].
Noticeable spatial and wall effects may also become apparent. Particles nearer the centre of the
fluidiser will move more quickly, usually upwards. Nearer the walls particles tend to cluster more
readily (though the literature is not conclusive on this point) – with an oscillatory distribution
extending inwards. Particles are more likely to descend near the wall, sometimes with a speed
greater than

, indicative of local regions of back-flow [141, 215]. This can result in a large

circulation, rising through the centre and descending in the edges [247].

12.5.10. Usefulness of Theory to Practice

The bioartificial liver will consist of a volume of around 2 litres of ELS. Once fluidised, this volume
will increase up to 2-fold. It is important to determine this level of increase in the volume so that
the bio-reactor is large enough to cope, and also so that liquid pumping rates can be established
[101, 363].
Although a fluidised bed is theoretically the ideal state for the hepatocytes to grow in, there are
some other factors that must be taken into account before the reactor is optimised for cell
growth. One such factor is localised flow rate – how much circulation is present in the system
and how this impacts the ELS.
The ELS can be leached and strained over time if they are in a fast flowing current. It may be the
case that 10+ days of growth at even the minimum fluidisation velocity is could be damaging if
these effects are taken into account, especially when combined with the stresses of
cryopreservation which the system also experiences.
With this in mind it is important to understand as fully as possible the physical and biological
impact of fluidising behaviour on the ELS. It is clear that in order to have a full picture a
combination of experimental measurements and theoretical analysis must be undertaken.
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12.6. Materials and Methods

Most fundamental parameters of the BAL system must be determined experimentally before
the values can be inserted into any model. The viscosity of plasma and its dependence on
temperature is essential for accurate modelling, both inside the bioreactor and in a scale-down
physical model. So too does the density of the ELS. It will be important to visually inspect flow
regimes inside the fluidiser, and to determine any effects that non-spherical ELS and variations
in ELS size has on fluidisation.

12.6.1.

The Bioartificial Liver Vessel

Materials
45 cm glass cylindrical chamber
Culture Medium
ELS

Method

The BAL vessel chamber itself consists of a glass cylinder of diameter 15cm and an effective
height of 30cm (taking into account area of lid, area between the flow separator etc.). Liquid is
introduced at the base at a flow rate of around 330ml/min. Into this chamber approximately 2
litres of ELS are added, which are then fluidised to the desired level (usually 1.67x during culture,
2x during the treatment phase).
The chamber interior does not consist of only liquid and ELS as is assumed in the models. There
were also tubing and probes present to optimise cell growth. These models assume that these
had minimal effect on fluidisation.
The BAL chamber is used for culturing the ELS to approximately 7x1010 cells, and the full
procedure has been detailed by Erro et al. [101]. While this chamber was used for the culture of
a full sized-BAL, it was not possible to use for experiments in this chapter – a scale down process
was used instead.
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12.6.2.

Mini-columns

Figure 77 - The mini-column set up with 6 circuits in series (not filled with ELS here). This set up allowed many replicates
to be carried out in an identical and easily manipulatable manner. Many columns were set up and filled with ELS and
culture medium as is done in the full scale bioreactor. A single multi-channel pump was used to ensure that equal flow
existed between all columns. This was used to mimic conditions in the bioreactor in an economical and less labour
intensive scale down process.

Materials
Watson Marlow multi-channel pump (Watson-Marlow, Falmouth, England, UK)
Silicone Tubing (Altec, Birmingham, AL, USA)
3cm Glass Columns (manufactured for project)
ELS
Culture Medium

Method

As the bioartificial chamber was not a perfect fluidiser, and due to practical and economic
considerations, experiments were done with especially designed fluidisers.
These were 3cm diameter glass columns. There was a double inlet port, followed by a sintered
glass distributor – this was manufactured especially for the project. There was a maximum
height of 15 cm above this distributor, before the flow exited the column back to the medium
reservoir.
Up to 6 of these minicolumns could be run concurrently, with the use of a Watson-Marlow multichannel pump.
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These minicolums are filled with the desired ELS volume, and the height of bed expansion
measured with use of a ruler, allowing for effects of flow rates, ELS volume, viscosity, etc. all to
be measured separately. The set-up can be seen in figures Figure 77Figure 78.

Figure 78 - The mini-column set-up. Medium is pumped into minicolumns at selected flow rates. Up to 6 mini-columns
can be run concurrently, through the use of a Watson-Marlow multi-channel pump. A sintered glass filter was used to
linearalise the flow, and two equal inlets and outlet ports were employed per mini-column in order to further
homogenise the medium flow.

12.6.3.

Viscosity

Due to LG budget constraints, it was not possible to acquire a viscometer and so the viscosity of
the system was not studied, or to very accurately determine the density of ELS, taking
developing an accurate theoretical model out of the remit of this chapter, a situation that I was
‘less than pleased’ with. The chapter focuses on direct experimental measurements to form an
understanding of the system. It seems that the most accurate models and most widely accepted
are still those developed by Stokes in 1851 and Richardson-Zaki 1952 [346, 386].
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12.7. Results
12.7.1.

Construction and Operation of the System.

In order to set-up the circuit, end caps were added with a
double inlet-outlet, which would help to distribute the flow
more evenly past the distributor. This was found to work
quite effectively, and while there is always room for
improvement, it was effective enough to study the
fluidisation of ELS in scale down manner.
In incision was made in the top cap, with some tubing
attached. This was secured in place and sealed securely
using silicone glue. This allowed for sterile sampling of the
system during use, increasing efficiency over having to
remove the tubing from the stem to a sterile hood for
sampling.
The system was autoclaved, and sterile alginate beads (ELS
Figure 79 - One minicolumn during use of
a fluidisation experiment. The alginate
beads (cell free ELS) can be seen between
the sintered glass flow distributor and the
2.7cm mark. This is a close up of the
system shown in figures Figure 77Figure
78 and shows what was monitored during
experiments. The medium used in the
image contains fetal calf serum in place
of human plasma (both 10% v/v) to
increase contrast.

without cells) added to the column. The system was run at a
linear flow rate for a total of 14 days in a 37°C incubator.
Medium samples were taken every 2-3, and no infections
was found through the culture period, indicating that the
cells could be cultured sterily in the system. Some
channelling was apparent on days 1 and 2, though this was
resolved by giving the tube a sharp knock, and no further

channelling past day 2 was noted.

12.7.2.

Effect of Volume of Encapsulated Liver Spheroids

Up to 6 mini-columns could be run at any one time. A multi-channel Watson Marlow pump could
drive fluid around all circuits concurrently.
With a larger volume of ELS, it was expected that a larger pump rate would be required to
maintain a consistent flow rate, as the frictional forces were greater. Data was collected and a
graph was drawn of flow rate versus pump rate for different volumes of ELS (Figure 80).
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Figure 80 - Flow rate versus pump rotation rate for different volumes of ELS. The circuits are identical in all other
respects. Minicolumns were set-up in the manner described above. With the figure showing the average linear flow
rates recorded with different flow rates and ELS volume. Data is average of n=6 experiments.

Figure 80 shows the expected tendency for slower linear flow rates with greater volumes of ELS,
though encouragingly the effect is very mild. Above 100 rpm the largest volume, the largest
35ml test condition linear flow rate is significantly (P<0.01) lower than for all other volumes. For
the second largest volume, 25ml, the linear flow rate is significantly (P<0.01) slower than all
other sets except 35ml. No difference was observed between volumes 10-20ml. It is also
apparent that the increases in flow rate are largely linear with increase in pump rotation rates,
establishing the robustness of the system.

12.7.3.

Flow Rates required for Fluidisation

None of the formulae used to measure minimum fluidisation velocity, bed expansion, or
maximum fluidisation velocity contain a term dependant on bed height – i.e. Fluidisation should
be independent of volume of ELS. To fully test the system and to ensure that there were no
anomalous factors affecting the mini-column circuit, several fluidisation experiments were
carried out in the mini-columns with different volumes of ELS. The bed expansion was noted at
different flow rates, and these plotted on a graph.
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Bed Expansion in the mini-columns with
Different ELS Volume
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Figure 81 – Level of bed expansion compared to linear flow rate of different volumes of ELS in identical minicolumns.
Here ELS without cell beads were used, and FCS culture medium. Fluidisation becomes prominent in all samples at
around 0.5mm/sec – visible by the increase in bed expansion in the figure. Data is average of n=6.

As can be seen from Figure 81, fluidisation in our system was indeed independent of ELS volume.
Ideal fluidisation for cell growth (around 1.5-2 x expansion) occurs between 0.5 and 0.7 mm/sec.
It is clear that the crucial linear flow rates fall over a very tight band, and so sensitive equipment
is required to optimise the flow rate in small volumes.
As the data from Figure 81 was collected from FCS medium, which is less viscous than FFP
medium, the linear flow rates in the BAL system which used FFP medium should be lower for
the same level of fluidisation.

12.8. Discussion, Conclusions, and Future Work
Fluidisation has been studied widely in industry, and its understanding is crucial to optimize the
BAL device. In order for this optimization to happen, the key parameters affecting the process
must be identified in the BAL system. These have found to be bead size and density, along with
density and viscosity of the culture medium. This ELS system is particularly sensitive to changes
in these parameters, as the minimum fluidization velocity was found to be very close to the
linear flow velocity that would result in total fluidization. This is in agreement with other groups
that use fluidized bed bioreactors for encapsulated systems where the size of alginate beds has
to be very closely controlled.
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It was also determined that no general models exist for fluidization of encapsulated bioreactors
exist, necessitating this study and future work.
A major drawback of a fluidized bed bioreactor is the lack of oxygen zonation seen in vivo and
other bioreactor systems [8, 73, 139, 199]. A second drawback is the change in culture conditions
between the culture and treatment phase. Culture medium is relatively fluid and light, while the
100% human plasma used during the treatment phase is much more dense and viscous – this
requires the bioreactor to be very tall to prevent ELS escaping the culture chamber. A tall
chamber requires the BAL circuit to have a volume of up to 10 liters. As the average human has
only 2-3 litres of blood plasma fraction, the system will require an excessive number of blood
transfusions to operate. Potential solutions include having a sink whereby ELS escaping from the
system are re-circulated – this is done in many industrial applications. Alternatively the ELS could
be made denser to reduce the risk of removal from the system, and a coasting could be applied
to the alginate to make them more robust as has been done in other systems.
This chapter has shown that mini-columns can provide an accurate method of simulating
fluidization in the BAL, which can be used in future to calibrate any mathematical model of fluid
flow. This is on a much smaller and cost-effective scale than the full scale BAL.
Moving forward, it will be important to test the system with ELS containing cells, which will give
an accurate understanding of the system as the cell (and so mass) density of the ELS increases
during the culture period. If a detailed mathematical system is required, determining
parameters such as viscosity of different combinations of medium and accurately determining
the density of the ELS will be essential, and this is how the mathematical section here should be
brought forward. Channeling could be prevented in the system by adding spheres or particles
below the flow distributer, making the flow more even before it reaches the ELS.
Different designs of BAL chamber could be considered as part of future work. Wall effects have
a major impact on fluidisation and so most systems carry out fluidisation in a chamber free from
impediment. The BAL chamber contains layers of silicone tubing (used for oxygen supply) in the
main chamber [101]. ELS often get caught between these tubes and they will negatively impact
on smooth fluidsation. The chamber also contains various pH and temperature probes.
Designing a new way to take measurements and deliver oxygen to the ELS that does not involve
physical additions to the BAL chamber would improve fluidisation outcome. However such
changes may be impractical and have other, as yet unforeseen, consequences.
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13. Oxygenation of the Bioartificial Liver Device
(BAL) as a Diagnostic Tool.
13.1. Introduction
13.1.1.

Chapter Outline

The BAL system studied in this thesis is cultured using medium containing 10% human blood
plasma [101]. This boosts growth rates and cell functions but comes with a drawback – proteins
produced by a healthy human liver and ELS cannot be detected as the levels are too low to pick
up over those in the human plasma [101]. It is therefore desirable to find new additional tools
to determine the impact cryopreservation has on ELS. One of these is cell oxygen consumption
rates [369]. HepG2 cells consume oxygen under normal conditions and other cell types have
linked oxygen consumption to cell viability and cell density [198]. Oxygen measurements are
taken as standard during the culture of a BAL, and so this chapter focuses on relating these
measurements to cell oxygen consumption. In addition measuring oxygen consumption may be
useful to optimise the culture phase of the system [369].
This chapter is arranged into three sections.
1. Developing a model of the FBB culture phase of the BAL from 1st principles.
2. Calculation of the oxygenation of the FBB culture phase of the BAL system from existing
data.
3. Development of an oxygen diagnostic tool and application to post-thaw culture.

13.1.2.

Oxygenation

Oxygen consumption rates of cell cultures are used in many applications to determine the
system’s health [198, 293, 369]. It has many direct applications in the culturing and
cryopreservation of BAL devices as a tool to measure how quickly the biomass recovers postthaw, and in addition to monitor the efficiency of the cell culturing conditions and cell activity
[369]. While cell activity can in some situation be measured accurately by protein analysis
(ELISA), cell protein production tends to fall while rapid cell division is taking place, however the
oxygen consumption is less affected.
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Several techniques are used to measure oxygen consumption rates of BAL devices or cell
spheroids in the literature [127, 198, 293, 369, 435], though the one developed here is specific
to our system which not only models oxygen consumption, it can be used to as a diagnostic tool
to determine problems during the FBB culture phase of the ELS, identifying problems more
quickly than presently possible and so allowing rapid remedial action, potentially saving BALs
from failing, and more rapidly identifying and solving non-lethal problems. Together these tools
will make the BAL device both more economic and more reliable to manufacture.

13.1.3.

Overview

The Liver Group’s BAL is cultured in a fluidised bed bioreactor for a total of 12 days during its
culture. In this time, the biomass increases significantly and the oxygen requirement of the cells
rises in tandem [101].
The oxygen already dissolved in the culture medium naturally is not sufficient to maintain the
liver cells at later time points, as culture medium is typically 50 times less efficient at oxygen
transport than blood [435], and so additional oxygen must be provided to the system. This is
done in the form of silicone tubing inside the BAL. Through this silicone, which is porous to
oxygen, 100 % O2 gas is passed.
Theoretical oxygen increases in the absence of a biomass have been calculated. The oxygen flow
rates and pressured have also been measured, as has the increase in oxygen concentration
between the base and top of the BAL chamber, and this related to the theoretical values.
In this chapter this theoretical oxygen perfusion through the tubing and into the biomass is
related successfully to some experimental measurements. This is then applied to large scale
culture experiments, and hence oxygen consumption of the biomass is calculated.
The modelling has two primary focuses – firstly the simple oxygenation of the system where
there is no external oxygen flow through the silicone tubing so oxygen is provided through only
what is dissolved in culture medium. The second focus is where oxygen is provided both through
the medium and externally through the silicone tubing. Each of these represent a different
regime.
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13.1.4.

Design of the BAL Culture Chamber

The bioartificial liver device (BAL) consists of a cylindrical glass chamber, with an inner diameter
of 15cm, a schematic is shown in Figure 82. Through 30cm of the chamber height, silicone tubing
is spiralled around the inner wall of the BAL chamber. During culture and operation of the BAL,
pure oxygen is passed through this tubing in order to oxygenate the culture medium and so
supply oxygen to the encapsulated liver spheroids (ELS) component of the BAL while culture
medium is circulated throughout the system, this does not contain sufficient oxygen for the
biomass without additional support.
The silicone tubing is supplied by Altec, and has a permeability to oxygen of 170 cm3mm/hm2ρ
(as stated by Altec).
The layout of the silicone tubing gives rise to two distinct sections. As the silicone enters the
BAL, it splits into two. The first area passes around the inner side of the exterior wall of the BAL
chamber, while the second length forms an inner coil, with radius of 7cm largely supporting
itself. The exact proportions of gas passing through these two coils is beyond the scope of this
study.
There are 59 silicone coils on the inner wall of the chamber and 49 coils in the central silicone
spiral, presenting a total length of approximately 38.58m. The silicone tubing has a bore of
2.5mm, and wall thickness of 0.5 mm. The oxygen content of the medium can be measured at
the entry and exit of the BAL chamber, and the gas pressure in the silicone tubing can be
recorded at the start and end of the oxygenation area. Figure 82 displays a diagrammatic
description of the experimental set-up.

13.1.5.

Converting % Measurements to Molar Consumption

While it is difficult to find the oxygen solubility in human plasma and culture medium precisely,
I have approximated a value of 5.2ml/litre. This has been selected by comparing the values for
fresh and salt water between 35°C and 40°C (in air with a 21% oxygenation), and looking at
pervious work in the LG. A higher estimate (around 10%) is chosen due so as to remain consistent
with previous work and to take account of mixing in the bioreactor, and residual haemoglobin
that may have entered the blood plasma fraction used during culture [299, 436].
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Considering that the molar volume of oxygen is 22.414 litres [458], a 1% change in the oxygen
level would represent a 1.1047x10-5 M/L change in the oxygen levels. This is 0.2476 ml O2 per
litre of culture medium.

13.2. Materials and Methods
13.2.1.

Measuring Oxygen Pressure in Silicone Tubing

Materials
The BAL Chamber
Culture Medium
Oxygenator
ADI Instruments Control Unit and Software (ADI Instruments, Oxford, England, UK)
Pressure Transducers (LogiCal, Smiths Medical, Ashford, England, UK)

Methods
The system is set-up as in Figure 82, with all ELS removed so the BAL contains only culture
medium. The oxygenator is activated and the gas flow rate varied. For each of these variations
the pressure at the start and end of the silicone tubing is measured. At the end of the BAL
chamber,

oxygen

is

vented

to

the

environment.

Figure 82 - A Schematic of the BAL device during oxygenation tests.. The culture medium and oxygenation are run on
separate circuits. The inner coil of silicone tubing is not visible here. ELS would normally sit halfway-up the BAL
chamber during culture, with oxygen pressure varied depending on cellular requirements.
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Filters can be added to the silicone tubing outlet to increase the pressure in the tubing. For each
additional filter, the experiment was repeated. These were then plotted on a graph.

13.2.1.

Measuring Oxygen Levels in the BAL Chamber without ELS

Materials
Oxygen probes
Watson-Marlow pump (Watson-Marlow, Falmouth, England, UK)
BAL chamber set up as per Figure 82
External hydrophobic filters (Sigma, Gillingham, England, UK)

Methods

At the end of a culture period, all the cell beads were removed from the culture chamber but
the culture medium (with FFP (human blood plasma)) remained. The input medium oxygen level
was set to 21% O2, chosen as it would be consistent with atmospheric pressure and so no net
change in oxygen would occur between the medium reservoir and the culture chamber.
The oxygen flow rate in the silicone tubing was set various defined set-points to monitor the
system. The system was left to equilibrate and reach a steady state at each set-point, with the
medium temperature, the oxygen levels at the entrance and exit of the chamber (before and
after the silicone tubing), and the pressure in the silicone tubing recorded.
This was repeated later at different culture medium flow rates and at the end of different culture
periods to add robustness to the system, and also for either 0, 1, or 2 exit filters (at the end of
the silicone tubing). These filters increase the pressure in the tubing. This allowed the rate of
oxygen transfer from the silicone tubing to the medium over the whole BAL chamber when no
cells were present to be established.

13.3. Mathematical Approximations
13.3.1.

Determining Oxygen Diffusion through the Silicone Tubing

In many physical applications, heat transfer is analogous to mass transfer, hence why the two
fields are often lumped together. This was used to determine an approximate model for oxygen
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transfer through the silicone tubing in the BAL system. In our system, oxygen flux through the
silicone tubing follows the same laws as heat transfer.
The heat flux from a pipe containing a hot material in steady state is covered by Equation ( 59 )
[1]:

( 59 )

Where q’’ is heat flux (W/m 2), k is the heat transfer coefficient, ∆T is the temperature difference,
and ro & ri are the outer and inner diameters of the pipe respectively.
This is directly analogous to our mass transfer system, Equation ( 60 ) where:

( 60 )

Where M’’ is the mass flux, P is the membrane permeability, and ∆ρ is the absolute oxygen
pressure difference.
To determine total flux per unit time we have to multiply by the area of the tubing = 2 × π × r ×
L, where L is the length of tubing. This gives Equation ( 61 ).

( 61 )

Dimensional Analysis

The permeability of silicone to oxygen has been given by Altec in unusual units (cm3mm/hm2ρ),
and this must be factored in so that the model is dimensionally correct (the units are legitimate).
The surface area of the silicone is π2rL. r and L in the numerator must be measured in meters to
agree with the m2 term and ro in the denominator must similarly be measured in mm.
To take account of the radial transfer of mass through the silicone, I include the dimensionless
ln(ro/ri) term.
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13.3.2.

Determining the Partial Pressures between the Silicone and the

Culture Medium

To calculate the pressure differences, calculating the partial pressures of oxygen at the entrance
and exit of the system was required. This was done here for the specific case of values measured
as per Sections 13.2.1 at a 0.5 L/min flow rate with no external filters, before a general strategy
for the general case at low flow rates (<1 litre a minute) is presented. This makes it clearer to
follow.
In the (pre-silicone) entrance to the chamber, the partial pressure of oxygen in the culture
medium was approximately 0.21 bar, as air at atmospheric pressure is 21%. After the silicone
tubing the DO2 probe recorded a steady state value of 40% O2, which equates to 0.4 bar partial
pressure. Partial pressure = the fraction of a particular gas at atmospheric pressure.
At the beginning of the silicone tubing, the pressure measured by the pressure transducers was
13mmHg over and above standard atmospheric pressure (1 bar = 750mmHg). As the silicone
tubing contained pure oxygen the pressure here was 763mmHg. At the exit, the pressure reading
had dropped to 10.5mmHg, giving an exit pressure of 760.5 mmHg.
Considering only ’additional pressure’, that is pressure above atmospheric, the pressure in the
silicone tubing will likely fall with distance through the tubing asymptotically to standard
atmospheric pressure (750mmHg). In the 38.58m of tubing the pressure had fallen 19.25%,
which was 0.552% per meter. The pressure (in mmHg) profile in the silicone tubing (over and
above standard pressure) was therefore as Equation ( 62 ).
ρ = 13 × 0.9945L
( 62 )

Where L is length of silicone tubing in meters from its entry point in the chamber.
To calculate the partial pressures (and so concentration) of oxygen in the chamber, I considered
the fact that the oxygen pressure in the chamber will asymptotically approach that in the tubing,
will start at 157mmHg (0.21bar), and rises to 300mmHg (0.4bar) in 0.3m of chamber height. The
total pressure difference and the entrance and exit of the tubing is therefore 605.5mmHg and
460.5 mmHg respectively.
As the pressure difference in the chamber fell 24% in 0.3m of chamber height, it was determined
that it fell at a rate of 60% per metre, as per Equation ( 63 ).
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∆ρ = 605.5 × 0.4h
( 63 )

Where h is the height in the chamber above the first coil of silicone tubing below the silicone
tubing top. Care must be taken not to confuse h, the chamber height used for oxygen profiles in
the chamber, to L, the length of tubing, used for the pressure profiles in the silicone tubing.
As oxygen transfer is directly proportional to pressure, I determined an average pressure for the
system. This was done by determining the pressure difference between the silicone tubing =
605.5 × 0.4h, and integrating this between the top and bottom of the tubing gives an average
value of 529mmHg = 0.705 bar as per Equation ( 64 ).

( 64 )

This gave the average pressure difference that was then placed into Equation ( 61 ), which will
give an estimated oxygen transfer rate for the specific case examined:

( 65 )

Showing that the rate of oxygen diffusion to the medium is 86.34cm3/h = 1.44cm3/min.
As the system was being fluidised at 330ml/min, each ml of medium was expected to absorb
4.36x10-3 cm3.
This is 1.78x10-7Moles/ml. As a 1% increase in measured O2 is 1.0476x10-8 moles. An oxygen
increase of 16.5% would be expected. The actual measured increase was 19%. This is a
reasonable accuracy.

13.4. Modelling oxygenation of ELS during low external oxygen flow
rates during FBB culture – Steps

The following protocol can be used to determine the oxygen consumption of ELS during FBB
culture, when flow rates of <1 litre a minute and no pressure-increasing filters are used.
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1.

Determine the entry and exit pressures in the silicone tubing at the time in

question.
2.

Determine the entry and exit % oxygenations in the BAL.

3.

Find the pressure differences through integration.

4.

Add values into equation ( 65 ).

5.

Convert into expected % increase in oxygen.

6.

Compare this expected oxygen increase to actual oxygen increase. This ‘deficit’

will be the amount absorbed by the cells.

13.5. Higher Oxygen Flow Rates

A test was carried out at a higher flow regime - flow rate of 5 litres/min. In this set-up the outlet
oxygen measurement increased from 21% to 80%. At this high flow rate, taking into account the
fact that oxygen could take two paths through the tubing (either the inner or outer coils), the
speed of oxygen flow in the tubes was around 53cm/sec, so completing full loop of the outer
tubing in 0.88 seconds. This is a lower estimate, as the path length of one coil is much less in the
inner tubing, and as the % splits of flow between the inner and outer tubing is not known and
are beyond the scope of this study.
Such a rapid flow rate will result in a higher pressure on the outer wall of the silicone over the
inner wall. This extreme turbulence seemed to decrease the efficiency of the silicone tubing to
oxygenate the biomass substantially. This could not be measured experimentally. The
mathematical model developed above, which held for low flow rates, did not hold for higher
flow rates without more detailed experimental analysis. For this reason, explicit correlations
were then examined to determine cell oxygenation, without the use of first principle
mathematical models.

13.6. General System
13.6.1.

Oxygen Pressures at Specific Flow Rates

In the BAL chamber, it is usually impractical to measure the oxygen pressures in the silicone
tubing during the culture phase of the BAL. However, the system should be reproducible and so
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the pressures should be equal at every time with the same flow rates. Making a standard curve
of these flow rates will allow the pressures to be known from only the flow rates.
As outlined above, the oxygenation apparatus had three settings, each defined by the conditions
of the exit valve. One condition had no exit filter, another had one filter, and a third had two
filters. These filters are added at later time points to increase the pressure, and so oxygenation,
in the system. This data for average pressures in the tubing is plotted in Figure 83.

Average Pressures at Different Flow Rates
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Figure 83 - Standard curves of oxygen pressure related to flow rate at different exit conditions. The straight lines of
best fit were added with their respective R values. When no external hydrophilic filters were present, pressure was
relatively low for all oxygen flow rates (blue). Add in one (orange) or two (grey) hydrophobic filters significantly
increased average pressure difference between the medium and the tubing. Data is average of 5 experimental
measurements.

As can be seen from Figure 83, the plots are approximately linear, with low values for R 2. This
allows the average pressure to be found using only the programmed flow rate and exit condition.
It has been noted that at flow rates > 6L/min, these pressures flatten out, and so no further
increase is observed. This was also true for the pressures only at the start of the silicone tubing
as can be seen in Figure 84.
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Figure 84 – Average pressure measured in the inlet pressure transducer at different oxygen flow rates. Below 6
litres/min, pressure increases linearly with oxygen flow rates. Above 6 litres/min, the pressure remains constant,
indicating that the oxygen generator may have reached maximum capacity. Data is plotted for conditions where no
exit hydrophobic filters existed (blue), one filter existed in the system (orange), or two filters added (grey). Data ia
average on 5 separate experiments.

A good correlation has been found between the (additional) pressure in the silicone tubing, and
the total increase in O2 observed in the absence of cells, shown in Figure 85. The equations of
these lines can be used to estimate the level of oxygenation in the BAL system.
This correlation between additional pressure increase at the entrance of the silicone tubing was
used as a basis for determining expected oxygen increase in the system.
To determine oxygenation, the average pressure in the silicone tubing was determined by using
the appropriate line of best fit in Figure 83. This is then determined to the theoretical increase
in oxygen, through the line of best fit in Figure 85. Finally, the amount of oxygen initially at the
system entrance and the amount at the exit of the system is recorded. The deficit between what
the exit pressure is and what it would be without cells gives oxygenation values.
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Figure 85 - The additional pressure supplied by the silicone tubing related to the measured increase in oxygen levels
for four different experiments,at a variety of pressures measured at the silicone entrance. (FBB is used to define
different experiments, number is an internal LG numbering system). A line of best fit is added with an R2 value of
0.8702, indicative of variation in the system. Good correlation was found between measurements taken between
different experiments, indicated by different icons in the figure.

13.7. Estimating Oxygen Consumption during the FBB Culture

During the FBB, system parameters such as oxygen flow rates, number of filters, medium flow
rates and oxygenation, as well as cell number are either recorded as standard with the Applicon
software (Applicon, Delft, the Netherlands), or are measured by default as the process
continues. Using these readily available values it should be possible to estimate the oxygen
consumption at any time point during the culture of the BAL.
The oxygen consumption has been estimated below explicitly for the specific case of FBB60
(internally numbered experiment where a BAL was cultured in the bioreactor), before the results
of a full study are presented.
At the start of the FBB experiment, the recorded difference between the entrance and exit
oxygen levels in the medium was 4.2%, and no external oxygenation took place. As 1%
oxygenation is equal to 1.1047x105 M/L, the total oxygen difference was 4.2x1.1047x10-5 =
0.464x10-4M/L.
The medium flow rate was 0.42L/min, so the total oxygen consumption at this time point was
0.42x0.464x10-4 = 1.95x10-5M/min = 3.25x10-7M/s.
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At this time point, the cell density in the ELS was around 2.1 million cells/ml, and there was 2.5
L in total, giving 5.25x109 cells at that point in the FBB. Dividing this through by the oxygen
consumption rate gives 0.52x10-16 moles per cell per second. This is 0.052 nM/million cells sec.
At 8 days into the FBB culture, there was external oxygenation - the oxygen flow rate was 10
L/min with two exit filters. No change was made to the oxygen flow rates. This as per section
13.6.1 means there was 115 mmHg of extra pressure at the in the silicone tubing, which as per
section 13.6 results in 73% additional oxygenation, on top of the 20% measured in the FBB. The
total oxygen deficit is therefore 93% - which must have been consumed by the cells.
93x1.1047x105 M/L = 9.7x10-4 M/L as the total oxygen deficit. The total medium flow rate was
0.42 litres per minute, and the cell density was now 16 million cells/ml. The same analysis as
above yields an oxygen consumption rate of 0.18 nM/million cell seconds.
This was repeated for all time points, and for several FBBs with the values plotted in Figure 86.
The data in Figure 86 shows the calculated oxygen consumption of the BAL system, for 5
separate experiments. The black line is extrapolated from data previously published by the LG
[101]. While this previous data was collected using a different culture chamber, lower total
volume, and higher average cell density, there is good agreement between the sets, confirming
this work with a previous study. The previous study, while using an FBB did not have an identical
culture condition and hence the comparison being made here was between the approximate
average values for ELS oxygen consumption, not a time-specific comparison.
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Figure 86 - Measured oxygen consumption rates of the BAL during 5 different experiments, and comparing to LG
published data (thick black line). General numbers were found to be similar, however the different pattern is indicative
of scaling up culturing from 800ml (black) to 2300ml volume (colours).

Each FBB experiment had a different starting and ending cell density (within set-limits), as well
as different total ELS volume and supplied oxygen due to natural variations in the system.
Despite this, there is a consistent and significant trend. There was a significant (defined in this
chapter as P<0.01) decline in per cell oxygen consumption between days 5 and 7, significant
increase between days 7 and 8, and significant decrease between days 8 and 11, and days 11
and 12. Statistics for oxygen consumption rate in this chapter are determined for a binary system
(either an increase or a decrease between two points) at each point.
Filters in the oxygen were added between days 7-8 of the culture period, increasing the oxygen
pressure in the silicone tubing and so oxygen transfer to medium. The increase in oxygen
consumption in this period coincided with an increase in the average cell proliferation rates
between days 7 and 8 (data out with remit of this thesis). It may be the case that ELS become
starved of oxygen towards day 7 of the culture period, and with the increase of pressures
relieves this starvation. It may improve the culture of the system if extra filters were to be added
at the start of the culture period [435].
The decline in oxygen consumption after day 8 of the culture period may indicate increased
starvation past this point. The oxygen levels by days 11-12 of the culture period have been
observed to fall as low at 3% in the culture medium. It seems likely that HepG2 cells cannot
metabolise concentrations this low at maximum efficiency, and having a more effective
oxygenation system, such as a tubing with a higher oxygen permeability, a larger tubing surface
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area, or higher pressures, may improve culture outcomes. It should be noted at this stage that
HepG2 cells can operate anaerobically for a time, so this low oxygen concentration would not
be expected to lower viability over the short term. The ELS are not static in the FBB system, they
experienced large variations from 35% to 3% for several days during the culture period, and
there is no reason to believe that this is beneficial for hepatocytes. Even with full oxygenation
however, a decline in per cell oxygen consumption would be expected to fall during the culture
period, as higher cell densities result in a decline in per-cell oxygenation in many (but not all)
systems [71, 319, 435].

13.7.1.

Problems with the Model

This data approximately agreed with previous oxygen consumption levels published, both in in
the LG and separate organisations [101, 319, 369, 435], which indicate that oxygen consumption
levels around 10-10M S-1 (million cells)-1 for monolayer cells. As the ELS system up-regulates cell
function, it seems counter-intuitive that the oxygen consumption would be lower in an
upregulated system although published work does show that lower per-cell oxygen
consumption is common at higher cell densities.
Only existing lab equipment and used reagents could be applied to this work, a situation that I
was ‘less than pleased’ with.
To have a fully characterized model, it is essential to know the oxygen profile within the BAL
during FBB culture. In the current model where culture medium was oxygenated without cells
was examined, oxygen concentration would necessarily always increase as it passed through the
chamber (inlet < outlet), however, this is markedly different to the system with cells to which
the model is applied, where the oxygen always declines through the culture chamber (inlet >
outlet). Knowing this profile is essential to validate this work. It is probable that in this case the
entry pressure is the dominating factor as it is here where the pressure difference is greatest. In
a cell system it is lowest at this point. This is likely a major source of error. A second source of
error falls within the permeability of the silicone tubing. Altec were unable to quantify the
temperature dependence of the permeability, and also effect that other gas and liquid
molecules in this system. Future work should consider this factor.
Despite these approximations, the data agrees with previous results, indicating that the error in
the approximations made are not substantially deleterious to the model.
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13.8. Oxygenation as a Diagnostic Tool
13.8.1.

Experimental Design

To determine if the calculated oxygen consumption rates could be used as a diagnostic tool
during the culture of the FBB system, an experiment was set up where 10 consecutive FBBs were
monitored between October 2014 and August 2015. The 5 of these that went completely
according to plan (Figure 86) were averaged so that the trend of oxygen consumption between
the data points was clear. As discussed above, the trend between each consecutive point was
significant (P>0.01) after day 5. 3 of the FBB cultures experienced adverse conditions that did
not result in the loss of the BAL. These are examined below in Figure 87, Figure 88, and Figure
89.
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Figure 87 - Comparing the oxygen consumption rates of an FBB experiment where poor cell growth was seen (grey)
compared with the average of the 5 gathered FBB data in Figure 86 (black). While similar consumption rates are seen,
the pattern of oxygen consumption throughout the culture period is different. Each point represents one data point
taken from each of 5 separate experiments.

Figure 87 shows an FBB were poor cell proliferation was observed during the culture cycle,
resulting in a final cell density around 2/3 of average. The reason for this poor proliferation was
not established, however observing the pattern of oxygen consumption, it can be seen that
between days 7 and 8 of culture the oxygen consumption does not increase on a per-cell basis,
and it is possible that an event resulting in the slower cell proliferation happened around this
time. While cell counts were lower than average by day 8, it was not substantially so. Using this
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mechanism would have highlighted a problem earlier than other mechanisms, and therefore
more time to identify and solve the problem would have been available.
I note the gross value is not being considered as a diagnostic tool, rather the ± of the line
differential.
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Figure 88 - Comparing the oxygen consumption rates of an FBB experiment where an overheating event occurred
(grey) between days 5-7 compared with the average of the 5 gathered FBB data in Figure 86 (black).The overheating
event occurred early in the process and can be seen in the graph by the fall in per cell oxygen consumption between
days 1 and 5 of culture. The average consumption shown in black is the average of 5 different FBBs at each timepoint,
while the grey line represents one FBB experiment where overheating occurred.

Figure 88 shows a separate problem where an FBB experienced a short heat shock between days
5-7 of the culture period, where the medium entering the chamber was heated above 41°C.
While this was spotted and resolved quickly as it occurred during working hours, there was an
arrest of cell proliferation between days 5-8 of the culture period. The cells recovered after this
point, as can be seen by the return of the line differential to normal polarity after day 8. This
problem was spotted and resolved quite quickly, however if it had happened over a weekend,
for example, it may have been left for many more hours resulting in loss of the BAL associated
with the FBB experiment. As oxygen data is recorded by the Applicon culture software by default
in the LG set-up, constructing a program to monitor it remotely (even without cell counts), could
prevent future FBB experiment failures, making the system more reliable and cost-effective.
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Figure 89 - Comparing the oxygen consumption rates of an FBB experiment where the external oxygen tubing started
to leak, bubbling oxygen directly into the culture chamber (grey) compared with the average of the 5 gathered FBB
data in Figure 86 (black). Unlike the FBBs displayed in Figure 87 and Figure 88, this event did not lead to any noticeable
decline in cell proliferation. The average consumption shown in black is the average of 5 different FBBs at each
timepoint, while the grey line represents one FBB experiment where leaking of the oxygen tubing occurred. .

Figure 89 examined an FBB during the study where the oxygen tubing started to leak at some
point in the culture period. This was not noticed as the culture chamber is opaque when in use,
and so continued for most of the culture period. This was not detrimental to the ELS. It can be
seen, between days 7-8 of the culture there is a deviation from the trend, indicating a problem.
The predicted oxygenation values continued to decline through the remainder of the culture
period. The explanation of this trend is likely due to the design of the BAL chamber – there is a
gap above the ELS to prevent over-fluidised ELS escaping from the BAL chamber. This gap comes
before the oxygen probe measuring the outlet oxygen concentration of the system. As gas
bubbles rise, the oxygen may have dissolved in the culture medium downstream from the ELS
and upstream from the probe monitor. This would give the impression that the cells consumed
less oxygen than they had, and as the cell number increased the per-cell apparent consumption
would decline.
While the leaking oxygen did not have an apparent effect on cell proliferation, if the leak that
developed happened to be worse than above, the tubing may have failed entirely which would
have a serious impact on the culture, and so this diagnostic tool can be used to identify that
there is a problem, which can then be fixed before becoming more serious.
To conclude, a diagnostic tool has been established, with our study showing that it correctly
identified (P<0.01) the state of the culture system, over a wide range of problems.
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13.8.1.

Oxygen Consumption after Cryopreservation

A primary advantage of this work is the extra information that can be extracted from the system
post large volume cryopreservation. The above techniques were applied to the large volume
cryopreservation carried out in chapter 10 to determine the impact of cryopreservation on
oxygen consumption.
Predicted oxygen values are shown in Figure 90. Here the initial culture is shown, before the
cryopreservation takes place on day 12 (indicated by the black line). Day 1 post-thaw (day 13 of
total culture time), oxygen consumption was equivalent to that pre-cryopreservation. A nadir of
consumption was reached 3 days post-thaw, at 0.32x10-10 moles oxygen per million cell seconds,
before increasing consumption to 0.42 x10-10 5 days post thaw (17 days of total culture).

Figure 90 - Oxygen consumption measured during the pre-cryopreservation culture phase of the large volume
compared with values post-thaw. The black line indicates the cryopreservation, with day of culture referring to total
number of days in FBB culture since encapsulation. The cell count, viability, and other system parameters were
discussed in chapter 10. Data is average of 5 measurements taken on one large volume experiment.

Oxygen consumption did not seem substantially affected by the freezing process, with recovery
in < 24 h to pre-cryopreservation values. The oxygen consumption per cell fell substantially at
later time points, with an approximate inverse correlation to cell number. The HepG2 cell line
can function anaerobically for periods of time, and likely switched into this mode of operation,
as proliferation and viability continued in the system as discussed in chapter 10.
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13.9. Discussion and Conclusions

In this chapter, a theoretical model of oxygen consumption has been attempted, both from a
theoretical and practical perspective. The oxygen consumption found agreed with previously
published data [101].
A diagnostic tool has been developed which highlights deviations in oxygen consumption of the
cells, which has been shown to successfully identify that a problem has developed rapidly
(P<0.01) using statistics for a binary system. This tool is non-invasive, and as it used data already
collected as standard it is cost-free, and if implemented, will be able to increase the reliability
and reduce the cost of the BAL culture phase.
While other more accurate systems to measure oxygenation exist [8, 127, 198, 293, 369, 435],
the advantage of the work here is that no further equipment is required and extra information
can be collected from existing data.
The diagnostic system could be improved if a total oxygen consumption model could be
developed independently of cell number, although as this would remove information, the
system just may be overwhelmed by noise. If successful, changes in oxygen consumption rates
could be measured in real-time giving a very rapid indication of developing problems, and
robustly identifies problems over a wide range of independent causes. Explicitly measuring the
oxygen capacity of the LG culture medium would also improve the accuracy of the tool.
If this cannot be developed, having an earlier cell count could allow for monitoring pre-day 7 of
the culture process.
All medical devices and cell cultures must remain sterile. In the LG BAL system, sterility samples
are taken at set points in the process and monitored for infection, a process which takes around
3 days. This system may identify a problem earlier, and so a sterility test sample could be taken
and so analysed earlier than planned. This may marginally reduce time to identify an infection,
and so containment can start earlier. As it is not possible to ‘cure’ most cell culture systems with
an infection, the indicator would not prevent a BAL becoming infected, or recover one from
infection.
A major finding of this chapter is that the oxygen consumption per cell displays a trend to be
inversely proportional to cell number – something not seen in other cell lines such as CHO cells
[198], although spheroid systems have been seen to experience less per-cell oxygen
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consumption in larger spheroids after the growth phase [127]. This may suggest that the cells
become starved of oxygen during the culture phase – an observation supported by the fact that
cell proliferation increases when more oxygen is supplied to the system [435]. HepG2 cells are
able to operate anaerobically for periods, and it’s been reported that they prefer to do so at
higher cell densities supporting this work [308]. Developing methods to increase oxygen delivery
to the ELS in the BAL may be a tool to improve cell growth [435].
A clear gradient of oxygen exists within the BAL, however this changes with cell density, from
21% to around 17% at the start of culture to 30% to 4% by the end of the culture phase. Zonation
is in general a feature of healthy livers and some bioreactors [8, 73, 139, 199], however in in vivo
livers and hollow-fibre bioreactors cells are fixed [50, 213] and so receive a constant
concentration of oxygen – this concentration dependent on location [319]. In this fluidised bed
system the oxygen concentration will vary widely and rapidly as ELS move throughout a
chamber. This zonation has been shown to be important to cell functions such as toxin
metabolism in the liver [8, 139, 199]. A possible reason for the very low levels of protein
production by HepG2 cells in this BAL device compared with hepatocyte function in vivo is this
rapid fluctuation in oxygen levels. While the fluidised bed system by design makes zonation
difficult, improved oxygen delivery should reduce fluctuations in the BAL chamber.
Oxygen consumption per cell is seen to fall post-cryopreservation, however this may be due to
increased cell density rather than a cryopreservation induced effect.
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14. Concluding Remarks, Thoughts, and Potential
Future Directions

The two primary hypotheses of this thesis, as outlined in section 2.5.1, were:

1. The 2-litre bioartificial liver device can be successfully cryopreserved, and fully
recovered within 72 h of thaw.
2. Parameters of the biomass culture system can be optimised to increase culture
effectiveness.

The first hypothesis has been proven in this thesis, in Chapter 10, using the protocols developed
and knowledge gained in chapters 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8.
While many factors played a part in this success, the main innovation to carry out this 2.3 litre
volume was the observation that the melting rate was the dominant factor in the whole
cryopreservation, and specifically warming process. Future work in determining why the melting
rate is so important, and work exploring thawing rates in general, are good places to continue
with this research.
Chapter 10 also demonstrated a method to rapidly improve recovery of large volume
cryopreservation, from around 72 h to 48 h. This can be done through having more rapid melting
rates, and developing new or adapting existing protocols in the literature.
The work in this chapter will enable cold-chain delivery of the BAL device, which is further
enhanced by the data in chapter 5.
The second primary hypothesis, to improve and optimize culture conditions for the BAL has been
successfully demonstrated through chapters 12 and 13, which both have large potential for
future work.
Perhaps the most interesting chapter is, along with chapter 10, where culture methods and
cryopreservation were combined to unexpectedly positive success in chapter 11.
When ELS are cultured, the cell density is very often observed to plateau after around 12 days
of culture. On optimized cryopreservation and thaw, the cell density usually falls substantially
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24 h post-thaw, and recovered around 72 h after a sharp growth period. While this had been
observed for many years, focus had been placed on reducing the recovery time. Determining
experimentally from this that chilling encapsulated liver spheroids for a short time before
culture boosted cell growth may lead to quicker and more cost efficient delivery of devices in
regenerative medicine.
To my knowledge, this has not been explicitly identified in any mammalian cell system,
encapsulated or otherwise, although no papers were found that looked at such extended culture
after short chilling durations.
Future work will here need to focus determining if the effect is a cellular or an alginate related,
and determine methods to arrest cell growth once sufficient density has been reached to
prevent cell break-out. Examining this effect in other cell types would be an exciting and
worthwhile avenue to explore.
Future work could also explore if ice-present cryopreservation is optimal for BAL
cryopreservation. Methods to vitrify biological volumes have so far been unsuccessful, but
perhaps with the advent of new concepts for vitrification such as I outlined in Cryobiology [ref],
or other ice free methods, the system could be further optimized.
I briefly summarize the main conclusions from each chapter, highlighting the novel contributions
in this work.
Chapter 4 looked at new CPA combinations, though 12% DMSO was found to be the ideal
cryoprotectant, in agreement with previous work. The effects of cooling and warming rates and
cell density was also noted. The main contribution here was than different cell densities have
different optimal cooling rates.
Chapter 5 looked at practical aspects of the cold-chain delivery process, namely at what
temperatures can ELS be transported. Either thawed or at -196°C. It was determined that
storage at -80°C after liquid nitrogen storage was very damaging, and a factor only of the
warming process. This work may contribute to transport of regenerative medicine devices.
Chapter 6 explored practical methods from scaling up to a larger volume, looking at thermal
profiles and testing new Asymptote Viafreeze systems, which were shown to work well with the
BAL set-up. Simple models were reviewed, and the optimal BAL dimension, within culture
constraints, chosen.
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Chapter 7 explored the impact that these different cooling patterns had on ice structure and
post-thaw outcome, and developed a novel scale-down process method where conditions
experienced by ELS on large scale cooling could be mimicked on a smaller scale, making
optimization and experimentation much more cost effective, time effective, and practical.
Chapter 8 explored the phenomenon of cryoconcentration (freeze-concentration). The main
breakthrough in this chapter was discovering that gravity played such a significant role in
samples where ice grew slowly, and this may have many uses in a wide range of large scale
cryopreservation projects. Extra supernatant was added during the 2.3 litre cryopreservation to
minimise the effect of cryoconcentration on our system.
Chapter 9 explored how the non-homogeneous thermal histories on cryopreservation, whether
it temporal, thermal, or related to cryoconcentration, affected the outcome of ELS on a spatial
basis, finding that the last areas in a sample had the worst post-thaw outcome – this has
implications for many cellular systems being cryopreserved on the order of litres.
Chapter 10 described the 2.3 litre cryopreservation, discussed above, and determined a way to
cryopreserve large volumes required for a bioartificial liver device.
Chapter 11 developed the cryoanaptiksi discovery. It was found that chilling cells before culture
can be used to increase their cell growth rates substantially.
Chapter 12 studied the technique of fluidisation, and defined its parameters in the LG BAL
system. Fluidisation was determined to occur over quite a tight linear flow rate, around 0.5mm/s
for ELS without cells (alginate beads) in medium. Further work here could establish the viscosity
of different types of culture medium and at different temperatures to apply to the full size BAL
system. As the full sized system uses 10% human blood fraction, which is likely to be more
viscous than medium without it, it seems probable that for optimized fluidisation lower linear
flow rates will be required.
Chapter 13 approximated oxygen consumption rates of ELS in the BAL system which agreed with
previous data. A new diagnostic tool for the BAL was also developed, and building this into
current protocols would be a worthwhile future step.
In summary, at the outset of this project the cryopreservation of a 2 litre BAL device showed
viability of only 4% 48 h post thaw, with no viability recorded 72 h post-thaw [266]. At the
conclusion of the project, the 2.3 litre biomass of a bioartficial liver device can be completely
recovered within 72 h of thaw.
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The End.
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a b s t r a c t
The process of ice formation and propagation during cryopreservation impacts on the post-thaw outcome
for a sample. Two processes, either network solidification or progressive solidification, can dominate the
water–ice phase transition with network solidification typically present in small sample cryo-straws or
cryo-vials. Progressive solidification is more often observed in larger volumes or environmental freezing.
These different ice phase progressions could have a significant impact on cryopreservation in scale-up
and larger volume cryo-banking protocols necessitating their study when considering cell therapy applications.
This study determines the impact of these different processes on alginate encapsulated liver spheroids
(ELS) as a model system during cryopreservation, and develops a method to replicate these differences in
an economical manner.
It was found in the current studies that progressive solidification resulted in fewer, but proportionally
more viable cells 24 h post-thaw compared with network solidification. The differences between the
groups diminished at later time points post-thaw as cells recovered the ability to undertake cell division,
with no statistically significant differences seen by either 48 h or 72 h in recovery cultures.
Thus progressive solidification itself should not prove a significant hurdle in the search for successful
cryopreservation in large volumes. However, some small but significant differences were noted in total
viable cell recoveries and functional assessments between samples cooled with either progressive or
network solidification, and these require further investigation.
! 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).

Introduction
A bioartificial liver (BAL) machine can temporarily replace the
functions of the liver, allowing a damaged liver to regenerate while
protecting the patient’s other organs from the life-threatening
damage that ensues during liver failure. The technology for growing an immortalised hepatocyte cell line (HepG2), encapsulation in
alginate beads and proliferating and conditioning of the cell spheroids within the beads has been demonstrated at the large scale.
However, widespread uptake of the BAL technology can only
Abbreviations: ELS, encapsulated liver spheroids; PS, progressive solidification;
NS, network solidification; BAL, bioartificial liver device.
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realistically be achieved with cryopreservation as a component of
the manufacturing strategy. On demand manufacture of the BAL
is not feasible, neither on the basis of cost nor logistics. A single
disposable cassette encompassing all processing steps (perfusion,
cryopreservation, cell conditioning), would greatly simplify safety
and regulatory requirements, provide robust delivery to end users,
and facilitate safe delivery in the clinical environment. However,
for clinical delivery of a BAL, cryopreservation of up to 2 l of alginate encapsulated cell spheroids (ELS) are required in a single
treatment and these would be ideally contained within a cylindrical cell cassette resulting in a packed product depth of up to 70 mm
in a cylindrical chamber of length 30 cm held horizontally. While
there are reports of the cryopreservation in bags of large volumes
(>100 ml) of adult stem cells [25], mammalian tissue culture cells
[8,9,12] and ELS [15], the geometry of these samples have been
those of a thin slab (2d sample) less than 20 mm in thickness.
These experience lesser thermal gradients than in our system.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cryobiol.2014.09.003
0011-2240/! 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc.
This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).
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The bulk cryopreservation of mammalian cells at a scale and format required for a BAL, or indeed other cell therapies, has not been
extensively studied previously.
The physical determinants of the freezing process in either large
or small volumes are fundamentally different. In low volume samples (e.g. in straws, or cryovials with volumes <2 ml) at the typical
cooling rates used in cryopreservation only small temperature gradients tend to occur throughout the sample. The whole volume
generally undercool in a uniform way, i.e. cooled below the equilibrium melting point (the highest temperature at which ice and
water can co-exist in steady-state) before ice nucleation commences [18,20,21]. Following the initial ice nucleation, which can
be induced by a nucleating agent [6,7], growth of a continuous
ice network throughout the whole sample occurs rapidly, resulting
in a coexisting, continuous phase of freeze concentrated material
in which the excluded solutes and cells are distributed [20]. As a
result of the migration of water from the freeze concentrated
matrix, this ice network grows as a coherent entity during subsequent cooling. The structure of the ice network and of the corresponding freeze concentrated matrix is determined by the
nucleation temperature [3] and not the rate of cooling [24]. In
materials science this solidification process is called cellular
growth [26]; however in order to avoid confusion when considering cell cryopreservation in a biological context, in which cell
growth refers to cell proliferation, we will refer to this mode of
ice solidification as network (or dendritic) solidification (NS).
In bulk samples significant temperature gradients may exist
between the cooling interface (often the outer surface of the sample) and the bulk volume unless infinitesimally slow cooling rates
are applied. Localized undercooling can easily occur at the container wall while there remains a gradient in the bulk sample leading to temperatures remaining above the equilibrium melting point
for a significant time [19]. Nucleation of ice will occur at the cold
wall and ice will develop into the solution which was initially at a
temperature above the equilibrium melting point. As cooling progresses across the sample and the ice nucleation temperature is
achieved, an ice front perpendicular to the heat transfer vector front
moves through the sample [23]. The structure of the ice front is
determined by a number of factors including the nucleation temperature, the rate of heat extraction, and localized inhomogeneities
in temperature across the ice front, further complicated by release
of latent heat of the ice crystallization process [18]. Depending on
the solute composition and the rate of growth of the ice front, solute
rejection (including rejection of structures such as cells) can occur
ahead of the advancing ice interface [5,14]. In this configuration,
only the small proportion of the sample in contact with the cold
wall was initially undercooled to any significant degree. In metallurgy this mode of solidification is referred to as progressive or parallel solidification [26] and we shall refer to this as PS when
considering ice formation.
In order to develop protocols rapidly and efficiently for the cryopreservation of large volumes it is necessary to develop and validate
a scale down method to emulate the process of ice formation that
occurs within a large volume in comparison to that within a standard cryovial. This approach allows multiple samples to be tested
within the same run, and also the effects of thawing to be de-coupled from the freezing step which produces either PS or NS. We also
designed a technique to reliably produce PS in small volumes,
removing the compounding factor of sample volume on the ice
solidification process. In this study, we examined the viability and
cell function of ELS (where we have extensive previous experience
of post-cryopreservation functional assessment) [15–17] following
either PS or NS. In addition we determined, by CryoSEM, the structure of the ice crystal networks and the residual freeze concentrated
matrix following water to ice phase transition by these two
methods.

Materials and methods
Cell culture and encapsulation
The techniques for producing ELS have been described previously in detail [4]. HepG2 cells (human-derived hepatocyte cellline) were grown in monolayer culture for 7 days and passaged
at 80–90% confluence. Culture medium composed of alpha-MEM
medium, supplemented with 50 U/ml penicillin, 50 lg/ml streptomycin (Invitrogen plc.), and 10% FCS (Hyclone Thermo Scientific). A
suspension of 3.5 ! 106 cells/ml in culture medium mixed 1:1 with
2% aqueous alginate solution (FMC bio-polymers), was passed
through a jetcutter system (GeniaLab), resulting in spherical droplets with a diameter of 500–550 lm, which were polymerised by
ejection into a buffer with 0.204 M CaCl2. These (ELS) were grown
in culture medium at a ratio of beads to medium of 1:32 in static
culture (T175 flasks) in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator at 37 !C
for 11 days, with medium changed every 2–3 days, where they
proliferated to approximately 1 ! 107 cells/ml.
Establishment of cooling profiles in a representative large scale volume
containing an ELS thermal mimic
For typical PS in a true large volume experiment, a prototype of
the cylindrical BAL cassette constructed out of polycarbonate and
containing 2000 ml of a 10% glycerol in water (v/v) solution as an
ELS thermal mimic was cooled on its side on a modified VIAFreeze
controlled rate freezer (Asymptote, Cambridge, UK). Good thermal
contact was achieved via a curved plate attached to the cassette
(Fig. 2). To ensure good thermal contact between the cassette
and the sample plate a film of low temperature silicone oil (Sigma,
85409) was applied to the sample plate. Thermocouples were
placed throughout the chamber to measure thermal profiles in
the ELS thermal mimic, using 10% glycerol which we have established previously has equivalent thermal properties to our alginate
encapsulated biomass (data not shown).
Modification of the controlled rate freezer to achieve NS or PS in small
volumes during cryopreservation
A controlled rate freezer (EF600-103, Asymptote, Cambridge,
UK) was modified to achieve either NS or PS during cryopreservation by the addition of two modules designed to take polypropylene scintillation vials (Sigma, Z376825, 16 mm ! 57 mm). One
module was made of aluminum, the other of acetal (Fig. 1); these
materials are good and poor conductors of heat respectively. These
modules were fixed to the flat cooling plate of the EF600-103.
Thermocouples (K type) we used to measure the temperature at
the base, middle, and upper sample volume inside the vial,
(0 mm, 20 mm, and 40 mm from base respectively) the thermocouples were connected to a Pico Logger (Pico-technology).
Cryopreservation protocol
For small volume PS or NS studies, 5 ml aliquots of ELS were
harvested and mixed 1:1 with a freezing solution (24% Me2SO,
76% Viaspan v/v) precooled to 4 !C, and once equilibrated
(15 min), 80% of the excess CPA supernatant was removed, giving
a final volume of 6 ml of 12% Me2SO, 38% Viaspan, and 50% ELS
in culture medium, by volume. Icestart beads (1% w/v) (Asymptote) – sterile insoluble granules – which induce ice nucleation
close to the equilibrium melting temperature of the mixture, were
added and these sank by gravity to the base of the vial. These vials
and the CRF were cooled to 4 !C before 5 vials (containing 6 ml
each) were placed in the aluminum module, while 5 were placed
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Fig. 1. The two different heat transfer modules designed for the EF600-103 CRF. On the left an aluminum module allowed for maximum heat transfer between the vial and
the insert, on the right the acetal insert only allowed for heat transfer between the bottom of the vial and the EF600-103 cooling plate. Both modules operated concurrently
during cryopreservation, allowing the study of up to seven replicates in each condition, at identical cooling rates.

Fig. 2. Schematic and image of the large volume cylindrical chamber. Excess media is drained out of the prototype chamber prior to cryopreservation and the resulting ELS
thermal mimic (10% glycerol) fills the BAL chamber halfway, (the remaining upper volume containing air). The BAL chamber was then placed on a Stirling engine cooled metal
plate (dark blue). The arrows indicate heat transfer during cryopreservation, while the dashed outline of a vial is overlain, indicating the approximate area modeled with the
heat transfer modules in Fig. 1. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

into the acetal module (see Fig. 1). The EF600-103 was programmed to cool at 1 !C/min from 4 !C to !80 !C. The samples
were held in the EF600-103 at !80 !C for 1 h after the cooling cycle
was complete, before being transferred to a !80 !C freezer for
7 days.
The samples were warmed rapidly during 330 s in a 37 !C water
bath until all the ice had melted (yielding an approximate warming
rate of 15 !C/min). The Me2SO was diluted out of solution during a
10 min stepwise process with prepared chilled culture medium,
with residual ice start granules remaining at the bottom of the tube
and easily avoided during decanting. The samples were re-cultured
in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator at 37 !C.
Cryo scanning electron microscopy (CryoSEM) of samples cooled by PS
or NS
To observe physical changes in the structure of the samples,
CryoSEM was carried out. Samples recovered from storage at
!80 !C were warmed slightly (25 s in a 37 !C water bath) to loosen
the ice matrix from the container wall, allowing the bulk frozen
samples to be removed rapidly and transferred onto dry ice
(!78 !C) without re-warming. These were wrapped in foil and
stored on dry ice before being transferred to a !80 !C freezer.
Under liquid nitrogen, each sample was held in a metal bracket
and split horizontally using a blade, giving a circular cross-section.
This was transferred into a cryo scanning electron microscope (FEI
XL30 FEGSEM with a Quorum pp2000 cryo-stage) and etched at
!80 !C, before being coated in a thin layer ("20 nm) of gold. The
samples in the microscope and images were captured at 5 kV using
an Everhardt Thornley secondary electron detector.

Post-thaw functional tests after either PS or NS cryopreservation
Viability assay
A viability assay was carried out using PI/FDA staining. 20 ll PI
(propidium iodine solution, 1 mg/ml, Sigma) and 10 ll FDA (fluorescein diacetate solution 1 mg/ml, Sigma) were added to ELS
and incubated at room temperature for 90 s. The ELS were washed
once in PBS (Invitrogen) and then florescence at 617 nm (excitation) and 520 nm (emission) measured, with 1 s and 150 ms exposure respectively. The total FDA intensity was compared to the
total PI plus FDA intensity using Nikon imaging software, giving
both a cell membrane integrity and metabolic viability read-out.
This was carried out at 6, 24, 48, and 72 h post-thaw. The 6 h timepoint was chosen as this was the minimum time required to fully
remove residual (pre-freeze) FDA-sensitive enzymes from non-viable cells.
Total cell counts
A known volume of ELS were removed from alginate post-cryopreservation in 16 mM EDTA (Applichem) solution before the ELS
were dis-aggregated and a nucleic count carried out using the
nucleocounter system. Since HepG2 cells are mononuclear this
equates to cell number.
MTT assay
Further standardized samples of ELS were liberated from alginate and 0.75% w/v MTT solution (tetrazolium salt, invitrogen)
added to the ELS. After 3 h incubation the MTT was removed and
the crystal product dissolved using acidified isopropanol (10% acetic acid in propan-2-ol). Total absorbance was measured at 570 nm
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on an Anthos III microplate reader, and quantified using MANTA
software.
Enzyme-linked-immuno-sorbent-assays (ELISA)
Albumin, alpha-anti-trypsin and alpha-fetoprotein protein production were quantified by ELISA in ELS conditioned media collected 1–3 days post-thaw, and normalized with cell counts. The
normalization took two separate forms, one related to cell count
post-thaw which showed the average function of the cells surviving
cryopreservation. A second normalization determined average production based on number of cells cryopreserved – therefore even
cells that were destroyed during cryopreservation were accounted
for here.
Statistics
To determine significance between samples cryopreserved
either through NS or PS, a Welch’s t-test was performed. To determine significance between samples experiencing the same conditions during cryopreservation at different time points, a Student’s
t-test was performed. Significance was determined as p < 0.05.
Samples for cell functional analysis contained five replicates unless
otherwise stated.
Results
Measurement of the thermal histories of the different cooling processes
in both the large volume prototype chamber and the scale-down
modules

temperature profiles differed between the two processing conditions (Fig. 4). With vials in the acetal module, nucleation occurred
at the bottom of the cryovial (again, next to the cooling plate of
the cryo-cooler) where a small amount of undercooling is evident,
while the remainder of the sample remained above the melting
point of the solution. Ice growth occurred progressively (and in this
case – vertically) within the remainder of this sample and no further
significant undercooling was evident (see Fig. 4 – left) emulating the
temperature profile, characteristic of progressive solidification seen
in a large volume sample (Fig. 3). The whole of the sample volume
within a vial in the aluminum module cooled uniformly below the
equilibrium melting temperature of the solution before ice nucleation occurred and solidification then progressed instantaneously
and in a relatively uniform manner throughout the cryovial, with
no large temperature gradients being observed (Fig. 4 – right).
Characterization of the ice morphologies in the different freezing
processes in the scale-down modules
The structure of the ice and the freeze concentrated matrix is
very different in samples processed from vials within the two different modules where either NS or PS was developed (Fig. 5). A planer ice structure is present under conditions of PS in samples
processed in the acetal module (Fig. 5A), with vertical ice crystals
forming in the sample, entrapping ELS between ice crystals. Following NS (cooling in the aluminum module) a multiple dendritic
(network) ice structure is apparent, with ice entrapping freeze concentrated matrix including ELS (Fig. 5B).
Viability and viable cell number

Measured temperatures within the large volume sample (Fig. 3)
containing 10% glycerol in aqueous solution (v/v) show large temperature gradients between the wall of the cassette (in contact
with the cooling plate) and the deeper (more central) layers of
the sample. While the sample layer adjacent to the cylinder wall
reduced in temperature approximately linearly, the central sample
layers experienced delayed cooling, non-linearity of temperature
change, and eventual solidification, with a temperature plateau
existing in the core of the sample for some considerable time (in
the region of 150–180 min) at the equilibrium melting temperature before solidification occurred.
In the vials processed in the acetal or aluminum modules for the
EF600-103, producing either PS or NS respectively, the monitored

The cell viabilities, the viable cell numbers were quantified following either NS or PS at 6, 24, 48, and 72 h post-thaw (Fig. 6). The
samples processed in the aluminum module (NS), displayed a
trend towards higher average viability at all time points compared
with samples processed in the acetal module; significance was
noted for 24 h (p < 0.05, n = 5). The viabilities in both sample sets
then further recovered and increased significantly (p < 0.05) with
length of time in culture post-thaw out from 6 h to 72 h, from
53.2 ± 11.5% to 75.8 ± 7.1% and from 41.4 ± 13.1% to 72.8 ± 5.1%
for the samples experiencing either NS or PS respectively. A similar
pattern was true for total viable cell numbers (Fig. 6 – right)
increasing significantly from 8.1 ± 1.6 to 13.0 ± 1.7 million cells/

Fig. 3. Measured temperature profiles inside the BAL chamber during cooling of a thermal mimic. Approximately 2000 ml of 10% aqueous glycerol solution (having the same
thermal properties of ELS) was cooled in the large volume freezer, with pico-logger k-type thermocouples placed at progressively deeper intervals between the wall and the
centre of the chamber, at 15 mm intervals. The freezer was programmed to cool from 4 !C to !80 !C at approximately !0.5 !C a min.
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Fig. 4. Temperature profiles in the heat transfer modules measured on the EF600-103 controlled rate freezer. K-type thermocouples were inserted at the base of the sample
(which was placed on top of the cooling plate of the freezer) and at progressively deeper intervals. The temperature profiles were recorded in both the acetal module (left) and
in the aluminum module (right). The EF600-103 was cooled from 4 !C to !80 !C at 1 !C/min, with samples containing 6 ml ELS in 12% Me2SO.

Fig. 5. Cryo-scanning electron microscopy (Cryo-SEM) presenting differences in ice structure between progressive solidification (a) and a network solidification (b). The scale
bar indicates 1 mm on the left hand images, while 50 lm on the right hand images in both cases. Progressive solidification exhibits a large and homogeneous ice crystal,
indicative of slow growth during formation, while network solidification results in a profoundly separate, disordered dendritic ice structure.
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Fig. 6. The cell membrane viability (left) and viable cell number (right) of samples experiencing either progressive solidification or network solidification during
cryopreservation. Although network solidification (light gray) produces a better post-thaw outcome at 24 h (p < 0.05, N = 5 ± SD, marked by ! and ! for viability and viable cell
number respectively), these differences disappeared by 48 h and 72 h in post-thaw cultures. Both PS and NS samples’ viability and viable cell number increased significantly
from 6 h to 72 h (p < 0.05).

Fig. 7. Metabolic activity in ELS: MTT absorbance units per ml ELS (left), and per million cells (right), between samples experiencing either progressive solidification or
network solidification during cryopreservation. No statistically significant differences between the samples were observed at any time-point. No significant differences in
MTT absorbance were observed intra-sample set between 6 and 72 h. N = 5 ± SD.

ml following NS. For samples from PS, they recovered significantly
from a nadir at 24 h – 5.9 ± 1.1 million cells/ml to a maximum of
12.3 ± 1.3 million cells/ml at 72 h post-thaw; thus PS was significantly worse at 24 h (p < 0.05, n = 5) but not different by 72 h.
Metabolic activity
Metabolic activity of the samples post-thaw was analyzed using
MTT. This was related to either the production per unit ELS (Fig. 7 –
left), or to a viable cell number (Fig. 7 – right) and so function per
cell – at 6, 24, 48, and 72 h post-thaw could be calculated. This is an
important comparator to identify differences between cell populations from different culture batches. MTT metabolism per unit ELS
(Fig. 7 – left), showed no significant difference between either NS
or PS samples. When the MTT metabolism was expressed per million viable cells (Fig. 7 – right), the mean production per cell number appeared higher in PS compared with NS at all time points,
although not reaching significance (p > 0.05, n = 5, in each case).
Protein synthesis
Sandwich ELISAs determined protein production per million
cells per 24 h in samples collected 1–3 days post thaw. Of the three
quantified proteins, Alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) did not exhibit a significant difference at any time point.

In contrast, albumin production in the PS samples was significantly higher (p < 0.05, n = 5) 24 h post-thaw being measured at
46.7 ± 11.5 lg per million viable cells per 24 h, compared to
30.9 ± 4.4 lg per million viable cells per 24 h following NS.
Alpha-antitrypsin was also significantly improved (p < 0.05,
n = 5) 24 h post thaw, at 18.8 ± 4.8 lg per million viable cells per
24 h, compared to 12.2 ± 2.0 lg per million viable cells per 24 h following NS.
All protein production capabilities in either NS or PS samples
improved significantly from 24 h to 72 h post-thaw, mirroring
the recoveries in viable cell numbers during progressive post-thaw
culture (see Fig. 8).
Discussion
Ice solidification occurs in small and large volumes by two distinct processes. At small volumes network solidification (NS) manifests while at large volumes progressive solidification (PS) is the
predominant process. These differences in bio-physical events presented as different ice crystal formats in this study. Similar differences in ice matrix ultrastructure have been presented for sperm
processed either in straws or bags [22].
With ELS, the observed recovery following these two processes
was very similar although the structure of ice and the freeze concentrated residual compartments within the two types of samples
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Fig. 8. The production of liver specific proteins by ELS, day 1 to day 3 post-thaw between samples experiencing either progressive solidification or network solidification
during cryopreservation – alpha-fetoprotein (top), albumin (middle), and alpha-antitrypsin (bottom). Progressive solidification samples are shown dark in gray with network
solidification samples lighter gray. Production was analyzed per million viable cells post-thaw per 24 h (right), and normalized per million viable cells pre-thaw that takes
account of cells destroyed during the cryopreservation (left). Measurements on the left therefore present the overall outcome per sample cryopreserved – there are no
statistically significant differences. Measurements on the right display production per million cells, but taking into account that there is now a different cell number between
the two sets. Allowing for this different cell number, the progressive solidification samples have significantly improved production of albumin and alpha-antitrypsin in the
first 24 h post thaw (at p < 0.05). There are no significant differences at other time points or with alpha-fetoprotein N = 5 ± SD. Intra either NS or PS sample sets, the measured
protein production increased significantly from day 1 to day 3 for all measurements (p < 0.05).

are very different. Post-thaw, samples experiencing NS had a
higher post-thaw viability and viable cell numbers, significant after
24 h of recovery. When examining the functional outcomes, samples cryopreserved experiencing PS have an improved outcome
per unit of viable cells, although overall differences were small.
Our results suggest that NS allows more cells to survive cryopreservation, but those surviving cells have greater average damage
than those experiencing PS. PS by contract showed a trend to
fewer, healthier cells post thaw, especially at the 24 h time point
following thawing.
During large scale cryopreservation the potential long exposure
to cryoprotectants in the liquid state prior to phase transition,
experienced for the central portion of the sample under condition
of PS, may be a potential extra stress over and above those which
result from cryopreservation in NS conditions. We had considered
the possibility that PS would therefore result in greatly reduced
post-thaw recoveries. This was in fact not the case, which is
encouraging when planning further work on scaled-up cryopreservation in volumes >1 l. It could be hypothesised that under conditions of PS, the extra cryoprotectant stress experienced by part of
the sample could act to remove an unhealthy, or poorly performing
sub population of cells present before cryopreservation. NS, by
reducing the time to which the ELS from the whole sample was
exposed to the osmotic and chemical toxicities, where the central
mixture was in the liquid state just at the point of nucleation,

may avoid injuring this already partially stressed population leading to significantly higher viable cell numbers (although metabolically less productive) by 24 h post-thaw. It is also possible that the
temperature discontinuity present when an undercooled sample
nucleates damages cells in subtle ways, so they survive cryopreservation though are no longer function effectively. Further studies
will need to investigate these mechanisms.
It is important to differentiate the processes described above
(NS and PS) from another way to control ice crystal progression –
this being the so-called directional solidification (DS) where the
sample is moved across a constantly low temperature gradient,
sufficiently cold to induce ice nucleation in the portion of the sample in contact with the cold plate. DS allows the morphology of the
ice interface to be varied under conditions where the local chemical conditions of the residual solution can be kept constant, which
is different to what happens in PS where progressive exclusion of
both solutes and cells occurs ahead of the ice front. The technique
allowed investigation of whether different ice crystal morphologies
(for example, with increasingly complex ice dendrite formation)
impacted on cell survival, but this was not generally found to be
the case [10]. Differential entrapment or exclusion of cells within
the advancing ice front was also noted with DS [11], but the behavior of larger cell complexes (such as the ELS) has not been investigated as far as we are aware. PS would perhaps be expected to
deliver ice fronts moving between and through the alginate
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capsules containing the ELS, which were used in relatively high
packing density in the current study, but further work will be
needed to investigate this aspect. DS also allows better homogeneity of the cooling profile throughout the entire sample [2], whereas,
as seen here, PS results in differential thermal profiles towards the
sample centre as the excluded solutes, generating areas of local
undercooling, result in variable release of latent heat of ice crystal
formation. This heat has to be dissipated from the sample core
before linear cooling can proceed. This results in a controllable progression of solidification through the specimen dependant on the
rate at which the temperature gradient is passed through the sample [1,10,11]. DS allows the morphology of the ice interface to be
varied under conditions where the local chemical conditions of
the residual solution can be kept constant, which is different to
what happens in PS where progressive exclusion of both solutes
and, in some situations, cells occurs ahead of the ice front [11].
DS also allows better homogeneity of the cooling profile throughout the entire sample, whereas, as seen here, PS results in differential thermal profiles towards the sample centre as the excluded
solutes, generating areas of local undercooling, result in variable
release of latent heat of ice crystal formation which have to be dissipated from the sample core before controlled cooling can proceed. However, for large cell masses contained within an
irregular geometry as investigated here, engineering a DS approach
to cryo-cooling would prove to be challenging. In the current work,
solidification proceeded only through static surface cooling conditions, with ice growth primarily determined by the thermal properties and 3-dimensional structure of the sample.
Another factor worthy of comment is that the experimental systems used here had little excess cryoprotectant additive and there
would be little settling effect of ELS on the ice crystal progression –
all the samples were in effect ‘settled’ by removing the extra CPA
volume. The process of ice propagation in this system may differ
compared with conventional cell and protein suspensions, where
sedimentation of cells may occur before initiation of freezing
and, secondly, cells and proteins may be pushed ahead of ice fronts
during progressive solidification.
While success has been reported with large volumes in flat bag
cryopreservation, these have generally been deliberately compressed into a thin wafer or ‘slab’ format with little internal temperature gradients and so often experience NS. It is possible to
observe PS in bags however, if the bag temperature is not thermally equilibrated prior to the onset of solidification [15,25].
Such flat-bag approaches would be very difficult to adapt for
BAL cryopreservation due to the geometries involved, where the
end-product would ideally reside in a cylindrical fluidised bed
format.
The varying temperature profiles throughout the sample when
cooling a large cylinder have been recognized for some time [19].
Previous studies have shown that the level of freeze-concentration
of solutes is dependent on the cooling rate and this has been studied in detail in cylindrical vessels [13]. In cylindrical configurations,
the solutes increased in concentration radially from the edge of the
cylinder to the centre, and this was accompanied by aggregation of
some proteins within the core layers. Due to the alginate sphere
composition of the test BAL, cell aggregation will not occur here
as the cells are already immobilised. This increase in solutes centrally (as would be seen in a cylindrical BAL cassette) is a likely
cause of lower cell number post thaw when progressive solidification is present in our current scale-down module.
Using inserts in the EF600-103 to emulate large volume cooling
profiles within small samples gave similar thermal histories as
were seen in a large volume. This allowed for the study of these
thermal profiles as well as longer and variable cryoprotectant
exposure and cryo-concentration of solutes in the system, in addition to accurately mimicking the variations in ice structure

between the two set-ups. Combining these three effects in a smaller volume format accurately provides more accessible and more
economical methods of study of these sample configurations, without the additional variable of differing volume or thawing rate. This
equipment modification may have application in studying other
large volume freezing problems, such as those encountered with
proteins.
Significantly this study informs us that PS may be applied to the
BAL without major detrimental effects on the bulk ELS product,
although there was a low level of early functional attrition seen
after PS which requires further study.

Conclusion
Previously our group reported good outcome when ELS (cryopreserved in typical small volume format in cryo-vials) experienced network solidification during cryopreservation [16,17].
Good outcomes can now be achieved in a more realistic large scale
geometry that necessarily produces progressive solidification, and
this can be modeled in an economical way using an adapted head
plate for the EF600-103 freezer.
It has been demonstrated that both PS and NS exhibit very different biophysical conditions during ice crystal growth; this is
reflected in the ultrastructural observations of the differing icematrices during solidification. However these different outcomes
of cryo-solidification in reality made only small, mostly non-significant differences to viable cell recovery or function. ELS cryopreserved under both conditions each showed very good propensity
to return to normal cell replication as post-thaw culture extended
beyond the first 24 h. As progressive solidification is almost
unavoidable in samples any larger than a few mls, an understanding of the differences between these two conditions may well be
necessary for successful larger volume cryopreservation across a
wide range of cell therapies.
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Cholesterol has important functions in the organization of membrane structure
and this may be mediated via the formation of cholesterol-rich, liquid-ordered
membrane microdomains often referred to as lipid rafts. Methyl-beta-cyclodextrin
(cyclodextrin) is commonly used in cell biology studies to extract cholesterol and
therefore disrupt lipid rafts. However, in this study we reassessed this experimental
strategy and investigated the eVects of cyclodextrin on the physical properties of
sonicated and carbonate-treated intracellular membrane vesicles isolated from
Cos-7 fibroblasts. We treated these membranes, which mainly originate from the
trans-Golgi network and endosomes, with cyclodextrin and measured the eVects on
their equilibrium buoyant density, protein content, represented by the palmitoylated
protein phosphatidylinositol 4-kinase type II↵, and cholesterol. Despite the
reduction in mass stemming from cholesterol removal, the vesicles became
denser, indicating a possible large volumetric decrease, and this was confirmed by
measurements of hydrodynamic vesicle size. Subsequent mathematical analyses
demonstrated that only half of this change in membrane size was attributable to
cholesterol loss. Hence, the non-selective desorption properties of cyclodextrin
are also involved in membrane size and density changes. These findings may have
implications for preceding studies that interpreted cyclodextrin-induced changes to
membrane biochemistry in the context of lipid raft disruption without taking into
account our finding that cyclodextrin treatment also reduces membrane size.
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In this study we investigated the relationship between membrane composition, density,
and size by using methyl- -cyclodextrin (cyclodextrin) to rapidly deplete membrane
cholesterol from an isolated intracellular membrane preparation. Cyclodextrins are a
family of cyclic oligosaccharides that adopt a cone-like structure in aqueous solution, with
an internal hydrophobic core that can sequester lipids from membranes (Heine et al., 2007;
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Pinjari, Joshi & Gejji, 2006). Cyclodextrins have useful pharmaceutical applications as
soluble carriers for hydrophobic molecules and are also commonly used in biochemical
and cell biology studies to manipulate membrane lipid levels (Loftsson & Brewster, 1996;
Rodal et al., 1999; Welliver, 2006; Zidovetzki & Levitan, 2007). Cyclodextrin eYcaciously
removes sterols such as cholesterol from biological membranes but can also remove
other lipids such as sphingomyelin and phosphatidylcholine (Ottico et al., 2003). Recently
cyclodextrin and the related molecule hydroxypropyl- -cyclodextrin have been shown to
alleviate the pathological intracellular accumulation of free cholesterol in Niemann-Pick
Type C disease models (Camargo et al., 2001; Davidson et al., 2009; Holtta-Vuori et al.,
2002; Lim et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2009; Mbua et al., 2013;
Pontikis et al., 2013; Ramirez et al., 0000; Ramirez et al., 2010; Rosenbaum et al., 2010;
Swaroop et al., 2012; Te Vruchte et al., 2014; Vance & Karten, 2014; Vite et al., 2015;
Waugh, 2015). These recent developments demonstrate a potential therapeutic use for
cyclodextrins and also clearly establish their eYcacy for reducing the cholesterol content
of endosomal membranes (Rosenbaum et al., 2010; Shogomori & Futerman, 2001). In
addition, we have previously reported that the addition of cyclodextrin to cultured cells
leads to the vesicularization and contraction of the trans-Golgi network (TGN) and
endosomal membranes (Minogue et al., 2010). These cyclodextrin-induced changes to
intracellular biomembrane architecture are associated with alterations to intramembrane
lateral diVusion and lipid kinase activity of phosphatidylinositol 4-kinase II↵ (PI4KII↵),
a constitutively palmitoylated and membrane-associated enzyme (Barylko et al., 2009; Lu
et al., 2012) that may be important in the etiology of some cancers and neurodegenerative
disorders (Chu et al., 2010; Clayton, Minogue & Waugh, 2013a; Li et al., 2010; Li et al., 2014;
Simons et al., 2009; Waugh, 2012; Waugh, 2014; Waugh, 2015).
Whilst cyclodextrin has been mainly used to remove cholesterol from the plasma
membrane our focus here is on characterizing the eVects of such treatment on intracellular
membranes where cholesterol levels are known to be important for processes such as
protein sorting and traYcking from the TGN (Paladino et al., 2014). Since the eVects of
cyclodextrin on intracellular membranes are important to understand both in a disease
context (Vite et al., 2015) and for furthering our knowledge about the functions of cholesterol on intracellular membranes, we decided to investigate more comprehensively how
cyclodextrin alters the biophysical properties of a lipid-raft-enriched membrane fraction
isolated from intracellular TGN and endosomal membranes (Minogue et al., 2010; Waugh
et al., 2011a). In particular, we sought to understand more fully the cyclodextrin-induced
changes to the equilibrium buoyant densities of isolated cholesterol-rich membrane
fractions that we and others have reported in a number of preceding publications (for
examples, see Hill, An & Johnson, 2002; Kabouridis et al., 2000; Matarazzo et al., 2012;
Minogue et al., 2010; Navratil et al., 2003; Pike & Miller, 1998; Spisni et al., 2001; Xu
et al., 2006; Zidovetzki & Levitan, 2007). In these previous experiments, cholesterol
depletion with cyclodextrin rendered the membrane fraction less buoyant, leading to
the cyclodextrin-treated membranes banding to a denser region in an equilibrium density
gradient. This cyclodextrin-induced change, sometimes referred to as a density shift, has
allowed us to design, using sucrose density gradients, a membrane floatation assay in
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which we have been able to separate cholesterol-replete and -depleted membranes before
and after cyclodextrin treatment.
In many of these prior studies, a cyclodextrin-dependent redistribution of biomolecules
to a denser membrane fraction was interpreted as a delocalization from cholesterol-rich
lipid rafts or liquid-ordered domains to a less buoyant, liquid-disordered, non-raft
fraction. This reasoning stems from the idea that raft-enriched membrane domains are
intrinsically buoyant due to their high lipid-to-protein ratio. However, since density is
defined as mass divided by volume we reassessed these inferences on the grounds that in
the absence of a membrane volume change, a reduction in mass alone would result in a
membrane becoming more buoyant, i.e., less dense.
To explore the relationship between cholesterol content and membrane density, we
employed our membrane floatation assay to measure the change in the physical properties
and biochemical composition of cholesterol-enriched membrane vesicles following
cyclodextrin treatment. We then analyzed these changes to mathematically model, from
first principles, the degree to which the mass and volume of the membrane domains would
have to alter to account for the measured change in membrane density. Finally, we provide
a mathematical solution to explain the relationship between membrane cholesterol mass
and vesicle density.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
All cell culture materials, enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) reagents and X-ray film
were purchased from GE Healthcare Life Sciences, UK. Polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF)
membrane was bought from Merck Millipore UK. Horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-linked
secondary antibodies were purchased from Cell Signalling Technology UK. The antibody
to PI4KII↵ was previously described by us (Minogue et al., 2010). HRP-linked cholera
toxin B subunit was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich UK. Sucrose was obtained from VWR
International Ltd UK. Complete protease inhibitor tablets were purchased from Roche Ltd
UK. All other reagents were from Sigma-Aldrich UK.

Cell culture
Cos-7 cells obtained from the European Collection of Cell Cultures operated by Public
Health England were maintained at 37 C in a humidified incubator at 10% CO2 . Cells
were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) supplemented with
Glutamax, 10% fetal calf serum, 50 i.u./mL penicillin, and 50 µg/mL streptomycin. Cell
monolayers were grown to confluency in 10 cm tissue culture dishes. Typically, four
confluent plates of cells were used in each subcellular fractionation experiment.

Subcellular fractionation by sucrose density gradient
centrifugation
A buoyant subcellular fraction enriched for TGN and endosomal membranes was prepared
according to our previously published method (Minogue et al., 2010; Waugh et al., 2006).
Confluent cell monolayers were washed twice in ice-cold phosphate-buVered saline
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(PBS) pH 7.4 and then scraped into 2 mL of homogenization buVer (Tris-HCl 10 mM,
EGTA 1 mM, EDTA 1 mM, sucrose 250 mM, plus CompleteTM protease inhibitors, pH
7.4). Post-nuclear supernatants were prepared by Dounce homogenization of the cells
suspended in homogenization buVer followed by centrifugation at 1,000 g at 4 C for 2 min
to pellet nuclei and unbroken cells. Cellular organelles were separated by equilibrium
density gradient centrifugation by overnight ultracentrifugation on a 12 mL, 10–40%
w/v sucrose density gradient as previously described (Waugh et al., 2003a; Waugh et al.,
2003b; Waugh et al., 2006). Using this procedure, a buoyant TGN-endosomal enriched
membrane fraction consistently banded in gradient fractions 9 and 10 and was harvested as
described before (Waugh et al., 2003b; Waugh et al., 2006).

Refractometry to measure membrane density
The refractive index of each membrane fraction was determined using a Leica AR200
digital refractometer. Refractive index values were then converted to sucrose densities using
Blix tables (Dawson et al., 1986) and linear regression carried out using GraphPad Prism
software.

Membrane floatation assay to measure the equilibrium buoyant
density of membrane vesicles
This assay was previously described by us (Minogue et al., 2010). Briefly, 400 µL of
cyclodextrin (20 mM) dissolved in water was added to an equal volume of TGN/endosomal
membranes on ice for 10 min to give a cyclodextrin concentration of 10 mM. Then, 200 µL
of sodium carbonate (0.5 M, pH 11.0) was added to a final concentration of 50 mM in
a 1 mL sample. The carbonate-treated membranes were probe-sonicated on ice using a
VibraCell probe sonicator from Sonics & Materials Inc., USA at amplitude setting 40 in
pulsed mode for 3 ⇥ 2 s bursts. To the 1 mL sonicated membrane samples, 3 mL of 53% w/v
sucrose in Tris-HCl 10 mM, EDTA 1 mM and EGTA 1 mM, pH 7.4 was added to form 4 mL
of sample in 40% w/v sucrose and a sodium carbonate concentration of 12.5 mM and,
where applicable, a cyclodextrin concentration of 2 mM. A discontinuous sucrose gradient
was formed in a 12 mL polycarbonate tube by overlaying the 40% sucrose layer with 4 mL
35% w/v and 4 mL 5% w/v sucrose in Tris-HCl 10 mM, EDTA 1 mM and EGTA 1 mM,
pH 7.4. The gradient was centrifuged overnight at 185,000 g at 4 C in a Beckman LE-80K
ultracentrifuge and 12 ⇥ 1 mL fractions were harvested beginning at the top of the tube.

Immunoblotting of sucrose density gradient fractions
The protein content of equal volume aliquots of each density gradient fraction was
separated by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE),
transferred to PVDF membranes and probed with antibodies directed against proteins of
interest. Western blots were visualized by chemiluminescence and bands were quantified
from scanned X-ray films using image analysis software in Adobe Photoshop CS4.

Measurements of membrane lipid levels
The cholesterol content of equal volume membrane fractions was assayed using the
Amplex red cholesterol assay kit (Molecular Probes). The use of this assay to measure
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membrane cholesterol mass has been previously validated (Bate, Tayebi & Williams, 2008;
Minogue et al., 2010; Nicholson & Ferreira, 2009). Ganglioside glycosphingolipids were
detected by dot blotting of membrane fractions (Ilangumaran et al., 1996) and probing
with HRP-conjugated cholera toxin B subunit as described previously (Ilangumaran et
al., 1996; Mazzone et al., 2006; Waugh, 2013; Waugh et al., 2011a; Waugh et al., 2011b).
Membrane-bound cholera toxin was visualized by incubation with chemiluminescence
detection reagents and spots were quantified as described for the analysis of immunoblotting data (Waugh, 2013).

Dynamic light scattering measurement to measure hydrodynamic
diameter of membrane vesicles
The hydrodynamic size of the membrane vesicles in the gradient fraction was studied
with a Zetasizer Nano ZS90 (Malvern Instruments). All diluted samples were prepared in
filtered (0.2 µm) Millipore ddH2 O to avoid sample artifacts, and measurements were made
at 25 C in triplicate.

Mathematical modelling of membrane compositional changes
Subscripts are used to specify a unit being examined, with s and r defining treatment
sensitive (assuming that most of this fraction is composed of cholesterol with a density
of around ⇢ = 1.067 (Haynes, 2013)) and remaining components, respectively. The
subscript—post is used to denote values for vesicles post cyclodextrin treatment.
The fractions are not considered discrete sections of the vesicles; rather they can be
mixed and inter-connected.
The mass density of a particle is defined as the mass per unit volume. To determine the
mass density of an object consisting of multiple discrete components in a steady state, a
linear combination of its components can be used as in Eq. (1).
⇢=

m1 + m2 + m3 + ···
V1 + V2 + V3 + ···

(1)

where the subscripts denote the mass and volume of the separate components. Through
normalizing the total volume V = V1 + V2 + V3 + ··· = 1, the density can simplify to
⇢ = m1 + m2 + m3 + ··· mn
where mn now refers to the mass of the volume fraction in question. Considering an object
composed of n diVerent materials the overall mass density is therefore
⇢whole = ⇢fraction1 Vfraction1 + ⇢fraction2 Vfraction2 + ⇢fraction3 Vfraction3 + ···
=

j=n
X

⇢j Vj

(2)

j=1

where ⇢j is the density of fraction j, and vj is the volume fraction of material j.
To determine the % composition of the vesicles, boundary conditions were formulated
and solved using simultaneous equations. Pre-treatment, the system was described
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through Eq. (3):
Vr ⇥ ⇢r + Vs ⇥ ⇢s = ⇢pre

(3)

where the fractional volume of the residual component is given by Vr , the fractional
volume of the treatment sensitive component = Vs , and ⇢pre was the measured density
of the vesicle pre-treatment.
A second simultaneous equation arises through the physical definition of the system,
which is the total volume has been normalised to one:
Vr + Vs = 1

(4)

i.e., combining all the fractions in a vesicle together equaled fraction one of a vesicle.
The 3rd simultaneous equation was determined with respect to the post-treatment
density. It can be derived that for the cyclodextrin sensitive fraction:
⇢pre =

mpre
mpost
= ⇢post =
= 1.067.
Vpre
Vpost

(5)

While the mass and volume of the cholesterol fraction change, its intrinsic density does
not. Hence:
mpre mpost
mpost
=
) Vpost =
⇥ Vpre
Vpre
Vpost
mpre

(6)

mpost
mpre

= the mass post-treatment relative to the pre-treatment mass, which was defined
as the dimensionless parameter M. The RHS of Eq. (6) then simplified to: Vs-pre ⇥ M. A
similar procedure was followed for Vr .
In order to define the mass density of the vesicles post-treatment, Eq. (3) was modified
and normalized to take account of the change of mass. This yielded:
⇢post =

Vr ⇥ ⇢r + Vs ⇥ ⇢s ⇥ Ms-post
.
Vr + Vs ⇥ Ms-post

(7)

Statistical analysis
Data are presented as mean ± SEM of at least three determinations. Statistical significance
was assessed using the two-tailed student t test and P values < 0.05 were deemed to be
statistically significant.

RESULTS
Changes in membrane composition and density following
cholesterol depletion
The starting material for this set of experiments was our previously characterized
cholesterol-rich intracellular membrane fraction prepared from post-nuclear cell
supernatants. These membranes were isolated on equilibrium sucrose density gradients
and their identity as a TGN-endosomal fraction was confirmed by Western blotting for
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PI4KII↵ and syntaxin-6 (Minogue et al., 2010; Waugh et al., 2006). To investigate in more
detail the relationship between cholesterol levels, membrane composition and membrane
biophysical properties, we employed our recently described floatation assay method to
determine the equilibrium buoyant densities of TGN-endosomal membrane domains
using sucrose gradients (see work flow chart in Fig. 1). This technique involved treating
the membranes with cyclodextrin (10 mM) for 10 min to extract cholesterol followed by
probe sonication to induce their vesicularization and fragmentation (Waugh, Lawson &
Hsuan, 1999; Waugh et al., 1998). The sonication step was carried out in alkaline carbonate
buVer which is a well-established means for removing peripheral proteins including actin
from membranes (Fujiki et al., 1982; Nebl et al., 2002). This procedure was necessary in
light of the extensive literature demonstrating that peripherally associated membrane
proteins can influence membrane architecture, geometry and density, and such additional
heterogeneity in these membrane characteristics could potentially complicate subsequent
biophysical analyses. This combination of probe sonication and carbonate addition was
aimed at generating a population of membrane vesicles stripped of peripheral proteins
including cyclodextrin-sensitive cytoskeletal proteins which have the potential to modify
membrane microdomain stability. Furthermore, the inclusion of these treatments meant
that the integral protein and lipid compositions of the vesicles would be the principal
determinants of membrane density.
In this set of experiments we compared the eVects of cyclodextrin treatment on the
biochemical composition of the buoyant (fractions 5–8) and dense (fractions 9–12)
regions of the sucrose gradient. Cyclodextrin addition resulted in a large (83.4 ± 2.75%,
n = 3) decrease in the cholesterol mass of the buoyant fractions protein without any
significant accumulation in the denser region of the sucrose gradient (Fig. 2). This large
reduction in cholesterol also coincided with a relocalization of the membrane-associated
PI4KII↵ protein to denser membrane fractions 9–12 (Fig. 2). We quantified this change
in PI4KII↵ distribution, which was also noted in our previous publication (Minogue et al.,
2010), and found that unlike the situation with cholesterol, cyclodextrin did not result in
an overall loss of PI4KII↵ from the membrane fractions.
We used refractometry to measure the sucrose density of the gradient fractions. Trial
experiments revealed that the final, diluted cyclodextrin concentrations of 200 mM present
in the dense gradient fractions did not impact on the refractive index readings for these
samples. These measurements allowed us to determine that the inclusion of cyclodextrin
caused the main protein fraction to shift in density from 1.096 to 1.126 g/mL (Fig. 3).
Finally, we measured cyclodextrin-eVected changes to the hydrodynamic diameter
of the vesicles by dynamic light scattering. Even though the isolated membrane vesicles
were found to be heterogeneous we focused on a peak signal corresponding to a vesicle
population in the biologically relevant size range of 10–1,000 nm. We ascertained that
while there was no change in the total number of vesicles, the average vesicle diameter
shrunk from 780 to 42 nm in the buoyant fraction and from 453 to 271 nm in the
dense fraction (Table 1). These results showed that the reduction in cholesterol levels
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Figure 1
Harvest cells

Cell disruption by Dounce homogenization

1000 g centrifugation for 2 min

Post-1000 g supernatant

40 to 15% w/v sucrose gradient
ultracentrifugation overnight

Membrane fraction enriched for trans-Golgi network and endosomes

± cyclodextrin

Add sodium carbonate

Sonicate

40-35-5% w/v sucrose gradient
ultracentrifugation overnight

Harvest membrane gradient fractions

Lipid and Protein Analyses

Biophysical Properties

Mathematical Analysis

Figure 1 Flow chart of steps involved in the subcellular fractionation procedures. Flow chart outlining
the steps involved in the subcellular fractionation procedures, equilibrium density floatation assay and
membrane analyses used in the experiments.
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Figure 2 EVects of cyclodextrin on vesicle composition. Comparing the eVects of cyclodextrin treatment on the biochemical composition of buoyant and dense membrane fractions isolated on equilibrium
sucrose density gradients. (A) Change in cholesterol levels as determined by Amplex Red cholesterol
assays. Note that there was no significant change in the total amount of cholesterol present in the dense
membranes. (B) Levels of the membrane—associated protein PI4KII↵ were determined by Western blotting and quantitated by image analysis software. Cyclodextrin addition causes a redistribution of PI4KII↵
from the buoyant to the dense fractions. Results are presented as mean ± S.E.M from experiments
repeated three times, ⇤⇤⇤ p < 0.001, ⇤⇤ p < 0.01, NS not statistically significant using the two-tailed student
t-test.

brought about by cyclodextrin treatment caused the membrane vesicle sizes to decrease
considerably.
Together, these experiments revealed that cholesterol depletion with cyclodextrin
resulted in a reduction in membrane buoyancy, as evidenced by the delocalization of
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Figure 3 Sucrose density gradient profile. The density of each gradient fraction was determined by
refractometry and the conversion of refractive index values to sucrose concentrations was accomplished
using Blix tables. Results are presented as mean ± S.E.M of an experiment repeated three times.

Table 1 Size of membrane vesicles in diVerent gradient fractions following cholesterol depletion
with cyclodextrin. The size distributions, as measured by dynamic light scattering, of control and
cyclodextrin-treated membrane vesicles from diVerent gradient fractions. Results are presented as the
mean ± S.D. of triplicate determinations.
Treatment
Control
Cholesterol depletion

Gradient fraction

Size (nm)

Buoyant
Dense
Buoyant
Dense

779.5 ± 28.2
453.0 ± 177.1
42.2 ± 11.5
270.2 ± 68.8

PI4KII↵-containing membranes to a denser region of the sucrose gradient and also
a reduction in membrane size. Therefore, we decided to mathematically model the
relationship between these diVerent parameters.

MATHEMATICAL MODELING
In this model, we determined an expected value for vesicle size post cyclodextrin
treatment in our system and compared it with experimental data. From our experimental
measurements, there was an 83.4 ± 2.75%, reduction in the cyclodextrin sensitive
cholesterol component with other components not directly aVected by the treatment.
The total increase in mass density of the vesicles through cyclodextrin treatment was
known (from 1.096 ± 0.003 mg/mL for fraction 5 to 1.122 ± 0.0005 mg/mL for fraction
10). The % composition of these two components and the density of the non-cholesterol
residual component were unknown and approximated in this work, based on the above
assumptions.
To determine the volumetric fractional composition of the vesicles pre cyclodextrin
treatment and the density of the residual component, the experimentally measured values
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were inserted into Eqs. (4), (6) and (7), giving Eqs. (8)–(10):
Vr ⇥ ⇢r + Vs ⇥ 1.067 = 1.096 ± 0.003

Vr + Vs = 1
Vr ⇥ ⇢r + Vs ⇥ 1.067 ⇥ (0.166 ± 0.00275)
= 1.122 ± 0.0005.
Vr + Vs ⇥ (0.166 ± 0.00275)

(8)
(9)
(10)

Calculating these Eqs. (8)–(10) allowed us to predict the volume fractions of the
vesicle pretreatment as follows—cholesterol 0.567 ± 0.072 (56.7 ± 7.2%), residual
component 0.433 ± 0.072 (43.3 ± 7.2%), and a density of the residual component of
1.134 ± 0.005 mg/mL. As liquid-ordered domains typically comprises 20–30% cholesterol,
the higher than expected value determined here is most likely the result of some membrane
components being removed during the membrane isolation procedure and particularly
by the alkaline carbonate addition step, leading to an apparent enrichment of cholesterol
in the isolated fraction. Hence, the % value for cholesterol determined here is not the
physiological proportion of cholesterol in TGN/endosomal membranes but rather, the
amount present in the membrane vesicles after the extensive membrane disruption and
isolation procedures used in this study. In concordance with this explanation, we have
previously shown that membrane fractions prepared in the presence of carbonate are
subject to substantial depletion of non-integral proteins (Waugh, 2013; Waugh et al., 2011a;
Waugh et al., 2011b). As proteins have a density of 1.35 mg/mL (Chick & Martin, 1913;
Fischer, Polikarpov & Craievich, 2004) and other membrane components such as lipids tend
to have much lower densities, the value of 1.134 ± 0.005 mg/mL calculated for the density
of the residual component seems reasonable.
Cyclodextrin treatment resulted in the total amount of cholesterol in the system
to be reduced by 83.4%; however, the absolute volumes of the other components
remained constant. To calculate the volume concentrations post cyclodextrin, three more
simultaneous equations were formulated and solved by the same method:
Vr-post ⇥ ⇢r + Vs-post ⇥ 1.067 = 1.122 ± 0.0005

(11)

Vr-post ⇥ ⇢r + Vs-post ⇥ 1.067 ⇥ 6.02
= 1.096 ± 0.03.
Vr-post + Vs-post ⇥ 6.02

(13)

Vr-post + Vs-post = 1

(12)

The predicted vesicle composition post treatment obtained by solving any two of Eqs.
(11)–(13) was: cholesterol 0.179 ± 0.047 (17.9 ± 4.7%) and residual component 0.821
± 0.047 (82.1 ± 4.7%).
The relative volume of the treated vesicles was calculated through Eq. (14):
Vr + Vs ⇥ 0.166 ± 0.0275 = New Volume

(14)

giving a relative volume of 0.527 ± 0.073, i.e., post treatment, the vesicle was 49.1 ± 7.3%
of its original size. This corresponds to the diameter of the treated vesicles of 0.81 ± 0.04,
i.e., the radius must have shrunk by 19 ± 4%.
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Experimental measurements showed the diameter of the vesicles falling from 453
± 177.1 nm to 270.2 ± 68.8 nm post treatment, a 40.4% decline in diameter and thus
an 88.8% fall in vesicle volume. This diVers markedly from what has been calculated
based on cyclodextrin aVecting cholesterol alone and is consistent with previous work
demonstrating that cyclodextrin can also sequester a range of hydrophobic molecules
(reviewed in Zidovetzki & Levitan, 2007). These results imply that only about 50% of the
change in membrane size is due to cholesterol desorption.
Since the mathematical analysis demonstrated that the decrease in membrane size could
not be fully accounted for by cholesterol loss, we investigated the eVect of cyclodextrin
addition on the levels of membrane gangliosides which are glycosphingolipids that are
structurally unrelated to sterols. Changes in ganglioside lipid distribution were determined
using HRP-conjugated cholera toxin B subunit as a probe. Kuziemko and colleagues
(Kuziemko, Stroh & Stevens, 1996) previously determined that Cholera-toxin binds to
gangliosides in the order GM1 > GM2 > GD1A > GM3 > GT1B > GD1B > asialo-GM1,
albeit with a >200 fold diVerence in binding aYnity between GM1 and asialo-GM1.
Therefore, unlike thin layer chromatography, dot-blotting immobilized sucrose density
gradient fractions with cholera toxin B subunit does not permit the separation and
quantitation of individual glycosphingolipid species. Furthermore there is a possibility
that in addition to gangliosides, the toxin may also bind to the carbohydrate moieties
of glycosylated proteins associated with the isolated vesicles (Blank et al., 2007; Uesaka
et al., 1994). Bearing in mind these limitations, we used this well established technique
(Clarke, Ohanian & Ohanian, 2007; Correa et al., 2007; Domon et al., 2011; Ersek et al.,
2015; Ilangumaran et al., 1996; Liu, Yao & Suzuki, 2013; Liu et al., 2015; Mazzone et al.,
2006; Nguyen et al., 2007; Pang, Urquhart & Hooper, 2004; Pristera, Baker & Okuse, 2012;
Russelakis-Carneiro et al., 2004; Tauzin et al., 2008; Waugh, 2013; Waugh et al., 2011a;
Waugh et al., 2011b) to generate a composite yet simple signal to assess if there was any
redistribution of these structurally related non-sterol molecules in the density gradient
following cyclodextrin addition (Fig. 4). We observed that the ganglioside content of the
buoyant fractions was decreased by about 50% following cyclodextrin treatment and this is
consistent with mathematical analysis that vesicle size reduction is due to the non-selective
desorption of membrane lipids.

DISCUSSION
Our combined biophysical, biochemical, and mathematical analyses demonstrate that
cyclodextrin-induced cholesterol extraction can lead to an increase in equilibrium density
by inducing membrane shrinkage. The cyclodextrin-induced shift of biomolecules
to a denser membrane fraction can be accounted for by a large change in vesicle
volume, without necessarily having to evoke the disruption of liquid-ordered membrane
microdomains. These new findings have implications for the use of cyclodextrin-induced
sterol depletion as a means of assessing whether a protein associates with cholesterol-rich
lipid rafts. At high cholesterol levels, such as those reported here in the control buoyant
membranes, one might expect significant levels of lipid rafts or even for the entire
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Figure 4 EVect of cyclodextrin on ganglioside distribution profile. Dot blotting of equal volume
membrane fractions and detection with HRP-conjugated cholera toxin B subunit was used to determine
the levels of ganglioside lipids in control and cyclodextrin-treated membrane fractions. Cyclodextrin
addition resulted in a decrease in HRP-conjugated cholera toxin B subunit binding to the buoyant
membrane fractions. Results are presented as mean ± S.E.M from experiments repeated three times.

membrane to exist solely in the liquid-ordered phase (Almeida, Pokorny & Hinderliter,
2005; Armstrong et al., 2013; Munro, 2003; Swamy et al., 2006) and hence, removal of
cholesterol with cyclodextrin would be predicted to disrupt these rafts (Cabrera-Poch et
al., 2004; Kabouridis et al., 2000; Larbi et al., 2004). However, in the context of the type of
experiments described here, a cyclodextrin-dependent change in membrane density may
only imply that a biomolecule is associated with a cholesterol-rich membrane and does not
necessarily report the stable association of that component with lipid raft microdomains.
Our results suggest that at least under the experimental conditions employed here,
cyclodextrin-induced reduction of membrane size can also be eVected by the extraction
of molecules other than sterols. The apparent lack of selectivity for cyclodextrin-induced
biomolecule desorption demonstrated here leads us to speculate that these agents could
potentially be repurposed to treat a range of conditions similar to Niemann-Pick type C,
that feature enlarged endosomal membrane phenotypes due to defective lipid traYcking
and/or metabolism but importantly, do not necessarily involve cholesterol accumulation.
An example of a disease to consider in this regard could be oculocerebrorenal syndrome
of Lowe (OCRL), a neurodevelopmental condition characterized by phosphatidylinositol
4,5-bisphosphate accumulation on endosomal membranes due to inactivating mutations
in the OCRL phosphoinositide 5-phosphatase (reviewed in BillcliV & Lowe, 2014; Clayton,
Minogue & Waugh, 2013b). Furthermore, whilst cyclodextrin has a high aYnity for
sterol lipids it is also known to bind phosphoinositides such as phosphatidylinositol
4-phosphate (Davis, Perera & Boss, 2004), and this further supports the idea that these
macromolecules could have applications in the treatment of a number of inherited
phospholipid storage disorders. This suggests a new type of drug action involving agents
designed to alter membrane surface area through the reduction of membrane mass.
The objective of such treatments would be to increase the membrane concentrations of
more cyclodextrin-resistant biomolecules, in order to restore or amplify membrane-based
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signaling or traYcking functions. This has already been shown for the epidermal growth
factor receptor, which is subject to augmented levels of constitutive activation following
cyclodextrin treatment (Pike & Casey, 2002; Westover et al., 2003). However, these possible
uses for cyclodextrin remain speculative and further work is required to investigate if the
biophysical changes documented here under specific in vitro conditions also occur on
intracellular membranes in live cells.
In conclusion, this work throws new light on the mechanism of action of methyl- cyclodextrin on biological membranes. This may lead to a reassessment of its use in cellbased laboratory experiments while at the same time widening its potential applications in
the therapeutic arena. In particular, this study indicates that the cholesterol-independent
eVects of cyclodextrin on membrane area may have more general applications in the
treatment of intracellular lipid storage diseases.
Nomenclature
⇢
mass density (kg/L)
V
volume (L)
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